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Viduzzles

11:00A.M,
Micro Cookbook

It's 6 a.m. Do you know

where your husband is?
It's 8 a.m. Do you know

where your daughter is?

It's 11 a.m. Do you know

where you are?

We do.

We make the Commodore

64,™ the computer that's in more

homes , businesses and schools
than any other computer.

With its 64K memory, its

high fidelity sound and its high
resolution sprite graphics, it's

one powerful computer. With its
price—about one third that of

the64KIBM PCjr™ or the

Apple lie™—it's one affordable

computer. (In fact, you can add
a disk drive, a printer or a

modem and get a powerful
computing system for just

about the price of those other

computers alone.)
And with all the

Commodore software programs

we make for it, it's one useful

computer.

What can you use it for?
Just about anything you want

to. For fun or profit, for

homework or housework, for

higher game scores or higher

S.A.T. scores, for words or

music. For all hours of the day.

And night.

So if you're looking for a
computer, it pays to look into

the Commodore 64.

You'll definitely have
enough money for it. Just make

sure you have enough time for it.

COMMODORE 64'
IT'S NOT HOW LITTLE IT COSTS,

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET.



Wa^lown?

What's A*

VIDUZZLE?

OWL?

If you guessed all three

you're right! A VIDUZZLE is

a jigsaw puzzle that you

construct on your

Commodore 64 screen.

Together with your

puzzle building companion

"VID," you'll race against

the clock or a friend to

complete these enjoyable

puzzles. Use 25 or 50

pieces. Elect to build them

with or without a jigsaw

outline. You don't even

have to worry about losing

the pieces because they're

all contained in an easy to

use computer cartridge!

For those who are up to

the ultimate puzzle building

challenge, VIDUZZLES

includes the solid blue

VIDUZZLE. Trying to build
this with 50 pieces and a

jigsaw outline will put your

puzzle building skill to the

ultimate test! Patience and

ingenuity are definitely an

asset here if you ever hope

to succeed.

Combine all of this with

high resolution graphics

and music and you've got a

unique game for all ages.

Ideal for children! The age

old favorite of millions has

come into the computer

age, and it has a new name

— VIDUZZLES!

/^,
Suggestec

retail

29.95

COMMODORE'
Recreational Software
Cartridge Based
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User Hotline
Compiled by Rick Gallagher,

Commodore Customer Support

If you have a question about your
Commodore equipment, call Commo

dore's Customer Support Hotline, toll

free: 1-800-247-9000.

Q. Can the 64 handle a 1200-baud

modem?

A. Yes, the 64 can handle a 1200-

baud modem. Commodore will be

releasing one shortly, the 1670.

There are also third-party vendors

that make 1200-baud modems.

Q. How can you find the beginning of

BASIC?

A. To find the beginning of BASIC on

the VIC 20, Commodore 64, Plus/4

or Commodore 16, you must type

in:

Q. I want to buy a Commodore 64

here in the U.S. to take abroad.

Will this work out?

A. Commodore does not authorize or

support taking U.S.-built ma

chines overseas. This will void the

warranty. The differences in volt

age, TV systems and line frequen

cy make conversion virtually im

possible.

Q. I am having trouble loading pro

grams with my 1541 disk drive

when I use disks which I have had

for a long period of time.

A. The problem you are experiencing

may be caused by your disk drive

being out of alignment. Check

with a Commodore service center

to have it tested.

Q. Is my Commodore 64 compatible

with any disk drive other than my

1541?

A. The 64 can work with Commo

dore's 2031 and 4040 disk drives.

These units require an interface

from a third-party manufacturer.

Also, there are third-party disk

drives available that will work

with the 64.

Q. Will the Commodore Plus/4 run

Commodore 64 software?

A. Commodore 64 software will not

run on the Plus/4. The Plus/4 has

its own software available from

Commodore.

Q. How can I interface my third-party

printer to my Plus/4?

Just Can't Get Answers

to Your Questions on

Commodore Equipment?

Contact The Hotline

1-800-247-9000

A. You must obtain a third-party ser

ial interface.

Q. Can you save information on the

datassette using the integrated

software on the Plus/4?

A. No The reason is that the inte

grated software defaults to the

disk drive and cannot be altered.

Q. Why doesn't the Plus/4 do double

quotation marks?

A. To get double quotation marks on

the Plus/4, hit the shifted seven

twice.

Q. How many records does the file

manager hold in the Plus/4?

A. The file manager is able to process

up to 999 records.

Q. Is there a CP/M option available

for the Plus/4?

A. Commodore is not planning a

CP/M option for the Plus/4.

Q. Why doesn't Commodore's 1526

printer do graphics?

A. The 1526 was designed as a corre

spondence-quality printer, not a

graphics printer, but it will do key-

boaid graphics with no problem.

Also, since the 1526 has one pro

grammable character, it is possi

ble to do a high-resolution screen

dump, although it is rather slow.

Check out the September/ Octo

ber, 1984. issue of Commodore

Microcomputers for a high-resolu

tion screen dump program.
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v4 WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM I

AN INFORMATIONMANAGEMENTPROGRAM \

A TELECOMMUNICATIONSPROGRAM \

ALL THREE PROGRAMS, ONONE DISKETTE!, FOR ONLY $49.95 *\

"Quite simply the best! The highest ratingpossible... the package shouldbepart ofevery

(computer) library."—analog computing

"Russ Wetmore has done an EXCELLENTjob! Theprogram isflexible, powerful and

very easy to use. $49.95 buys a heck ofa lot ofprogram."— review by arthvr leyexberger

"Performance:it * * *(ExcellentjValue:* * • -k(Excellent)

This three-in-one package is a bargain... one ofthe finest values on the market."

MII.Y COMPUTIXG

10MI TEXT WORD PROCESSOR.
ffOMEFIND INFORMATION MANAGER.

HOMETERM telecommunications

Together they are IlomcPuk: the three most

importani and most useful home computer applica

tions in one integrated system — on one diskette!

The reviewers are unanimous: any one of

these programs alone is well worth the price.

So you're gelling three limes the computing power,

with this exceptionally easy to use package:

• ail commands in simple English; no complex

computer jargon, no obscure instructions

• all key commands arc immediately available on

the screen menu; additional commands can he

called up for the more experienced user

•to help you, system status is displayed right

on the screen

And it's easy (o use the three programs together. For

example, in the "Merge" mode, you can take data

stored in HOMEF1ND and print letters and labels '

using UOMETEXT. Or. use HOMETEXT to write

reporis based on information you've called up

via HOMETEKM.

30 Mural Street

Richmond Hill, Omar

L4Btas CANADA

7416(881-9941

7elex;06-S)-8~'

BATTERI ^ INCLUDED
17875 Sky Park North, Suite P

Irving, California

. USA 92714

rETOUSFOHFUUCOLmjRCAniLOC0Bo*Oumft>dott6rorCOMM0DOfiE,AT«RI,AOPI.eandlHMSrST ./ . . Telex:509-139

I "MH'HXjrir f.JllllHWAm Hl.(|t',ll |l[ 11 IPIB1M VAH*'.!!! ■;! < t 1IH IHU ,11 I I [ I 'iWI ItH I'', ihf /IH'IIIM l.'l«Mlll)f)Ml

IHIMNI V. IUCIIIMI !1 IHr "WOIIIMnU5111IS tl«MltFSUK



A Robot

In Every Home

t n'"Jjc;i,™1'" p«™»l Robon

POWER PLAY'S

Robot in Every Home

ersonal robots will be the next technological marvel to be welcomed Into our homes

according to a new book titled,A Robot In Every Homo published by Kensington

Publishing (6300 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland, CA 94609).

Author Mike Higglns explains that home robots are already available for entertainment

and educational uses. But this is just the start, he says. He predicts that robots will soon

become widely used as companions, security guards and servants.

In his book, Higglns describes the evolution ofpersonal robots, their present capabilities

and their future potential. He also provides a brand-name buyer's guide to commercially

available personal robots, with detailed descriptions of each model's characteristics and

capabilities. Included is a resource section containing information about personal robot

manufacturers, vendors, associations, books and periodicals.

The book is priced at $24.95 In hard cover and $14.95 In paperback.

Adventurer's Newsletter

You don't have to "look behind rock" to discover what's happening in the wide world of adventure games. QuestbuBters, a monthly

newsletter devoted to this challenging form of entertainment software, offers timely In-depth reviews of all new releases.

Free ads in the "Swap Shop" and "Waiting for Duffy" departments allow readers to trade off old games and request help on difficult ones. And

the winner of each Issue's contest gets a free adventure or role-playing game.

All dedicated adventurers should "look wallet," then "send 815.00" for the next 12 issues (or a business-size SASE for a sample issue) to:

BhayAddams, Questbusters, 202 Elgin Court, Wayne, PA 19087.

15-Minute BASIC

Ifyou have been waiting for a quick and easy way to learn how to write BASIC computer

programs, "15-Minute BASIC" may be just what you need. From Micro Logic Corporation

(P.O. Box 174,100 2nd Street, Hackensack, NJ 07602), Micro Chart #12 entitled "15-

Minute BASIC" is a two-sided two-color 8-1/3" by 11' plastic card. It uses simple language

and illustrations to get you programming fast. The card is for new owners of personal

computers who want to write their own programs, BASIC instructors who want to

recommend a preparatory text and managers who want to understand computers. The

card assumes no programming knowledge and covers the fundamental statement types,

variables, formulas, strings, arrays and functions. A companion card, Micro Chart #4,

called "Algorithms" includes slightly more advanced BASIC programs. Micro Charts are

available with a money-back guarantee for $5.95 each (plus $1.00 postage).

Music Playing Made

Loarn HASIC In IB raimitun.

0na of the roadblocks in creating music on the Commodore 64 has been its keyboard, since it is designed for typing, not playing. This has

made playing the 64 like a musical instrument in real time a cumbersome task. But now EnTech Software and Sequential Circuits have

teamed up to make EnTech's Studio 64 compatible with the Sequential Circuits keyboard.

With the keyboard, Studio 64 turns into a three-track recording studio. Music for each ofthe three voices Ib played live and recorded in true

musical notation. As a person plays one voice, the voices are played back at the same time. A built-in metronome uses a click track and

changing border colors to help keep the musician on beat and the tempo can be adjusted to any of nine settings. An auto-correct, function

rounds off notes to the nearest sixteenth note, so even novice keyboard players play with precision.

Versions for both the Commodore 64 keyboard and the Sequential Circuits keyboard are available on the same disk for $39.95. Current

Studio 64 users who want the updated version can send $10 and their old disk to EnTech Software, P.O. Box 185, Sun Valley, CA 91353.

6 JUNK/JULY'85



POWER PLAY'S

NEWS
FROM THE FRONT

Rainy Day Fun

Hainy:r Day Fun, the Erst in the Computer Clubhouse Series from Thorn EMI Computer

Software (3187 C Airway Avenue, Cost Mesa, CA 92626) tarns your Commodore 64 into a

clubhouse of activities for children ages five to nine. The program has ten educational,

socially-oriented activities Including Mask Maker, Paper Airplane, Pin the Tail on the

Donkey, Connect the Dots, Party Invitation Maker, Sliding Puzzle, Banner Maker, Fortune

Teller, Coloring Book and Mouse Maze. Seven of the activities utilize the printer. The

program retails for (39.95.

Rainy Day Fun

New Printer

1 he Epson HomeWriter 10 dot matrix
printer features a unique plug-in printer

interface cartridge (PIC), providing quick

and easy compatibility with the Commodore

64. Tractor-feed and cut^sheet bin feeders are

optional with friction-feed standard. The

HomeWriter 10 is available through Epson

printer dealers for a retail price of $269 for

the printer and $60 for each PIC. Epson is

headquartered at 2780 Lomita Boulevard,

Torrance.CA 90505.

■

Tho HomoWriter 10 features a unlijuo plnj-ln printer lntarftoa cutrldje,

Windham Classics

VV indham Classics, a division of Spinnaker Software (One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139), announces the release of its first two
interactive computer adventure games for the Commodore 64—Swiss Family Robinson and Below the Root.
Designed for ages ten and up, Windham Classics brings literary masterpieces to life by letting players assume the role of the main

characters, exploring the same environments and facing the same adventures. With Mgh-resolution color graphics and friendly text

interaction, these games introduce players to the best-loved stories of generations in a way never done before.

In Swiss Family Bobinson, the player is Fritz, exploring the island environment of beaches, oak forest and coconut groves. Fritz's

challenge is to keep his shipwrecked family allve.by responding to challenges with creativity and resourcefulness. Swiss Family Robinson

offers the younger player a "help" key and a mapping system to make game play friendlier, as well as a Guide to Nature book containing

clues to survival. A poster Included in the package also helps players identify flora and fauna.

Below the Root is based on Zllpha Snyder's critically acclaimed Green Sky Trilogy. Recreating the Trilogy's vast and mysterious

environment, Below the Root begins where the final book left off. The player chooses among five different characters—each with his or her

own abilities and then sets offon a quest to find the secret of Green Sky, exploring its vast tree world and venturing below the root to probe its

maze of mysterious tunnels. Below the Root combines the story-building aspects of a text adventure with hundreds of colorful graphics,

excitement, and a text-menu—a first in adventure games. A map included in the package helps players find their way around Green Sky.

Both retail for 826.95.

F'OWERCLAY 7



POWER PLAY'S

NEWS
FROM THE FRONT

Speaking Flight Simulation

XkannedyApproach by MicroProse Software (10616 Beaver Dam Road, Hunt Valley,
MD 21030) is a simulation for the Commodore 64 that includes realistic, high quality

speech. The Air Traffic Controller hears his instructions and the pilot's responses as radio

messages are exchanged between ground control and jet airlines, private planes and the

supersonic Concorde. The most important objective is to insure the safety of hundreds of

passengers despite flight variables that provide ever-changing environments,

KENNEDY
Kennedy Approach Is a flight simulator that features realistic speech.

SFD1OO1 Disk Drive

1. regressive Peripherals fi? Software (2186 South Holly, Denver, CO 80222) has acquired

the exclusive North American marketing rights to the Commodore SFD 1001 disk drive,

compatible with all Commodore business computers, using the IEEE-488 interface. The

drive's capacity is the equivalent of about six 1541floppies.Autility disk is included in

8250 format. An optional serial IEEE interface and cabling is also available so the drive

can be used with the Commodore 64. The drive retails for $395.

Adventure Writing Contest

Jlllectronlc Arts (2755 Campus Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403) is sponsoring an adventure
writing contest for all owners of their Adventure Construction Set. There are three

$1,000 first prizes, one in each of three categories: fantasy, spy/mystery and science fiction.

All entries are due by October 1,1985 and winners will be announced December 1,1985.

To enter the contest, you must fill out an official entry form along with the owner

registration card.

Mail Order Catalog of Computer Books

JVLxllJL Books has released the 1985 Mall Order Catalog of Computer Books, a 150-page catalog offering books by 96 publishers, all
available for discount prices and Immediate delivery. The catalog contains 225 titles about Commodore computers and includes over 100

books on computer programming. Also listed are titles about office systems, word processing, telecommunications, computer graphics, data

base systems, microprocessors, operation systems and integrated software. The catalog is available without charge from MRI Books, 230

West Glebe Road, Alexandria, VA 22305. Telephone requests to 703-549-5537 should be made between the hours of 9:30 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.

Eastern time.

Comedy by Wire

vomedy by Wire is an on-line comedy newsletter created by Billiam Coronel, a professional stand-up comedian based hi New York City.

Each issue reports on overlooked news, stupid product reviews, unknown industry trends and superficial interviews with the seriously

misinformed.

Comedyby Wire is available through The Source ("Public 153 Direct" at command level) and Delphi (Infomania section under

Newsletters) telecommunications networks, and can be accessed using your Commodore computer and modem.

'I y y y i
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SMART-START
MAKES PROGRAMMING FUN AND EASY FOR EVERYONE!

Jound, graphics and other
advanced features are what

make the Commodore 64 as

popular as it is. But these fea

tures can also require a lot more

programming know-how than

many Commodore owners care

to learn. That's why MUSE®

developed SMART START™

to harness the power of

the Commodore and

put it conveniently at

your finger-tips.

Here arejust a

few of the

things you

can do with

SMART

START™.

• You don't

need to be

familiar with the

Commodore key

board, SMART START™ lets

you quickly select all functions

from pull-down menus with

cursor orjoystick.

• No need to type long instruc

tions to LOAD, RUN, SAVE and

CATALOG programs, with

SMART START"1 you press a

single key.

• Easily design colorful graphics

and exciting sound effects.

SMART START" automatically

generates the BASIC code for

use in your own programs.

• Keep track of time with an

on-screen digital clock and

alarm.

• Alwaysjust a keystroke away

... works with any program

you're running.

• Merge multiple programs into

one.

• Easily print out screens and

programs.

Get the most out ofyour

Commodore 64 with a SMART

START"1 from MUSE®.

Suggested retail price S39.9S

For limited time Includes second

BASFQualfmetric disk FREE

GETA

SMART START™

FROM MUSEAMD

WE'LL GIVE YOU A HEAD

START ON YOUR NEXT

SOFTWARE PURCHASE!

GET UP TOAN S8 REBATE

DIRECTLY FROM MUSE®!

EXPECTTHE EXCEPTIONAL.

MUSE
SOFTWARE
347 N. Charles Street

Baltimore, MD 21201

|30l| 659-7212

Commodore rs a regpsiered irademark of

Cdre Business Machines.

®

Here's how it

works) Visityour

authorized Muse®

Software Dealer. Pur

chase a SMART START"

along with any second

Muse title. Send us the

purchase receipt of your two

Muse® programs plus a title

end flap from each software

package.

We'll send you a 10% REBATE on

the purchase price ofyour second

Muse® selection—that's up to S8

back from Muse®. Rebate value will

vary according to program and

dealer's actual selling price.

MUSE® SOFTWARE

REBATE OFFER

] Yes, I want a 10% Rebate

Name _

Address.

City_

State Zip.

Allow four to 5ix weeks to receive your

reDate directly from Muse*. Offer expires

June 30,1985. Offer void where prohibited

bylaw

Circle Reader Service No. 16



D-Compiler $59.95
The first D-Compiler to give you back your source code

after your program has been compiled with 'Blitz.
■BliU it 1 Htdemlr* a' Skyltl EIKMC Woikl

1541 Super ROM $39.95

Fast Save Load Verify

Fast Scratch and Validate

10 Second Format with Verily

also Save with Replace is

Improved

• Two times (aster, Eight times faster

when used with Turbo 64 which is included

No more Drive Head rattling

during Format or Error Reading • 1541 Super ROM is 100% Compatible Easily installed in Minutes

Survival Guide
To The 1541 Disk Drive

This book is a must (or

anyone who mighl have any

questions about the 1541 Disk

Drive. Complete list ol all Drive

Commands. Includes trouble

shooting, tilehandlirtg, Dos

wedge commands and

technical Information along

with complete detailed

Illustrations.

99

Computer Talk

Finally a complete how to

book on telecomputing tor the

'64. Chapters include: How to

get started with your modem

and C-64 as well as how to

access Dow Jones, The

Source, Playnet, CompuServe

and your favorite Bulletin

Board Up and down loading

are discussed as well as how to

survive in the computer world.

99

The Original

Book of Facts
UNLOCK THE MYSTERIES

OF THE COMMODORE

—Simple Inspections

—Easy slep-by-step examples

—Tricks you can do your

first day

—Introduction to color, sound

and much more

—Includes a rouline to proiest

your own programs

—NO MATTER whai your

experience, the Original

Book ol Facts is lor everyone1

The Advanced

Book off Facts

EXPLORING

YOUR COMMODORE

—How to use a machine

language monitor

—Advanced proiection for

your own programs

—Full size reference charts

— How to design your own

menus and more...

$6"

D-CODER
Translates any machine language program into easy-

to-read English descriptions with complete eiplana-

lions ol each command1

Makes complete notations ol all important memory

locaiions accessed by Ihe program! (SID. VIC. MOS,

KERNAL, etc.)

Gives you three ways ol accessing programs.

1) Will read and list programs Irom DISK

2) Will road and Nit programs Irom MEMORYI

3) Dlract user Input (liom magazines, etc.)

Can be used to easily break apart machine language

programs loi study and examination1

Printer option for complele hard copy listings!

$-(995

You no longer

need to be in

EGGHEAD 10

raid Machine

Lingu*oe.

N-CODER M9.95
the machine

language manipulator...

The perfect companion

program to D-CODER!

Allows you to easily make changes in ma

chine language programs... right on the disk!

• Rewrite ability allows code \o be altered

and then rewritten directly to the disk!

• Features sectorby-secto' scrolling

assembly language display ol machine

language programs'

• Horauon of ASCII text equibaients lor easy

spotting ol embedded text strings!

• Handy reference display ol all assembly

language commands and their ML

numerical eQuivelents!

• Byte splitter lor easy splitting ol decimal

addresses into low byte-high Gyro mat!

Super Loader

Super Loader is a Kartridge that plugs into

your expansion port, that allows the

computor. on power up start the disk drive

and load the lirst preselected program on

the disk.

Change colors

Load wedge

Works with more drive

Takes up no memory

■ Reset swiich included

V

Only *2995

This Disk has over 100 routines,

some of them are routines for

protection, smooth scrooling, modem

routines, and sound and color

routines. They can easily be

incorporaled into all of your programs.

It is also fully documented.

*19.95



Slik Load $29 95
Shk Load is a Kartridge for the C-64. fcWB**"*#

Slik Load is the most reliable, effective and thought out Kartridge of it's kind.
The options include:
• 5 tinin* (Hitor load

• Eliminate* driva rattlB whan arror*

ara ancountarad.

• Old and un-naw

Will rnatorn a bade program

■ Statua kay will give you Information on

davico numbar, bytai k and (tatui of tha

driva.

• Silk Load i* alto fully compatibla with the

1 541 Super Rom

$19.95

DMB-Errois 20. !', 22, 23. 27 & 2B

Format Sing I* Tricks

Fafld On* Errori

Drln Mon-Dilk Drjrt aswmolar/au-

ajsembler For your 1W1

Th* Doc-Dish Doctor ihir raids cadi

undnr vttots

Sync " cd 1 iync mirk on any

lucNoulT0 41 AlioufH lor proinchon

Sync Poii.r ■".■ ■ -■ ' .. : b

Ir-flch aul ID 41

Chingi Orlvi (Is ii m driva

Dirt Loggvf-Finds inning inch isctor.

si in and end *dd'esi*s

Dlak Milch-Com ob ro .■■ > two dulnmes

By la for byto

Niw w..iy .;■-"- io ma OOS w*dgv

ID ch«;t ck ID * on any irach.

Unicrjith-Restore a scarened file

v.-.v-H am ; -,u3i display ot the Ireq and

used saciors on i tf»skffil«

■ T«M&41 ^rl.Jin n-ce tfljE

checksum errors Reids cod* undar
fli'rjfj inrj rssTDrai trick

Fmi FennaI-Format i auk m |uit 10

»candi {w«h van I/1)

This is the only utility

of its kind. It even has

a 3 min. copy on it:

WAR GAMES

AUTODIALER
i Auio Dill will .Mi .in i! 11, dial a sel of numbers you choose

2-Review Numberi will review numbers ihar ware answered by a computer

3-Save Numbflra will Save niuitiMrs where a computer answered

4-Hardcopy of Numbers will r I out list of numbers where a computer answered

■j LOAD Number! will load in numbers to conimue where it left off

'Continue will pick up dialing where H was interrupted

$29.95

Directory Sorter
Have you ever tried to find a disk or

program in your library and didn't

knowwfiBre to start looking? Well we

nave the answer here for you. This

program will put your dish library on

disk or give you a hard copy You can

have up lo 900 File names, you can

add save Purge Ills and cross

reference anyway you want. This

program is completely user friendly

and easy to use.

$19.95

Coupon-Clipper
For Commodore-64

Optional Use ol Printer

Saves - Stores — Checks

Shopping Coupons

30 Categories - 2300 Records

Self Deleting ol Expired Coupons

$19.95
This Coupon Clippers program will storB up lo 2300 different coupons and up

to 99 of the same kind ol coupons You hava up to twelve options on the main

menu. Options. 1 - Add Coupons only: 1- Pring Out: 3-List ol all Coupons. 4-

Expired couponsonly: 5- Free Coupons Only. 6- Category Only; 7 - Change to

Expired coupons only, 5 - Free Coupons only; 6 - Category Only, 7 - Change

Any Part of a Record. S - To Make Up Shopping List. 9 - To Delete Used

Coupons: P - Print Shopping List; T - To Terminate Program; L - To List

Deleted Coupons; C - Change Viewing Time,

KARTRIDGE KRACKER

NOWyou can own this unique andpowerful tool

which will allow you to dump the contents ol BK

and T6K cartridges onto disk! But what's really

great is that you can also RUN the cartridges pro

grams without plugging in tha cartridge! the

KRACKER gets YOU INSIDE the cartridge! Put

all your favorites on disk and get rid ol the clut

ter This package pmvides your with the software

and hardware needed to gel started. Program on

disk included, (Some cartridges require use of ex

ternal RAM not included} 844.95

TOP SECRET STUFF II
All C128 Compatible

Split Screens (Horizontally)

Smooth Scrolling

Save Ram From Under Horns

No Drive Rattle On Errors

Triple Drive Head Speed

Autoboot Maker

Koala Screen DUmp

Display GCR

Fast Disk Eraser

Protect Scheme For Your Disks

Write Protect Disk

Unwrite Protect Disk

Mini D.O.S Wedge

Fast Diskmatcher

Data Statement Maker

Unnew

3 Minuie Copy

D.M.S.

If you have TSS#1, You'll «.j Q95

Like This One! All on one disk I */

Bulletin Board
Set up ana operate you'own tuilevn board win one

01 two dis* drives. This ont has an the tetivits *no

you can customue 'i eai'ly yourself

1-RJN M6GA5OFI-BBS 8 HEAD SYSOP MESSAGES

2'CREATE MEGA FILES

3.ADD TO SVSOP'S COHNEH

t NEW SVSOP'S COHNER

b HEAD MESSAGES

6 SCRATCH MESSAGE

7 CYCLE MESSAGES

S59.95

9- WRITE OPENING MESSAGE

10. HEAD LOG

11 CYCLE LOG

II HEAD DOWNLOAD FILE

13 SCRATCH DOWNLOAD FILE

14'AOD TO OTHER SYSTEMS

15 CREATE OTHER SYSTEMS

BBS
Leveled Access

Private Message Base

Up to 300 Passwords

Expert Mode

Open Chalk Board for

Highest Level Access

Enclose Casriifl'! O"CH Monoy Q'Oer 0' Pivso^a

Cnecv Aiio* i* davt lo- aeii*«iy ? la 7 a*y% 'o'

phona ofOsrs Canada oraers i"jii De "■ U S

Dollar! VISA - MASTER CARD -COO

Programs lot C-6* 12 00 S 8 M on all nroer?

MegaSoft Limited

fthifi 'iu:,t n '■' i I

P.O Box 1080. Battle Ground. Washington 98604

Phone (206) 687-S116 • BBS 687-5205 *n« mou.s Computer-to Comput

Circle Reader Service No. 14



J0V5TICK LUflflTIC BY STEVE VISKEl.

The Ten

Commandments

of Adventure

Gaming
I. Never use a joystick.

Adventure games are also known

as "text adventures." This is no mere

coincidence. Text requires reading

and writing, typing words, sentences,

commands. Text does not require zig

zag movements, quick reactions and

a deadly accurate fire button, Still, if

you are a hard-core joysticker, you

might insist on trying a joystick with

an adventure. My own experience

has been that a joystick can, at best,

produce lots of 2's, arrows and maybe

a few d's on the screen.

II. Never play an adventure

game with people watching.

Adventure games are very personal

experiences., it is you who's tripping

down the stairs, being ripped apart

by wild animals or being exposed to

nuclear radiation. Observers just

don't understand and will, more often

than not, yawn openly and ask if you

wouldn't rather play a two-player

game of Wizard of Wot or the like.

Corollary 1: Do not play an adventure

game with people

watching who know the

game better than you. (It

can be very embarrass

ing.)

Corollary 2: Do not play an adventure

game with people

watching who don't

know the game better

than you do. (Ditto.)

III. Never do anything faster

than you have to while play

ing an adventure game.

Most arcade games place too great

an emphasis on speed. The world

around us is hectic enough as it is

without increasing the flow of the ul

cerous stomach juices by trying to

beat a clock or race around a course.

Adventure gaming has a different

type of excitement, one that does not

lead a player to breathJessly concen

trate on the screen, unaware that he

or she is drooling all over themselves.

You can type as s-1-o-w-l-y as you

like; nothing bad happens, no points

are lost, no bad guys catch you. After

a few restfully-entered sentences,

your blood pressure should go down

...until, of course, you encounter that

first problem that you can't solve, but

that's not in this commandment.

Anyway, you can take all Che time in

the world in not solving it.

IV. Never make a map to keep

track of the adventure.

There are several reasons that this

is a bad idea. One is that you may be

taking all of this too seriously. After

all, the pen and paper effort you ex

pend m making that map could prob

ably be put to much better use in

some sort of artistic sketch, literary

creation, or even the report you have

to have finished by tomorrow. Even if

you do make the perfect map to help

you keep track of where you are,

you'll probably just end up losing the

map. On a personal level, every time I

try making a map, no matter what the

game involves or the locales I traverse

are, it always ends up looking like a

map of New Jersey. It might help me

find Camden, but not the treasure

room. In addition, not having a map

can provide you with a great excuse

for miserable play in an adventure,

particularly if you ignore Command

ment II.

V. No matter how thoroughly

you read the instructions for

saving a game, something

will go wrong.

There is an art to switching disks

from the program disk to the save

disk so you can store a game at a

particular point of achievement. It is,

of course, a lost art. The reason you

save a a game is so you don't have to

wander through corridors for six

hours trying to find the troll room

again. You try to build on your game,

constantly moving forward by saving

your place instead of being redun

dant. It's kind of like leaving a book

mark: once you've reached the point

in a game where you want to stop,

you save it at that place and pick it up

again later. That's all well and good,

but bookmarks don't have green and

red flashing lights or 30 possible error

messages, either.

Some common disk foul-ups:

Saving a game to the wrong disk

"Oops, forgot to switch the game disk

and the save disk in the drive! Maybe

I can just take it out now and switch

disks without hurting anything..."

Maybe not.

Saving a game in the wrong area:

You've already made it to the throne-

room of the unreachable fortress and

have dispatched the Emperor's crack

guards and neutralized all of his

spells. This game is saved at location

C. Just for fun, you fool around at a

much earlier point in the game trying

to make something weird happen

(see Commandment VIII) and decide

to save the fruits of your labor to posi-

Ctin/rnued on py, U
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NA/lTI-l NIGHT A/USS1OINI

You deserve the best. You've earned it. Now reward yourself with a session of Night Mission PINBALL,

the most realistic and challenging arcade simulation ever conceived! ■ Stunning graphics and dazzling

.- " ITZT^v sound effects put Night Mission PINBALL in a class by itself. Game features: muttl

' " Wt luinlftght ball and multi-player capabilities, ten different professionally designed levels of play,
;L :. and an editor that lets you create your own custom modes. ■ So take a break with

Night Mission PINBALL from SubLOGIC. Winner of Electronic Games magazine's

' TBr'ifil ( 19B3 Arcade Award for Best Computer Audio/Visual Effects.

J

See your dealer... ©|V][o)LDGlC
or write or call lor moie inloimalion

Order Line: 800 / 637-4983

Circle Reader Service No. 23

Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820

(217)359-8482Telex:206995
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tion D. Later, when you try to go back

to the throne room by restoring the

game from location C, you find your

self at the foot of the mountains that

you have to scale to reach the impass

able desert that you have to cross to

get to the uncharted sea that you

have to sail to enter the hostile lands

where you must find the right bus to

get to the castle, etc. At this point,

you frantically check all other possible

locations on the save disk, even

though you know that you have inad

vertently destroyed what you had

been spending every waking hour of

the last four months of your life work

ing up to. Depression lasts until the

holiday season.

Saving the wrong game entirely.

This is actually pretty rare. Once, I

had played Zork tor a few hours. I

saved the game without incident.

Later, when I tried to restore the

saved game, I found that I had actual

ly saved Hitchhiker's Guide to the

Galaxy. While this turn of events puz

zled me briefly, I did recover to figure

out how to get the Babel fish.

VI. Never "race" anybody to fin

ish the game first.

This ties in with Commandment m.

There are so many other enjoyable

aspects of adventure gaming to con

centrate on, why choose competi

tion? If it's competitive gaming you

thirst for, pick up the joystick and go

wild. But in adventure gaming, you

win when you solve puzzles and ex

plore, and you lose when you don't

solve puzzles and explore. Some view

dying in a game as losing while oth

ers consider it winning.

Undesirable behavior patterns may

develop when you race to finish. You

might be tempted to try things like

hiring a secretary to type for you at 65

words per minute. The quality of your

play will certainly be affected. Where

you might usually approach a prob

lem with patience and resourceful

ness, you may resort to being overly

aggressive in your game play and life

in general. Your behavior, focused in'-

tently on finishing first, may alienate

friends and loved ones, Your, sister

Ruth will probably never speak to you

again. See? Your single-minded pur

suit of victory will have made you

completely Ruthless.

VII. No matter how good your

sense of direction is, you

will always be disoriented.

Rudyard Kipling wrote, "East is

East and West is West and never the

twain shall meet." The same holds

true for adventure gaming, whatever

it means. Even when you use just the

first letter of any direction to speed

things up, directions always slow you

down, If E, W, N and S weren't con

fusing enough, you can go in schizo

phrenic directions like northeast or

southwest. If that weren't bad

enough, sometimes they make you

use port, starboard, fore and aft.

(Those heartless Philistines!) No mat

ter how well you try to follow the turns

of corridors, you can never get to the

door that's right in front of your face

without at least one incorrect turn.

Here are a few ideas for new direc

tions that might change things a bit:

C (Cautiously): You're reluctant to try

a tricky direction, fearing that it

might cause you to walk off the cliff if

you say southeast instead of north

west, so you just say WALK C ON

LEDGE. Note: C also stands for "cow

ardly."

B (Behind): This should be used

whenever you feel like you're being

followed, have missed something par-

ticuarly meaningful or if you want to

hide, Additionally, it may be used as

a put-down comment.

O (the most Obvious direction): If you

have been trying to get to the door

that is in front of your face for twenty

minutes, at some point you should

get the benefit of the doubt. Just say

GO 0 TO DOOR, and you should be

allowed to leave the room with some

shred of dignity intact.

D (Divine guidance for the right way

to go): When you are trapped in the

maze of mazes and don't even know

where to type anymore, let alone turn,

just type GO D and' you'll be instinc

tively guided in the right direction.

After six hours of futility in some dun

geon, you'll agree that this is an idea

whose time has come.

VIII. Always try making some

thing weird happen.

One of the best reasons for playing

adventure games is that you can try

anything and make some pretty

strange things occur. You have a

sword. Try swallowing it. You see a

nest in a tree. Attack it? Dance in it?

Talk to it.

If you are willing to do bizarre

things (consider that you've already

spent four months of your life trying to

figure the game out, which is pretty

bizarre in itself), you can make some

entirely unique things happen. One of

the most rewarding things that ever

happened to me was learning how

they get toothpaste to come out of the

tube with different color stripes, and I

never would have learned that if I

hadn't been willing to eat a computer

console in the dark of an out-of-con-

trol spacecraft, Don't try to figurB it

out; just sit back and enjoy it!

IX. The easiest problem you

can't solve is the one you

mention to anyone you con

sider stupid who'll know the

answer without even think

ing.

Again, this ties in with Command

ment II, but is more embarrassing.

When you reach the end of your rope

in dealing with a puzzling obstacle,

you want to consult someone. Instead

of telling someone you hold m respect

(out of fear that they'll think you are

dense or incapable of logical thought),

you tell someone you consider to be

the intellectual subordinate of a small

eggplant. What's worse is that they

know you consider them none-too-

swift.

As soon as you finish describing

the stumper that's haunted you even

in your dreams, they just laugh and

say "That's easy!" and proceed to

detail the obvious solution. Embar

rassed, you can only mumble in

stunned response, barely able to hold

back the tears of humiliation and an

ger. After all, if you were wrong about

THAT turkey, couldn't you be wrong

about other things as well?!

X. When all looks hopeless, save

the game and then go on a

rampage.

Do it! You'll probably screw up

everything you've accomplished in

the game, but you'll feel great. B
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Simulator II

ourself in the pilot's seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer for an awe-inspiring flight over realistic scene

from New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-filled 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic vi<

as you practice takeoffs, landings, and aerobatics. Complete documentation will get you airborne quickly

even if you've never flown before. When you think you're ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

game. Flight Simulator II features Include ■ animated color 3D graphics ■ day, dusk, and night flying mode:

■ over 80 airports In four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery I
areas available ■ user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions ■ complete flight I

instrumentation "VOR, ILS.ADF, and DME radio equipped "navigation facilities and course plotting "World

War I Ace aerial battle game ■ complete information manual and flight handbook.

*ee your dealer...
orYmlfiorcallformor8infomiation.For(lJractDrdeFSBndosaS49.95p[usS2.00

lor shipping and specify UPS or firs! class mail delivery. American Eipress.

Dinor's Club, MasterCard, and Visa accopied.

LOGIC
Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive

Order Line: 800 / 637-4983 champaign 1L6I820
(217) 359-84B2Telex: 206995
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Ghostbusters j
Computer; Commodore 64

Publisher: Activision

2350 Bayshore Frontage

Road

Mountain View,

CA 94043

Medium: Disk

WW hen Ghostbusters hit the stands
as the first video game based on the

Columbia Pictures mega-hit, I must

say that even though I was interest

ed, 1 was also skeptical. But 1 soon

discovered that if you want an in

tense challenge, an action-packed

contest, a battle that combines both

heroics and humor, I can wholeheart

edly tell you who you gonna call.

As far as play mechanics go,

Ghostbusters follows the theme and

plot of its silver screen counterpart. A

city is being overrun by an assort

ment of menacing spirits, all winging

their way to Zuul's temple, a central

ly-located skyscraper which has been

converted into a demonic rendezvous

for all forces wishing to send the earth

to its flaming finale. You, with two

friendly workmates and a 510,000

bank loan, have opened a Ghostbust-

er franchise. Your objectives are two

fold. First, you must save the world by

capturing and containing the urban

apparitions. Then, since good inten

tions alone will not pay the bills, you

must also save your business, a feat

accomplished by turning over a mon

etary profit by game's end.

Following a logical progression of

events, the contest has been divided

into three segments. To start, you'll

be required to pick up some wheels

off a used car lot and outfit it with

your choice of futuristic equipment

Then it's on to the Ghostbusting

phase, which itself uses a trio of high-

resolution screens.

An initial map of the threatened

metropolis is where you plan your of

fensive, plotting the quickest path to

any buildings under spiritual siege.

Then you hit the streets, where you

traverse your designed route, steering

your car from a bird's eye perspective

while trying to vacuum up any ghosts

(Roamers) that you might have immo

bilized Finally, when you reach the

IWIIWIK IWI™»'
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Ifyou want an intense challenge, an action-

packed contest, a battle that combines both

heroics and humor, lean whole-heartedly tell

you who you gonna call.

disturbance, a front view of the build

ing in question appears, where your

assignment is now to corral and snate

a small green spud-of-a-specter called

a "SJimer."

Each successful trapping earns you

cash, while each escapee raises the

unearthly "PK" energy that the tem

ple is generating. The higher this

measurement, the tougher your job

becomes. The Roamers will shift into

second gear and Slimers will invade

quicker. At PK 5500, the infamous

Marshmallow Man arrives, ready to

crush thousands of dollars worth of

city structures unless baited and de

stroyed.

Play continues—-mapping, cruising

and busting—until the PK level

reaches 10,000. Then the bank will

step in with your entrepreneur report

card. If you have failed, the computer

will give you the stormy rundown.

The financial dilemma is outlined in

dollars and cents, then, with a splash

of eerie laughter, the program dis

misses you. On the other hand, if you

were efficient enough to present a

positive profit margin, you are re

warded by gaining admission to the

final segment of the challenge.

Here, situated at the base of Zuul's

skyscraper, you must now sneak two

of your cohorts into the hellish tem

ple, an unpretentious task were it not

for the ten-story marshmallow mon

strosity prancing around the en

trance, wanting nothing more than to

make you a permanent stain on the

blacktop. Got your team members

flattened and the party is over.

But if you can negotiate and infil

trate, you will be the proud spectactor

of a well-deserved rooftop negative

ionizer exorcism—a true buster's

dream.

Ghostbusters. an exciting contest

that tests the mind and body, is a

special game for another reason. Ac-

tivision's president, Jim Levy, has al

ways been adamant about his inten

tions of basing his games only on in-

house, original ideas. This latest

endeavor, their first licensing, put

their reputation on a precarious line.

Anything short of brilliance could

have jolted them off of their elite ped

estal of quality.

But, alas. Mr. Levy need not worry

From the opening follow-the-bounc-

ing-ball sing-along theme song to the

synthesized yelps of, "He slimed

me," as a green goblin flees, Ghost

busters is a sure crowd pleaser.

The former failures of movie-li

censed video games are simply skele

tons in competitors' closets, the bony

remains of which can readily spook

any prospective buyer. But accom

plishments like this, showing the

pride and class of a designing staff,

now allow players to stare down the

past, lingering phantoms of half-

baked opportunism and chime in

with the rest of America in saying, "I

ain't 'fraid of no ghost'"
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HAUNT HUNT HINTS

As the game commences and it's
time to equip your car. don't be

stingy. Your initial impulse will be to

save some cash to use as a financial

foundation. But it's better to invest

most of your money in some early op

tions. They, in turn, will help you

search and bust, and more often than

not, assist you in raising cash.

When mapping your path around

the city, if no building is in immediate

danger and you're passing near your

headquarters, stop in and replenish

your supplies. The ghost migration is

suspended when you are engaged in

any of the other phases. So even if

your equipment isn't totally depleted,

a pit stop can only be advantageous.

When you switch to the driving

phase, keep your vehicle in the center

line. This will give you the best

chance of moving to either side to

suck some spirits into your vacuum

I've developed a Slimer-seizing

technique that you might find helpful

during the third segment of the bust

ing phase. (This might sound a bit

confusing to the uninitiated, but will

fall into place once you have played

the game.) This is the screen where

your ghost trap is placed between

your crew of two, each geared with a

negative ionizer backpack.

Even though Activision's docu

mentation instructs you to power

your backpacks as soon as your

Ghostbusters are positioned, relax

and wait a few seconds. The green

Slimer usually dances around mo

mentarily, then slides all the way

right, then down, When the spirit

drops, throw on your ionizer, move

left and quickly spring the Crap. This

method allows you to wait for the cor

rect capturing position, while econo

mizing ionizer energy.

If you're deft enough to make it to

the game's final phase, the segment

where you must sneak your men past

the "monolith of marshmallow mon

strosity," don't be intimidated. Move

your surrogate to the screen's center,

directly below the temple portal. Take

note of the marshmallow's springing

pattern. As he leaps skyward, wait

until he kicks his leg out. This is your

opening. With a little practice, you

can consistently push your men

through and raid Zuul's rooftop Q

Whistler's

Brother
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Broderbund Software

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903

Medium: Disk

T
JL he principal characters in Broder-

bund's Whistler's Brother are Profes

sor Fenton Q Fogbank, represented

by a "cutesy," but absent-minded lit

tle character in a pith helmet, and his

more-together brother, played by you,

The really novel twist of the game is

that you control not only your own

surrogate character on the screen,

but the professor as well. By pressing

the fire button on the joystick, your

character whistles so the nutty pro

fessor will follow. Strategy and timing

are integral requirements of this

game, since failing to time a whistle

will have your nerd brother going off

in the wrong direction, possibly get

ting killed. (And you know your mom

wouldn't like that.)

The plot goes like this: Your brother

(the professor) holds a doctorate de

gree in archeology and is on the facul

ty of a prestigious university. You, on

the other hand, spent your college

years learning how to sufi dance from

a whirling dervish and concerned

yourself with metaphysical matters.

Your brother recently returned from a

year-long research expedition into the

rain forests of South America, funded

and equipped entirely by the univer

sity. When he returned, not only did

he forget his manuscript notes, but

the university's "dig" equipment and

artifacts as well. The college wasn't

too happy about that, to say the least,

and you and your brother have to re

trace his steps over the past year to

collect the manuscript, artifacts and

tools he left behind. The stage is set,

and thus our adventure begins.

The game's story has 13 chapters

(levels). Chapter 1 starts at the begin

ning—going to the pier to board the

ship bound for South America. You

have your hands full keeping reins on

your wandering oglethorpe sibling,

collecting tools and artifacts and com

pleting this jaunt through a construe-

The really novel twist of

the game is that you

controlnot only yourown

surrogate character, but

the professor as well.

tion site on the way to the pier. On

each successive level, you'll find tools

or artifacts which, when collected,

impart a special power. You'll also

have the ability to fend off arrows,

pesky pelicans and the like, in addi

tion to creating stepping places

where none exist by using your spe

cial powers.

The game's animation and graph

ics are superb, in keeping with

Broderbund's usual level of excel

lence. The sound effects and musical

accompaniments are also noteworthy

and the play-action is demanding.

Since you have to control your own

character and keep an eye on and

control the brother character as well,

it definitely takes a bit of getting used

to.

Each chapter has its own intrica

cies, idiosyncracies, dangers and

strategies, so Whistler's Brother will

sustain your interest for a long, long

time. It's not a game you're going to

master in an hour—or ten. for that

matter. E
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Slap Shot

Hockey
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Artworx Software

Company

150 North Main Street

Fairport, NY 14450

Medium: Disk

M. he crowd goes wild! Orr's got a

quick breakaway from center ice with

nobody but the goalie between him

and the winning score. Just look at

that great stickhandling. There's the

shot; it's fast and high. Is it? Yes!

Bobby's broken the tie with a mere

two seconds left in the final period.

Amazing, simply amazing.

And so it goes with Slap Shot

Hockey from Artworx. Their newest

release may well become the Interna

tional Soccer of 1985. After all, it fea

tures excellent graphics, stunningly

realistic animation, fluid control and

clear speech synthesis. With all that,

how can it miss?

Slap Shot is a head-to-head two-

player challenge on ice. The pressbox

view of the rink makes puck control,

passing and bodychecks as easy as

falling down. Players choose from six

world-class teams (Canada, U.S.A.,

the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia,

Sweden and West Germany). Once

selected, a brief rendition of the ap

propriate national anthem rings out.

That leaves just enough time to

sharpen your skates before the teams

file onto the ice for three two-minute

periods full of action, excitement and

energy. Each player has direct control

over the squad member closest to the

puck, a setup which facilitates pass

ing and puck control. A word of warn

ing: The computer-directed defense

is tough at any game speed.

The team members move so au

thentically you'd think that they were

actually skating. Players celebrate a

score by throwing their hands high in

the air as they coast Co a stop, just like

their real-life counterparts. It frustra

tion mounts because the puck is con

tinually stolen from you, deliver a sav

age bodycheck. It's guaranteed to

make the recipient a saddlebrained,

star-gazing sack of potatoes for a few

A head-to-

head two-

player

challenge on

ice,

Slap Shot's

pressbox

view ofthe

rink makes

puck

control,

passing and

bodychecks

as easy as falling down.

seconds. Be careful, though, because

too many against one player (or some

one without the puck) may result in a

penalty assessment. Then it's faceoff

time by your net, a situation you want

to avoid like the plague

Besides the graphically realistic

squads, there's a veritable host of

spectators: each one clapping, whis

tling and cheering their heroes on to

ultimate victory. The animated, in

volved crowd realJy gives the players

a psychological boost.

Goal tending, stickhandling, shoot

ing the puck and player movement

are all controlled with the joystick and

/or joystick-firebutton combination.

This uncomplicated manipulation

scheme helps make Slap Shot easy to

learn, though the action itself is hard

to master.

The longer the firebutton is de

pressed, the further and higher the

puck travels. This correlation be

tween duration and distance is an

other fine example of the thought and

planning behind this excellent sports

simulation. Even goalie control (high,

low and in-between blocking) and

animation are incredibly true to life.

Besides the first class accommoda

tions described so far, Slap Shot offers

another intriguing high-tech master

piece—voice synthesis. Electronic

Speech Systems gets a trunkful of ku

dos for the unbelievably crisp, clear,

close-to-human speech quality. It is

without a doubt one of the finest ex

amples of synthesis I've heard from a

64.

Though limited in scope, the vo

cabulary livens the action and builds

excitement, tension and player in

volvement. Whether it's the referee

crying "Penalty!" or the crowd chant

ing "Charge!" (accompanied by the

proper organ music no less), the vocal

renditions really make the game. But

I've saved the best for last. Once the

puck has been slapped into the net,

some anonymous person (announcer,

spectator, coach?) lets loose with,

"He scores!" Of course, this will bo

everyone's favorite saying, once

they've got the offensive routines

down pat,

Artworx has produced a real gem

It's the best computer hockey game

on the market today. Paraphrasing

the game itself, "Itscores!" Q
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F-15 Strike

Eagle
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: MicroProse

120 Lakefrom Drive

Hunt Valley. MD 21030

Medium: Disk

F-15 Strike Eagle is a simulation of

modern air combat that lets you jump

into the cockpit of a $20 million air'

craft to defend freedom from a variety

of powerful enemies. After the pro

gram loads, you are presented with

the mission options. The number

keys choose which scenario you

would like to fly: Fl chooses one of

four skill levels. F3 allows up to four

players and F7 starts the game.

Your overall mission is simple. Us

ing the joystick to fly the plane and

the keyboard to choose offensive and

defensive options, rack up points by

destroying planes and ground targets.

Your high score will be carried over

from mission to mission, but won't be

saved when the computer is turned

off.

The first skill level is called Arcade.

Flying the plane is easy and survival

is simple. The enemy is a lousy shot

and you're a Buffalo Bill. The only real

danger in the Arcade level is running

out of fuel.

The remaining levels (Rookie, Pilot,

Ace) are much more realistic. It takes

a lot of getting used to, but actually

flying the Eagle is what this simula

tion is all about. The Eagle is more

maneuverable at higher levels. But of

course at higher levels, your plane's

capabilities are decreased while the

enemy's capabilities are increased,

just as in real life air combat.

The seven scenarios are Libya,

Egypt, Haiphong, Syria, Hanoi, Iraq

and the Persian Gulf. Each scenario

offers more challenges and better en

emy reactions. Though it's not spe

cifically mentioned, in three in

stances you're actually an Israeli pilot

and not an American one.

The playing screen is divided hori

zontally in half. The top cockpit view

is the HUD (Heads Up Display). The

HUD gives information on the status

of the plane and on any threats com-

Jump

into

the cockpit

ofa

$20 million

aircraft

to defend

freedom

from

powerful

enemies.

ing your way. It displays gun- and

bomb-aiming points, pitch lines, a

flashing steering cue and messages.

The HUD also displays target indica

tors which show when an enemy

plane or missile is going to appear

and where it will appear, You also see

a grid-like, scrolling view of the

ground. F-15 Strike Eagle has what

passes for 3-D graphics in that an ob

ject grows larger as it comes closer.

The bottom half of the screen is

divided into three sections. One is an

overview of the mission area showing

your plane, your base and all enemy

targets. You maneuver a rectangle

onto the target you wish to bomb us

ing the cursor keys. Once done, you

line up a steering cue on the HUD

with a center-aiming point and you'll

be headed right for the target.

The second section is a radar scan

ner. It shows a long-, medium-, or

short-range radar view of the mission

area. This locates targets in the vicin

ity, enemy planes in the area and mis

siles coming your way. There are also

four warning scanners which show

how an enemy missile is being guid

ed, whether your altitude is too low

and if you're running out of fuel. Es

pecially make sure to constantly

check the fuel level.

The last third of the screen is a

silhouette of your plane. It tells what

weapon you have selected and the

number of missiles, bombs and flares

remaining.

To give you an idea of the Eagle's

capabilities and the dangers you face,

the enemy can fire infra-red or radar-

guided SAM (surface-to-air) missiles.

You try to survive by fancy flying,

ECM (electronic counter-measures) or

launching flares.

Three different types of enemy

planes will attack. Two are less capa

ble than the Eagle, but one, the Mig-

23, is almost your equal. While the

enemy is firing guns or launching air-

to-air missiles at you, you must avoid

or shoot the planes down with your

gun or one of eight short- or medium-

range missiles.

The only really annoying problem is

that you can't see the ground targets

very clearly as you pass over them.

They're in outline form so they're es

pecially easy to miss. But just think of

it as adding to the fun. You should be

able to get the hang of it in a dozen or

so plays. Handling the plane, how

ever, is a different story. Just wait

until you accidentally do a loop and

try to figure out why the plane is

flying upside down

! like F-15 Strike Eagle. It is a good

value and an excellent game. But at

S20 million a plane, I've already cost

the government two billion dollars.

Glad I didn't make the Air Force my

career. Q
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WE UNLEASH THE WORLD'S
MOST POWERFUL

GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY.
To look at Infocom stories,

you'd say they're all prose. No

graphics. Ah, but there's more

than meets your eyes.

We draw our graphics from

the limitless imagery of your

imagination—a

technology so pow

erful, it makes com

puter screen pic

tures look like

graffiti

by com

parison.

And

no one

knows how to unleash your

imagination like Infocom. With

thrilling plots. Unpredictable

situations. And original puzzles

calculated to drive you out of

your skull.

Step up to Infocom. All words.

No graffiti. The secret ~

reaches of your imag

ination are beckoning.

It's time to open

your mind's eye.

inpocom
INTERACTIVE FICTION SOFTWARE

Infocom's interactive Action b available for a
wide variety »[ personal computers.

UNLEASH THE POWER

OF YOUR BRAIN with

Interactive Fiction Software

On Your Commodore 64 or

Commodore Plus/4

COMMODORE:
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Micro League

Baseball
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Micro League Sports

Assoc.

28 E. Cleveland Avenue

Newark, DE 19711

Medium: Disk

Jlere's something eclectic baseball
fans will enjoy: Micro League Base

ball, an artful blend of statistical simu

lation andf personal strategy. Micro

League Sports Association, a small,

hard-hitting group out of Newark,

Delaware, has marketed Micro

League Baseball with the hope that it

will quickly catch on with all the ball

fans who are now rolling dice and

thumbing through table games. The

only computer strategy game en

dorsed by the major leagues, the

game blends your managerial moves

with the actual statistics of real teams

and players.

After a simple LOAD, the game

whisks you to a list of great teams

from the past (more are available, in

cluding the current season in pro

gress, from separately purchased

"team disks." And if the team you

desire is not presently on disk. Micro

League Sports will create it for you).

After you pick the teams, you can

decide whether you want to manage

one team or have the computer do it.

Thus, it's human vs. human or human

vs. computer in a match of historic

confrontation, minus the tobacco-

chewing. You select your own lineups

in a flexible, efficient manner (pitch

ers first, so be careful). The historical

lineup for each team is also available

using a default command.

Suddenly, the white-clad home

team waddles out on the field and a

few bars of the national .anthem tell

you that this game is for real, Unlike

arcade, the game that follows is a sta

tistical flexing of data influenced only

by baseball probability, chance and

managerial option The only joystick

to be found in this game will be Babe

Ruth's flailing bat. as his power and

356 average come to life while you sit

somewhere in the upper deck behind

the plate.

Micro

League

Baseball is

a blend of

statistical

simulation

andstrategy.
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Barry Morstain, president of Micro

League Sports, says that the compli

cated merger of statistics, including

left- and right-handed effects, is cal

culated using his company's propri

etary algorithms. A sample of several

games seems to prove him right: bat

ting averages, slugging, stealing,

strikeouts, walks and more fall into

place as pitcher and batter clash.

However, it's still up to the manager

to pinch-hit, play in at the corners, hit

and run, go for the extra base or tell

the pitcher he's losing it! You can

make lineup changes (usually a sore

spot in games of this type) using an

ingenious wrap-around scroll of the

bench and a replacement command.

Both batting and fielding changes are

quickly accomplished.

Outstanding graphics is a big fea

ture of the game. The baseball and its

shadow produce a special depth per

ception that allows you to see flyballs

dropping in for hits or spy grounders

scampering by infielders. The score-

board provides a play-by-play, so you

can't be confused by the outcome of

any at-bat. The fielders and runners

scurry in a logical fashion for each

event, so a result is neither betrayed

nor contradicted by player position

ing. A colorful crowd watches the

game in the background. (Fortunate-

ly, the stands are not programmed to

do the "wave," so the game proceeds

without interruption.)

However, baseball purists can al

ways find minor flaws in such a com

plex automation. In certain game-

winning situations, more runs than

the tie-breaker may score before the

contest is "over," which results in a

faulty final score. Defensive statistics

are generalized in a rating system, so

those who are squinting for fielding

averages or chances per game, con

ventional measures of glove prowess,

will find neither. In fact, secondary

player characteristics, such as run

ning, fielding, home runs allowed and

throwing arm—things a real manager

needs to know—are assumed general

knowledge and not displayed. Such

minutia hardly detract, though, for

there are more than enough batting

and pitching stats for most to worry

about. Most, in fact, are just worried

about who's ahead

All in all, this game is a giant step

towards total sports simulation, a

growing avocation. The game is well

supported with literature and follow-

on data of current-season and special-

edition team disks, so a tournament

or mini-season is no problem for the

baseball fanatic. But is the Micro

League Sports Association compla

cently splashing around the World Se

ries champagne now? No. Plans are

presently underway for Micro League

Football and that might really make

some video widows. Q
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NEW LOW PRICES FROM THE WORLD'S

LARGEST SPORTS SOFTWARE COMPANY!
Whether you're a coach, player, computer bug, statistician, dabbler, doer or just

a real sports fan. PDS has a package for you.. .at our lowest prices ever!

Check our line-up below, and then order your first PDS Sports Package.

FOOTBALL STATISTICS. A comprehensive

computer software system. You compare

teams in over 60 offensive and defensive

situations and watch the matchups on the

screen. Every team is given a power rating.

PDS also provides "year-to-date" data

diskettes for a nominal charge. 39.95

FOOTBALL HANDICAPPING. (Includes FOOT

BALL STATISTICS Packagel. Forecasts the

outcome of football games based on massive

amounts of statistical data, morning lines

and point spreads. 49.95

BASKETBALL STATISTICS. The most compre

hensive basketball program ever written.

"What-if" your way into every imaginable

comparison and formulation. 39.95

BASKETBALL HANDICAPPING, llncludes

BASKETBALL STATISTICSI. Gives you an

inside look into the outcome of games by

mathematically equating statistics, lines

and point spreads. 49.95

BASEBALL STATISTICS. See how opposing

baseball teams stack up against each other.

See summarizations. Performance stats on

every team in r.he major leagues. 39.95

BASEBALL HANDICAPPING, llncludes

BASEBALL STATISTICS) Makes you better-

prepared to predict the winner of any game.

At least, mathematically. 49.95

THOROUGHBRED HANDICAPPING. This

"world class" program gives you an edge in

predicting winners. A proven system...by

PDS and many horseracing enthusi

asts. 129.00

HARNESS RACE HANDICAPPING. The fast,

easy way to find out what races and what

horses should be looked at...all summarized

in a "power rating" format. 129.00

QUARTER HORSE HANDICAPPING, the com

puter system actually "rates" the horses in

each race of what is the fastest growing

segment in the sport of kings. 129.00

Circle Header Service No. 7

TRAINER STATISTICS. Analyzes all local race

horse trainers and gives you a rating for

each one. 39.95

JOCKEY STATISTICS. A short time with this

software package will show you why the top

15 jockeys at local tracks win over 90% of

all races. 39.95

HARNESS DRIVER STATISTICS. A comple

ment to the HARNESS HORSE HANDICAP

PING System, this package tells you all you

need to know about the man |or woman)

behind the horse. 39.95

PDS
RO. BOX E /TORRANCE, CA 90507 / (213| 516-6688

Please send me the foilowing PDS SOFTWARE

PACKAGE:

S

. ...S

9

Total

Add S6.00 for postage and handling.

Calif, residents add b'A% sales tax

I have an APPLE! ) IBM | ) TRS-80 | )

COMMODORE-64 ( |

DISKETTE] ) CASSETTE | }; MODEL #

( | Check enclosed

( ) Charge my credit card: A.E. ( ). VISA ( ),

M.C. I )

Card No Expires

Signature
(As il appears on tred'A tard\

OR CHARGE BY PHONE...CALL 18001 222-2601

(In Calif: (2131 516-66881

NAME_

ADDRESS.

CITY. .

.PHONE.

.STATE _Z!P_

Dealer inquiries \nvited
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Break Street
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Creative Software

960 Hamlin Court

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Medium: Disk

As you have probably guessed.

Break Street is a breakdancing game.

No, the game doesn't breakdance,

but Whiprock, Showrock, Double

Trouble and D-Dog do, controlled by a

joystick But watch out, your breaker

might get too tired if he breaks too

long.

But, of course, then there is the

warmup. Your breaker can do any of

his moves and he won't get tired. But

if you skip a warmup, you may find

that your breaker won't break too well

in competition. He will probably fall

when you tell him to do a freeze (how

a breaker ends his turn by getting

into an unusual position and being

motionless for a few seconds).

The graphics are so

detailed that even the

breakers who aren't

breaking tap their toes

to the music.

You are scored by how well you

switch from move to move, and you

can earn bonus time by switching

from a hard move to another hard

move, such as a scorpion (spinning

on two hands with your elbows stuck

in your stomach) to a headspin (spin

ning on your head). And if you score

enough points, you will get to put

your street name (a name everybody

calls you when you break, such as

Turbo, Kid Loose, King Tut, Flex,

Crazy Legs, Mr. Fresh) on the Wall of

Fame.

The graphics of Break Street are

great. It's worth buying the whole

game for the graphics alone. When

your breaker is doing a move, it looks

almost like a real person is breaking.

The graphics are so detailed that

even the breakers who aren't break

ing tap their toes to the music. ,

The music is well done, but it

needs a little more variety. The

instructions are complete and easy to

read, so overall, the program is easy

to use.

1 really enjoy Break Street, especial

ly because 1 am a breakdancer myself

I recommend Break Street to anyone

who likes breakrng or even someone

who just wants to learn. Q

The Intelligent alternative

to overpriced 64 software

The Intelligent Software Package for C-64™, VIC", SX-64'", C-128™, LCD'", Plus A'K, 16™, B-128™, and

PET/CBM™. An integrated home/business/educational package of 25 powerful, useful programs [totaling over 51

pages of source code] that will put your Commodore Co work right now, in your home or office; all on disk or tape

at the ridiculous price of S35, or about 351,40/program. One customer writes: "... This is as slick a deal as I have

seen and more than adequate for all except fancy presentations. The best thing is the ease of use.. "Thepackage

includes:

Database: A complete multi-keyed lixed-record-length data base

manager. Sort or select, (using all relational operators:. = . >, <,

AND, OR. NOT, wild card] on any field, perform computations on

numeric fields. Any operation can be performed on all. or only selected

records. All fields completely user-definable. Can be used for any

number of tasks, including accounting, mailing lists, inventory con

trol, record, tape, or book cataloging, expense account maintenance,

or as an electronic roiodex. Even if you use your Commodore for

nothing else, this program olone might justify its expense.

Ward Processor: A lull-featured menu-driven word processor in

cluding very fast file commands, screen editing, text locating and full

control over margins, spacing, paging, indentation, and justification.

"... welldone Slidhighly functional . . Provides an excellent alter

native to the high priced word processors . . . this is an excellent

buy. Highly recommended." — Midnite Software Gazette. "Provides

good basic features." — Compute's Gazette.

(un i v i , 11< ■ An electronic spreadsheet. Turns your Commodore in

to a visible balance sheet, includes screen editor. "Excellent program

lor budgeting, estimating, or any msth-onented use . . . well worth

the money. Highly recommended. " — Mtdnite Software Gazette

Intelligent Software
Quality Software since 19BS (415] 457-6153

Also included: RoportGon, RnportMerge [interface VWP with

Database to create form letters, statements, invoices, mailing

labels, other reports.]; Baseball Statistician [compiles batting

statistics fora baseball league]: several W/P utilities, including In

dex [indexes W/P's text files); several Database utilities, including

DBmerge [facilitates multi-file database applications.], and DBStat

(analyzes D/B files]: a programming utility, ASCII, which converts

text files [program listings] into program files; also Checkbook; In

ventory. Papor Route, Loan Analysis, Breakeven Analysis;

Depreciation: Labeler. File copier, more.

Versions of the package are available for every Commodore com

puter having a minimum of 1Dk RAM; please specify regular disk,

8050 disk, or tape format [disk only for Plus4 • and 16'".] All pro

grams support tape, disk, and printer, price includes Documenta

tion and shipping. Calif, residents add 6%. Visa/Mastercard, add

$2; no personal checks from outside USA This ad is the catalog;

e sampling of program output is available for $2.
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Spy vs. Spy
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: First Star Software

18 E. 41st Street

New York. NY 10017

Medium: Disk

K he cutthroat competition between

artist Antonio Prohias' beaknosed se

cret agents has enlivened the pages

of MAD Magazine for 25 years. First

Star's Spy vs, Spy. an action-strategy

contest for one or two players, brings

the essence of these humorous yet

frenzied confrontations to the home

computer screen.

The gamer controls one of two

spies who are searching for secret

plans in an embassy. A spy must find

the briefcase, fill it with a passport,

traveling money, the key and the

plans, and exit the door which leads

to a waiting escape plane. Agents not

only work against the on-screen

countdown clock but each other's

machinations.

A horizontally split display is the

heart of Spy vs Spy The top half

shows the actions of the White Spy

while the lower portion monitors the

activities of his raven-cloaked rival.

The player must keep an eye on the

rival spy while directing the one un

der his.or her control.

Each mini-screen shows the room

in which the spy is located in pseudo

3-D perspective. The gamer moves an

agent around the complex with the

joystick and hunts for the valuable

items hidden in assorted secret

places. The player can search any ob

ject in any room by pushing the ac

tion button when the agent stands

near it.

The agent can carry only one item

at a time, unless the things are small

enough to fit inside the briefcase.

When strategy dictates temporarily

hiding a found item, the player hits

the action button when the spy is

next to the desired spot.

At higher skill levels, the embassy

may be several stories tall instead of

only one. The spy climbs ladders to

reach the top floor and jumps through

trapdoors to get to the bottom level.

The small character indicators

found just below the front edge of

Re-create the MAD

magazine conflict

each room, "bread crumbs," provide

a handy way for players to keep track

of their spy's route through the em

bassy. The agent can retrace steps

through up to nine rooms by following

the "bread crumbs."

The only time both spies appear on

the same half-screen is when they

search the same room. This situation

also affords the only opportunity for

direct, hand-to-hand combat. The on

screen agent swings a club at his ad

versary when the gamer pushes the

stick while the action button is held,

When the gamer moves the stick for

ward and back, the agent swipes at

the other spy's head, while side-to-

side stick movement causes a poke in

the ribs.

The time limit for the mission var

ies from seven minutes at the easiest

difficulty setting to 24 minutes at the

hardest. When caught by a trap or

bested in direct fighting, the losing

spy goes unconscious for 27 game-

seconds. The agent also loses a few

seconds, signalled by a series of

beeps, when he trips a trap.

A warning light on top of the Tra-

pulator blinks when a spy is about to

run out of time. When a spy's time is

up, the other agent can use whatever

surplus time he has accumulated to

complete the mission unmolested.

The Trapulators, located to the

right o£ the corresponding displays,

are the focus of the interplay between

the two agents, They show the time

remaining on the clock, items collect

ed and a group of six icons. Five icons

symbolize traps which a spy can set

to prevent his foe from making too

much progress, while the sixth

flashes a map of the embassy com

plex on the screen as an orientation

aid.

When the gamer pushes the action

button twice in rapid succession, it

activates the Trapulator. The arsenal

contains 12 to 72 traps, depending on

the difficulty level, divided into five

types: the bomb, the giant spring, the

water bucket, the gun-and-string

combination and the time bomb. The

first two can be used anywhere ex

cept on a door, the next pair can be

employed only in conjunction with a

door, and the last is a time-delay de

vice which explodes 15 seconds after

it is set. Within these limitations, an

agent can hide the traps anywhere to

inhibit the opponent's searches.

When a trap claims a victim, the per

petrator laughs uproariously in a

scene tight out of the comic strip.

A defense exists for every trap ex

cept the time bomb For example, the

water bucket douses the bomb and

the umbrella shelters a spy from a

water pail above a doorway. Each

remedy is always hidden in the same

place. That is, the aforementioned

buckets are in the red fire boxes

which are invariably located on the

left wall of the rooms which contain

them.

The audio-visual effects are out

standing. The characters look like

they just jumped off the printed page

and the animation dovetails with the

overall hghthearted tone, And when a

player guides a spy through a suc

cessful mission, the airfield sequence

is a fitting cap to a thoroughly enjoy

able action-strategy contest.

Although Spy vs. Spy is primarily

designed for head-to-head play, de

signer Mike Riedel has clearly put a

lot of effort into making the solitaire

version as playable as possible. Prior

to the start of the game, the gamer

decides the I.Q. level at which the

machine opponent will operate.

Smarter robot adversaries utilize a

cunning blend of offense and defense

which is calculated to give even the

experienced human gamer a stiff

challenge.

Spy vs. Spy is one of the most inno

vative—and one of the most enter

taining—programs published recent

ly for the Commodore 64. 13
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Championship

Lode Runner
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Broderbund

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903

Medium: Disk

hampionship Lode Runnei may

be described as an extension to the

original Lode Runner by 50 superb

new screens. Like the original game.

it has excellent high-resolution graph

ics and appropriate high-quality

sound effects. Unlike the original, it

does not have a practice mode. You

can gain access to successive levels

only after you have successfully com

pleted the previous levels. When you

do complete Level 1, however, and

the screen for Level 2 first appears,

you can save it on the game disk—

provided you do so before playing it.

Suppose, for example, after begin

ning play at Level 1 with the usual

allotment of five men, you succeed in

completing the level; on your first at

tempt. The screen for Level 2 will ap

pear and will show that you now have

six men. It will definitely pay you to

save Level 2 before playing it. When

you subsequently recall it, you can

always begin playing Level 2 with six

men. However, suppose you now lose

all six men in attempting to complete

the level. You can again recall Level 2,

but this time you will start with one

less man (five in this case). Thus, by

saving Level 2 before beginning play,

you will have provided a potential

maximum of 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2+ 1

= 21 men.

It will similarly pay you to save at

the beginning of each new level,

When you reach a total of ten saves,

you will have to delete a save before

you can save the next time. After you

have saved a level, you can, if you

wish, turn the computer off. When

you later reload the program, you can

resume play at the same new level,

something you could not do with the

original Lode Runner.

Another improvement incorporated

in Championship Lode Runner is the

elimination of both the "slow fade"

and "slow reform" following the loss

Ifyou are a confirmed

Lode Runner

enthusiast and have

"paidyour dues'' on

the original,

Championship Lode

Runner is for you.

of a man. In addition, the waiting

time between the end of a completed

level and the beginning of the next

one has been markedly reduced. The

visuals have been dressed up some

what by the inclusion of the screen

title which appears when the last gold

chest for each level is collected.

Doug Smith (author of both games)

and Broderbund warn that "Cham

pionship Lode Runner is for Lode

Runner experts only...and if you

haven't yet paid your dues on the

original Lode Runner, don't even

think of attempting this champion

ship round," In addition, rumors were

circulating to the effect that, even for

experts, some of the levels might re

quire several weeks to complete.

Long before Championship Lode

Runner appeared on the scene, I had

already mastered the 150 screens of

Lode Runner sufficiently to make con

tinuous for high score) runs from Lev

el 1 through Level 150 (in my best run

I had 144 men at the end, out of a

possible 155). I had also completed a

few continuous runs through Level

300. In Levels 151 through 300, the

same screens are repeated but the

guard speed is increased significant

ly. This causes a dramatic increase in

the degree of difficulty, particularly

for certain levels such as 252 and 286.

In addition, except for a few levels

that are definitely uncompletable, I

had completed each level for the

Third Series (Levels 301-450), the

Fourth Series (451-600) and a portion

of the Fifth Series (601-650). With

each new series, many of the screens

become progressively more difficult

due to the additional increase in

guard speed. The levels that were un

completable were bypassed using a

"cheat key."

Among other skills developed, I had

become proficient at digging behind

the runner, as well as at digging

ahead Digging behind the runner is

particularly advantageous for multi

layer drilling It is practically a neces

sity for completing Level 146 and for

drilling through six or more layers as

required in some of the screens 1 de

signed myself.

With all this Lode Runner experi

ence under my belt, I felt I had more

than paid my dues—and I eagerly

awaited a chance to try my stuff or.

the championship round.

When I finally laid hands on a copy

of the game, I found that Champion

ship Lode Runner, while drawing

heavily on skills already established,

poses at the same time a whole new

set of challenges. The 50 new screens

are totally different in appearance

from the 150 old screens and they

certainly play differently. This is not

surprising since these screens were

designed by ten expert players, all of

whom were doubtless intimately fa

miliar with all the old screens.

The challenges to be met in the

various screens are of two general

types procedural and performance.

By procedural, I mean the challenge is

to arrive at the most effective detailed

plan or procedure for completing the

level, either by trial and error or by

analysis, or both. It involves such con-

_siderations as what order of events to

follow, how to control the guards,

whether to dispatch them, whether to

avoid killing them, whether they can

be confined, and if so, where and

how.

By performance, I mean the chal

lenge is to follow exactly the detailed

plan adopted. When tackling a new

screen a player must meet the proce-

Cotitinut.it on pg, 28
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FEATURING

A Marvel Adventure

Listen up, True Believer! The

world's premier comics company

has joined with the originator of

Adventure games to bring you the

awesome QUESTPROBE Series:

an epic group of home-computer

Adventures by Marvel Comics and

Scott Adams in which YOU

become the greatest Marvel Super

Heroes'" characters.

Much more than an arcarde game

and recommended by educators
around the world, an Adventure

Diskette based

software for your

Commodore 64 and

Commodore Plus/4.

allows you to move through a

wonderous electronic world by

entering English commands. In

SPIDER-MAN™ you actually control

the intellect of Peter Parker and

the amazing might of ol' "Web-

Head" himself, SPIDER-MAN. "

Your objective is twofold: to unlock

the riddle of the Chief Examiner

and ... to survive!

Each installment of the

QUESTPROBE1" Series is a

complete Adventure—you need

nothing else but your imagination

and a compatible computer. And
you don't have to be a Marvel

Comics fan to enjoy the fun. For

all kids aged 8 to 800! Difficulty

level: Moderate.

Marvel Super Heroes, Spider-Man,

Doctor Octopus, Mysterio, Madame

Web, Sandman, Electro, Lizard,

Hydro-Man, Ringmaster and The

Chief Examiner and their distinctive

likenesses are trademarks of the

Marvel Comics Group and are used

with permission.

ARTWORK & TEXT: Copyright ' t98S,

Marvel Comics Group. All Rights Reserved.

GAME DESIGN: Copyright 1985,

Scoti Adams, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Questprobe Is a co-owned trademark of the

Marvel Comics Group and Scott Adams, Inc.

COMMODORE-
RECREATIONAL SOFTWARE
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dural challenge (if any) before taking

on the performance challenge and

completing the level. Meeting this

procedural challenge will usually con

sist, in part at least, of identifying one

or more apparent impasses and then

figuring out how to get around them.

The first such impasse in Champion

ship Lode Runner occurs in Level 1,

where the player must recover two

low-placed gold chests without be

coming trapped below.

When I visited a local software

store to pick up a copy of the game, I

found that several of the salesmen, all

of whom were skilled Lode Runner

players through at least Level 20, had

been trying Level 1 of Championship

Lode Runner. They had been able to

collect all the upper gold chests but

could not deal with the impasse

posed by the two lower chests. Not

only were they unable to complete

LgvoI 1, but they knew of no one who

had.

But this was before the Champion

ship Lode Runner Hint Book (Broder-

bund, 1984) became available. (I re

ceived my copy while working on

Level 22 several days later.) Except for

Level 50, the hints given in the Hint

Book make it possible for even inter

mediate players to get around all the

impasses. In effect, access to a Hint

Book eliminates the procedural chal

lenge, or at least greatly simplifies it.

Does having access to a Hint Book

turn Championship Lode Runner into

a piece of cake? Not quite1 There is

still the performance challenge—and

there is still Level 50 (but more on that

later). For the first 11 screens, and for

perhaps another 11 screens below

Level 33. the degree of performance

difficulty might be described as mod

erate, although tricky in spots. Inter

mediate (or more advanced) Lode

Runner players should be able to per

form these screens after a reasonable

amount of practice.

The remaining 28 screens, how

ever, range in difficulty from tough to

incredibly tough—as suggested by

the following examples. (Since the

Hint Book contains diagrams of all the

screens as well as procedural hints, I

feel that I am not giving anything

away.)

In Level 21, you must drill through

two layers of bricks, drop onto a sus

pended gold chest and the runway

Rumors were

circulating that, even

for experts, some ofthe

levels ofthis game

might require several

weeks to complete.

below, move left to a certain brick,

drill into a vault, move right as you

collect five gold chests and promptly

drill out of the vault. If you have not

lost any time in these movements,

you will emerge from the vault just in

time to step on the head of a moving

guard and thus gain access to a lad

der which can be reached only in this

manner. Level 27 requires an even

more difficult maneuver. You must

cross from one ladder to another by

stepping to the right onto a guard's

head while the guard is moving to the

left.

In Level 24, you must dig away 22

bricks to reach the gold chest in the

bunny's right eye (on the left side of

the screen) and another 34 bricks to

reach his left eye, including two lines

of six bricks each. Yet the hardest

part of this screen may consist of kill

ing off the two guards (by digging

away portions of the right ear) until

they reappear in a remote area.

Split-second timing is required

more frequently at the higher levels.

In Level 34 (appropriately entitled

"Split Second"), for example, you

must make no less than 19 timed

mini-tnps, of which about half are

very tightly scheduled. H you survive

all these mini-trips, you may be con

fronted with a very tricky escape at

tempt and could see all your efforts go

down the drain. You'll likely have

plenty of failures and create some

new cuss words before you get

through this level.

Level 41 is fairly routine until you

collect the last gold chest, which

must be a certain one. This causes

the release of three trapped and wide

ly separated guards who promptly be

gin moving down the screen You

must immediately begin a long es

cape run in which you will step on the

head of each guard, in turn, in order

to bridge the three gaps in the escape

path.

In Level 46, you must drop the two

top guards into a "trap-door trap,"

dig your way to the bottom right, trap

a low guard in a hole near the floor,

then pick up the remaining visible

gold chests on the screen, ending up

on a solid (undiggable) runway three

units from the floor. To your right is a

gap in the runway which you must

cross. Half a unit down the gap is the

bobbing head of the gap guard who is

standing on a ladder. You must run

toward the gap. hoping that when

you drop onto the guard's head, you

will bounce up high enough to enable

you to get across. You may or may not

make it. If you do make it across the

gap, and if the guardhole has been

filled with a ladder, you can escape

routinely. If the guard is still in the

hole, you still have plenty of work to

do.

First, you must dispatch the gap

guard. Drill down and get on the short

ladder just to the gap guard's right,

dig the block to the left, stay atop

your ladder until the brick is about to

fill in, then drop sharply in the ladder

to draw the gap guard toward you.

(How do you know when the brick is

about to fill in? By referring to your

stopwatch, of course. Just subtract

about one second from the pre-

measured closing time.)

With the gap guard done, you must

execute a series of moves in which

the hole guard is freed and then led

into the gap. If he carries the last gold

chest into the gap, you must dispatch

him just as you did his predecessor. If

your stopwatch comes through for

you again, you can pick up a well

earned gold chest and escape to the

wonders of Level 47.

When you get to Level 50, you will

realize that the toughest level has
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been saved for the last Since the Hint

Book provides just one minor clue,

you must rely on your own efforts in

order to meet the severe procedural

challenge. If you are sufficiently per

sistent and resourceful, you will even

tually find that the level can be com

pleted by breaking it down into some

24 segments which must be per

formed in exact order.

In one of these segments, while

standing on a guard's head, you must

free the guard, stay on his head as he

moves left and begins his fall {no

mean trick—the guard's not very co

operative), then dig two bricks on the

way down. Eight of the segments are

timed mini-trips, of which five are

very tightly scheduled. Each of these

five is a problem unto itself and needs

to be practiced separately until per

fected. (I found it expedient, if not

essential, to switch temporarily to

"digging ahead" for each of two of

these segments).

Once you have mastered the sepa

rate mini-puzzles, you should be able

to string them together, complete the

level and break out the champagne

Before I started on Championship

Lode Runner, I had been quite skepti

cal about the reported statement that

"even for experts, some of the levels

might require several weeks to com

plete." I decided that when I got my

copy of the game. I would pull out all

the stops to prove that the statement

did not apply to me. I was particularly

gratified, therefore, when I succeeded

in completing all 50 levels in 17 days.

This still seems like rather a long time

to me since I was able to devote full

time to the game and I had the help of

the Hint Book for the levels above 21.

If you are a confirmed Lode Runner

enthusiast and have "paid your

dues" on the original game, Cham

pionship Lode Runner is for you. With

its 50 superb new screens, you'll get

moro than your money's worth of

challenges—especially if you choose

not to use a Hint Book.

If you are an "intermediate" player

and haven't yet worked your way

through the original Lode Runner, you

would be well-advised to go back and

do so before attempting the cham

pionship round. And be sure to get

plenty of practice at digging behind

the runner, particularly in multi-layer

digging, Q
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We have a surprise for all
those people who think that in

order to get more you have to

pay more.

The Commodore 64™
We also have a surprise

for all those people who think
they have to settle for less just

because they're paying less.

The Commodore 64.

The Commodore 64 has a
full 64K memory, high fidelity

sound and high resolution,
16-color sprite graphics.

It's fully capable of running

thousands of programs for

schools, business or funny
business.

But the Commodore 64 is

about one third the price of the

64K IBM PCjr™ or the Apple lie""

in fact, for about the price of

those computers alone you can
get the Commodore 64, a disk
drive, a printer and a modem—

a powerful computing system.

We don't do it with mirrors,

we do it with chips. We make our
own. So we can make them for

less, more efficiently and more

economically than people who
don't. (Which is just about

everybody else.}

So because it's a 64,

it's powerful. Because it's a

Commodore, it's affordable.
And because it's a Commodore
64, it's the world's best selling
computer.

COMMODORE bk~
IT'S NOT HOW LITTLE IT COSTS,

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET.
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Indiana Jones

in the Lost

Kingdom
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Mindscape

3444 Dundee Road

Northbrook, IL 60062

Medium: Disk

T
m. he suspense builds as you put

Mindscape's Indiana Jones in the

Lost Kingdom into the drive and boot

the program. After all, the packaging

uses a fabulous likeness of the title

character and a marvelous tease:

"The ultimate challenge. Nobody told

Indiana Jones the rules. And no one

will tell you."

Your patience is soon rewarded as

you listen to the computer's reason

ably accurate rendition of the theme

from the Indiana Jones film. You

know there are no rules, but you know

what you have to do. According to

the booklet that comes with the pro

gram. "Your objective is to retrieve

the artifact while scoring as many

points as possible. To do this you

must find your way through six

rooms—something only a person with

an extremely high IJQ (you ignore

this, because you've been told it

stands for "Indiana Jones Quotient"

and he can do no wrong) will be able

to do.

Each room is completed by solving

its "puzzle." Each solution is different

and, unfortunately, the answers have

been lost to the ages. If you unlock

the secret, a clue to the location of the

screen's exit will appear. Upon com

pleting all six screens, you find a trea

sure unequalled in the annals of ar

cheology...and you're ready to move

to the challenge of the next level and/

or to try to improve your score.

The graphics and the character

movement within the program are

quite good, as is the color and the

sound. The program moves along

nicely enough, according to your own

skill level (you pick a skill level before

you get started on each room), con

sidering that there really are no rules

to follow and you are constantly trying

to "think like Dr. Jones." Progress is

Since there are no rules,

you must rely, almost

entirely, on your own

intuition, logic andskill.

slow in completing the challenge of a

single toom, but with infinite pa

tience and the desire to play the

game several times, it can be

achieved. However, along with your

skill level's rise, there also seems to

be a concurrent rise in the frustration

level It is in this area that the game

seems most flawed (or most players.

Should you be the kind of person

who can sit, hour after hour, enjoying

the challenge of trying to figure out

what the creators had in mind and

"think like Dr. Jones," there is a very

good chance you will love this game.

Otherwise, you'll soon need either a

break from the game, some aspirin, or

some additional help in the way of

clues. True to the sport and spirit of

the original Indiana Jones, the game

offers you some clues at the bottom of

each page of the instruction booklet.

Of course, as with Indiana, nothing

comes easily and you must work (if

only a tiny bit) to find these clues.

Enclosed with this package is a

magic viewer said to have the power

to decipher the mysteries of the ages.

Actually, the magic viewer is a piece

of caidboard-framed red plastic (remi

niscent of the glasses they once gave

out to view 3-D movies) which you

hold over "the hieroglyphics which

may point to the treasures of the Lost

Kingdom." The clues you find at the

bottom o.f the pages are helpful, but

they, more often than not. do relative

ly little to really help you move along.

When the frustration level has

reached its peak and you're "com

pletely stuck, have nowhere to turn.

are beginning to panic, and your

friends are starting to worry about

your health, never fear. More clues

are available for the six rooms." At

this point, there is a unique feature

that will either be loved or hated by

game owners and/or their parents.

Called a "clue hotline," this feature

allows you to directly access a micro

computer by telephone for clues to

help solve the mysteries presented.

Remember, in this Indiana Jones

program you must rely almost entirely

on your own intuition, logic and skill

to escape each room. At the point of

complete bafflement, you simply dial

■ a number (24 hours a day, 365 days a

year for callers with a Touch-Tone

phone) and the computer on the other

end will automatically respond to your

cry for help (according to the select

ed-clue code that you punch into the

Touch-Tone buttons) with selected

clues. Though the clue doesn't really

eliminate your dependence on your

own intuition, logic and skill, it cer

tainly can go a long way toward help

ing you retain your sanity and move

ahead in your search for the fabulous

artifact.

Why would anyone dislike this sort

of high-tech game feature7 First and

foremost, the clue hotline, located in

Illinois, is not a toll-free call. Imagine

the consternation on the faces of par

ents faced with line charges, at any

time of the day or night, 24 hours a

day. 365 days a year, for any and all of

the six rooms. Should the game player

not have a Touch-Tone phone, he or

she would require the assistance of

an operator (only available on week

days between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Cen

tral time) to get into the system and

again to cue up the selected clue

code

There is a great deal to be admired

and enjoyed in this program There is

also a great deal that is just a little bit

forbidding to the "regular" game

player. The key seems to be your de

sire to win the game, to stick with it,

to endure the changing requirements

throughout the game and to accept

the challenge created by the omission

of any written rules H
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Unique in the Universe.
Loadstar is like no other disk-based magazine on the market.

Loadstar is a two-sided diskette jam packed with ready-to-run

unprotected programs for your Commodore-64.

Loadstar is published monthly. One month features the C-64

programs from Commodore Microcomputers and the next month

features the C-64 programs from Power Play. What's more, every

issue of Loadstar contains feature articles and programs which are not

contained in either magazine.

Loadstar will make your favorite magazines even better. Having

the program listings already on disk is a real finger saver.

Loadstar is not just programs on a disk, it is an information

network that invites you to take part in the action. Try an issue.

If it doesn't meet your expectations, no matter what they are, return

the disk and we'll give you your money back!

S 9.95 for the current LOADSTAR disk companion to Power Play

S 9.95 for the current LOADSTAR disk companion to Commodore

Microcomputers

2 S39.9S for the next 6 issues of LOADSTAR

Z S69.9S for the next 12 issues of LOADSTAR

LOADSTAR
P.O. BOX 30007

Shreveport. LA

71130-0007

commodore



cnmE reviews REVIEWED BY DAN GLTMAN

The

Hitchhiker's

Guide to the

Galaxy
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Infocom

55 Wheeler Street

Cambridge, MA 02138

Medium: Disk

T
m. he computer world has been wait

ing for a Hitchhiker's Guide to the

Galaxy. Author Douglas Adams has

finally abandoned that antiquated pa

per and ink passive reading system,

and plunged whole-heartedly into

transforming his book into interactive

fiction. Hitchhiker is very well done

indeed and should convince other

famous authors that there just might

be something to this new medium

after all.

This is the first Infocom game to be

based directly on a book, so it pro

vides a good opportunity to compare

the experience of both media In the

book, you read the fictional story of

Arthur Dent and his happy-go-lucky

days wandering around the galaxy

after the destruction of the Earth. In

the game, you are Arthur Dent. You

can't just sit back and enjoy Dent's

adventures'—the bulldozing of his

house, escaping the planet, sucking a

fish in his ear, etc. You've got to make

it all happen.

Like all the Infocom games, Hitch

hiker is based on a series of puzzles. If

you don't solve a puzzle every few

minutes or so. poor Arthur gets bull

dozed to death, thrown out of a

spaceship or meets his maker in some

other amusing way.

Naturally, the story is more en

grossing when you're directing the

actions of the hero, rather than just

observing them. At the same time,

the game demands more from the

player/reader than the book does.

Playing the game is a very different

experience from reading the book.

Both are very enjoyable.

Adams has stuck pretty close to the

plot of his zillion-selling book, All the

Ifyou thought Planetfall

was tunny, Hitchhiker

is going to make you

fall offyourchair.

characters are here: Ford Prefect. Za-

phod Beeblebrox, Marvin the para

noid android, Eddie the computer. In

fact, if you have trouble with the

game, don't get Infocom's Invisi-

Clues—just buy the paperback Hitch

hiker. It will get you out of most of the

early jams. You should enjoy the

game whether you've read the book

or not, although reading the book

does not make the game a piece of

cake

The story proceeds sequentially.

You don't spend the whole game

prowling around one location, as in

Deadline. When you get Arthur out of

the house, he'll go to the bar. When

you get him out of the bar, he'll get

picked up by a spaceship and so on.

There's no reason to go back to where

you came from, so you don't do a lot

of mapping in Hitchhiker. There's

more of a feeling of moving on a linear

progression than in other Infocom

games. The puzzles are not the hard

est that Infocom has come up with,

but they're still pretty tough. They

call the game a "standard level" chal

lenge. Not if you haven't read the

book, it isn't.

But the most revolutionary thing

about this game is that it's a laugh

riot. If you thought Planetfal! was fun

ny. Hitchhiker is going to make you

fall off your chair. While the humor in

Planetfall was just a sidelight to the

story, the comedy of Hitchhiker total

ly overwhelms the plot and there's

nothing wrong with that Douglas Ad

ams and programmer Stove Meretz-

key (who wrote Planetfall) have cap

tured the same wacky feeling of the

book. In fact, they may have even

gone beyond it. After all, we're used

to reading funny books. But computer

screens are so serious that when

something funny comes up on one, it

seems even funnier. There's also that

feeling that you caused that funny

thing to happen.

The idea of someone's house being

knocked down to build a bypass at

the same time as the Earth is being

destroyed to build a space bypass is

funny in itself But Adams and Mer-

etzky don't take a single sentence se

riously. From the moment you wake

up In the morning ("Pity, it's going to

be the worst day of your life") to your

frequent death ("You keep out of this,

you're dead."), every line is a gag of

some sort, If you get stuck in a room

and type, "JUMP UP AND DOWN."

the computer doesn't say something

boring like, "NOTHING HAPPENS."

It says, "WASN'T THAT FUN?" And

if you can't figure out the solution

after about 20 or 30 tries, you'll sud

denly be informed that, "FOUR OUT

OF FIVE SENSITIVE PEOPLE SOLVE

THIS PUZZLE RIGHT AWAY." It's

like interactive Monty Python. If you

enjoy British humor at ali and even if

you hate British humor, you'll love

Hitchhiker. Q
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Required Reading for

yourCOMMODORE64

TRICKS.A TIPS FOR YOUR C-64

treasure chest ol easy-to-use programming techni

ques. Advanced graphics, easy data input, enhanced

BASIC, CP/M. character sets, transferring data bet

ween computers, more.

ISBNS' 0-916439-03-8 275 parjes S19.95

GRAPHICS BOOK FOR C-64 ■ from

fundamentals to advanced topics this is most com

plete reference available. Sprite animation. Hires.

Multicolor, lighlpen. IRQ, 3D graphics, projections.

Dozens of samples.

ISBN* 0-916439-05-4 350 pages $19.95

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING ON

THE C-64 - starts by discussing variable types,
computational accuracy, sort algorithms, more.

Topics from chemistry, physics, biology,

astronomy, electronics. Many programs.

ISBN* 0-916439-09-7 250 pages $19.95

ANATOMY OF 1541 DISK DRIVE ■

bestselling handbook available on using the Happy

disk. Clearly explains disk files with many examples

and utilities. Includes complete commented 1541

ROM listings.

ISBN* 0-916439-01-1 320 pages $19.95

ANATOMY OF COMMODORE 64 -
insiders guide to the 64 internals. Describes

graphics, sound synthesis, I/O. kernal routines,

more. Includes complete commented ROM listings
Fourth printing.

\a\Wn 0-916439-0D3 300 pages S19.95

IDEAS FOR USE ON YOUR C-64 -
Wonder what to do with your '64? Dozens ol useful

ideas including complete listings for auto expenses,

electronic calculator, store window advertising,

recipe lile. more.

ISBN* 0-916439-070 200 pages $12.95

PEEKS & POKES FOR THE C-64 -

programming quickies that will simply amaie you.

This guide is packed lull ol techniques tor the BASIC

programmer.

ISBN* 0-916439-13-5 160 pages $14.95

ADVANCED MACHINE LANGUAGE

FOR C-64 ■ covers topics such as video con
troller, timer and real time clock, serial and parallel

1/0. extending BASIC commands, interrupts. Dozens

of sample listings.

ISBN* 0-916439-06-2 210 pages S14.95

ADVENTURE GAMEWRITER'S
HANDBOOK - is a step-by-step guide to
designing and writing your own adventure games.

Includes listing for an automated adventure game

cenerator.

ISBN* 0-916439-14-3 200 pagBB $14.95

Call today for the name of your nearest local dealer Phone:(616) 241-5510
Other titles are available, call or

Write for a Complete free Catalog. Michigan residents include 4% sales tax. CANADA. Book Center. Montreal Phone.' (514) 332-4154

You Can Count On

Software
P.O. Box 7211 Grand Rapids, Ml 49510 - Telex 709-101 - Phone 616/241-5510

Circle Header Service No. 1



CHIHE REVIEWS REVIEWED HYAHNIEKATZ

Berserker

Raids
Computer: Computer 64

Publisher: Baen Software

Simon & Schuster

1230 Avenue of the

Americas

New York, NY 10020

Medium: Disk

P
M: red Saberhagen's novels and short
stories about the Berserkers have

built an enormous following among

science fiction fans over the last two

decades. Now users can journey to

this famous author's world of the fu

ture and fight against the relentless

war machines which hope to destroy

all human life m the universe.

Berserker Raids offers ten scenarios

plus a build-agame option, all of

which depict confrontations between

one or more robot killers and a human

civilization. In the four solitaire sce

narios, the humans build colonies and

construct a space navy powerful

enough :o defeat the Berserkers. The

remaining six scenarios incorporate

the idea of factionalism within the hu

man camp. Players must decide

whether to cooperate against the Ber

serkers before squaring off in a final

showdown or try for a quick knockout

against the rival human force before

the Berserkers actually get into the

fight.

Strategy, rather than action, is the

main event here. The player is more

concerned with orchestrating the hu

mans' wartime economic build-up

than the details of ship-to-ship com

bat in space.

The graphics, limited to charts and

a simple map of the space section, are

strictly utilitarian. Designers Lloyd

Johnson and Fred Saberhagen have

made little effort to spice up their cre

ation with state-of-the-art audio-visu

al effects. The title screen includes a

crude target-shooting sequence, but

it does little to liven up the game.

The 64-page, hard-cover, spiral-

bound instruction book includes a

Trial Game as a tutorial for novices.

Though the gamei will quickly learn

to defeat the tutorial's relatively puny

pair of invading Berserkers, this prac-

Now users

canjourney

to this

world ofthe

future and

fight

against the

relentless

war

machines

which hope

to destroy

all human life.
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tice scenario teaches the routine of

play and promotes familiarity with the

complex inter-relationships among

colonization, manufacturing and mili

tarization.

Prior to the start of any non-stan

dard scenario, including the Trial

Game, parameters must be entered

on a special screen. (In the case of the

ten prepared scenarios, parameters

are automatically set when the user

loads the code.) This establishes such

factors as the design of defending

ships, the number and power of Ber

serkers and the year in which the Ber

serkers make contact with the star

cluster.

A player can file a roster of ten ship

designs for use in subsequent scenar

ios. The disk comes with a bank of

five standard ships plus room for a

like number of customized craft

Each game-turn represents a year

of activity. The human defender thus

has a number of rounds to get his or

56/ 58 25/ 25

15/ 15 18/ 18

her society into high gear before the

enemy launches the first attack.

The point-value of a base reflects

its ability to build and repair ships

and conduct offensive or defensive

warfare. Only a base with at least <10

points can produce and fully overhaul

spaceships Transports must deliver

cargo to less powerful bases, called

colonies, before they can construct

ships.

A base's technology level, which

ranges between zero and eight, gov

erns the combat effectiveness of

ships built there. That is, a completed

ship embodies the technological level

of the base at which it was manufac

tured.

The productivity index, a number

between one and three, determines

how rapidly a base can produce a

ship. A facility with an index of three

puts a ship together three times faster

than an index-one base. An individ

ual base can construct only one ship

at a time and no defending force can

consist of mote than ten ships.

Resource allocation is the pro

gram's main economic mechanism.

At the start of a turn, the player de

cides what percentage of each base's

resources should be earmarked for

technology, productivity and ship

construction.

Every ship is rated for energy, pow

er drive, shields, beams, missile-

launch tubes, missiles and cargo ca

pacity. These factors are summarized

Continued on pg. 122
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Break theEflSSC
language barrier

1* i \*\

VIDEO BASIC-64 - ADD 50+ graphic and

sound commands to your programs with this super

development package. You can distribute dee RUN

TIME version without paying royalties!

ISBN* B-916439-2G-7 $53.95

BASIC COMPILER 64 ■ compiles the

complete BASIC language into either fast 6510

machine language and/or compact speedcode Get

your programs into high gear and prolect them by

compiling.

ISBN* 0-916439-178 $39.95

MASTER-64 • professional development

package lor serious applications. Indexed file

system, full screen management, programmer's

aid, BASIC extensions, 100 commands.

ISBN* 0-916439-21-6 $39.95

PASCAL-64 - full Pascal with extensions for

graphics, sprites, file management, more. Compiles

to 6510 machine code and can link to

Assembler/Monitor routines

ISBN* 0-916439-10-0 339.35

ADA TRAINING COURSE • leaches

you the language of the future Comprehensive

subset ot the language, editor, syntax

checker/compiler, assembler, disassembler, 120+

page guide.

ISBN* 0-916439-15-1 $59.95

FORTH-64 - loaded with hires graphics, com

plete synthesizer control, full screen editor, pro

gramming tools, assembler.

ISBN 0-916439-32-1 S39.95

C LANGUAGE COMPILER - a full C

language compiler. Conforms to the Kernighan &

Ritchie standard, but without bit fields. Package in

cludes editor, compiler and linker.

ISBN* 0-916439-28-3 $79.95

ASSEMBLER MONITOR 64 - a

macro assembler and extended monitor package

Assembler supports floating pom! constants

Monitor supports bank switching, quick trace, single

step. more.

ISBN* 0-916439-11-9 $39,95

XREF-64 - mdispensible tool for BASIC pro

grammer cross-references all references to variable

and line numbers.

ISBN* 0-916439-27-5 $17.95

OTHER TITLES ALSO AVAIL

ABLE - WRITE OR CALL FOR A

FREE COMPLETE CATALOG

Call today for the name and address of

your nearest local dealer.

PHONE: (616) 241-5510

For postage and handling include S4.00

($8.00 foreign) per order, Money order and

checks in U.S. dollars only. Mastercard.

VISA and American Express accepted
Michigan residents H

mcl 4% sales tax. H
!■■[■

FREE PEEKS & POKES WALL

POSTER INCLUDED WITH

EVERY SOFTWARE PURCHASE

m You Can Count On jj; ■ J 'u L ^^ M ^

Abacusmm Software
P.O. Box 7211 Grand Rapids, Ml 49510 ■ Telex 709-101 - Phone 616/241-5510

Circle Reader Service No. 2



SOFTWARE REUIELU5 REVIEWED HY JOYCE WORLEY

Play Writer:

Adventures in

Space
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Woodbuiy Software

127 White Oak Lane

Old Bridge, NJ 08857

Medium: Disk

T
JJl he computer takes on a different

role in this unusual entertainment

program for youngsters Instead of

just playmate, competitor or instruc

tor, the microprocessor is now a

cheerful collaborator that helps kids

create stories of their own, then does

the editing and fine-tuning until the

masterpiece is finished. Finally, the

computer prints the novelette into its

finished form, to create a personalized

hard-cover book, complete with illus

trations, title and dedication pages.

Play Writer: Adventures in Space is

more than just a story-telling aid. The

program guides the user through the

creative process, to complete an ex

citing space yarn. The interactive sto

ry on disk is a bare-boned outline,

waiting to be filled in by Che junior

novelist. By answering a series of

questions, the user chooses the direc

tion of the plot, which contains many

possible twists and turns.

There are two possible titles to

choose between, "The Firsi Kid in

Outer Space" and "The Space Jour

ney of Me," or the novelist can make

up one. Then the author enters per

sonal information, as well as details

about the hero or heroine of the space

adventure. Chapter by chapter, the

story takes form as it's fleshed out by

these entries. The author chooses

names and descriptions for all the

characters, gets to decide courses of

action for the novel's star and selects

the directions for the plot twists.

The six-chapter novel is then ready

to edit—correcting misspellings, ty

pographical errors or even completely

altering part or all of the story—using

a simple word processor that's built

into the program.

The story itself is a simple tale of

space exploration and adventure, but

because of the variations available

through multiple-choice opportuni

ties and even situations that allow tho

writer to create personalized plot

twists, there's a great deal of leeway

in how each version turns out.

After the story is completed and

edited, it's saved to disk, available to

be read or re-edited at will. But

there's more—and this is the exciting

part With a printer, the program ac

tually creates a hard-covered book.

The package includes printing paper

and colored stickers for illustrations to

be inserted into the spaces automati

cally provided in the finished copy

The package itself turns into the

hardcover binding, so that the fin

ished product is a personalized book,

complete with title page, dedication

and even a page about the author.

Naturally, only one of these hard

cover books can be created with the

materials included with the program,

so it's important to make sure the

story is exactly right before the fin

ished tome ^s assembled. But Wood-

bury also makes refill kits available,

complete with a new hard-cover

binding, paper and more illustrations.

for S9.95 a set. And, of course, there s

no limit to the number of stories that

can be created, then printed onto reg

ular computer paper and illustrated

by left-over stickers, pictures clipped

from magazines or even drawn by

hand.

The program is completely self-ex

planatory and requires only minimal

parental guidance to get kids started.

Younger users may need some assis

tance when they start to use the built-

in word processor to edit the story,

but it's such a simple maneuver that

they'll swiftly be in control.

Although Play Writer. Adventures

m Space is recommended for kids

from age seven upward, lots of par

ents will also get a bang out of com

pleting one of these novelettes. It's a

lot of fun to enter either serious or

zany data, then read the finished sto

ry. And since each telling of the tale is

different because of all the plot vari

ations available, kids will want to cre

ate many different stories before they

choose the best one to turn into a

hard-cover novel which then be

comes a handsome volume to show to

their friends. Q
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For Business, Doctor's and Home Phones

10 Ways Moog's AdvancedModel Phone Controller

Can Increase the ServiceYou Get FromYour Phone,

SpeedYour Calls and LowerYour Charges.

A high-tech advance by Moog, who invented the Electronic Music Synthesizer

This small electronic marvel—only 8

by 6" by 1 '/->"—lets you do things with

your telephone you never thought pos

sible. Read these 10 ways Moog's

new Phone Controller outdates old-

fashioned telephoning—

1. One Touch "Memory" Dialing.
Get at the touch ot a tinker id numbers

called most frequently. Real time saver.

2. Time-Saving Callback. Busy sig-
nal? Phone Contioilet calls back lor you

every 60 seconds, up to M times, Keeps

you from forgetting to,

3. Digital Time Monitor. Aiens you
to minutes you are ralkinj;, long dis

tance or locally. Keeps 5 minute calls

from going to a half-hour.

4. Touch Dial Converter. Lets you
tall by touch on rotary dial phone.

5. Works with MCI, Sprint, SBS.
Discount long-distance services work fas

ter^ cheaper without installation extras.

6, HOld BUttOn. Puts callers on hold so
you can talk with Others around you.

Mure secure than hand ovet mouthpiece.

7. Built-in Audio Speaker, call
without having to hold handset until
someone answers. Lets others hear too.

8. Eliminates Phone Use. no need
to dial from phone. Touch-dial directly

from dial pad of i'hone Controller.

9. Fall-Sale Memory. Back-up bat
tery jx>wer keeps programming intact

and in place lor most power outages.

10. Error Eraser, dm * single wrong
number, no need to redial whole number.

Push clear button, error is erased.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
For single-line service, simply plug into

any modular jack. For service with

multi-lines, specify Model ML. Cus

tomers also get toll-free advice if

needed.

All Phone Controllers have 1 year parts

and labor warranty and are UI. and FCC

approved. Prompt service if needed. If

you are not fully satisfied, return unit

original condition and packages

within 10 days of receipt,

money wffl be refunded.

and your

Pleasantville Plan, 62 Eastview, Pleasantville, NX 10570

Dept. MC-1

Address

Please send ( ) Moog's Phone Controller(s) at Name

cost per instrument of $99.95 single line, $119.95

multi - line (Model ML.)

1 enclose check ( ) Money order ( ) in amount

of $ Or charge my

AMEX ( ) MASTERCARD ( ) VISA ( > Gity_

credit card no.

expiring N.V. residents add sales tax.

For earlier delivery, call toll-free 1-8OO-334-O854, 7 days, 24 hours.

State Zip.

Circle Reader Service No. 28
O PIimmimvlIIi: i'lj.. I«H.



BEHIHD THE PROGRnmS HV TOM BENFORD

"Close Enough" is Not Enough:
Access Software's Bruce Carver

Most of you don't know who Bruce

Carver is, but you're probably well ac

quainted with the products of his

company. Bruce is the president of

Access Software, Inc., and also the

programmer responsible for the com

pany's biggest hits. The firm has had

tremendous success with their re

leases for the Commodore 64, most

notably Spritemaster 64, Neutral

Zone, Master Composer, Scrolls of

Abadon, the immoital Beach Head,

and most recently, Paid Over Mos

cow. Of these, Bruce authored Sprite-

master, Neutral Zone, Beach Head

and Raid Over Moscow. I caught up

with him at the Winter Consumer

Electronics Show last January and we

had an interesting chat.

Benford: Bruce, I'd like to get

some background information on you.

How did you get started in the soft

ware business''

Carver: I started out as a profes

sional engineer—I have a PE license.

I've always been interested in math

and I got into computers in college. I

played around a little with FORTRAN,

then after college I went to work for a

company in San Francisco. They had

a computer that no one knew how to

work. One day the boss dropped a

pile of manuals on my desk and said,

"Learn how to work this thing—-I see

you've taken FORTRAN in college."

I dug through the books until I fig

ured out how it worked and pro

grammed a lot of it myself, By that

time, I was working in machine lan

guage, something I had never done

before—I was used to working with

high-level languages. At that point, I

fell in love with computers.

Seven years later, I was still an en

gineer, but I wasn't working with

computers at my job anymore. In or

der to continue my programming I

had to do it on my own time.

Then in 1981. when the Commo

dore 64 came out, 1 talked my wife

into letting me buy one. I started play

ing around with it and I got super

excited—I'd stay up all night long

playing with the machine. Then I de

veloped Spritemaster, my very first
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Bruce Carver (1.) shakes hands with brother Roger it.), who did the programming on Beach Head il

program. I showed it to a local guy—

the fellow 1 bought my 64 from—he

works for me now. He liked it and felt

we could market it. So we did, start

ing off with a gaiage-type operation

and building it from there.

Benford: Where did you go from

there, Bruce9

Carver: 1 decided to write an ar

cade-style video game—I had never

done anything like that before. That's

how Neutral Zone came about. It took

about six months to complete it.

By the time Neutral Zone was fin

ished, I knew more about what I was

up against, so we planned the devel

opment of Beach Head. Neutral Zone

had sort of "evolved" while I was

learning about the machine, whereas

I had definite ideas for Beach Head,

so it was well planned out—story-

boards, flow charts, we did every

thing the way we're supposed to. The

result was a deeper, more complex,

more organized game.

I learned a lot from that also, so

when we started on Raid Over Mos

cow, we did the same things, but on a

deeper level—more strategy and more

complexity with a similar concept.

I've just recruited my brother. Rog

er, who used to be in the Navy. He

and I are almost identical in the way

we think and program. It's incredible,

because I didn't know that until I

hired him—he's working on Beach

Headll.

With Beach Head II, we sat down

and laid it all out beforehand. We also

wanted to be innovative, so we incor

porated head-to-head play and voice

simulation...we want to stay on the

leading edge of technology It will be

the quality and then some of Beach

Head and Raid, but will go a few

steps further by adding new ele

ments—we're really excited about it!

Benford: Looking at Beach Head,

I'll bet you were in the service, per

haps Vietnam—right?

Carver: No, but I've always been

into war movies on TV, even in black

and white—I always liked them. My

accountant and friend, who is also a

video-game freak, Chris Jones,

shared the same interest—always

playing with tanks and watching war

movies on TV as a kid. Beach Head

was spawned from this interest in

war movies, essentially.

Benford: You also have a music

program. Master Composer, in your

product line. How did that come

about?

Carver: That program was pro

duced by a guy named Paul Klei-

meyer in Salt Lake City. He came to

me one day and said, "Here's mypro-

gram—take a look at it." I did look at

it and I thought it was very interest-
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ing. It needed a few things, so I made

some suggestions.

Everything available foi music pro

gramming at that time had very slow

and tedious entry. Master Composer

had a fast entry format and it was

very flexible and versatile without a

large amount of memory consump

tion. Additionally, the program could

produce a module that even a seven

year-old could incorporate into his

BASIC program to produce music.

It was so clean and well done that I

thought it would appeal to the serious

programmer who wants to use music

in his programs. It doesn't have the

"splashy stuff" of other music pro

grams; like Sptitemaster. Master

Composer appeals to the true pro

gram buildei—the programmer who

wants to create and use the best tools

available. While it doesn't sell any

where near what some of our hit

game programs do, those who are us

ing it call me up and say it's the

greatest music program they've used.

Benford: Scrolls of Abadon is an

other radical departure from your usu

al bill of fare. Care to speak about it?

Carver: Scrolls ofAbadon was tar

geted for the younger age group, I still

get letters from mothers who write

that their husbands play Beach Head

and Raid Over Moscow, but the kids

love Scrolls of Abadon.

For some reason, though, the gen

eral public is missing the message.

Don't buy Scrolls of Abadon expect

ing another Beach Head—it's not! We

don't want anyone purchasing what

they think will be a serious strategy

game to be disappointed. It's intend

ed for the younger kids and it's a

great game for them—that's the point

we'd like to get across.

Benford: Aside from Beach Head

U. do you have any other new prod

ucts you can talk about at this point

in time?

Carver: Yes, we have Mach IV.

That started out as an experiment

with us. We have some very talented

programmers working with us, and

we decided to explore the possibili

ties. It is a fast loader, provides 4K

expansion to the BASIC work area

and features a disk cataloger utility—

nothing fancy, but it provides a nice,

clean way to keep track of your disks.

Since we're still working on it, I can't

divulge more at this point.

Raid Over Moscow.

it

'Close enough' is a term

we don't use in this

company, because its

that attention to detail

that really counts."

Haiti Over Moscow.

Benford: In slightly over two

years, you've developed Access from

a "garage" operation into a very suc

cessful software company in the

Commodore market. What do you

think contributed to this success?

Carver: We take great pains with

our products, to make sure they're the

highest possible quality. Equally im

portant, we try to be nice to people as

we go along. I really feel successful

when I read the warranty cards sent

in by consumers with things like ' 'the

greatest game ever" written on the

comment line. The other day a kid

came into the officp and stuck his

hand out to shake mine. Those, for

me, are the rewards I'm looking to

get. Those constitute real success.

Benford: Are you interested in

seeing other people's work—perhaps

being a publisher for other talented

programmers?

Carver: We look at everything that

anybody sends us. It's interesting to

note that there's so much junk,

though—I don't know where all the

good programmers are going. We

have a standard of excellence to

maintain, and we haven't seen any

thing recently that meets our criteria.

You know, in this business you can

build a reputation over years and

wreck it in weeks. Because of this, we

approach things cautiously. But we

do look at everything sent in and give

it consideration.

Benford: Do you have any advice

you're willing to offer our readers who

may want to pursue a career in soft

ware development?

Carver: Sure, and it's quite sim

ple, really. Don't settle for anything

less than the best. Spend your time

and pay your dues with your pro

gramming. Start out with a good idea

and carry it through.

The problem is with people being

in a hurry to get done with it—they

don't spend the time to put that little

extra pixel in the right spot. They

think it's "close enough." "Close

enough" is a term we don't use in

this company, because it's that atten

tion to detail that really counts. If

that's present, then a person is pulled

into the game. As he plays, his palms

start to sweat; you can see him lean

ing with the joystick. If you asked him

why, he probably couldn't tell you ex

actly, except that he's really "getting

into it."

I can tell you why. though. It's that

attention to detail that makes you feel

like you're really there instead of

watching it on a screen. That's the

magic of it all—to take a two-dimen

sional screen and create the illusion of

an environment. But one pixel in the

wrong place, one bomb that doesn't

get smaller when it's supposed to,

some jerky motion, and the illusion is

shattered—his brain doesn't believe

it anymore. If you can convince the

brain, then you've got him.

I know some very good program

mers who just don't have the "stick-

to-it-ive-ness" that's necessary.

They'll get down to the last leg,

they're in a hurry to get done and

they say, "That's close enough."

That's the downfall right there. You

have to stay with it right to the end.

That's the secret of it all. Q
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Flip 64
A Game of Othello for the

Commodore 64

M. his program originally appeared in the Fall, 1982,
issue of Powei/PIay written for the VIC 20. This version

is modified to run on the Commodore 64. The game is a

variant of the game of Othello.

You can choose the size of your playing field to range

from four-by-four to ten-by-ten squares, and you can

play against another player or the computer. If you play

against the computer, the times between moves at the

higher skill levels can get very long.

The object of the game is to trap squares of your

opponent's color between two of yours horizontally, ver

tically or diagonally, without any blank squares in be

tween. When this happens, all the squares in between

change to your color. You can move only if you can

capture at least one of your opponent's squares. The

player who has the most squares at the end of the game

wins. Q

Flip 64

7 PRINT"[WHITE,CLEAR,D0WN5.RIGHT13,

RVS]V1C FLIP-64"'BAXK

8 PRINT"[DGWN5,RIGHT1(J,RVS]

FORMERLY VIC FLIP-IV"'BANN

9 PRINT"(DOWN,SPACE3JBY JIM

DUBROUILLET AND SEAN SMITH[DOWN]

" 'BACR

10 PRINT"[SPACE2]MODIFIED FOR THE

C-64 BY R. THIBAULT[D0WN6]""BATH

15 PRINT"INSTRUCTIONS (Y/N)?";'BBHI

16 GET AS:IF AS="" THEN 16'EHOG

17 IF AS="N" THEN 21'DEAG

18 IF A$X"Y" THEN 16'EEMI

19 GOTO 20U1'BEAH

21 INPUT"[CLEAR,DOWN4]NAME";AS

: INPUT"ANOTHER";B$:DIM AS(1) :X=1

:Z=1'FTTK

22 IF LEFT$(B$,3)<>"C0M" THEN 25'FINF

23 A=VAL(RIGHTS(BS,1))-1

:LF=-(A=0)*999-(A=l)*25- (A=3)*.63

:CO=1:G0T0 26'QPOU

25 IF RND(1)>.5 THEN C$=A$:AS=BS:BS=C$

:DIH A(8)'IYAM

26 PRINT A$"WHITE OR BLACK";:INPUT C$

:IF C$="b"THEN C$=B$:BS=A$:A$=C$

:CO=2*CO'KEFU

28 INPUT'S ACROSS";N:INPUT'UP & DOWN";

O:A$(1)=A$:A$(0)=B$:V=15'FAFS

29 N=2*INT((INT(-((N<11)AND(N>2))*N-

(N>10)*lO-lN<4)*8))/2) 'QIOY

3 0 C$(0)="[BLACK]":N1=2*INT(INT(-(

(0<ll)AND(0>2) )*O-(O>10)*10-(O<4)

*N)/2)'RNKS

31 PRINT"[CLEAR]":O=N-1

:CS(1)="[WHITE]":DIM D(8),D2(8),
S (1) ' FB LJ

32 FOR A=0 TO 8:READ D(A):NEXT

:DATA~41,-40,-39,-1,0,1,39,40,

41'GMJL

33 S(0)=2:N3=N/2:N4=N3+l:N5=Nl/2

:N6=N5+1:N7=N3*N5:N8=N7'MPGT

34 FOR U = l TO 4: IF INT(INT(N7* (1/U))

*U)=N7 THEN N8=INT(N7"(1/U))' PCNS
35 NEXT:N7=N8:FOR A=l TO 2*N1 STEP

2'HMBL

36 FOR B=l TO 2*N STEP 2: E=1064+40*A+B

:POKE E-41,207:POKE E-40,208'NGKU

37 POKE E-1,204:POKE E,250:NEXT B,A

:PRINT"[HOME,DOWN,RIGHT]";'FSNN

38 S{1)=2:S{[))=2:FOR A=55296 TO 56295
:POKE A,5:NEXT A'HEFH

39 GOSUB 3OO0:REM SOUNJ'CKLL

40 FOR A=l TO (Nl-l)/2:PRINT"[D0WN2]n;

:NEXT:PRINT"[LEFT2]"'IMGI

31 FOR A=l TO O/2SPRINT"[RIGHT2]";

[NEXT'GHWG

42 PRINT" [HVS, WHITE, S11FT O.StlFT P,

BLACK, SHFT O,StlFT P, DOUN , LEFT4 ,

WHITE,SHFT L,SHFT (9 , BLACK , SHFT L,

SHFT @,DOWN,LEFT4,SHFT 0,SHFT P,

DOWN,LEFT2,SHFT L,SHFT @rWHITB,

SHFT L.SHFT S,UP,LEFT2,SHFT 0,

SHFT P]":C=1'CDNH

50 C=-{C=D)'DPWB

51 PRINT"[HOME,SPACE 21FH0ME]

"CS (C) AS (C)" [BLACK] "b(i>) " [WHITE]

"S(l)iIE Vvl = 4 THEN 100'EACM

55 IF CO>0 AND CO-1=C THEN 3«a'GKXrt

Gil GOTO 1171 BDID

IDS PRINT"[WHITE,HOME,DOWN23]";AS;

S(l)"BIGX

101 PRINT"[HOME,DOWN 23,fiIGHT2U]";B$;

S{0]'BINC

102 BC=1 :BB = 0:FOR XX=;> TO 21

:POKE 53280,BC:P0KE 53231,BB:TT=BC

:BC=BB:Bb=TT'KVMO

103 FOR YY-0 TO 40:NEXT YY

;NEXT XX1FLVD

1B4 POKE 53281,G:POKB 53280,14

:GOSUB 30OD:REM END OF GAMB'EGGI

105 PRINT"[HOME,DOWN24]

PLAY AGAIN?"'UAQF

10G GET C5:IF CSX"Y" AND CSX"N"

THEN 106"IKXI

107 IF CS="Y" THEN 21'DEIF

109 CLR:PRINT"[CLEAR,WHITE]";:END"DDCG

117 QZ = 55334 + 2*X+80*U-l) : gw=gZ- 54 272

:R=PEEK(QZ) AND 7:GOSUB 140'HLCT

118 POKE QZ+l,ClPOKE QZ+40,C

:POKE 0Z+41,C:POKE QW+1,127

:POKE QW+40,127'KLES

119 POKE QW+41,127: POKE gi!,C'DNEJ

120 POKE aW,127:P=PEEK{5G32D)'DPIC

121 X=X-({P AND 8)=0)+((P AND
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125

12(3

127

130

140

141

2 ill)

202

3 [JO

3C12

303

305

30G

310

311

405

406

407

408

4 £59

1000
lOfll

1002

1005

X006

1007

1008

iao9

1010

1011

1013

1014

1015

1016

4)=0) 'liQPG

2=Z-((P AND 2)=0) + ((l) AND l)=0)

:GOSUB 14D:POKE QZ,R:POKi; QW,207

:POKE QZ+1,R'MNPS

POKt: 0.2+40,HiPOKE QZ+dl,8

:POKt: QW+1,208:POKE QW+40,204

iPOKfc QW+41,250'KOHS

IF (P AND 161X0 AND C$X"F" THEN

117'ILOL

GOTO 1000'BEXY

GET CS:X=X+(CS = "J") ■ (CS="KB)

:z=z+(c$="i"j (c:$='■.■■"} ■ LYVpi

Z={2+{Z>N1)-1)*-(2>0)+l

:X={X+(X>N)- 1)*- (X>0)+1

:RETURN'RGO.S

B=PEEK(F~S4272):IF 6X207 ThEN

FL=FL-D2(rt):D2(A)=0:GOTO 1014'LKUK

GOTO 1011'BEAY

X=0:Z = O:FM=0:SA=O:HV=-9:X2=Q:Z2 = t)

iMF=0'JEVK
SA=SA+1:X=X*-(X<N)+1:Z-Z--{X=1)

:O.'Z = S5334+2*X + 80* (Z-l)

:GOTO lOWO'RQVU

IF FL>U THEN 405'DGLD

IF MF=tl AND SA=N1*N THEN Wl=Wl + l

:GOTO 511'JQHL

IF SA<N1*N THEN 302'EIJH

FOR A=0 TO 8:D2(A)=A(A):NcXT:X=X2

:Z=Z2'HWMH

FL=MF:E=553 34+2*X+8 0*(Z-l)

:GOTO 1020'IVHJ

CA=LOG(ABS((X+(X>N3)*N3+(X<N4)*N4)

*(2+(Z>N5)*N5+(Z<NG)*N6))}/LOG(N7)

1 STAA

CB=(CAOINT(CA) ) :VL= (CB- (Cti=0) )

*CA+FL*CA*LF'LPES

XZ=0:IF VL>HV OR (VL=HV AND

FL>MF) THEN XZ=1'JVDQ

IF XZ=1 ThEN liV=VL:X2=X: Z2=Z

:FOK A=() TO 8 : A (A) =02 (A) : NEXT

:HF=FL'HKQW

GOTO 305'BDm

FL=U:E = QZ:DX=135'DNI-1X

IF (7 AND P£EK(L))<2 THEN ON

1-{CO=C+1) GOTO 1016,303'KWyE

FOR A=W TO 8:If A=4 THEN NEXT

A'HHNA

D2 (A)=[)'BGIY

D2(A)=D2(A)+2'CLHC

PL-FL+2:F"E+D(A) *D2(A) 't'RRH

IF (7 AND PEEK(F))>1 THEN

FL=FL-D2(A) :D2(A) =i)

:GOTO 1014'JDKM

GOTO 230'BDbD

IF (7 AND PEEK(F))>1 THEN

FL=FL-D2(A):D2(A}=0

:GOTO 1014'JDKF

IF (7 AND PEEK{F))=-(C=U) THEN

1006'HOQC

FL=FL-2'CFD*

NEXT A'BdTX

IF CO-1=C THEN 3O3't:HRD

IF FL<1 AND W-3 THEN W=0!W1=W1+1

1017

1020

1025

102G

1027

1030

2W01

2125

2126

2127

2128

2129

2130

2131

2132

2133

2i39

2140

2141

2142

2143

2144

2145

214G

2147

2146

2149

2150

2151

2152

2153

2155

2156

:GOTO 50'JUCJ

IF'fLAI ThEN W=W+llO- (C=l!)
:GOTO 50'JPPK

Wl«0iW-0!S(C)»S(C)+l+PL/2

:6(-[O0] )=S(- (G»0) ) t'L/2

iPOR A=0 TO 3'QQ^O

FOR ¥=0 TO D2(A)-2 STEP 2

:F=E+D(A)*Y:POKE F,C:POKE F+1,C

:POKE F+40.CNHAP

POKK F+41,C:DX=DX+1:NEXT Y.A'FPTH

IF S(U) +S(1) =N*N1 THEN ltlO'FOOI

GOSUB 3O00:GOTO 50'CHTX

REii INKTRUCTIUNS1 bMRY

PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN]

THE OBJECT OF THIS GAME IS TO

END"'BAEL

PRINT"[SPACE3]WITH MORE SQUARES

THAN YOUR":PR INT"[SPACE 3]

OPPONENT HAS."'CbUy

PRINT" [DOlvN] YOU ARE EACH A

DIFFERENT COLOR,"' riAEii

PRINT"[SPACE3]AND START WITH TWO

SQUARES EACH."'BAXO

PRINT"[DOWN]TO MAKE A LEGAL FLIP,

PLACE THE CURSOR" ' bAGU.

PRINT"[SPACE3]SO THAT 1 OR MORE

OF YOUR"'BAKF

PRINT"[SPACE3]OPPONENTS SQUARES

ARE BETWEEN THE"'aAQJ

PRINT"[SPACE3]CURS0R AND ONE Of

YOUR SQUARES."'BAXJ

PRINT"[DOWN2]DO YOU WANT TO U3E

A JOYSTICK (Y OR N)?"'BATL

GET AS:IF AS><"Y"AND ASX"N"THtlN

213911LRP

IF AS="N" THEN 2144'DGXC

PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWNJ

MOVE THE CURSOR WITH THE

JOYSTICK"'bAYK

PRINT"[SPACE3]UNTIL IT IS IN

POSITION FOR A":PRINT"[SPACL3]

LtGAL FLIP."'CBC«

PRINT"[HPACE3JTHEN RUSH THE FIRE

BUTTON. ":GOTO 215VCFIL

PRINT"[CLEAR,DOUN,RVS,SPACE7]

"'BAWF

PRINT" [RVS,SPACE3," .SPACE 3] " ' tsABF

PRINT"[RVS,SPACE3] I[SPACE 3]"'BAFG

PRINT"[RVS] <J K> "'bAEI

PRINT"[RVS.SPACE3]M[SPACE 3]"'BAJI

PRINT"[RVS.SPACE3]V[SPACE 3]"'BASJ

PRINT"[RVS,SPACE7J"'BANH

PRINT"[DOWN]THESE KEYS WILL MOVE

THE CURSOR IN"'BAAL

PRINT"[SPACE3]THE INDICATED

DIRECTION."'BAGJ

PRINT"[DOWN)WHEN PHE CURSOR IS

IN POSITION,":PHINT"[SPACE3]

PRESS F."'CBGP

PRINT"[DOWN]If A LEGAL FLIP,

COMPUTER WILL FLIP"'tfADu

PRINT"[SPACE3]ALL THE SQUARES

WHICH ARE O.K.'"BAIO Continued next page
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2158 PRINT" [HOME, DOWPJ21 , RVS]

PRESS ANY KEY TO GO ON'"BAIQ

2159 GET AS:IF A$="" THEN 2159'EJON 2210

2163 PiUNT" [CLEAR,DOWN]

POSSIBLE BOARD SIZES ARE 4,6,8,

& 10."'BAHL 2220

2161 PRINT"[SPACE3]YOU WILL INPUT
THESE LATER."'BAPK

2163 PRINT"[DOWN]IF YOU DO NOT INPUT 2230
A SIZE, THE"'BACM

2164 PRINT"[SPACE3)C0MPUTER WILL USE 2240

8 AS THE SIZE."'BAYO 2252
2165 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE3] 3000

4 IS FOR VERY SHORT GAMES." 3t)10

: PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE3] 3023

6 IS FOR SHORT GAMES."'CBJU 3030

2167 PRINT" [DOWN,SPACE3] 3(M0

8 IS STANDARD SIZE."'BAIO 3050

2168 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE3] 3060
10 IS FOR LONG GAMES. " ' BAXP 31)70

2169 PRINT"[HOME,DOWN21,RVS] 3 08 0

PRESS ANY KEY TO GO ON"'BAIS 3t)90

2172 GET A$:IF A$ = fHEN 2172'EJJI 3133

2180 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN]

TO PLAY THE COMPUTER,TYPE COM1, 3113

COM2,"'BAMN

2190 PRINT"[SPACE3]COM3, 3120

OR COM4 FOR 'ANOTHER"."'BAOL

22U0 PRINT"[DOWN1THE HIGHER THE 3130

NUMBER THE HARDER THE"

:PRINT"[SPACE3]GAME."'CBSI

PRINT"[DOWNJTHE GAME ENDS WHEN

NO SQUARES REMAIN"

:PRINT"[SPACE3]GREEN."'CBBK

PRINT"[DOWN]THE COMPUTER DECIDES

WHO CHOOSES THE":PRINT"[SPACE3]
COLOR."'CBOL

PRINT"[DOWN2]PRESS ANY KEY TO

START GAME"'BAAH

GET AS:IF AS="" THEN 2240'EJFE

GOTO 21'BCKri

REM FLIP SOUND"BJQX

SS=54272'BHQX

POKE SS+1,20"CGPY

POKE SS+5,9'CFDA

POKE SS+6,9"CFEU

POKE SS+24,15"CHWC

POKE SS+4,17'CGYD

FOR XY=1 TO 40: NEXT XY'EIMG

POKE SS+4,16'CGXF

FOR XY=1 TO 400:NEXT XY'EJKI

FOR XY = 15 TO E! STEP - 1

:FOR YY=0 TO 20:NEXT YY'JPdF

POKE SS+24,XY:NEXT XY

iREM LOHER VOL' ETRE

FOR XY=1 TO 24:POKE SS+XY.O

:NEXT XY:REM CLEAR SOUND'HBOJ

RETURN'BAQY
END

CARTRIDGE-MAKER-64
Create your own COMMODORE-64"1 Video game and program cartridges.

Follow the simple and easy screen instructions to:

• Copy your BASIC or ASSEMBLER • Copy your cartridge lo diskette or

programs to cartridge cassette

• Copy from cartridge to cartridge • Erase and reuse cartridges

TM

CARTRIDGE-MAKER-64

CARTRIDGE-ERASER

CARTR1DGE-64 (16K)

CARTRIDGE-MAKER Kit

Includes. CARTRIDGE-MAKER-64

CARTRIDGE-ERASER and 1 Blank

CARTRIDGE-64 (16K each)

Purchase ot 5 Blank

CARTRIDGE-64 (16K each)

New Products From CPG

ACIA - Serial Port

Program Switchable Mother Board

Add-A-Sound

Calendar Clock

Phone orders (215) 363-8840

S 129.00

S 59.00

S 25.00

S 189.00

$115.00

S59.95

S99.00

S29.95

$79.95

Custom Programming Group, Inc.

47-2A Marchwood Road • Exton, PA 19341
Circle Reader Service No. 10

Shipping S3.00.

if COD. add S2.00

PA residents add 6%

sales tax

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited

'CARTRIDGE-MAKEO-64 & CARTRIDGE-64

are TM of Custom Programming Group. Inc.

COMMODORE-64 is a registered TM of Commodore

Business Machines, Inc.

CARTRIDGE-MAKER-64 is rot intended lor piracy ol

copyright materials.

VISA-MASTERCARD-C.O.D.-CHECK
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Sky Travel

Challenge: Part 3

J.n the last issue of Commodore Power/Play, we posed a
challenge to users of Sky Travel, Commodore's astronomy

program for the Commodore 64. The authors of the pro

gram have placed 11 different undocumented "tokens"

within the software. If you can figure out, first, what it is

you're looking for, and second, each of the 11 different

sets of coordinates, and you then place yourself there

during the right time period and look in the right direc

tion, you will see each of the 11 different items. For

instance, if you figure out that the Washington Monu

ment is one of the tokens, you would put yourself at the

coordinates for Washington. D.C, after the year 1884 in

order to see it on your screen. (Sorry, that's not one of

them, but you get the idea.)

We began in Commodore Microcomputers with a set of

extremely difficult clues, then offered an easier set in the

April/May Commodore Power/Play Here we include both

of those sets of clues plus the final—and easiest—set. If

you still can't figure them out, look on page 128 for the

answers.

CLUES

1. An alert person should have no trouble finding the

bear.

la. The "Alert" person likely resides in an igloo

lb. Bear looks due east, sees green land.

2. Stated empirically, if the bear really exists, he gets

top billing.

2a. When bear reaches top billing, he detects the odor of

gorilla.

2b. The bear also loves large apples.

3. See an angry bear, not one but two, on tour, climb

high, higher, highest with no visible means of

support.

3a. Away it gives "two on tour."

3b. Not far away is Niagara Falls.

4. Hungry bear, but a half-wit, looks for hamburgers, is

disappointed, but we're not, are we?

4a. The bear sees half of a familiar looking landmark in

the distance.

4b. Think of a billion hamburgers.

5. Guilty bear is fugitive, is chased by Canadian police

force.

5a. The bear may be in Canada, but the "Mountie" is

not.

5b. I'm 'sorry, "fugitive" should have been spelled
"fujitive."

6. How do you expect to find the bear if you are looking

for a mosque?

6a. Look for a mosque—how would you do that?

6b. Nyet, nyet—stop looking for a mosque.

7. Don't cross this one off, because, although sus-

penseful, you have to wait until the bear comes to it.

7a. Bear finds gold by figuring out what it is that he

shouldn't cross before coming to it.

7b. Bear left his heart there

8. Betsy says, "Jim, go in and get my pen, and don't

worry about the bear."

8a. Betsy is THE Betsy. Her husband has been knight

ed.

8b. Not a nice place to visit (nothing to see but white),

nor would you want to live there (too cold).

9. Bear goes 200 steps north. 200 steps east. 200 steps

south, and 200 steps west. What color is the bear?

9a. Bear would be better off if he were a camel.

9b. Tell bear "turn right, peer amid the wall, look for an

opening."

10. Bear has party, gets plastered in style.

10a. Plaster is dehydrated calcium sulfate.

10b. I fell off this tower once.

11. The bear may be gentle, but he's still pretty big, so

watch out!

lla. Green witch casts spell on bear by saying bong,

bong!

lib. Bear can't see what time it is. too foggy here.

While you tear your hair out trying to solve these, we

hope that you will learn some geography and astronomy.

Good luck! Answers onpage 128
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Dice Master for All

Commodore

Computers

M. he Dice Master is a fantasy role-playing aid that does
away with a gamer's dozen or so miscellaneous ivories.

It's also a fine craps tosser!

In fantasy role-playing games, you may find six-, ten-,

twenty-sided dice and more. Dice Master will roll up to

80 times at once. It will automatically tally the sum of all

tosses and average them as well.

The program runs silently, a beneficial feature that

referees will appreciate.

The program will first ask how many sides the die/

dice to be tossed has. It will accept any number, al

though decimals corrupt the results. You must press

RETURN to let the computer acknowledge your entry.

Next, it will inquire how many times the die/dice are

to be rolled. Any number up to 80 will be accepted. More

than 80 tosses would scroll the information at the top of

the screen out of sight. Press RETURN, and behold! The

results are displayed neatly in four columns and the total

with the average appear in the top right of the screen

You may now roll again by simply pressing Y when

prompted or N to quit. E

400

Dice Master

53280,1:POKE 53281,1POKE

:PRINT"[CLEAR,HOME] DQKU

An aid to complex dice games that

rolls the dice and tallies the sum

automatically.

5 00 PRINT"[D0WN5]";TAB(14);"[BLACK]

DICE MASTER "' CFMF

510 PRINT" [DOWN3] " ;TAB(12) ;" [ULUE]

BY JIM LOCKRIDGE"'CFNii

FOR T=l TO 2003:NEXT T'EIUE

CLR'UAFB

INPUT" [CLEAR,HOME,RVS,GREEN]

HOW MANY. SIDES";A'tiCPH

INPUT"[HOME,DOWN,RVS,BLUE]

HOW MANY ROLLS";B:IF B>8U THEN

900'EJCL

PRINT"[BLACK]"'BAUT

FOR T=l TO B'DDHV

RDR=INT(A*RND(1))+11FKOA

PRINT RDH, : S'JM=SUM+KDH : NEXT' EPIC

PRINT"[HOME]";TAB(25);"[RVS,RED]

TOTAL " ;SUM'CJXC

PRINT"[HOME,DOWN]";TAB(25) ;

ORANGE] AVG.= ";INT(SUM/b)'

PRINT" [HOME,DOWN23) ";TAd(<J)

[RVS,CYAN] ROLL AGAIN? Y/N

[RVOFF]"'CEUri

GET RAS'tJDMA

IF RASO"Y"AND RAS<>" N"

160CJ1 HKJH

IF RAS="Y"THEN 7U0'UGOE

IF RAS="N"THEN END'EDFF

6D0

700

83(1

9 00

1000

1100

1200

1300

140 0

1450

150 0

1600

1700

[RVS,

1800

1900 EHD
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JIFFIES BY PAM HOROWITZ

Finding Free Floppies

M. here are lots of ways to get your hands on free or very

low-cost software—and we don't mean piracy! Thou

sands of computer programs belong to a category called

"public domain," and you can own many of them for the

price of a blank disk. Public domain software is a great

way to fatten your program collection without flattening

your wallet.

Public domain software has no strings attached—no

copyrights of any kind. That means that it's perfectly

legal to duplicate it. You're free to make zillions of copies

and give them to all your friends. There are thousands of

programs and many of them are top quality. From utili

ties to arcade games, public domain software is yours

for the copying.

You're probably wondering if public domain software

belongs to the "garbage in-garbage out" category. Ab

solutely not! There are hundreds of good programmers

who've written some great stuff but don't think it's

ready to sell, so they donate it to the public domain. It's

one way for them to become known and to polish their

programming techniques before going commercial.

Another reason for going public is that it sometimes

doesn't pay to try and market a program which doesn't

have universal appeal. Some science programs, for ex

ample, are too specific and won't sell in a local computer

store. So the authors generously give them to the public

domain for others who have the same interest.

Along with complete programs, users of public do

main software can also pick up some terrific subroutines

to use in their own programming. It's a great way to

learn new programming techniques and to improve on

old ones.

Getting the Giveaways
Computer bulletin boards and the Commodore Infor

mation Network are great sources of freebie software.

The only catch is that you need a modem and terminal

software to access and download from them. The Com

modore Information Network (CIN) is run by Commo

dore and is available on the CompuServe Information

Service, one of the largest telecommunications net

works in the U.S. On CIN you can find over 1,600 public

domain titles—all of them yours for the downloading.

These programs include BASIC tutorials, music, graph

ics, terminal programs, utilities and games. Simply log

on to CompuServe, type GOCBM and choose any of the

three mam SIG's (special interest groups) from the menu

to locate programs that might interest you.

User groups, another source of software freebies, of

ten make their public domain software available on large

subscription networks like The Source, CompuServe

and Delphi.

You need a modem and must pay a fee for joining the

large networks, but once you do, you'll have tons of free

programs to choose from. For more information on sub

scribing, write to:

Delphi

3 Blackstone Street

Cambridge, MA 02139

The Source

1616 Anderson Road

McLean, VA 22102

CompuServe

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

P.O. Box 20212

Columbus, OH 43220

The Computer Phone Book and the On-Line Guide for

the Commodore Computers, both by Mike Cane, give

numbers for private bulletin boards in every state, with

hundreds of downloading options Each entry in the

book tells whether a password is required for logging on,

if downloadable programs are available, and which com

puter each program runs on. You should also check to

see what kind of terminal software is required by any

bulletin board you plan to download from. In addition,

the programming SIG on the Commodore Information

Network maintains a list of hundreds of bulletin boards,

arranged by telephone area code.

No matter where you live, there's bound to be a

bulletin board nearby. And if you can afford the long

distance charges, your modem can transport you to free

software all over the country.

For instance, if you dial the Commodore Public Bulle

tin Board in Chicago, Illinois (312-397-0871), you'll be

logging on to the board with one of the largest selections

of downloadable Commodore programs in the country.

Accessing the AstroCom board in New York (212-799-

4649) takes you into an electronic city with downloada

ble programs and a special section devoted to Commo

dore users.

The Rainbow Connection #1 is another New York

board (212-441-3755) which offers downloadable Com

modore programs. Choices include adventure and ar

cade games, astrology and astronomy, graphics, etc.

Following is a sample list of additional Commodore-

specific boards which feature top quality, downloadable

software:
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Front Range Commodore Bulletin Boaid

Ft. Collins, Colorado

(303) 223-4305

Video King

Lincolnwood, Illinois

(312) 674-6502

AVC-Commodore Bulletin Board

Indianapolis, Indiana

(317) 255-5435

Commodore Communications

St, Louis, Missouri

(314) 625-4576

Commodore Central

Holladay. Utah

(801) 277-3913

Northwest Commodore User's Group

Edmonds, Washington

(206) 743-6021

C.U.S.S.H.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

(414) 554-9520

Commodore Bulletin Board

Cheyenne, Wyoming

(307) 637-6045

Star Text Metro

Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas

(817) 390-7832 (information]

Several user groups will direct-mail their public do

main software to you for a small fee You can request

their catalogs and send away for some super software.

The Jefferson State Users Group (JUG) in Oregon is one

of many groups offering public domain software by mail.

JUG has over 800 programs for the Commodore 64 and

PET computers. If you'd like to browse through their

catalog, write to either Ken Crouse or Mike Miller, c/o

Interstellar Electronics, 1309 N.E. 6th Street. Grants

Pass, Oregon 97526 The catalog has names of programs

according to category (utilities, computer science, edu

cation, games, etc.) along with a brief description of

each. JUG charges $6.00 each for their public domain

disks.

Compucats is a Commodore user group based in Ab

erdeen, Maryland. It was started by two Commodore

game designers in 1983 and offers information and free

software to owners of Commodore 64rs. You can get

their "disk of the month" for £6 (or a tape for $5), Each

contains an assortment of public domain Commodore

programs. Some of the titles in the Compucat collection

include: Startrek. Goblins, Christmas Cards (graphics

and music), Doctor Dementia and Word Hunt.

To joint the Compucats. write to: The Compucats,

Compucats Software Development Company, 680 West

Bel Air Avenue, Aberdeen. Maryland 21002. Member

ship costs SI 5 a year for Maryland residents and S20 for

out-of-staters and includes a subscription to the "Com

pucats Chronicle," a 40-page monthly magazine.

For a super selection of Commodore giveaways, con

tact the Toronto PET Users Group (TPUG). 1912A Ave

nue Road, Suite 1, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5M 4A1.

This group has more than 4,000 programs in its public

domain library. They'll mail the programs to you at a

cost of $10 per disk or $6 per tape. (There are between

15 and 62 programs on each.) After you pay your mem

bership fee of $30 (local) or $20 (associate-North Ameri

can), you'll receive a 24-page catalog of public domain

programs available for your Commodore computer.

The ABACUS Commodore Club in Bakersfield, Cali

fornia, offers software personally designed by Gene

Smith, the Sysop (systems operator) of the Bakersfield

Commodore Bulletin Board. Gene says he programs soft

ware to fit personal requests. These include bulletin

board software to help users start their own boards, disk

backup routines and file converters. For more informa

tion, write to: Gene Smith. ABACUS-COM. 2316 Sandy

Lane, Bakersfield. California 93306.

Public Domain Software, Inc. is a public domain

source not affiliated with clubs or bulletin boards. Their

catalog costs sixty cents and is worth every penny. In

addition to listing hundreds of programs for the Commo

dore 64 and VIC 20, the catalog has several pages of

helpful hints which tell how to get rid of those annoying

wavy lines on the screen, how to store tapes and disks,

etc, Each disk from Public Domain Software costs $5.00

and contains approximately 20 titles and a description of

what they do. For a copy of the catalog, write to: Public

Domain, Inc., 5025 S. Rangeline Road, West Milton,

Ohio 45383.

For another good source of practically free software,

contact The Friendly Computer Shop, 78 Main Street,

Littleton, New Hampshire, 03561. For $25. you can get

one of their "Almost-Free Software Paks." Every pack

has approximately 60 programs for the Commodore 64

and each has been personally debugged by the com

pany. In many cases, they've even enhanced the pro

grams with additional sound, color and graphics. A

sample pack contains programs like Blackjack, Laby

rinth, Frog. Checkers. Artillery. Concentration and many

more.

The American Software Publishing Company, P.O.

Box 57221, Washington, D.C., 20037, also has a collec

tion of public domain programs for the VIC 20 and

Commodore 64. Their catalog is free and programs are

available on either disk or tape. They're sold in volumes

of approximately 50 programs at a cost of $44.95 for

cassette and $75 for disk. Included with each volume :s

a handy guide containing tips for loading and using the

software.

Public domain is the way to go if you don't want to

spend megabucks building a software collection. You'll

be pleasantly surprised at the quality out there, whether

you choose to order by mail or let your modem do the

walking. H
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JIFFIES BY CALVIN C. GUILD

GET-PRINT
A Screen-to-Printer Utility

Program for the Commodore

64 and VIC 20

JLPv using OPEN 1,3 and GET# statements, you can

convert the screen of the Commodore 64 or VIC 20 into

an input device for the printer Add a few controls to

format the printer output and you have a fast screen-to-

printer routine that occupies less than 200 bytes of

memory.

First, the screen is opened as an input device and

then the printer is opened as an output device; OPEN

(file no.),{device no.). File numbers can be any number

up to 255. but good practice is to use only file numbers

below 127. The higher file numbers are reserved for

special purposes.

In lines 7010-7020, the number 25 is the number of

screen lines. You may use up to 25 for the Commodoro

64 and up to 23 for the VIC 20. When you use less than

the maximum number of screen lines, only that part of

the screen is printed. In line 7020, the number of col

umns on the screen must be specified: 40 for the Com

modore 64 and 22 for the VIC 20. Lines 7030-7050 con

trol the printer line spacing to suppress the automatic

RETURN command picked up from the screen by the

GET# statement.

Line 7060 closes the printer and screen to end the

subroutine. The RETURN in line 7060 assumes entry to

the subroutine via a GOSUB 7000 command or state

ment. Entry to the subroutine could also be through

GOTO or IF,..THEN. The subroutine is entered directly

if 7000 is the next line to be executed. Accidental direct

entry into the subroutine is avoided by the END state

ment at line 6999. For entry from the keyboard use

GOTO 7000 or RUN 7000 commands.

Adding a Screen Print to Any Program

1, Load this program, enter [CLEAR/HOME], list the

program to the screen and edit !ine numbers to fit

in your program.

2, Load your program. Then since the GET-PRINT

subroutine is on the screen, you can enter it into

your program by moving the cursor to each line in

turn and pressing RETURN.

3, Add a control line in your program for the screen

that you want printed, such as:

200 INPUT "DO YOU WANT A PRINT",A$' IF AS =

"Y" THEN GO SUB 7000 Q

GET-PRINT

7000 OPEN l,3lOPEN 2,4 :PKINTitl,

CHK$(19};'EPIE

7010 FOR 1-1=1 TO 25;AS = " [SPACE15] " 'EHLF

7020 FOR L=l TO 40:GETiH ,bSsA$=A$+B$

(NEXT1HSAI

7030 RS=CHRS{13) : IF BS = RSTHtiCJ

7050'FPFI

7040 PRINT#2,A$:NEXT MjGOTO 7i)60'DLSG

7050 PUINT#2,A$;:NEXT H'CHIG

7060 PRINTIliCLOSE 1:PRINT»2

:CLOSt: 2'EHCI

7070 END'HACG t»O
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Language Translator
for the Commodore 64

This program returns the English

equivalent offoreign words the user

inputs or vice-versa.

.Here's a program I've written to help me with my
high school German homework. With the unexciting

name of Language Translator and simple BASIC pro

gramming, it seems modest enough and is, Its simplic

ity is its beauty' it will return the English equivalent of

foreign words the user inputs or vice-versa. Of course

you must provide the computer with a list of words and

translation.

How It Works
Line 10 cleats the screen. Lines 40 through 90 ask you

if the word to be translated will be English or foreign. If

you wish to translate from English to foreign, just type a

one and press RETURN. For a foreign-to-English transla

tion, type two then RETURN.

Line 100 asks for the word you wish to translate. Type

the word, then press RETURN.

The last segment of the program checks the list of

words you've entered as data statements for a match

with the word you've entered for translation. If it finds

the match, it will read the corresponding translation and

print it. Voila! If no match is found, it will give you the

message "Not in File."

After an appropriate time delay, the program will run

itself again and you'll be ready to start all over.

Hints for Use

A few helpful hints are in order, First, it would be

impractical to enter an entire dictionary of a foreign

language as data (from line 5000 to line 59,999). The

index at the rear of a student textbook should suffice.

Second, if you should enter a word for translation and

find it "Not in File," it would be a good idea to add it to

your data. Don't forget, first comes the English word,

then the foreign word (within the data statement). The

program must be re-saved each time words are added to

the list.

Finally, the program could even be used as a code

scrambler/de-scrambler. Make up your own versions of

English words and use this program to create cryptic

notes. It will provide translation from English to code. Q

Language Translator

13 PRINT CHHS(147);CHR${144)

:POKE 53280,14:POKE 53281,G'FDKF

OPEN 4,4 for the

Commodore 64 and

PET

Ji his little triple-loop program creates a one-page hex
and decimal conversion chart that can be printed out on

most Commodore-manufactured printers. Such a chart

is handy, it's true However, the program's main pur

pose is to show you how to write printer routines into

your own programs using the OPEN 4,4, PRINT and

CLOSE commands H

OPEN 4,4

1 OPEN 4,4lCMD 4:FOR I=U TO 63

:F0R J=I TO 255 STEP G4:D$=STR$(J)

:PRINT J SPC(5-LEN(D$))

2 H=J/16:FOR K=l TO 2:H*=H

:H$=CHR$(4 3 + H%-(H%><j)*7):PRINT H$;

:H=16* (ii-iii)

3 NEXT:PRINT SPC (12) ;:NEXT:PRINT:NEXT

(PRINTf4SCLOSE A END

43 PRINT"LANGUAGE[RIGHT]

TRANSLATOR BV JIM LOCKRIDGE"'BAVK

50 PRINT"CHUOSE ONE:<"BAJE

60 PRINT'ENGLISH TO FOREIGN [KVSJ1

[RVOFF] " 'BAAI

70 PRINT"[DOWN)FOREIGN TO ENGLISH

[RVS]2[RVOFF]"'UASJ

80 INPUT A'BBWti

90 IF AO1 AND AO2 THEM PRINT" 1 OR 2

PLEASc":FOR TT=1 TO 40BU:Nt;XT

:RUN'NOVT

100 INPUT'WORD FOR TRANSLATION";

W$'BDEt5

120 IF A=2 THEN 300'DPI*

140 READ AAS:READ BBS'CHXB

150 IF AA$=W$THEN PRINT CHR$(5);Bti$

:RESTORE:FOR TT>1 TO 6BB0:NKXT

:RUN'LXUL

163 IF AAS="TTTTT"THEN PRINT W$;

" NOT IN FILE":FOR TT=1 TO 40UO

:NEXT:RUN'JQRO

170 GOTO 140'BDED

300 READ AA$:HEAD bB$'CHy.¥

310 IF BBS=WSTHEN PRINT CHRS(5);AAS

: RESTORE: FOR TT=1 TO St)O0:NEXT

:RUN"LXUJ

320 If AAS="TTTTT"VHEN PRINT K$;

" NOT IN FILE'^FOH TT=1 TO 4000

:NEXT1RUN'JQRM

330 GOTO 300'BDCB

bO03 DATA ENGLISH WORD,

FOREIGN WORD'BXIii

60HG0 DATA TTT'f, TTTT ' BJDV IND
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Cm. commodore /
* ^ SFD—1001
ONE MEGABYTE DISK DRIVE

■4133 block;; cree.

HIM

The SFD-1001 {Super Fast Drive) is now available. With double-sided double-density format, over
ONE MEGABYTE can be stored on a single floppy disk. ONE HUNDRED 1541-formatted disks can be
reduced to only SIXTEEN SFD-1001-formatied disks. By using the inlelligenl IEEE bus and a bus expansion
IEEE interface, the SFD-1001 loads programs and data over TWICE as fast as the 1541 drive, and ALL THIS
inside a case the size of the 1541's!

FULLY COMPATIBLE wilh any Commodore computer that has an IEEE interface. FREE utility disks for both the

CBM 8032 and the Commodore 64 are included! Transfer all your files and programs easily from any Commodore

disk drive to your SFD-1001!

EXPAND your system now wilh this fast, high-qualily. large capacity Commodore disk drive.

The SFD-1001 is available NOW from Progressive Peripherals & Software, Inc., your quality

Commodore software and hardware source. Suggested retail price is only $39995.

Dealer inquiries are invited...call for more information or for the name of the dealer nearest you.

LOAD TIMES

The 1541 loads 32K bytes of data in approximately 1 minute, 20 seconds.

The SFD-1001 loads 32K bytes of data in only about 35 seconds (bus expansion interface) or

approximately 1 minute, 4 seconds (scriji interface).

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE

2186 South Holly Suite 200

Denver, Colorado 80222

(303) 759-5713 Telex:888837 TWX:9109971314

Commodore 64, 1541, 8032, and SFD-1001 art- registered tiademarks of Commodoie Business Machines, Inc.

Circle Reader Service No. 17



COMMODORE 64

with $19.95 Software Purchase

oo

COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE COM

139
• 170K Disk Drive 5149.00'

• Tractor Friction Printer $169.00

• 13" Hi-Res Color Monitor S189.00 *

* See Page 13

SALE

SUPER AUTO

DIAL MODEM 64

CALL

BEFORE

YOU

ORDER

(Best communications package in USA)

PRICES

MAY

BE

LOWER

59
OO

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

• Computer Learning Pod S37.95

• New Voice Synthesizer $49.00

• 12" Green or Amber Monitor S79.95

• 12" Daisy Wheel Printer S199.00

' COMMODORE t.4 COMPUTER S13».Q0

You pay only S139.00 (wilh the 519 95 software

purthase see bclowj when you order Ihe powerful

BSK COMMODORE 61 COMPUTER' IES5 ihe value of

ihe SPECIAL SOFTWARE DISCOUNT COUPON we pock

Wllh you* tompulpl Thol allows you to SAVE OVEH

SSOO oil soliwore sale s>";■>■.'' Wilh only StOO al

savings applied youf nel computer cos! li 539 00"

■ 17DK DISK DRIVE 1149.00

You poy only SI 49.00 (with Iho SI'.'5 soltwore

purchase spe below) v-hen you ardor the 170K Qjsk

Drive' LESS iho value ol the SPECIAL SOFTWARE

DISCOUNT COUPON we pack wilh your disk drive thot

allows you lo SAVE OVER $500 olt soltwore sole

prices!1 With only SIM al savings applied your net

disk drive cost is $49.00

- 13" HI-RES COLOR MONITOR tm.00

You poy only 5189 00 (with Ihn ST9 95 soflivare

purchase see below) when you order Ihit 13" COIOR
MONITOR «i]h sharper ond cleaior resolution than

any olher color monitors we have loslod1 LESS volue

of Ihe SPECIAL SOFTWARE DISCOUNT COUPON we

pack wiih your monitor ihaf allows you to save over

SWO otl ioflwore sale prices" Wllh only S100 ol

Savings oppfied yaur net color monitor cosl is only

589.00 (14 Colors).

80 COLUMN BO CPS

TRACTION/FRICTION PRINTER J169.00

Vou [)Oy only 5169.00 when you order Iho Camsior T F

deluxe line prinlor thol prints 8' ixli lull size single

shoot roll or Ian fold paper labels eic. Impaii dai

main* hidiroclianal LESS Iho value' al Ihe SPECIAL

SOFTWARE DISCOUNT COUPON we pack wilh your

printer thai allows you 10 SAVE OVER S500 all

soltwore sote prices'! With only StOO at savings

applied your nel primer cost is only S69.00.

SO COLUMN BOARD 179.00

Now you program 60 COLUMNS on Ihe screen at one

time1 Converts your Commodore 6J to B0 COLUMNS

when you plug in Ihe 80 COLUMN EXPANSION

BOARD11 PLUS & slot e-pander* Can use wilh most

sotlware.

80 COLUMNS IN COLOR

EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR S3V.00

This EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR is Ihe Finest

available lor the COMMODORE bi computer; The
ULTIMATE FOB PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.

DISPLAYS JO or 80 COLUMNS IN COLOR or black ond

white' Simple to operate powerlul lenl editing wilh

2S0 WORD DICTIONARY complete cursor Ond

insorl delete key conlroli line ond oorogroph

imerhon ouiomoiic deletion centering margin

soilings and outpul 10 oil primers' Includes a

powerlut moil merge

Lisl S99.00 SflLf S39.M Coupon S29.95

We pin. ! □ SPECIAL SOFTWARE DISCOUNT 1
COUPON wilh every COMMODORE

COMPUTER. DISK DRIVE, PRINTER.

64 1
or 1

| MONITOR wo sell! This coupon allowi you 1
| to SA VI OVEH iSOO OFF SALE 1

(Enamplei)

PRICES!!

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARI

COMMODORE 64

1 Ham* Llit
1 E»8fuli«n Word Processor 599.00

1 Ehbiuiivu Dato Som JftS CO
1 30.000 Word Dictionary S2J 95
1 Praclitolc II 569.95
1 Pr.nl Shop (Q.lk) Sli 95
1 Prociicalc SS9 95

'>.. d.

1 P'og<ortiitic<i Hnlp» SS9 95
folk!

g0Ca1umn}u«n(0ilii) S59 91
OilkFil.rlbyflipHFilal 139 95

O.lu.i Toou Caitoiif SBv 00

Pro Joy Sink 5(9 95

light Pon 539.95

Dosl Co«r S B 1i

Simon 1 Basil 525 95

P.Hlop II Ep,i S34 95

Super Graplucs E.pondor SI' »5

Mum Cfllc 1 S5? 95

Flldwiltui S59 95

(Sco over 100 coupon items i

■all

Sni oo

529 00

SI J '5

Hi »5

133 95

S16 15

!!«.«

SIJ IS

S41 95

SIS 95

SU 95

S 6 15

S32 95

S5J 95

S3? 95

S39 95

S59.9J

(oil

129
119

HO
111
116

119

111

119

SI9

Sll
1M

j

pon 1
95 1

.00 1
95 1
.95 1
05 1
50 1

91 1

95 |
95 1
91 1

SID OS 1
S 9

s <
S19

IW

is 4
SI'

95 1
60 1
95 1
05 1
95 1
■■ 1
''' 1

n our catalog) 1

Write or call for

Samplo SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON! 1

EXECUTIVE QUALITY

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Tha Cadillac nl Butlneif Progrcimi

for Commodoro 44 Computari

Mifpn

Invoniory Mciiiayumo

Aicounii KMnivoblB

Actourlit Payabl*
Poyioll

Oiwoiol lodgur

Lilt

579 95

579 95

S79 95

579.95

579.95

' SnlD

S79.?5
139.95
S29 OS

S29 95

SI9.95

(oupan

57J T5

S2J 15

S7.4 95

HIM

S2i 95

*The S19.95 Software Purchase Options

I iJPioa'aiiiBo.iu.Po.Hlap.ordii

7 Oil Baiioni Slialsgy fowtl Come

3 Onk Dri.eClaanar

4. HES Gamut {diik)

S Pogo Jae (lope or duhl

US'

!!»«5

S" 95

S?1 95

«« «1

S29 '15

l*tl

IK.II

111.11

111.11

11(11

114.11

SUPER AUTO DIAL MODEM SS9.00

Easy to use Jusi plug ii'o your Commodore 64

computer and you re 'eody lo ifansmif ond 'eceive

messages Eos»ef io u^c Than diglmg your telephone

[us! push one key on yaut computer1 Includes

exclusive eosy lo usp program for up and down

laodtng to printer and disk drives

l.*tST29 00 SALE lll-QO

NEW COMPUTER LEARNING PAD &37.9J

Wakes of^er graphjfi lablois ob^olefo. This new TECH

SKETCH LEARNING PAD allows you io draw on your

T.V or Moniior and ihen you ton prmi wHoieuei' you

draw on the screen on /our pnnlers. FANTASTIC1 ']

Li5tS75.95 SALE 137.93

NEW VOICE SYNTHESIZER 549.00

For Cotn-ftJ or VlC-20 cofriputprs Just plug it in and

you ton progrgm words and senipnte* od|usl voiumf

and pitcH make latkmg adu^nlurc games >ound

ociion gamot ond cuitomned lalkies11 FOR ONL1

Sl^ ^5 you fan add TEXT TO SPEECH \mt lype o word

and hear your computer folk ADO SOUND TO

Zork SCOTT ADAMS AND AAPDVAPK ADVENTURE

GAMES!' (Disk or lope.J

12" GREEN OR AMBER MONITOR $79.95

Your choice of green or amber screen moniior fcp

quality. SO eolgmn* x 24 lines, eosy io read, onti

giore? PLUS S9.9L lor connrifhng coble Com 6J or

VIC-20,

12" DAISY WHEEL PRINTER S199.00

"JUKI" Superb leifcr quolify doisy wheel printer

e.iro large carnage* up io 12 CPS bi-direcTPonal

printing, drop in cossetie ribbon cenironics parallel
oi RS232 serial port buili i I (SFJ

List S2^ DO SALE il9f.00

I?

INTERFACE 5S9.00

Far Commodore hA and Vic 70 computers Leis yau use

other prmiers wLlh Centronics mier+aces. Ttui

mierlace lefs fho pnnii-rnct like a Commodore pnnloc

including printing ihe Commodore graphics {Dot

mat fix with graphic capability pnnfeis).

List $104 00 SALE 159.00

PROTECTO WARRANTY
All Protecto's products carry a minimum 90 day

warranty. Therefore if anything foils within 90

dciys Irom ihe dale ol purchase, you pimply

serid your product to us vio Uniied Parcel

Service prepaid. We will IMMEDIATELY send

you a replacement al no charge via United

Parcel Service prepaid. This warroniy proves

onceagoin that Wo Love Our Customers

• LOWEST PRICES • IS DAY FREE TRIAL

• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL

PHONE ORDERS
0 □.in. ■ 8 p.m. Wpokddy^

9 o,m. 12 noon Saturdays

• 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

• OVER 500 PROGRAMS • FREE CATALOGS

Add S10.00 for shipping handling and insurance. Illinois rovdonts

please add 6°. lax Add 510 00 for CANADA. PUERTO RICO HAWAII.

ALASKA APO-f-PO orders. Canadian ardors must be in U S dollars.

WE DO NOT EXPORT TOOTHEB COUN TRIES EXCEPT CAN ADA.

Enclose Cashiers Chock. Monoy Order or Personal Check Allow 14

doyiiardeliwery 2lo7rJaysforphonoordor5. I doy express mail'

VISA MASTER CARD C.O.D No C.O.D. Io Canada. APO-FPO

We iLo-ve Our Customers

Box 550, Borrington, Illinois 60010

312/382-5244 to order
CiiclB Reader Service No. 18



FANTASTIC COMPUTER PRINTER SALE!!!

10X COM-STAR
Tractor Friction Printer

130-150 CPS
Only

List $499

• Lowest Sale Price, Premium Quality, Tractor/Friction Printer In the U.S.A. (Bat Value)

• High Speed 130-150 Characters Per Second • 40, 46, 66, $0, 96, 132 line spacing

• Word Processing, Letters * Business Forms • Labels, Graphics, Tables ' List Programs

Fantastic Graphics * Print Modem Data • The Most Important Accessory For Your Computer

Premium Quality

130-150 CPS 10X COM-STAR

Printer $100
10" carriage, prints 8U"xll" standard

single Khcet or continuous feed paper.
Bl'dlrectlOnal, impact, dot matrix. 130-

150 CPS. 9x9 dot matrix with double
strike capability for 18 x 18 dot matrix

(near letter quality), high resolution bit
image, underlining, back spacing, true

lower descenders With super and
subscripts, prints standard, italic, block

graphics, and special characters. It
Hives you print quality and features
found on printers costing twice as
much!! (Centronics Parallel Interface)

(Better than Epson FX80I. List J-I99.0G.
Si $168.00.

JUKI
12" DAISY WHEEL

PRINTER $199.00
■JUKI" Superb letter quality daisy
wheel printer. 12" extra large carriage,

up to 12CPS bi-directional printing,

drop-in cassette ribbon, (90 day
warranty) Centronics parallel or RS232

serial port built in! (Specify I

ListS2B9.no. Sl

OOlympia
Executive Letter Quality $339.00

15" Daisy Wheel Printer
This is the world's finest daisy wheel

printer. Fantastic letter quality, up to 20

CPS bi-directional, will handle 14.4"
forms width! Has a 25G character print

buffer, special print enhancements, built

in tractor-feed (Centronics Parallel and

RS232C Interface i (90 day warranty).
List $640.00. SillcS33fl.0«

Premium Quality 150-170 CPS

lai/2X COM-STAR Business

Printer $318.00
Has all llic features of the 10X COM-
STAR PRINTER plus 154" carriage and
more powerful electronics components; to

handle large ledger business forms!

(Better than Epson FX 100). List $599.

Sale S3I9.H0.

■JUKI
Printer/Typewriter

Combination $279.00
"JUKi" Superb letter quality, daisy

wheel printer/typewriter combination.
Two machines In one — just a flick of the
switch. 12" extra large carriage,
typewriter keyboard, automatic margin
control and relocate key drop in cassette

ribbon! (B0 day warranty I Centronics
parallel or RH232 serial port built in

(Specify). List $309.00. Sale $279.00

OOlympia
Printer/Typewriter Combination S439.00
Better than IBM Selectric. Superb

computer printer combined with the

world's finest electronic typewriter. Two

machines in one, just flick the switch (or
up to 20 CP8 printing CUM) Words per

minute) on a 13" carriage that handles
up to 14 1/8" In. paper, Drop In cassette

ribbon — express lift off correction,
Centronics parallel interface (90 day

warranty I. List S749.00. SaleS4:i9.00.

15 Day Free Trial — 7 Year immediate Replacement Warranty

PARALLEL INTERFACES

For VIC-20 and COM-64 — $59.00. Apple — S79.00. Atari — S59.00.

Add Sl-1.50 lor shipping hondlmg ond insurance. Illinois resident

pleaie odd 6*. to«. Add $39.00 lor CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII
ALA5KA. APO-FPO ordeii. Conadign order! rnusl bo in U.S. dollars.

WE DO NOT EXPOH1 TO OTHER COUNTRIES. EXCEPT CANADA

Inclose Caihiori Chotk Money Order or I'urionol Chock Allow u
dayi delivery. ?lo7doysfor phone orders. I doy express mail1

VISA— MASTERCARD C.O.D. NoC.O.D lo Canada or APO FPO

We Love Our Customers

Box 550. Borringlon. Illinois 60010

312/382-5244 to order

COM-STAR PLUS*

Print Example:

iFGHIJKLMNG

ftBCDEFGHJJKU1NGPQR9TUVWXYZ 1
ITUVWXY
7B9O

Circle Reader Service No. 18



FANTASTIC PRINTER
$2495 SALE!! $2495

2O
40 And 80 Column Printers & Up To 100 Characters Per Second ft Full Graphics Capability

ii Upper And Lower Case u Advanced Thermal Technology For Quiet Operation

3100 Alphacom 42-80 CPS 40 Column Printer

Print out listings with full computer character

sets (interface required, see below). Print in
upper and lower case. Comes with a roll of

paper and oil power adapters needed. Perfect

for a spare printer or program lister. List $99.00.

Sale $24.95.

40 Column Extra Paper LIST SALE

3)03 25 Meter Rolls Blue S9.95 S3.00

3104 40 Meier Rolls Blue $16.95 13.95

3105 25 Meter Rolls Black (1 per pkg.) $12.95 S3.95

3106 25 Meter Rolls Blue (2 per pkg.) $19.95 $5.95

3107 25 Meter Rolls Black (2 per pkg.) $19.95 S5.95

3150 Alphacom 81-100 CPS 80 Column Printer

Now you can hove a printer for the cost of a

large box of paper. This printer prints in upper

and lower case with true lower descenders.

Comes with 1 roll of paper and power adapter.

With the inteiligent interfaces (sold below) you

can do Ascii graphics as well as Commodore

graphics. Plus you can do underlining and
expanded modes. Print out pictures, program

listings, word processing pages, etc. Perfect for

the student or homeowner.

List $199.00. Sale 539.95.

80 Column Extra Paper LIST SALE

3153 40 Meter Rolls Blue $14.95 S3.95

3154 40Meter Rolls Black S19.95 $4.95

3155 25 Meter Rolls Blue (2 per pkg.) $19.95 S7.95

3156 25 Meter Rolls Block (2 per pkg.) $19.95 S8.9S

3101 Intelligent Commodore Interface — Allows you to

hook the 40 or 80 column printer to the Commodore 64, do

program listings, allows software screen dumps, etc.

Includes Commodore graphics and reverse characters.

(Specify 40 or 80 Column) List S59.95.

40 Column Sale S9.95. 80 Column Sale S14.95.

SUPER BUY

LIMITED QUANTITIES

Add S3 00 lor shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois resident*

pleoie odd 6% to«. Add S6.00 lor CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII

AlASKA APO-FPO orders Canadian orders TOusi bo In U 5. dollars.

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES EXCEPT CANADA.

Enclose Coshiors Checlv Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14

daysfardelivery 2 lo 7 days lor phone orders Idaye-pressrnnil'

VISA — MASTER CARD C O.D

No CO.D-lo Canada APO-FPO

We Love Our Customers

Box 550, Barringfon, Illinois 60010

312/382-5244 to order

Circle Reader Service No. 18



$59
List S129.95

Commodore 64
MODEM

Telecommunications

Lowest-Price In-the
XA C

$59
List S129.95

FOR CHILDREN-ADULTS-BUSINESS

Complete Auto Dial

Telecommunications Package
The only telecommunications package you will ever need.

(Exclusive Easy To Use Features)

Total

Telecommunications

• 300 Baud Modem • Auto Dial • Auto Answer • Upload & Download

* Membership in 52 Database Services (UPI News, etc.)

Reach Out and Access Someone
• Educational courses • News Updates and Information

• Financial Information • Popular Games • Electronic Shopping

• Banking at Home • Research and Reference Materials

The Total Telecommonications Package offers you all this plus ...

Auto Log-on

Dialing from Keyboard

On-line Clock

Capture and Display High Resolution Characters

Download Texl, Program or Data Files

• Stores on Disk Downloaded Files
• Reads Files from Disk and Uploods Text or Program Files

• Select Any Protocol (access almost any computer or modem)

• Plus Much. Much More

List $129.95 Special Low-Low Price

We are so sure this is the only telecommunications package you will need we will give you 15 days Free Trial.

59
OO

Add S3 00 fai shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois roSFdorm

nleaso odd 6% ia» Add 56 00 lor CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII.

ALASKA APO FPO a'de's Canadian orders must be in U.S. dollars.

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. EXCEPT CANADA

Enclose Cashiers Chock. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow ]J

days 'or dnlpvpry 2 to 7 doys lor phone orders I day e«pros5 mail1

VISA MASTERCARD C.O.D.

NoCOD toConoda APO FPO

We Love Our Customers

Box 550, Barrington. Illinois 60010

312/382-5244 to order

Circle Reader Service No. 18



$1.00 puts a world
ofsoftware
in your hands!
Buy $25.00 or more of Sams Commodore
products and get Sams COMMODORE

SOFTWARE ENCYCLOPEDIA for only $1.00!
You'll discover a whole new world of programming possibilities

with the COMMODORE SOFTWARE ENCYCLOPEDIA. You get
896 pages listing business, word processing, educational,

entertainment and programming software manufactured in
the U.S. and abroad. You'll learn which program you need,

what hardware is required, the manufacturer and price.
A list of major dealers and user groups is also included.

Get the most from your Commodore with Sams books,
book/software combo packs, and COMPUTEREACTS'" service

data. And get your hands on the COMMODORE SOFTWARE

ENCYCLOPEDIA for just S1.00! (Regularly $19.95.)

There's a world of software just waiting to be discovered! Order

Today! Call Operator 108 at 317-298-5566 or 800-428-SAMS. Orsend in the
order form included.

SAMS COMMODORE BOOKS AND

BOOK/ SOFTWARE COMBO PACKS

Pro duel Li si

NumWr Tide Price

22389 The Commodore Plus/*1- Boolt $16.95
2UV Commodore IB1" User's Manual SI2 95
22340 CommOflDre 64'" For Kids

From E To 80 SI2 9S
Learn BASIC Programming in

U Days On Hbuf Commodore 64 $12.95
22293 Commodore 64 Si.ari.er Book 117 95
22010 Commodore 64 User's Guide 112.95

22056 Commodore Programmer's
Reference Guide 319.95

22402 Commodore 64 BASIC Programs S9 95
26184 Commodore 64 BASIC Programs

(Combo Pack) 119 95
2235b Mostly BASIC Applications For

Vour Commodore 64—Book 1 112.95

22356 Mostly BASIC Aoplications For
Vour Camrnodore 64—Bonk 2 $14 35

22314 Tool Kit Series Commodore 64 Ed J9 95
22278 Commodore 64 Graphics

ana Sounds SB 95

26186 Commodore 64 Graphics and
Sounds |Com&Q Psck) S1995

Product List Product
Number Titla Price Number

223% Commodore 64 Trivra Daia Base S8 95 22428
26228 Commodore 64 Trivia Daia Base

(COMo Pack) S1995 22429

22363 Commodore 64 Troublesflooting 22430
and Reoaii Guide S1395 22131

2225B VIC 2Q" Slarter Book J15 9S 22432
22089 V)C 20 Programmer's Notebook SU 95 22433
2194S VIC 20 Programmer! ftelerence 22434

Guide S1695 22091

22309 Tool Ktl Series. VIC 20 £0 18 95
22224 VIC 20. Easy Guide to Home

Applicall Oils SB.95

221S9 ViC 20 Games. Graphics.

and Applicalions S8 95
2516/ VIC 20 Games. Graphics,

and Applications (Comrjo Pack) $15.95
22186 VIC 20 50 Easy-TO-Run Pl™[1

Computer Games 15 95 Number
26170 VIC 20: 50 Easy-To-Run 00BQ06

Computer Games (Combo Pack) $12 95 008927

21795 PET" Interlacing $1695
21790 Mostly BASIC; Applications 008928

For ftur PET—eooK 1 $13 95 008930
22001 Mostly BASIC. Ampliations 003903

For ftw PEE—Book 2 S13.95 008932
22088 VIC 20. Games N Mere S8 95 008926

List

Title Price

Advanced Programming Techniques
OnC64 S10.95

Artificial Intelligence On C64 £10 95
Business Applications On the C6* 510 95

C64 Adverrlures $10.95
Grannie Arr On ihe C64 $10 95
Mamemai.cs On Ihe CM S1095

Program For Educahon Dn CM $1095

Commodore Sdltware Encyclopedia
(3rd Ed.) S19 95
Only SI 00 wiih S25.D0 puiehate

COMPUTERFACTS

List
Brand/Model Coverage Price

Commodore 64 Computer 11995
Commodore 1541 & VIC

154! Disk Drives $19.95
Commodore 1525 Prinler 519.95

Commodore 16 Computer $19 95
Commodore VIC 20 Compulcr S19 95
Commodore 1701 Monitor S19 95
Commodore Plus/4 Computer 519 95

Product Number Qty. Price Total

■To qualify for S1.00

offer, order must

be S25 or more before

postage and handling.

Total.

Postage and Handling.

Total Amount_

.PAYMENT ENCLOSED

.MONEY ORDER

.MASTERCARD interbank No..

-CHECK

.VISA

Account Number.

Name(Print)

Signature-

Address

City

.Expiration.

.State. .Zip.

S2.00 Mail to: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street ■ P.O. Box 7092

Indianapolis. IN 46206

SAMS.
OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 31, 1985

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

A Publishing Subsidiary of ITT-43Q0 West 62nd Street'P.O. Box 7092-Indianapolis, IN 46206

Offer good in USA only. Prices and availability subject to change without notice. In Canada, contact Copp Clark Pitman Ltd.,

■195 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5V 1E9.

COMPUTERFACTS is a trademark of Howard W. Sams 8 Co., Inc. Commodore Plus/4. Commodore 16. Commodore 6d, VIC 20 are trademarks of
Commodore Electronic!. Limited PET is a registered trademark of Commodore Electronics, Limited

Circle Reader Service No. 11



COmPUTOR TUTOR BY ALBERT WELLMAX

User-Friendly

Disk

Formatting for

the

Commodore 64

and 1541

M. can still remember the day I
brought home my 1541 disk drive. It

is a splendid machine which has

served mo well, but the simplicity of

the SAVE and LOAD command set

me up for the subsequent frustration I

experienced when first trying to use a

blank disk.

Well, you and I know all about for

matting now. But if you are blessed

(as I am) with a spouse, children, par

ents and/or siblings who seem ro so

licit your assistance for this task

whenever you try to eat, sleep or read

this magazine—you can just hand

them this program and get back to

the activities that consume those

hours away from the keyboard. You

might even use the program yourself

when you open a new box of disks.

If you have some programming ex

perience, you may notice that state

ments 270. 390 and 400 are the ones

that do the bulk of the work here. And

it may seem rather inefficient to have

them carry around the rest of the bag

gage in the name of "user friendly."

Well, "user friendly" is not efficient in

terms of memory, Its efficiency is

measured in terms of the user's

time—especially the first-time user,

Let's see how the extra baggage pays

its freight.

Statements 40 through 90 provide

an opening screen, which tells the

user what the program will do and

warns of a potential danger of using

the program. This presentation will

be of little interest once a user be

comes familiar with the program, but

it is vitally important to the new user

and it will always serve to identify the

program and refresh the user's mem

ory if the program is seldom used.

Statement 100 reminds the user to

Frustration-free disk

formatting for novices.

remove the working disk from the ma

chine, and statements 110 through

140 prevent further progress on the

program until the user has taken this

precaution.

Statements 150 through 180 tell the

user exactly what input is required

and how that input is to be entered.

Although the entry format corre

sponds to an INPUT command, the

GET command is actually used be

cause it offers greater flexibility with

fewer keystrokes. There are three

likely errors which the program

checks for in this entry—the user of a

comma, the user of a quotation mark

or a name of excessive length.

Statement 181 initializes the name

variable to prevent carryover of infor

mation from a previous error.

Statement 182 gets a single charac

ter from the keyboard. Let's skip 183

fora moment.

Statement 184 checks to see if the

character is a quotation mark. K so,

statement 205 advises the user of the

error, repeats the entry instructions

and restarts the entry procedure.

Statement 186 makes the same check

for a comma.

Statement 188 checks to see if the

character is the RETURN key. This

would indicate that the name is com

plete. Notice that any key could have

been chosen for this purpose, but the

RETURN key is commonly used in

other formats and its use will tend to

minimize user confusion.

If the character has passed all the

tests, statement 190 prints the char

acter on the screen just as it would

have appeared had the INPUT format

been used. The second portion of the

statement adds the character to the

name just as it would be added by the

INPUT format. The final portion of this

statement goes back to statement 182

for the next character.

Now let's consider the possibility

that the character we just added to

the name is not the character that the

user intended to type. The user may

very well be aware that the DELETE

key can be used to correct such an

error in the INPUT format. Since this

entry format appears to follow INPUT

procedures, we can assume that the

user might press the DELETE key in

this situation. Statement 183 checks

to see if the character is the DELETE

key. If the DELETE key has been

pressed, the user is notified that the

name entry procedure has been re

started.

Once the name has been entered,

statement 192 checks to be sure that

the permissable length has not been

exceeded. If the length is too great,

statement 200 informs the user of the

problem and restarts the name entry

procedure.

Statements 210 through 240 advise

the user of the input that is required

for the identification number. The po

tential errors here are the same as in

the name and statements 242, 244,

252 and 254 are analogous to 184 and

186. The length-error potential is here

also, but since the length is fixed

rather than variable, it has been dealt

with differently. This different treat

ment eliminates the need for a RE

TURN and saves an entry keystroke.

Statement 300 advises the user of

the next task, and statements 310

through 330 remind the user once

again of the potential danger of the

process. Statement 360 requires an

acknowledgement of that danger

from the user, and statement 340 pre

vents an inadvertent override of that

safety factor by the keyboard buffer.

Subroutine 20 is from page 93 of the

Commodore 64 Programmer's Refer

ence Guide.

Now that we get to the point that

the machine will be busy for awhile, it

is only common courtesy to advise

the user of that fact. Statement 380

includes the actual time delay that

can be expected, which is a nice

touch if the task is subject to precise

definition, as in this case. Otherwise,

user anxiety increases exponentially

with the period of time that the ma

chine continues to function without

apparent output.

There really isn't anything here

that wasn't in the 1541 user's manual

or the Commodore 64 user's guide.

The only difference is that the infor

mation is tucked away on page 15,

and this information is right m front of

I'OWKKI'I.W 57



COmPUTER TUTOR
When it comes to "user friendly,"

these techniques are only sugges

tions. We all have a lot to learn on that

subject. But I don't hear any com

plaints about a machine that's too

user friendly. Many of us work with

230

the user when it is needed. Let's face

it—the 1541 is a pretty attractive

piece of hardware, and no one wants

to learn how to drive by reading an

operator's manual when there's a

shiny new sports car in the driveway.

Disk Format

10 POKE 646,1:POK£ 53280,0

:POKE 53281,0:PRINT"[CLEAR]" 24 0

:SS="[SPACE10]":GOTO 40'GDKI

20 GET JUNKS ! IF JUNKSO I'HEN 20'FNNE

3t> RETURN"BAJY 242

4 0 PRINTnTHIS PROGRAM WILL FORMAT A 244

NEW DISK SO" 'BAYK 246

50 PRINT"THAT FILES AND PROGRAMS MAY 248

BE STORED"'BACL 250

60 PRINT"UPON IT.[SPACe2L 252

IF THIS PROCESS IS PERFORMED"'BACM 254

70 PRINT'UPON A DISK WHICH IS ALREADY 256

USED FOR"'BAJN 260

80 PRIN'fSUCH STORAGE, ALL 270

INFORMATION ON THAT"'BAKO 300

90 PRINT'DISK WILL BE ERASED.'" BANK

100 PRINT" [DOWfJ2,RVS] REMOVE THE

PRESENT DISK FROM THE DRIVE!"'BANG 310

110 GOSUB 20'BCNV

120 PRINT"[DOWN2] IS THE DISK DRIVE 320

EMPTY? [SPACE2] (Y/N) " 'BAUF

GET AS:IF A$=""GQTO 130'EIEB 330

PRINT" [CLEAR] ": IF A$<>" Y "G0T0;18Q ' FGVE

these machines so often that certain

errors become almost unimaginable

to us. But the folks who learned their

jobs with slide rules and mechanical

typewriters aro going to need some

130

140

150 PRINT'THE NEW DISK SHOULD HAVE A 340

NAME OF LESS1" BACK 350

160 PRINT"THAN 17 CHARACTERS WHICH

CANNOT INCLUDE"'BAIM 360

170 PRINT"COrtMAS AND QUOTATION 370

MARKS."'BAUK 380

180 PRINT"[D0WN2]TYPE THE NAME OF THE

DISK AND THEN PHESSTHE [RVS]

RETURN[RVOFF] KEY[DOWN 2]";'BBUT 3 90

181 B$=""'BCXF 400

182 GET A$:IF AS=""GOTO 182'EIGJ 410

183 IF ASC(A$)=2B THEN PRINT"[CLEAR,

RVS]"S$"[SPACE6]RESTART"SS" 4 20

(SPACE7.D0WN2] " :GOTO 150'GODR 4 30

184 IE1 ASC(AS)=34 GOTO 205' EJNL

186 IF ASC(AS)=44 GOTO 205'EJON 440

18 0 IF ASC(AS)=13 GOTO iy2'EJPP

190 PRINT AS;:b$=b$+A$:GOTO 182'EOSJ

192 IF .LEN(LS$)<17 GOTO 210'EJJK 450

21)0 PRINT"[CLEAR]"jB$:PRINT" IS TOO
LONG FOR A DISK NAME.[DOWN]"

IGOT0 150'DIVH 455

205 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,SPACE2]

ILLEGAL CHARACTER FOLLOWING ";B$; 460

"[D0WN2]":GOTO 150'CIJM

20 9 PHINi1" [ CLEAR, DOWN, RVS, SPACE11]

ILLEGAL[SPACE2]CHARACTER[SPaCEI1] 465

" 'BAI-'N 470

210 PRINT:PHINT"[DOWN2]

THE NEW DISC NEEDS AN 480

IDENTIFICATION" 'CBQ.I 490

220 PRINT"NUMBER OF TWO CHARACTERS

WHICH CANNOT"'BAXI 50!)

GOTO

GOTO

209'EJRH

209'EJSJ

"+C$'EGMH

DRIVE

help to get to that point.

PRINT"1NCLUDE COMMAS AND

QUOTATION MARKS."'BAMJ

C$="":PRINT"[DOWN2]

TYPE THE IDENTIFICATION

NUMBER"'CDBK

GET A$:IF AS=""GOTO 242'EIDG

IF ASC(AS)=34 GOTO 209'EJRI

IF ASC(AS)=44 GOTO 209'EJSK

C$=A$:PRINT C$;'CIRK

GET AS:IF AS=""GOTO 250'EICF

IF ASC(AS)=34

IF ASC(AS)=44

PRINT AS'BCDH

CS=CS+A$'CGRE

DS="N8:"+B$+"

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,SPACE4)

PLACE THE NEW DISK IN THE

[SPACE5,RVOFF]"'BAY I

PRINT"[DOWN2]ALL INFORMATION

PRESENTLY ON THE DISK"'BAJJ

PRINT"WHICH IS NOW IN THE DRIVE

WILL BE"'BAUI

PRINT"ERASED IF YOU PRESS [RVS]Y

[RVOFF]."'BAKH

GOSUB 2a'BCNB

PRINT"[DOWN2]IS THE NEW DISK IN

THE DRIVE?[SPACE2](Y/N)""BARL

GET AS:IF A$=""GOTO 360'EIEH

IF A$O"Y"G0T0 300'EFBH

PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN 11,RVS]

WAIT 80 SECONDS....FORMATTING

THE DISK "'BAUR

OPEN 15,C,15,DS'BKRI

CLOSE 15'BCGY

PRINT"[CLEAR]THIS DISK IS READY

FOR STORAGE."'BAHI

GOSUB 20'BCNA

PRINT"[DOWN3,RVS,SPACE18]MENU

[SPACE18]"'BAAH

PRINT"[DOWN2.RVS]1(RVOFF,SPACE2]

FORMAT ANOTHER DISK WITH SAME

NAME[SPACE6]AND ID NUMBER"'BAYR

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]2[RVOFF,SPACE 2]

FORMAT ANOTHER DISK WITH SAME

NAME" ' BAI1O

PRINT'BUT DIFFERENT ID

NUMBER"'BADO

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]3[RVOFF,SPACE2]

FORMAT ANOTHER DISK WITH

DIFFERENT"'BAGP

PRINT"NAME AND ID NUMBER1" BAGO

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]4[RVOFF,SPACE2]

QUIT THE PROGRAM"'BACL

GET AS:IF AS=""GOTO 480'EIHK

PRINT"[CLEAR]":ON VAL(A$)G0TO 300

210,100'EQLN

END1 BACY.

H

END
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Peabody
A File Handler for

Expanded VIC 20

and Commodore 64

MJel me introduce you to Mr. Pea-

body, youi new personal file clerk.

Peabody is a versatile file-handling

program for both the Commodore 64

and the VIC 20 with an 8K or larger

memory expansion. You have the ca

pability to design the shape of each

file. Peabody can be used to manage

things like book lists, addresses, in

ventories and mailing lists. For stor

age, this program uses both the 1541

single disk drive and the Commodore

datassette.

When the program is run, the cover

page will bo displayed for a moment.

Then you'll be asked if you would like

an old file. Pressing any key other

than Y tells the computer that you

would rather start one from scratch.

When you start a new file, the first

thing that the computer asks you for

is how many fields you want each

entry to have. For example, if you

wanted to create a mailing list you

might need five fields, so you would

press the number five. You can have a

maximum of seven.

Next, you want to give a name to

each of the five fields. The first one

we will call "first name," We'll call the

second one "last name," the third

"street." the fourth "city state zip"

and the fifth we'll call "phone."

Lastly, you will be asked to give the

entire file a name. Let's call it "mail

list." At this point, we will automati

cally go to the menu.

The top row of the menu shows the

file name, the maximum number of

entries the file can hold and the num

ber of entries in the file. Below this is

the word MENU. Next is the list of

fields. The bottom half of the screen is

the list of options. They are: load,

save, enter, search, dump, printout,

new and alphabetize,

To make an entry, press the F7 key.

You'll be asked for each field individ

ually. After all the fields are entered, a

bar will appear at the bottom of the

screen that says "edit." If you want to

edit the entry, press E. The bar will

change to "kill." Press K to erase the

entry that you just made. Otherwise,

press any other key and proceed to

edit. Whenever you see the "edit" bar

and you don't want to edit, press any

key other than E.

Press Fl to search for an individual

entry or a group of entries. You will be

asked which field to search by. In our

"mailing list" file, if you want to find

the phone number of someone named

Brown, press the number two—the

"last name" field. You will be asked

for the last name. Type in ^'Brown"

and press RETURN. All the informa

tion on Brown will be displayed.

There wilJ be an edit bar below the

entry, which is operated in the same

way as before. If you press any key

other than E, the computer will look

for more Browns. When the computer

has looked through the entire file, it

will say "scan complete." Press any

key to go back to the menu.

The dump command lets you see

the entire file. Press D and the first

entry will be displayed with an edit

bar. The best way to scan through the

file is to hold down the space bat.

When you want to organize a filo

alphabetically, press A. You will be

given a list of the fields. Any field can

be chosen as the one to sort by. Press

the number of the field—for instance,

number two for the last name—and

press RETURN. The numeral 2 ap

pears at the top of the screen, If you

have more than one person with the

same last name and you want the

computer to take the first name into

account, press number one and RE

TURN. The numeral 1 will appear

next to the 2. When you have entered

all the relevant fields and you have

not used all of the fields, press RE

TURN an extra time. The screen bor:

der will flash as it sorts, slowly at first,'

but gaining speed as it nears comple

tion.

When you want to save your file,

press S You will be asked to confirm

your intentions. We wouldn't want to

save a file prematurely. You will next

be asked if you are using tape. Any

answer other than Y will tell the com

puter that you are using disk. When

you save a file onto disk, it replaces

the old one. Thus, we will always

have only one file called "mailing

list," saving us the trouble of having

to remember which version is the

most recent one.

When you want to load an old file,

press L. You will be asked, first, to

confirm and then whether you're us

ing tape. If you're using disk, you'll be

askcid if you would like a directory

listing of only the files that work in

this program. Then you'll be asked for

the name of the file to be loaded in. If

you change your mind about loading

a file, press RETURN without giving it

a name.
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If you are using tape, you will be

asked only for the file name. If you

press RETURN without giving it a

name, it will load in the first file that it

finds.

To get a printout of part or all of

yout file, press D. You will be asked

whether you are using labels or paper.

To print labels, press L. You will be

given a list of the fields. You have five

lines on the label. If you don't want

anything on a line, tell the computer

to use field zero for that line. In our

example, we want only three lines on

the label so we don't want anything

on the first or last line. In this case,

press zero for line one. then press RE

TURN. This tells the computer to put

nothing on this line On line two we

want the person's name. Since we

have their first and last name in differ

ent fields. We need some way to tack

them together. To do this, type

"1 + 2" and press RETURN. You can

tack up to two fields together per line,

For line three, enter "3," For line four,

enter "4" and enter "0" on line five.

When something has been entered

for all five lines, you will then be

asked if the label looks okay. If it does,

you will go to the last set of choices. If

you were using paper instead of la

bels, you would have gone directly to

Use Peabody to

manage book lists,

addresses, inventories

and mailing lists.

this last set of choices: dump, search

or return to the menu.

When you are using paper, the file

name is centered and printed using

double-width letters, The entries are

printed in columns, the width of

which depends on how many fields

are in the file. For example, if you are

using seven fields, you have ten char

acters to a column. Since most entries

are probably more than ten charac

ters, entries are broken up into seg

ments, one printed under another.

The segments are left-justified in

their respective columns—and have

no fear, Peabody is good about not

cutting words in half.

"Now" allows you to erase a file

while preserving the field names and

file size or to start a new file from

scratch. You can also change the file

name while preserving what's in the

file.

I would like to give you some tips.

When you are searching and you

don't know how to spell the word that

you're searching for, type in the first

couple of letters ending with an aster

isk. The asterisk is a wild card. This

tells the computer to search for all of

the words that start with the same

letters that you typed in. This is very

handy if you've set up a dictionary or

a language translation file.

To get Peabody to add up columns,

"#" has to be the first character in

the field's name, For example, you

collect power tubes and on occasion

want to know how many tubes you

have. You have decided that you are

going to have two fields. The first is

the part number and the second is the

quantity To get a total of the second

field after a scan or dump, the first

character in the field's name has to be

a number sign. Thus, we'll call the

field "#quantity" when we set up the

file.

The numbers in entries can have

up to two non-numeric characters in

front of them. For example, "$100 re

ceived" is okay, To get a negative,

"$-100" is okay. However, "received

$100" won't work. The program will

consider the number of this entry to

be zero. Q

Peabody

2 POKE 53280,1'BHUB 38

4 POKE 53281,1:PRINT"[BLACK]" 40

:FOR 1=1 TO 5:L$(I)="t!":N£XT I'ilUUL

6 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWNj"TAB(15)"[KVS, 4 2

SPACE9)"'CDLH 44

8 PRINT TAB(15)"[RVS] PEABOUV " 46

: PRINT TAB (15) " [KVS,SPACE9] " ' EHTtf

12 PRINT TAB(il)"[DQWN2]

BY JOHN STILWELL"'CDMF 48

14 FOR 1=0 TO SOOU'DGVE

16 NEXT'BAED 50

18 PRINT"[CLEAR,D0WN4]WOULD VOU LIKE

AN OLD FILE?[DOWN3J"'BALN

20 GOSUB 162: IF A$ = "r'THEN 2«4't;jCC 52

22 R$="[SHFT *]"'BCH6

24 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS} HOW MAN* 54

FIELDS(1-7)?":GOSUB 16 2:C=VAL(AS)

:IF C<1 OR C>7 THEN 22'JRPR 56

26 GOSUB 304'BDKF

28 PRINT" [DOWN] PLEASE WAIT'"tJATJ 58

30 FOR 1=0 TO C;T${I>="[SHFT *]"

:NEXT I:Y=-1'HOTH 60

32 FOR J=0 TO C'DDWD 62

34 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVSjFIELD NAMES?" 64

:G0SUB 158'CEEI 66

36 PRINT"[RVS]WHAT IS "J+l"[LEFT] 68

'S NAME""CCSL

INPUT T$(J):tJEXT J'CHHJ

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]THE NEW FILE

NAME"'BADF

INPUT RS'BCAC

CLOSE 4'BBLE

G=0:PRINT"[CLEAR]"R$":"E+l":"Y+l

:PRINT TAB(15)"[DQWN,CMDR +]MENU

[CMDR +,D0WN]":GOSUB 158'HRBR

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]Fl[RVOFF]-SEARCH

[SPACE7,RVS]D[RVOfc'F] ■ DUMP"'BACO

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]F7{RVQFF] ■ ENTRV

[SPACES,RVS]H[RVOFF]

-HARD COPY"'BAXJ

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]N[HVOFF]

-NEW FILE"'BACG

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]A[RVOFF]

-ALPHABETIZE"'BARJ

PRINT" [DOWN,RVS] L(RVOFfc']

-LOAD FROM TAPE/DISC"'BAJN

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]S[HVOFF]

-SAVE TO TAPE/DISC[HOME]"'BADP

GOSUB 162'BDMD

IF A5="[F7]"THEN 80'DEHH

A$="D"THEN 276'DFTJ

AS="[Fl)"THEN lDB'DFUL

AS="S"THEN 186'DFJN

IF

IF

IF
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70

72

74'

76

78

80

82

84

86

83

9D

92

94

96

98

103

102

104

106

108

110

112

114

116

118

120

122

124

126

128

130

132

134

136

138

140

142

144

146

148

150

IF AS="L"THEN 198'CFFG

IF A$="A"THEN 368'DFSI

IF AS=*M"THEH 140'DFTK

IF A$="H"THEN 440'DFO.rt

GOTO GO'BCNL

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVSj MAKE AN ENTRY

[DOWN]"'BAAJ

IF Y=E THEN PRINT"[DOWN)FILE FULL"

:F0R 1=1 TO 10OO:NEXT I

:GOTO 44'JOJR

K=U'BCTJ

FOR 1 = 0 TU YiIF C$(O,I)=" [SHFT *]

"THEN L=I:I=YiK=l'JTIV

NEXT'BAEM

Y=Y+1:1F K=H THEN L=Y'GIVL

P% (Y)=L'BGDJ

L=Y'BCLK

FOR 1=0 TO C'DDVN

PRINT T$(I):C$(I,P%(Y)}="(SHFT *]"

: INPUT CS (I,P%{Y) ) :NEXT:GOiiUB 163

:GOTO 44'GMBY

PRINT"[CLEAR) [RVS] SEARCH"'BAIX

GOSUB 31U:GOSUB 618

:IF Q<1 OR Q>C+1 THEN 44'IPUF

Q=Q-1'CDW8

PRINT"[DOWN]WHAT IS THE "TS(Q)

:INPUT Q$:KK*0:IF RIGHTS(QS,

1)="*"THEN KK=1'IWNO

IF G=l THEN GOSUB 464'EFJG

K=0'BCTW

PRINT"[CLEAR] [RVS]SEARCHING

[DOWN]":IF KK=0 THEN FOK L=0 TO Y

:IF CS(U,P% (L) ) sQSTHEtf 118'KYXN

IF KK=1 THEN FOR L=D TO Y

: IF LEFT$(C$(U,P%(U) ,
LEN{QS)-1)+"*"=O$TH£N 118'NGXP

GOTO 132'BDFD

GOSUB 622'BDNF

K=1'BCUX

FOR J=0 TO C'DDWB

PRINT CS(J,P%(L))","i:NEXT J

:PHI NT CHR$(20):IF G=0 THEN GOSUB

168:GOTO 132*JEXM

IF 0=1 THEN GOSUB 488:PRINT

jGOTO 132'GKJI

GOSUB 548'BDUG

PRINT1BACX

NEXT L'BBt'A

IF K=0 THEN PRINT"[RVS]

NO RECORD OF THE "T$(Q)","Q$'BJLL

GOSUB 506'tiDPF

PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]SCAN OVER"

:GOSUB 162:GOTO 44'DHHL

PRINT"[CLEAR] [RVS]NEW FILE"'BASC

GOSUB 264:IF ASO"Y"THEN 44'FIGG

GOSUB 158'BDRE

PRINT"[DOWN]THE SAME FILE SET UP"

:GOSUB 162:IF A$="Y"THEN Y=-l

:GOTO 44'IMOS

PRINT"[UP]DIFFERENT FILE SET

UP?'"BALO

GOSUB 162:IF A$="Y"THEN CLR:Y=1

:GOTO 22'IMFH

152

154

156

158

160

162

164

166

168

170

172

174

176

178

ISO

182

184

186

188

190

192

194

196

198

280

202

2fl4

206

208

210

212

214

216

218

220

222

224

226

228

230

PRINT" [UP] HOA' ABOUT A NEW

TITLE?"'BASJ

GOSUB 162:IF AS="Y"THEN GOTO

40'FIOI
GOTO 44'8CPG

FOR 1=0 TO C'DDVK

PRINT"[LEFT)"I+1;T$(I):NEXT I

:RETURN'ELQG

GET AS'BCGE

IF A$=""THEN 162'DFAH

RETURN'BAQH

PRINT"[DOWN,KVS]PUSH E TO EDIT

THIS"'BAIO

GOSUB 162'BDMD

IF A$O"E"THEN PRINT" [ UP ,SPACE20 ,

UP!":RETUHN'GDTM

PRINT"[RVS,UP]PUSH K TO KILL

ENTRY[DOWN]"'BABM

GOSUB 162:IF AS="K"THEN GOEUB 364

:RETURN'GKFN

FOR I = fl TO C DDVM

PRINT"[RVS]nT${I):PRINT"[DOWN,

SPACE2] "CSUiPML) ) ;

:LN=LEN(CS(I,P%[L)))

:F0R 1*1=0 TO LN1 HOQQ

PRINT"[LEFT]";'BBNG

NEXT M:PRINT"[UP]":INPUT CS(I,

P%{L)):NEXT I:PRINT:RETURN'GSJO

PRINT"[CLEAH,KVS,SPACE2]

SAVE TO TAP£/DISK[SPACE3]"'BAGP

GOSUB 254: IF A$O"Y"THEN 44'FIGQ

GOSUB 272'BDOF

IF A$O"Y"THEN 212'EFIJ

GOSiJB 263'BDTJ

Z=1:OPEN 1,1,1,RS:GOSUB 216

:GOTO 44'ESUU

IF E<1 THEN 18'DEUO

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS] LOAD FROM

TAPE/DISK[SPACE2]"'BAYC

GOSUB 264:IF A$O"Y"THEN 44'FIGD

CLR'BAFA

Y = -1:GOSUB 272:IF A$<>" y'THEN

226'HMNJ

GOSUB 268'BDTF

Z=1:OPEN 1,1,0:GOSUB 240

:GOTO 44'EPKC

GOSUB 254'BDOA

Z=2:OPEN 2,8,2,"@0:"+H$+" [SHFT Q]

,S,W":GOSUB 216:GOTO 44'GSXL

PRINT#Z,R$+" [SHFT 0]"'CEWG

PRINT if2,C'BDVG

PRINTS2,Y:F0R 1=0 TO C

:PRINT»Z,TS{I):NEXT I

:FOR 1=0 TO Y'JVYI

FOR J=0 TO C'DDWC

PRINT8Z,CS(J,P%(I)):NEXT J,I

:CLOSE Z:RETURN'EUJI

GOSUB 314'BDLF

GOSUB 254:CLR:Y=-1:Z=2

:PRINT"[DOWN]FILE NAME":INPUT A$

:IF A$=""THEN 198'KUTT

OPEN 2,8,2,"fl:"+AS+" [SHFT Q],S,

n U1U t, Continued next page
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232

234

236

238

240

242

244

246

248

250

252

254

256

258

26 0

262

264

26 6

268

270

272

274

276

278

280

282

284

285

288

289

290

292

294

295

298

300

30 2

304

306

3 08

310

312

314

INPUT#Z,RS'BECC

IF RSO""THE« RS=LEFTS{R$,

LEN(RS)- 2) :GGSi)B 244:GOTO 44'KVAN

CLOSE Z'BBYfr'

GOSUB 254:PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]

"AS" NOT FOUND" :PRINT" [DOWN]

PUSH ANY KEY":GOSUB 162

:GOTO 198'FPJT

INPUTSZ.RS'bECB

RS=LEFT$(RS,LEW{RS)-2)'EMXH
PIUNT" [DOWN, RVS] FOUND "RS'BCKG

INPUTItZ,C'BDBH

INPUTSZ,Y;C=C+1:GOSUB 258

:FOR 1=0 TO C:INPUTSZ,T$(I)

:NEXT I'JALT

FOR 1=0 TO Y'DDSD

P% (I)=I:FOR J=0 TO C

:INPUTSZ,CS(J,P%(I}):NEXT J,I

:CLOSE Z:RETURN"IGHO

OPEN 15,8,15,"UI+'"BIHH

CLOSE 15:RETURN'CDFI

GOSUB 304'BDKK

IF K>E THEN K=E:PRINT"WARNING

FILE FROM COMPUTER WITH MORE

MEMORY":RETURN'GGKT

RETURN'BAQE

PRINT" [DOWN] ARE YOU SUREV'BAVK

GOSUB 162:RETURN'CEMJ

PRINT"[UP,SPACE2,RVS]

■ TAPE CONFIRMED *"'BABQ

RETURN1BAQD

PRINT"[UP,RVS]ARE YOU USING

TAPE?"'BAWL

GOSUb 162:RETURN'CEMI

PRINT"(CLEAR,SPACE3,RVS]

DUMP "'BAYM

GOSUb G1U.-1F G=l THEN GOSUB

4 54'FJLP

PRINT'BACE

Q=0:K=():L=0'DICK

IF L>Y THEN 300'DFBL

FOR J=0 TO C'DDWM

PHINT CS(J,P%(L))",";:NEXT J

:PRINT C11R$(20) :GOSUB 622'FXTT

IF G=0 THEN GOSUB 168

:GOTO 296'FJJR

IF G=l THEN GOSUB 488:PRINT

:GOT0 29G'GKUK

GOSUd 548'BDUI

PRINT'BACJ

L=L+1'CDLN

GOTO 284'BONO

GOSUd 6:)6'BDPX

PRINT"[RVS]DUMP COMPLETE"

:GOSUb 162:G0TO 44'DHPF

E=500'BEOC

C=C-1'CDUF

DIM C$(C,E),TS(C),P%(E)

:RETURN1CUPK

GOSUB 158'BDRY

PRINT"WtIICri FIELD":GOSUb 162

:Q.=VAL(AS) : RETURN ' FLVI

PRINT"[RVS,UP]DISC FILE LISTING?

316

318

320

322

324

326

328

330

332

334

336

338

340

342

344

346

348

350

352

354

356

358

360

362

364

366

367

368

370

372

374

376

378

380

382

384

386

388

390

392

394

396

398

400

[DOWNJ"'BAOI

GOSUB 162:IF A$OHY"THEN

RETURN'GGQJ

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS]SCANNING DISC

[DOWN]"'BAOK

OPEN 1,8,O,"S0"'BGSB

GETS1,AS,BS'BIYD

GET#1,AS,BS'BIYF

GETfll,A$,B$'BIYH

C=0'BCLI

IF A$<> 1'HEN C=ASC(A$) 'GHHt'

IF B$O""THEN C=C+ASC(BS) *256' I LNJ

D$=DS+"[RVS]"+MID$(STHS(C),2J+"

[RVOFF]"'GLUK

GET#1,B$'BFJH

IF STOfl TiiEN CLOSE 1:PRINT

:RETURN1HGQN

IF B$OCHHS{34)THEN 336'FJXG

GETiU,BS' BFJE

IF BSOCHRS(34)THEN DS=DS+B$

:GOTO 342'IQEN

GETJtljBS'BFJI

IF B$=CHR$(32)THEN 346'EJYN

C$=""'BCYD

C$=C$+B$'CGSG

GETai,B$:If BSO^'THEN 352'FLLL

DS = DS + " " + " [RVLi] " + LEFTS (C$, 3) ' FKTN

IF RIGHTS(D$,6)="[SIIFT Q] " + "[UVS]

" + "SEQ"THEW PRINT D$ " [ RVOFi', LEFT5 ,

SPACES]"'HIKW

DS=""'bCAE

GOTO 324'BDIG

Y=Y-1'CDNJ

FOR 1=0 TO C:CS{I,Pft(L))="[SHFT *]

":NEXT I:FOR I=L TO Y

:P%{I)=P%(1+1):NEXT I'LKIY

L=L-1:RETUHN'DEMM

PRINT" [CLEAR, HVS] ALPHABETIZE [DOiVN]

" 'BAGP

FOR 1=3 TO C:I%(I)=0:NEXT

:GOSUB 158'GPPK

PRINT"(DOrtN]PUSH RETURN IF YOU

[SPACE4]DON'T WANT ANYMORE"'BATH

FOR 1=0 TO C:K=0"EGYL

A$= BCXL

PRINT"[HOME,DOWN16]

ENTER THE#"I+1"IMPORTANTFIELD"'CC

LV

INPUT"[SPACE9.LEFT9]";A$'BDKM

1%(I)=VAL(AS)"CJCK

L=I'BCUK

IF AS=""THEN I=C:GOTO 4BO'F1VP

IF 1%{IJ <1 OR I%(I)>C+1 THEM

PRINT"[UP4]":GOT0 376'IRHX

1% [I)=1%(I)-1'CLHJ

K=3:FOR J=0 TO I:IF

I%(J)=I%(I)THEN K=K+1'JUHS

NEXT J1BBDK

IF K=2 THEN PRINT" [ LJP4 ]": K = 0

:GOTO 376'GJMU

PRINT"[HOME,DOWN]"TAB(1*3) "

:"I%(I)+1'EJGG

NEXT I'BBCX
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402

404

41)6

408

410

412

414

41G

418

420

422

424

426

428

430

432

434

436

438

44Q

442

444

446

448

450

452

454

456

4 53

460

452

464

466

467

463

470

472

474

476

478

480

432

483

484

486

488

490

IF L=0 THEN 44'DEYC

FOR K=L TO 0 STEP-l'FEJG

I»0'BCRF

KL=0'BDUH

J=*0:IF I=Y niEri 436'EILD

IF J=Y-I THEN 430'EGSF

IF C3(I%(K) ,P%U) )=CS(I%(K) ,

P%(J+1))THEN 425'EJLM

IF CS(I%[KJ,P%(J))<CS(I»(K),

P% IJ+l)}THEN GOTO 422'FJUO

U=P%(J)'BGXJ

P*(J)= P%(J+1):P%(J+1)=U:KL=1'FXPI
J=J+1'CDHE

GOTO 412'BDGF

J=J+1'CDHI

GOTO 412'BDGJ

IF KL=0 THEN 436'DGVE

I-I+l'CDFF

POKE 53288,INT{KNO(¥)*8+l)

:GOTO 408'GRCM

NEXT K1BBEH

GOTO 44'BCPJ

PRINT"[CLEAR]USING [RVS]P(RVOFFJ

APER OR [RVS)L[RVOFF]ABELS?"'BAWK

GOSUB 162:IF A$="L"THEN G=2

:GOSUB 572:GOTO 448'HO.HL

G=l'BCQH

PRINT"USING PAPER'"BARL

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS]MAKE A HARD COPY

[DOWN2]"'BAJP

PRINT"D[SPACE2]- DUMP"

;PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]Fl[RVOFF]

- SEARCH1" CBJJ

PRINT"[DOWN3]R - RETURN TO THE

MENU"'BAXL

GOSUB 162'BDMI

IF A$="R"THEN G=«:GOTO 44'FHON

IF A$="D"TH£N GOTO 276'EFGO

IF A5="[Fl]"THEN 100'DFUH

GOTO 454'BDMH

OPEN 4,4'BDAJ

AS = "":FOR 1 = 1 TO INT I (40- LEN(H$))

/2) :A$=A$+" ":NEXT I'LXUV

PRINTS 4,CHR$(14)AS+KS'UKYO

PRINT#4,CHR$(15)CHR$(10)'DKNP

K=0:NL=7:FOR I = fl TO 6:M%(I)=0

:NEXT I'HTON

A$= BCXI

KL=0:FOR N = 0 TO C : 11 = --5 : BBS=TS ( N)

:GOSUB 510'IYBT

NEXT W'BBHL

PHINTS4,A$:NL=NL+1:TF KL THEN

K=K+16-C:GOTO 472'JWCif

X=LEM(AS)'CFFI

A$="":FOR 1=1 TO X:A$=A$+"[CMDR U]

";NEXT I'HNYQ

PHINTIf4,CHRS(15)ASCHHS(18)CHR$(10)

CHRS(15)'FUHQ

II=H'BDPL

RETURN'BAQM

IF CS(O,PS(L))="[SHFT *]

"THEN RETURN'ELNT

FOR N«fl TO C'DDBJ

492

494

496

493

500

501

532

504

506

508

510

512

514

516

518

520

522

524

526

528

530

532

534

536

538

540

542

543

544

546

548

550

552

554

556

558

560

562

564

M% (N)=0:NEXT N'CICL

KL=0'BDUM

A5 = "":FOR N=0 TO C;BB$=CS(N,P4(L) )

:GOSUB Sld'GAEW

NEXT W B6HP

NL=NL+1'CFHU

IF NL>61 THEN FOR NN=NL TO 68

:PRIWT«4,CHR$(10);:NEXT NN

:PRINTH4,"":N[,= 3t LDKiM

PRINT#4,AS'BERC

IF KL THEN 494'CFFt1

NL=NL+1'CFRH

PRINTS 4:RETURN'CCWI

IF HID$(BB$,M%(N)+1,

1)=" "THEN M%(N)=MS(N)+l

:GOTO 510"IERL

J=15-C'CEEE

IF LEN(BBS)-W%(N)<15-C THEN

528'GQEL

KL=1'BDVH

IF MID$ (BBS,M% (N)+15--C,

1)=" "OR MID$(BB$,M%{N)+16-C,

1)=" "THEN 528'LKTW

J=0'BCSC

FOR M=14-C TO 1 STEP-1

:IF MIDS(BBS,M%(N)+M,

1)=" "THEN J=M:M=0'NBMR

NEXT M'BBGF

IF J=0 THEN J=15-C'FGXL

CC$=MIDS(BBS,M%(N)+1,J)'DRWO

M% (N)=M%(N)+J'CLYF

AS=AS+CCS'CHHG

FOR M=0 TO 15-C-LEN{CC$)+1

:AS=AS+" ":NEXT M'KSQQ

IF II=-5 THEN A$=LEFT$(AS,

LEN{A$)-1)+"[CMDR -]"'JPRR

RETURN1BAQK

KFiv * *****************************

*******'BMKJ

AAS=CS(VAL(LEFTS(L$(II) ,1) )~1,

P%(L))+" "'FBKN

AA$=AAS+CS(VAL(RIGHTS(LS(II) .
1))-1,P%(L))"FEOP

M=LEN{AA$)'CGJJ

RETURN'BAQJ

NN=0'BDAM

FOR 11=1 TO 5:IF LEN(L$(II))=3

THEN GOSUB 542:IF M>NN THEN NN=M

:G0TO 554'NDBS

IF VAL(LS(II))>0 THEN

M=LEN(C${VAL(LS(H))-1,P%(L)))

:IF M>NN THEN NN=M'MNGW

NEXT II'BCUJ

NN=INT(t33-«N)/2):A$=""

:FOR 11=1 TO NN:A$=A$+" "

:NEXT II'LDQX

OPEN 4,4'BDAN

FOR 11=1 TO 5:IF LEN(LS(II))=3

THEN GOSUB 542:PRINTS 4,AS+AAS;
:GOTO 564'LFAS

IF VAL(LS(H) )>0 THEN PRINTS4,

AS+CS(VAL(L$(II))-l,P%{L));'IIXS

PRIMTI4, aCWJ amHnuedmxtpage
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568

570

572

574

576

578

580

582

534

586

588

590

592

594

596

593

NEXT II:PRINTS4:CLOSE A

:RETURN1LHOO

NEXT I'BBCN

PRINT4DV, 'BDSli

PKINT" [CLtlAHjHVS] LABEL

FORMAT" "BAV.-i

GOSUB 15a:GOTO 530'CHNM

PRINT"[HOME.DUWNS]"'BABN

FOR 1 = 1 TO 5 : PRINT" LINtl" I " =

[SPACES,LEFT5]"L$(I):NEXT I

FOR J=l TO 5"DDJJ

GOSUB 575'BDVK

PRINT" [HOHt;,DOWN15]

LINE#nJ"w FIELD #'" BBEQ

PRINT"[SPACE7,LEFT5]"L$(J)

:INPUT"[UP]";LS(J)'CMXV

IF VAL{KIGHT$(L$(J),

1))>C+1 OR VAL(RIGHT${L$(J)

1) ) <B THEN 5154'KDAC

IF VAL(LEFTS(LS(J),

1))>C+1 OR VAL{LEFTS{L$(J),

I)}<0 THEN 584'KDXU

It' LEN(L$ (J) ) >2 THEN IF

MID$(L${J) ,2,1) O"-f"0R

LEN(LS(J))>3 THEN 584'MFRY

NEXT J'BtlDi-1

GOSUU 57G'BDVP

PRINT"[HOME,DOWN20]

IS THIS OK? "'iJAWV

600 GOSUB 162: If ASO"Y"THE:N 572'FJHf

602 PRINT" [CLEAR,DOiftiN] USING

LAbKLS"'BALG

604 GOTO 446"BDPF

606 FOK 11=0 TO C'DETI

608 IF TL(II)=0 THEtf 614'DKYii

610 PRINT TS{II)" ="TL(II)'BMME

612 IF G=l THEN PRINTS4,

CHRS(14)"TOTAL "TS(II)"

="TL(II)CHRS(15)"GYBO

614 NEXT II'BCUG

616 RETURN'BAQH

618 FOR 11 = 0 TO C DETL

620 TL(II)=0;NEXT 11:RETURN1DLWG

622 FOR 11=0 TO C'DETG

624 IF LEFTS(TS(II) , 1) <> " i) "THEN

6 38'FNSM

626 1K=VAL(C$(II,P% (L) } ) 'CU.CM

628 IF IKOfl THEN 642'EGLJN

630 IK=VAL(MIDS(CS{II,P%(L) ) ,2,

20))"DXJJ

632 IF IKOfl THEM 642'EGUI

634 IK=VAL(MID$(C$(II,P%(L) ) ,3,

20) ) 'DXKcJ

636 IF IKO1) THEM G42'EGUM

538 NEXT Ii'BCUM

540 RETJRN'BAQE

542 TL(II)=TL(II)+IK:GOTO 638'DSGM(

You're invited to the

biggest party at

Valley Forge since

George brought

the boys!

M.A.R.C.A.

The biggest Commodore User Fair in the US.

July 26, 27, 28
Valley Forge Convention Center, Valley Forge PA

• Speakers! • Seminars! • Hanging out!

• Fun! • Vendors! • Great Buys!

• Social Events! • Fun!

Areas Tours available.

Meet the names you've only read about. Jim Butterfield.

Dick Immers. ten Undsey. Many, many more! Ask the ques

tions you need answers to. Have 2'l? days of non-stop

Commodore fun! Bring the whole family. Lots to do. See.

And buy Bargains galore!

Pre-rcglstratlon by July 1: 2Va days S25 M.A.R.C.A. Mem

bers S15 Family Rates available.

For pre-reglstration Information: M.A.R.C.A., P.O. Box

1902, Martinsburg. West VA 25401.

DON'T MISS THE PARTY!
Circle Reader Service No. 13

TYPING TUTOR + WORD INVADERS

Learn to use your keyboard quickly and

../J?| properly. TYPING TUTOR starts with the
'home keys' and automatically evaluates

your typing performance, introducing you

to new keys In many gradual steps as your

skills develop. WORD INVADERS puts real

excitement into your touch typing practice

while reinforcing proper lyping techniques.

"This is the best typing tutor we have seen yet; **** + "

1NFO-64

"Best lyping tutor I've seen — Better than Mastertype"

Microcomputer Courseware Evaluation

"WORD INVADERS is fantastic"

Editors ol Consumer Guide

NEW! Commodore PlusM or 16 Tape $21.95 Disk S24.95

Commodore 64 Tape S21.95 Disk S24.95

VIC 20 (uriexpanded) Tape $21.95

IFR (FLIGHT SIMULATOR)

Put yourself in the pilot's seat! This pro

gram provides a very challenging, realistic |

simulation of Hying under Instrument Flight

Rules (IFR) in a single engine light plane.

Realistic instrumentation and aircraft per
formance. Plenty of thrills for pilots and

non-pilots alike.

"It is tremendous fun." Compute's Gazette

"It's a great program, and as a pilot I found it to be very

realistic. My brother, a current commercial pilot and a

former Air Force flight Instructor with over 3,500 hours in

military and civilian aircraft was also quite Impressad."

Private Pilot

NEW! Commodore PlusM or 16 Tape or Disk $29.95
Commodore 64 Tape or Disk $29.95

VIC 20 (unexpanded) Cartridge $39.95

^H^ Shipping smi dandling S1.O0 f

^^™ ofae' CA 'esincnts add 6% IB*

P.O. Box 6277 San Rafael, CA 94903 (415)489-0850

Circle Reader Service No. 3



THE STAIRWAYTO SUCCESS
IS BUILT

UPON YOUR

ABILITYTO
READ

Reading
Professor

Suggested Retail Price

S4995

Many of our important accomplishments

center around our ability to read—quickly and
efficiently. Good students keep up with their

course work. Successful professionals keep pace

with developments in their field. Well-informed
individuals keep abreast of the constantly changing

events of society. To assist you in developing such

an ability, Commodore proudly presents the

READING PROFESSOR.

10 LESSONS AND 7 PROVEN EXERCISES

Through 10 lessons and 7 proven exercises, the READING

PROFESSOR exposes you to various techniques for im

proving your speed and comprehension. Correct the habit

of vocalization. Improve your concentration. Exercises

include such successful methods as the tachistoscope

and ladders. Complete each one in the order they are

presented or select them individually as desired.

CHOOSE FROM ATOTAL OF 96 PASSAGES

While practicing these various techniques, you will

be reading from a variety of different passages

selected for each of three different levels—

Young Adult, College-Adult, and Professional.
Choose from classic or contemporary

literature, books or periodicals.

INDIVIDUALIZED PROFILE REPORTS

And to keep you informed of your
progress, a Profile Report is
available which graphically

updates your improvement. It

even helps you identify areas in

which you are weak so that you can

concentrate your efforts where they are

needed the most. Whether you own a

Commodore 64 or Plus/4, there is a version

available for you. Begin your climb today!

COMMODORE-
EDUCATIONALSOFTWARE



Our resident trivia

experts take a look

at some of the

most popular trivia

games for the

Commodore 64.

BYJIM GRACELY AND JOHN O'BRIEN

he software market has recently

been flooded with computer trivia games.

Everyone, it seems, wants to cash in 6n the computer's

ability to simulate the lore and excitement of trivia. It wasn't always

like this, though.

First, the board game Trivial Pursuit came along, then the onslaught of games

using the computer as a medium. Old-time trivia buffs are now in both ecstasy and

agony. Ecstasy because they can now play all the time and because they had a

headstart on all the newcomers. But agony because the trivia mystique is over—

face it, it's a fad. And there's always a time limit. No longer can you wrack your

brains for as long as you please. The new players thrive on quick ques

tions and even faster answers. If you don't know the answer, make a

guess and move on, buddy.

Don't despair—there is a computer trivia game that will suit you.

Jim and John compared a total of ten games, based on questions

like: Are the answers multiple choice, verbal or type-in? Does the

game, always start with the same question? Does it repeat them

often, rarely or never? What is the object of the game-

to get the highest score, maneuver around a board,

complete a puzzle, reach a predetermined_

score, be the first to answer a predeter

mined number of questions? Is the scor

ing based on speed, percentage, or right

and wrongs? What is the necessary ingre

dient to win: luck, quickness, strategy or

knowledge? Is there simultaneous play and

do graphics and sound enhance the play?

Jim reviews the first five, while John com-M

ments on them. Then John reviews the last

five, and Jim comments.

66 JUNE/JULY'Sf.
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Trivia Arcade
Screenplay

Box 3558

Chapel Hill, NC 27515

Jim: Trivia Arcade uses the recipe

of a little arcade action, a simple

board game and lots of trivia ques

tions in five categories. A menu

screen allows you to choose the num

ber of players, either method of an

swering (multiple-choice or type-in),

whether you want arcade or no ar

cade, and whether you are using joy

stick or keyboard.

The game play is a little unusual.

First, you have a couple of seconds to

sight a category in your crosshairs

and blast it. If you don't hit it, your

turn is over. But if you do hit the

category, you get a question Answer

incorrectly and the next player is up.

Answer correctly and you

go to the game

board. Here

you advance

one block to

a question

mark and

get one

of the letters of the word "trivia."

When you have all the letters, you go

to Che middle for a final challenge of

one question from each category. The

computer doesn't check to see if you

actually have all the letters, so this is

on the honor system,

The first player to get all the letters

in "trivia" and correctly answer one

question from each category wins the

game. There is no other scotekeeping

in the game.

The options of using either multi

ple-choice or type-in answers and ei

ther the joystick or keyboard help to

make this game enjoyable to a variety

of people. On the negative side, this

is not a game for one person. There is

no score tracking and therefore no

way to compare how you did in one

game versus another.

John: It's a nice change of pace to

use an arcade-game format on a trivia

game. People who are adept with the

joystick have the advantage in this

one. Usually, I was lucky to get any

category at all because of the time

limit, while some opponents were

able to not only get a category, but

always get one that they wanted.

r—
V
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Trivia Fever
Professional Software

51 Fremont Street

Needham, MA 02194

Jim: Trivia Fever is probably the

most versatile of the trivia games on

the market. With the whole game on

disk plus a book of questions, score-

cards, a spinner, bookmarks and little

fuzzy animals, this game can be

played with or without a computer

using a number of play variations.

We'll be discussing only the software

version.

The introductory screens allow you

to make choices about the number of

players, the number of points re

quired in each category and the

length of cime to answer a question, A

total of seven categories is available

and each player may choose five, If

you often play with a trivia whiz, you

can handicap them in several ways:

by randomly selecting their categor

ies, increasing the number of points

required in each category or shorten

ing their answering time.

The game is played by selecting

one of the five categories for your

questions and then choosing a diffi

culty level of one to three. The points

awarded for a correct answer are the

same as the level of difficulty. By

choosing harder questions, you can

attain your required point total faster.

Once you have the required point to

tal in a category, you are given a cate

gory-completion question. You must

answer this correctly to continue.

Once you have completed all categor

ies, the computer generates a game-

completion question at random. Once

this question is answered, you win

the game.

The endless combinations and vari

ations make this game very enjoy

able. The game can be made to last

from less than an hour to several

hours by choosing the number of

points required in each category. The

handicapping feature makes this

game enjoyable even against a die

hard trivia buff (if he or she agrees to

it, of course). The scorecards and

book of trivia questions provide a

non-computerized trivia quiz for your

own use wherever you might be. The

only drawbacks to the game were

that each question required at least

six key strokes to get through it and

the questions seemed to have a rather

high repetition rate.

John: Definitely one of the best

trivia games. The non-computer ver

sion that's included also makes it one

of the best values.

Unfortunately, the pace of pq is so fast, there is
really no time to sit back and chat about the last

question, or why only you knew the answer.

au.stion for pUV*r **■■ CHUCK

Question Category i%-

Geography

Selected Difficulty Lev.l W 3

I

The tea* of explorers to ££«.;,.^ th.

The correct answer is:
Norway

RQH, was

PQ—The Party Quiz
Suncom

260 Holbrook Drive

Wheeling. IL 60090

Jim: PQ is a trivia game for parties.

With the four controllers supplied

with the game, up to four players can

participate while sitting up to six feet

away from the screen.

This game can be modified to fit

your schedule and thinking speed by

allowing you to adjust both the re

sponse time allowed and the number

of rounds of play. The most interest

ing option is the choice of either the

social or competition modes. In the

competition mode, the first person to

correctly answer the question re

ceives all remaining points (points de

crease with time left to respond). In

the social mode, each player who an

swers correctly gets the point value

for the time at which they responded.

In real life, the social mode is more

competitive because you eliminate

the blind guesser who happens to get

a couple of questions correct without

even reading the question.

For those who become adept at the

game, there are six supplemental

question disks available. These in

clude sports, entertainment, and even

a Bible edition,

The game play consists of a select

ed number of rounds. Each round

contains ten questions. The question

is displayed on the screen for a mo

ment before the answers are shown.

Once the answers are displayed, the

clock and points for a correct answer

start ticking down. If you select the

correct answer, your score turns yel

low, an incorrect answer and your

score turns purple. The scores are up

dated when the correct answer is se

lected by any player (competition) or

!**••« ■

for CHUCK at

THYU FEVF.H

■form FEVER
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all players have made a selection (so

cial). The questions cover topics from

many categories, but are selected at

random without any specification as

to the category of the question.

Once every five rounds there is a

lightning round. In this round, each

player plays alone, You get ten sec

onds to answer as many of ton ques

tions as you can (different for each

player). This round requires speed in

reading the question and the ability

to know when to take a guess. Your

score from this round is based on the

number of correct answers out of ten

and the time it took to answer each

The winner of the game is the play

er who has the highest score. High

scores are also saved to disk so you

can play against your highest score or

eliminate someone else to beat it.

This game is thoroughly enjoyable

and is an ideal addition to the collec

tion of the computerist and trivia buff

alike. If I had to pick out any weak

ness, it would have to be that the

pace of the game is so fast, there is

really no time to sit back and chat

about the last question, or why only

you knew the answer There is a

pause feature built in, but who wants

to miss a question trying to find the

keyboard?

John: It's a good thing that they

included "The Party Quiz" as part of

the title. If you're playing alone, the

game may not impress you When

playing with a group, though, PQ

really comes into its own. The game

is like a good book—you can't put it

down. The lightning round is a great

feature because you always have a

chance to catch up. The special con

trollers included with the package are

also a nice touch.

Trivia Plus
Academy Software

Box 6277

San Rafael, CA 94903

Jim: This is the only game we

looked at that allows the non-spermo-

logist to compete against a denizen of

datum. This game combines a good

portion of strategy along with the

usual helping of trivia questions.

Initial setup allows the choice of a

scored or no-score game, a time limit

for answers, the number of points re

quired to win (scored game only) and

whether you want the challenge op

tion.

The real excitement of Trivia Plus is

in the challenge option, With this op

tion, both players can gain or lose

points on each question. Once a

question has been asked, the player

currently up can either answer or

pass the question A challenge player

then either agrees or disagrees with

the answer. The current player re

ceives two points for a correct answer

and zero for an incorrect answer or

pass. If, however, the player gives an

incorrect answer and the challenger

agrees with him, then the player still

gets one point. The whole scoring

system is described in the documen

tation.

The category of the question is

chosen at random by the computer

and you can either take a question

from that category or have it pick an

other (only once). The "humanities"

category is especially interesting be

cause the questions are about songs

that the computer actually plays for

you.

The challenge option in this game

make it a fun game for people of all

skill levels and the musical "human

ities" add an interesting touch. The

program is also very good about re

peating questions. Each time you

play, it tracks the questions that have

been asked and won't repeat any

question until all 3.500 have been

used.

John: The only complaint I have

about this game is that it always

shows the correct answer even if the

player passes on a question. It satis

fies curiosity, but uses up the avail

able number of questions faster.

Fax
Epyx

1043 Kiel Court

Sunnyvale. CA 94089

Jim: Fax is a one- or two-player

game that was one of the first on the

market. The game is a test to see how

long you can continue to answer

questions. The questions for a game

can be selected from one of the four

available categories. Once a category

is selected, it remains for the entire

game. Game time is ticked off on your

IT'S A NICE CHANGE OF PACE TO USE AN ARCADE-GAME
FORMAT ON A TRIVIA GAME. PEOPLE WHO ARE ADEPT

WITH THE JOYSTICK HAVE THE ADVANTAGE IN TRIVIA

ARCADE.
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master clock whenever you are think

ing about an answer. Each time you

get to a pre-determined bonus level,

you move up one level of difficulty

and get time added back to your cate

gory.

The game is played until you run

out of time on your master clock At

that point, whoever has the higher

score wins. The clock stops when ei

ther player answers correctly. The

strategy .in this game is in the choice

of either taking a guess and using up

less time (but possibly gaining no

points) or taking a little longer and

getting sure points.

There is a little graphic routine

which can be selected or turned off

after each response. If you want time

to talk about the question and the

various answers, then turn this

graphic on Otherwise the questions

just keep coming

Overall, this is a nice trivia game

with a wealth of questions. The only

problem I found was that the repeti

tion rate of the questions was pretty

high. Even during a short game,

questions were repeated.

John: Fax isn't the best of them,

but a good addition to the trivia buffs

collection. It would be nice if they had

a longer response option available for

novices.

Word of Mouth
Dilithium Press

8285 SW Nimbus

Beaverton, OR 97005

John: This trivia game is not for

the faint of heart. It features more dif

ficult and obscure questions than

most trivia games and there's no mul

tiple choice to help you guess. You

can choose your level, but even the

lowest level is as difficult as some

other games' higher levels. It has a

time limit with an optional 10-, 20- or

30-second timer, but even 30 seconds

puts pressure on players. Whether

this is good or bad depends on how

good you are.

A nice feature of Word of Mouth is

that the music capabilities of the 64

are used in music-related questions.

Also, you can pick your play level or

have the computer decide for you by

taking the "brainpower" quiz to de

termine what level you should play.

You can use this to handicap players

of different knowledge levels. If one

player takes the quiz, all players must.

Correct answers are worth ten

points, but you can choose to take a

harder question for 20 points, which

adds some strategy to the game. It's a

risky maneuver, but if you need to

Classic trivia is a game where everyone's
hindsight shines.

H1ST0RV
0 for 001
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llhat region did the Mogul
errperors rule in the 26th

and 17th centuries?

catch up fast, it's like the three-point

shot in basketball—sometimes it's

worth the risk.

The player with the most points

wins and players get the option of

ending the game with a set number of

points, a specific number of rounds or

a set time limit. Word ofMoutii claims

to have over 25 categories, but you

can't choose a category and have to

take whatever question comes up.

The questions seemed fairly heavy in

history.

At any time during the game, you

can go to a Scoreboard screen to see

how you're doing It shows the scores

of all players and the percentage of

correct answers.

Jim: The idea of a quiz to set your

watt rating (the system used to deter

mine your skill level in this game) re

minds me of Bowling 101 in college. If

you purposely bowled terribly on the

first class, you could just breeze

through the rest of the semester.

Most people know the abilities of

their opponents, so why not handicap

manually"7

The set time limit for a game,

though, is an asset. There's some

times no way to end a trivia game

without an argument except by

agreeing ahead of time how long you

want to play.

Classic Trivia
Classic Software

310 Franklin Street

Boston, MA 02110

John: Classic Trivia, formerly Up

town Trivia, bills itself as the game for

non-volatile memories. If volatile

means "unstable," then they're not

kidding—this game is a real chal

lenge.
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It's hard sometimes to remember

the name of something when you're

asked a question outright. Multiple-

choice is usually a little easier; it

helps jog your memory when you see

the correct answer or you can elimi

nate some of the answers and narrow

it down. This game adds a nasty but

fun twist to the multiple-choice for

mat: the choices are on the screen

one a: a time and you just hit yes or

no for each.

The tricky part is that once you say

no to the first choice, you cannot go

back to it. It's frustrating if you wait

for the last one and realize it is a ]oke

answer or one that is obviously

wrong. The computer won't show the

answer if the question is answered

incorrectly. This is good because

when the question comes up again, it

is still a challenge.

There are six categories and they

are chosen at random. The categories

aren't exactly original, but are good

choices: sports, science, geography,

history, arts and revue. The revue

category can be a question about al

most anything. The winner is the first

to answer three questions correctly in

each category. You ate given the op

tion to change the number of ques

tions needed to complete a category

from one to nine. High scores are giv

en but not recorded on the disk.

The format is challenging, but not

too frustrating to be fun. Classic Triv

ia has the most questions of any of

the trivia games we've seen, and

more disks are available. Put this one

near the top of the list.

Jim: This is a very good, but very

tough game. The way the multiple-

choice is handled really adds excite

ment. It's just like the TV game Let's

Make a Deal. Should you keep what

you have or try for what's in the next

box on stage? This is a game where

everyone's hindsight shines. Once

you've cycled through all of the an

swers and gotten stuck with the last

one, everyone else knows which one

must have been correct.

The scoring in this game is a^so

nice. You have a predetermined num

ber of questions to answer correctly in

each category. If you get three out of

three, you score 100 points for that

category. Three out of six and you get

50 points. You can check on your

point totals at any time and the game

displays your points each time a cate

gory comes up.

Factactics
Eteystar

565 University Avenue

Palo Alto, CA 94301

John: Factactics is one of the few

trivia games that uses strategy as an

important part of winning. In some of

the trivia games, strategy plays a

small part in winning, but nothing

like Factactics. In this one, how you

play is almost as important as what

you know.

The number of play options avail

able is amazing. You can even choose

not to have strategy in the game. You

can play facts plus tactics, just the

facts, or customize your own game

using any of the possible options. You

can play with or without a timer on

questions. You can play an enure

game of one category or play the ' 'big

mix," where questions are drawn

from all the categories. The categor

ies are a good mix if you like enter

tainment-oriented questions: TV,

sports, movies, rock and roll, music

potpourri and Americana.

When you play with the tactics op

tion, which I strongly recommend,

the game is laid out like a board

game. The idea is to move around the

board by answering the questions

correctly. There are a few things

standing in your way. You are racing

against a little character called "the

wise guy" who moves a few spaces

after each question. Once he com

pletes one trip around the board, the

game is over. There are ways to keep

him from moving too fast, and that is

where the strategy comes in.

There are several markers on the

board that you have the option to use

when you land on one. There are bo

nus questions that are worth more,

and when you answer them correctly,

the wise guy does not move. There is

also a freeze marker that keeps him

from moving for a turn. The most in

teresting marker is the flip flop. If you

answer it right, then you trade places

with the wise guy. This option can

really make or break you. Every time

you use one of these markers, their

position changes on the board. The

best strategy just may be to some

times answer a question incorrectly

in order to get the marker moved to a

better position

The questions themselves are good

and they are usually in the format of a

statement with a blank spot to fill in.

There is also some true-and-false

thrown in. The game comes with

2,000 questions. If you choose to play

in one category, the questions will

start to repeat—if you last long

FA(T,UTECS
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enough. When the question is repeat

ed, though, it usually has a different

part of the statement blanked out.

This helps keep the questions fresh-

To answer, the player types in the

correct answer. It will allow you a cer

tain amount of leeway in your spell

ing, unless the answer is very short or

if it is a number. This is especially

helpful if your spelling is not perfect.

Factactics is one of the good ones.

The strategy makes it excellent and

it's the best of the trivia games to play

solitaire.

Jim: My reaction to this game was

that there was less strategy than luck.

Sure, you have to figure out how to

beat the wise guy around the board,

but the location of the special markers

is all luck. Maybe I'm just annoyed

because I never thought of trivia as a

game that should or could be played

against a computer

Trivial Compute: World

Class Edition
Trivial Compute

3527 Oak Lawn Avenue

Dallas. TX 75219

John: Trivial Compute is the trivia

game with "snob" appeal. The game

comes with fancy invitations and

classy questions. At the end of the

game, you are rated on a list that goes

from Pauper at the low end to Royalty

at the best. In between, there are lots

of ratings: Middle Class, Social

Climber, Social Elite and Aristocrat. If

this "high class" appeal sounds

bad—don't be too hasty. Fortunately,

this game plays a lot better than it

may sound.

The computer loads ten questions

at a time and then boom—they come

up fast and your score depends on a

quick response. It demands concen

tration and quick decisions. The

questions are all either multiple-

choice or true-and-false. You pick one

of the four answers by hitting one of

the four function keys, so some co

ordination is required. (Some people

may claim to have hit the wrong key

rather than admit they got the answer

wrong because they didn't know.)

There are many obscure questions

about fox hunting and Jackie O, but

with multiple-choice or true-and-

talse, it's never impossible. It's also

one of the few places where reading

gossip rags will come in handy.

Jim: There are some minor techni

cal problems with this game that oc

casionally arise. Once in a while the

text on the screen will shift so that the

questions or answers are mixed up.

Also, sometimes the game will signal

that your answer is wrong and move

on without showing the correct an

swer. This seemed to occur on ques

tions where the answer was actually

correct.

Aside from these problems, this is a

game designed for real fun. How

many of your friends know the name

for the world series of enckef (The

Ashes—a sports expert question.)

There is even some humor thrown in.

(Did Paul McCartney marry Linda Ko

dak, Eastman or Polaroid?)

Triviality
AC3L Software

Box 7

New Derry, PA 15671

John: Triviality is probably the

most unusual of the tnvja games. It

has only 500 questions (the least of

any of the games) but has an added

dimension that helps offset this. With

this game, you can add ten of your

own questions to the game or change

any or all of the questions to make

HOW MANY OF YOUR FRIENDS KNOW THE NAME FOR THE
WORLD SERIES OF CRICKET? THERE'S EVEN SOME HUMOR

IN TRIVIAL COMPLIT^-mH PAUL McCARTNEY MARRY

LINDA KODAK, EASTMAN OR POLAROID?

Triviality

Mho furnished the U.S. govt. with a

loan of £ 65 Million in gold

Henry Ford

Andrew Carnegie

ML rtVl K OtlC M74B

J.D. Rockefeller

ter flMSUFR

Trivial COMPltrfc World Class Eintuin
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your own game.

Scoring in Triviality is out of the

ordinary When you answer a ques

tion correctly, you get 20,000 points

You also get a bonus by multiplying

40 and the question number (the

questions are numbered consecutive

ly from 1 to 500). This makes luck a

major factor in the game, because a

person might answer many more

questions than his opponent but still

lose because the questions he an

swered correctly were from the lower

order.

Players have an option to pass a

question and lose 5,000 points, This

comes in handy when you're sure you

don't know the answer. If you answer

incorrectly, then you lose 10,000

points. The winner is the player with

the most points at the end of five

rounds. There are two questions in

each round.

The game is actually pretty good

and so are the questions—I just wish

there were more of them. Triviality is

the only game that lets you use the

game as a data base if you get tired of

playing trivia.

Jim: The random factor of the

question numbers in this game is not

really that bad. It would be nice if the

higher numbered questions were

harder, but there is another way of

looking at it. You lose 10,000 points

on a wrong guess and 5.000 on a

pass. If you answer question number

one correctly, you get 40 bonus

points. Answer question 500 correctly

you get 20,000 (40 X 500) bonus

points, I would rather guess on ques

tion 500 and take a chance at that

bonus than guess on question one.

This adds a little more strategy to the

game.

So there you have it, a comprehensive look at ten

trivia games. And remember, the only real rule of the

game is that you'd better know the answer. But ac

cording to our trivia experts, who have done extensive

research on the subject, when you're in doubt about

an answer, say "Paris." a

How They Rate
1. NUMBER OF QUESTIONS 2. NUMBER OF PLAYERS 3. ANSWERING (M) MULTIPLE CHOICE (I) TYPE IN ANSWERS (V)

VERBAL ANSWERS 4. REPETITION RATING 1 (POOR)-l 0 (GREAT) 5, OBJECT OF GAME (H) HIGHEST SCORE WINS (B) BOARD

GAME (M) MISC. (F) FIRST TO GET TO A PREDETERMINED SCORE (A) FIRST TO GET A PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF

QUESTIONS CORRECT, 6. SCORING (S) SPEED (P) PERCENTAGE CORRECT VS. ASKED (R) FLAT POINTS FOR RIGHT OR

WRONG. 7. % TO WIN (Q) QUICKNESS (S) STRATEGY (K) KNOWLEDGE (L) LUCK 8. CAN MORE THAN ONE PLAYER COMPETE

SIMULTANEOUSLY 9. SOUND 10. GRAPHICS 11. TIMED RESPONSES 12. MULTIPLE CATEGORIES 13. CHOICE OF

CATEGORIES

NAME OF GAME

TRIVIA PLUS

CLASSIC TRIVIA

TRIVIA ARCADE

TRIVIAL COMPUTE

TRIVIA FEVER

FAX

PQ PARTY GAME

FACTACT1CS

WORD OF MOUTH

TRIVIALITY

1

3500

3600

3500

1000's

1000's

3700

2500

2000

1700

500

2

6

10

4

6

8

2

4

2

6

6

3

V

M

M,T

M

V

M

M

T M

V

V

4

9

8

9

7

6

I

6

5

6

8

5

F

H

M

H

A

H

H

B, H

H

H

6

R

P

NONE

S

R

S

S

R,S

R

R

7

50%-S

50%-K

100%-K

20%-S

30%-L

50%-K

50%-Q

50%-S

20%-S

80%-K

40%-Q

60%-K

40%-Q

60%-K

40%-S

60%-K

100%-K

10%-S

30%-L

60%-K

8

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

9

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

10

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

11

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

12

Y/8

Y

Y/5

Y

Y/7

Y/4

N

Y

Y

N

13

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N
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HOTROLES:
Some Foodfor

Thought

Armed with the Commodore 64-, players ean now

enter an unending variety ofimaginary lands in

a host ofshapes and sizes.
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By Mark Cotone

w n the late sixties, there was the

m Castle and Crusade Society, the

M premier organized league in the
M role-playing genre They were
keepers of the fictitious "Great King

dom" and spent hours devising laws,

developing maps and monitoring the

interpersonal behavior across their

vast mythical lands.

The Society's undeniable influence

might best be exemplified by the

work of former member Dave Arne-

son. In the early seventies, he teamed

with E. Gary Gygax, to give us

TSR's Dungeons and Dragons,

a boxed

set

of rules and disciplines which finally

gave the throngs of anxious adventur

ers a banner to assemble under. In

this beardless journey, one partici

pant takes on the duties of "dungeon

master," where he or she uses wit

and fancy to design the parameters of

a make-believe world After the world

is completed, the other players gener

ate imaginary personality profiles and

delve into the unknown with verbal

banter.

This Dungeon and Dragon outline

could be viewed as a blueprint of the

computer translations that were soon

to come. Don Wood and Will

Crowthers were the first to bring this

magic to micro, on the mainframe at

Stanford University. Appropriately

entitled Adventure, this

ground breaking all-

text contest set the

stage for many

of today's

\ projects.

!n es-

)

sence, the computer acted as dun

geon master, officiating the play

ground while giving swift, unbiased

results to any action input.

But where the illusionary worlds of

yesteryear were available on!y to

those select few who could access the

college-owned machines, the modern

roads for wizards and warriors are

many. Armed with the Commodore

64, players can now expose them

selves to the elements of a seemingly

unending variety of imaginary lands

in a host of shapes and sizes. An at

tempt to review them all would re

quire a manuscript of encyclopedic

proportions. Instead, we will take a

look at some of the more popular re

leases in two highly diverse styles of

play: the all-text games and the mys

terious maze adventures.

The all-text game excludes all on

screen graphics and uses word power

to evoke ghastly images, while the

maze adventures place you in a laby

rinth filled with assorted delights and

dead ends. A study of these conflict

ing approaches might give

prospective voyagers a

chance to taste the

ingredients that make

each type so

attractive.



The

Prose

Pros

Anyone who has ever claimed to like

the book better than the movie can

attest to the advantage the written

word can sometimes have over its vi

sual counterpart in capturing the

imagination. If developed correctly, a

story can often suspend disbelief and

draw the reader into its fertile envi

ronment. With linguistic ban, the au

thor can coax readers into creating

their own personal, credible atmo

sphere. This is the potential and goal

of an all-text adventure and no one is

better at it than Infocom.

Once again we turn to a university

computer for a substantial piece of

gaming history This time it's M I.T.'s

mammoth machine, where program

mers Marc Blank. Dave Lebling and

Joel Berez pined to create Zork, a

fascinating search througli treasure-

filled caves inhabited by murderous

thieves, evil wizards and starving

dragons. There were no graphics and

no animation. Just words.

The game was an instant hit. So

the designers seized the wave of en

thusiasm and quickly formed Info

com. Today, many consider the Zork

package the classic, definitive adven

ture; a model by which all others are

judged. And fortunately for their fans,

this company refuses to rest on its

laurels. No sooner did the confetti set

tle from their initial achievement,

when they invited Commodore users

to gallantly step into another mystical

world, a journey casting the player as

a novice wizard about to be force-fed

a sobering dose of surrealism.

Enchanter is an engrossing prose

puzzle of cerebral sorcery with a rath

er unique twist. It seems that the no

torious warlock, Krill, has gripped

your homeland in a villainous stran

glehold, spreading hell's dark fear

from coast to groveling coast.

The Circle of Enchanters, a collec

tion of distinguished erudite mystics

who could never enter the badlands

undetected, have chosen you, an un

assuming apprentice of limited stat

ure, to invade Krill's castle, dodge de

monic danger and ultimately destroy

the heartless dictator.

After a briefing from your close

friend and mentor. Belboz, you pick

up your pauperized spellbook and
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courageously march into the brewing

storm. With quick wit and common

sense your only weapons, you must

unravel enigmas, find nourishment,

sleep, analyze your dreams, talk to the

animals, rendezvous with a lost Zork

explorer, summon up spirits, cast

spells and actually die before you can

undermine Krill's stronghold. Success

in the whole affair really boils down to

your ability to locate hidden scrolls

and correctly implement your new

found magic to overcome a profusion

of pitfalls.

amusement parks (complete with

rides and concessions), abandoned

forts, mind-bendmg mirror mazes,

caves, castles pits and a subterranean

world where you can actually visit

some locations from the original Zoik.

Once again, it's the correct use of

scrolls, spells, potions and objects

that will lead you to your nemesis.

Also included in this package is an

Infotater, a spinning reference wheel

that will help acquaint you with the

bizarre creatures roaming the

countryside, as well as aid in cracking

the combination to open the chest in

the Guild's basement.

To play either of these two contests

is to become entrapped in a wonder

ful word web of tricks, quips, frights

and delights. This is another trium-

Tbe all-text contest excludes all on

screen graphics and uses wordpower to

evokeghastly images, while the maze

adventures place you in a labyrinth

j filled with delights and dead ends.
r

Sorcerer, the second and most re

cent segment in this series barely

gives you time to catch your breath

before it heightens the pace. As the

curtain draws back, you are given a

bit of good news. For whether or not

you completed Enchanter, you are

still given credit for deposing Knll.

But don't be so eager to pat yourself

on the back, because the bad news is

that, since you've completed this val

iant deed, you're now expected to be

stronger, quicker and smarter, Thus,

the challenge has become that much

harder.

Your mission: Belboz, leader of the

guild and special bosom buddy, has

been wizard-napped by tho omnipo

tent demon, Jeearr, who now controls

his mind and body (a devastatingly

vile one-two combo). You must now

save your friend and squelch tho sa-

tanic foe.

Here you go again. Provided that

you can find a way out of your lodg

ings—it's not the door and took me

three hours to discover—then you

embark on an incredible journey that

takes you over and under some of the

most imaginative surroundings ever

incorporated into a computer game.

Guided by potent prose, you explore

phant beginning to a series that is

bound to follow its predecessor into

the hall of classics.

The stories themselves are spell

binding, obviously a product of writ

er-turned-programmer and not vice

versa. And since the player is taking

an active role in the structure of the

plot, the character doesn't merely rep

resent you, it is you! How you act and

react to the situations that arise

stems from your own personality, not

predetermined choices, And since In

focom surely knows how to tune and

manipulate that graphics generator

nonpareil that we commonly call the

human brain, even though no pic

tures are conveyed on the screen, the

visuals we conjure are both intimate

and spectacular.

The puzzles spread throughout

your surrogate's travels are logical, in

tricate and tough. But all the answers

are readily available, and hindsight

will leave you wondering how you

could have absent-mindedly stum

bled over so many clues.

But perhaps the most appreciated

attribute is the infocom-devised

parser technique called Interiogic. It

has an unusually diverse vocabulary

of over 600 words (1000 in Sorcerer)



and allows for the formation of com

plex sentences and multiple com

mands. Anyone who has ever resort

ed to keying in unprintable

obscenities out of sheer communica

tion frustration will undoubtedly sigh

in relief. This program has brains.

In a world of 64K computers, it al

most seems odd that a contest void of

all visuals and sound effects could

even find shelf space in the competi

tive video game market. But take all

these components we discussed and

wrap them in the creative packaging

and documentation that have quickly

become an Infocom staple and you

can see why this style adventure still

holds some high spots on the popular

ity charts.

With a quick flip of the genre coin, we

now enter the other side of fantasy

darkness. Out of the world of picture-

less, sentence-structured suicide and

into the hideous horrors of high-reso

lution labyrinth lunacy.

Maze Games. For some reason,

that title just doesn't sound intimidat

ing, Perhaps it's the familiarity with

the style that drops our defenses, as

many of us were probably lured into

the ranks of active video game enthu

siasts by an invitation from one of the

kings of the corridors in the Pac-fam-

ily. There's nothing to fear, we grew

up with these guys.

It might have been this false sonso

of security that influenced my deci

sion to choosG this route as my initi

ation into the role-playing realm.

Maze Master, from HesWare, was

my first step into adventure gaming.

The copy on the back of the box

seemed to confirm my suspicions of

Maze Master

is deep in

strategy

and action.

the simplicity of my ensuing task.

"The object," it said, "is for you and

your party of wizards and warriors to

reach Balrog's chamber deep within

the labyrinth and to conquer his

henchmen along the way."

Balrogl? Henchmen'? Child's play.

Within five minutes, I had skimmed

the instructions, created three char

acters, deposited the group in the

maze and run into an enraged Glades-

man, who proceeded to chop the

whole gang into oatmeal, End game.

It was at this point that I realized

there might be more to this battle

than I had originally guessed. And I

am happy to report, after countless

hours of militant tunnel travel, that

my second assumption was correct.

HesWare's maze contest is as deep in

strategy and action as it is inherently

elementary in design. It takes all the

clever, subtle surprises and analytical

puzzles that embellish the most ap

pealing adventure games and delivers

them at a very tangible, comprehensi

ble level.

The play field is divided into three

sections, whose particular itemiza-

tions will help you determine your

game plan. The bottom quartet of the

screen lists each of the three player

representatives and some vitals

based on the qualities assigned them

during formation. This checkpoint

monitors health and strength and

should be watched carefully.

The remaining area is halved. The

left side shows your position inside

the maze. Your range of vision, with

out any help from spells or magic arti

cles, is limited to two spaces in any

direction. As you move about, the

The Standing Stones

is structurally

| similartoMaze
I Master, but has
1 some refreshing
enhancements.

view shifts accordingly, revealing

passages, doorways and a constant

barrage of monsters.

The right half is akin to an electron

ic bulletin board. As you meander,

information is posted as it becomes

relevant. The messages can warn of

impending dangers, give play-by-play

coverage of a battle sequence, or re

late some pieces of a riddle that must

be solved when you face Balrog in the

finale.

This design of Maze Master is

beautifully conceived, an enthralling

mix that hooked me from the start.

The entangled layouts and antagonist

efficiency become harder to endure

as you move down the five-floor pit.

The best tactic for survival becomes

one of "hit and run." When you first

enter the maze, your explorers have

very limited power. They start with a

small allotment of gold with which to

buy armor and minimal knowledge of

the wicked ways of the underworld.

But lessons come quickly As scon as

you set foot into the first hallway, the

word will go out that you've arrived

And it won't be long before Balrog

organizes a welcoming committee.

Naturally, confrontations breed bat

tles and after an exchange of swords

and sorcery, the computer names

Death's date for the evening. If you

lose, it's back to square one for an

other try, But if you are victorious,

you are rewarded with a random

amount of gold nuggets and experi

ence points These can then be used

to purchase advanced protection and

increased strength—but only after

you momentarily leave the labyrinth

to tend to your wounds and tally your

treasure.

So, initially, the only way to abide

is to drop in on your enemies, do

some quick damage and scoot to the

nearest exit to cash in your purse.

Then, only after you've built up some

resistance, is it time to chart your

way into the deeper recesses. Pa-
Conli'nued on pg. 126

fl"-
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iy Sfiay Addavns

layed any good books lately? That's the theme of Spinnaker's line of "Telarium" (formerly

adventure games, most of which were adapted from novels. Other companies are

doing the same thing, of course, but the Telarium project was conceived to produce a new

style of adventure game, one that is closer in spirit to traditional storytelling. As Seth Godin, a

Spinnaker product manager, explains: "When you're reading a good book, say a Ludlum thriller,

you're really sweating because you believe you're part of the story. Adventure games weren't

doing that, because the puzzles kept bringing you back to reality.'' Telarium's solution is to replace

logical puzzles with character-oriented situations.

The Last Dragon

In DraqonworU, you vnust win at an arcade game in order to get

money to bay equipment.

iRENHEJT. /he most substantial example of this theory is found in Dragonwoiid, an adventure

game based on a fantasy novel by Byion Pteiss and Michael Reaves. When a frightened

old hag blocks an underground tunnel, the solution is to "comfort" or "kiss" herasAm-

sel, the tale's friendly young hero might reasonably do. So you've still got to logically

determine how Amsel would act in this situation. Despite Telarium's intentions, the

process still involves using your brain to solve puzzles,

Dragonworld's authors also collaborated on the game, which takes up where the

original book left off. Preiss, who for several years has published hardcopy "illustrated

novels" of science fiction and fantasy writers, "adventurized" Diagonwoild himself at

Preiss Video Publications. He also engineered the adaptations of the Telarium books by

Ray Bradbury and Arthur C. Clarke, Fahrenheit 451 and Rendezvous with Rama.

The Preiss games differ significantly from standard graphic adventures. Instead of

viewing a full-screen illustration of each scene, you see three panels at the top of 14 text

lines. In Dragonworld's first scene, Amsel, the young lad whose part you play, appears

in a panel on the left. The middle box shows a sailboat on a beach and the rest of the

beach appears in the third panel. When you sail off, the middle panel changes to depict Amsel sitting in the boat and

an ocean view now fills both side panels. When you meet another character, his or her face occupies one box and the

room or an important object in it may be shown in the middle panel. Hawkwind, ruler of the land of Simbala, is the first

person you meet and proves instrumental in your quest.

The quest centers on saving the Last Dragon, whom Amsel met on a previous visit to Simbala. That tale is told in the

original book and the game picks up where the novel ended. The Last Dragon gave Amsel an occult gem called the

Dragonpearl. The Dragon has magically sent a message via this gem, that unknown enemies are holding him prisoner.

The journey leads through the forests and jungles of Simbala and on to the rural town of Kandesh. Here you will meet

other comrades and gather clues and tools, At places like the local bazaar, the three panels merge to portray a pan
oramic view.

In the bazaar, you discover one of three arcade-style games. With joystick or keyboard controls, you must play Dra-

gonstones, a local gambling game. Red and blue orbs slowly fall down the screen, while you guide a cursor to hit all the
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The Telarium series was conceived as a new style of

adventure game—one that is closer in spirit to

-traditional storytelling.

stones of the correct color and win enough money to buy the necessary equipment. The second action game is a

shoot-'em-up, "Bogs and Bats," but you don't need to play it to complete the adventure. En the third, "Maze of Mad

ness." you steer a little figure up and down the ladders and around the twists and turns of the mountainous maze.

Dragonworld unfolds in a more linear fashion than typical adventures and constantly nudges you toward the next

destination. From the beach, you can only cross the ocean. From that point, the path leads in but two directions. The

geography expands further on, but rarely gets confusing enough to require mapping. These aspects make Dragon-

world and the other Telarium titles easier to complete than toughies like Zoik or Luciier's Realm. Another novelty for a

graphic adventure is that clues are hidden in the text, but never in the pictures.

Some of Dragon world's features are shared by all the Telarium games. Sound effects and music enliven the story as

the SID chip pipes out lively, polyphonic melodies when you enter certain locations. The pictures can be toggled off to

speed up the game. You can save up to ten games in progress (on a separate disk) and assign each a name. This

makes it easier to recall the area or situation in which the game was saved or for several family members to save

games on the same disk. No points are awarded, so there's no score. You can't get hard copy of the game as it's

played, but the manual lists all the words in the game's vocabulary. And if you're helplessly befuddled, encoded clues

are included. When questioning characters in any of the games, you can say "talkHawkwind" or "ask about" (a cer

tain topic).

Cot a Light?

Ifyou run into trouble in Fahrenheit 45 /, justfind a phone booth and

ring up author Ray Bradbury.

DRAGONWORLD
IMM3

More eloquent dialogue is permitted—and necessary for success—in Fahrenheit 451,
which is based on Bay Bradbury's novel about a grim future in which the Fire Depart

ment enforces an oppressive government's censorship laws. Instead of extinguishing

fires, the 451 Patrol burns books Bradbury's novel ended with a fireman named Montag

quitting the 451 to join the underground. The adventure game takes over at this point

and your goal as Montag is to make contact with a band of rebels in New York City and

liberate all the books not yet burned.

To get clues and assistance from a character, you must recite quotes from certain lit

erary classics. A command like, "Say 'Call me Ishmael' " (from Moby Dick) is one such

clue. But what do you do when someone refuses to cooperate until you come up with a

truly obscure quote, like the last line from the "Essay on Man" by Alexander Pope?

Just call Ray Bradbury, who wrote himself into the game. Find a phone booth and

ring up Ray, then say "Ask about Pope" or any other author. He'll provide the quotation

you need, And if you want to chat, Ray will even reply to any statement with a sentence

or two about his favorite books, likes and dislikes, and other items. This won't help you

win the game, but it's an interesting way to "meet the author."

The same three-panelled graphic presentation used in Dragonworld is employed. Robotic hellhounds and 451 troops

roam the streets at regular intervals, lending a "real-time" feel to the scenario. (You can check the time and date by

typing "time") You can also key in "remember" to review some of Montag's recollections of his former life as a Fire

man. The poignant memory of his girlfriend, killed in a 451 raid, is especially touching and bolsters Telarium's effort to

focus on character development. So does the constant harassment of the 451 troopers and the hellhounds. After

they've killed you and ended the game a few times, you feel much more empathy with Montag's desire to thwart the

451's book-burning activities. As a result, making contact with the underground becomes more than just a game.

Perhaps Bradbury's contributions explain why Fahrenheit 451 is such an absorbing story. He worked much closer

with the design team than many authors whose novels have been "adventunzed." Preiss says that after Bradbury de

vised the game's premise, "He came in and reviewed the game when it was up and running and made additional

comments on the work of scriptwriter Len Neufield. He also contributed alot of the on-screen text, so much of what

you actually read is written by Bradbury."
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Space Rendezvous

/Hrthur C. Clarke lives in Sri Lanka and couldn't coUaborate so closely on Rendezvous

with Rama, based on the novel that inspired the film 2001: A Space Odyssey. After re

viewing the game once while in America, he worked with Preiss's outfit by phone and

mail. Preiss recalls that Clarke once sent feedback via satellite to New York. "It was a

very space age' collaboration," he says.

Rama is the only Telarium adventure that recreates the original novel rather than in

corporating its characters m a new story. As an astronaut, you must investigate an

alien "artifact" that proves to be a huge spaceship. In the book, readers could visit only

the parts of the ship that Clarke designated but in the game you are free to roam about

at will. That's one important difference between the experience of reading a novel and

playing the interactive version.

However, Rama's graphics are the least attractive of the Telarium line and the story

isn't as engaging as the others. Though you can communicate with the three crew

members who remain on board your ship and a monkey-like android who treks along

with you, there are no real character-based situations. Aside from a pair of action

games, Rama presents nothing out of the ordinary.

ARTHUR C CLARKt

Into ike Jungle

Amazon moves at a fastpace reminiscent of a good action film.

(3 IN " fter novelist/director Michael Crichton discovered adventure games on his first home
computer, he realized. "Here's a new art form, a new thing called interactive fiction-

...something that's going to evolve in my lifetime. So I just jumped in and did one, the

same way I did with books and movies."

He dreamed up a story called Amazon, then constructed a large flow chart of all the

locations, text descriptions and all the program's branches. "It must have been 30 feet

long," says Crichton, who wrote parts of the BASIC code himself. Then he hooked up

with a programmer and an artist He describes the actual process of creating Amazon

as more like producing and directing a film than writing a book.

Amazon moves at a fast pace that's reminiscent of a good action film, beginning at

the headquarters of a top-secret research firm, NSRT, where you view a satellite TV

transmission live from a Brazilian jungle. The picture pans across a burned out camp

and the dead bodies of the firm's latest expedition. From notes included in the packag

ing, you realize your mission is to find the lost city of Chak and its emerald mines. The

gems contain rare platinum impurities that are needed in a national defense project.

There aren't many character-based situations, but you will enjoy the companionship of a wise-cracking parrot

named Paco. This flamboyant bird rides your shoulder throughout the trip, offering advice and tips. More help is avail

able from a small portable computer, which enables you to telecommunicate with headquarters for information on local

natives, threatening volcanos and other dangers. When you get lost, directions can be compared with the coordinates

on a map that comes with the game. For this reason, little mapping is required.

The degree of help offered by Paco and the little computer depends on which

of three skill levels you select atthe outset, so beginners, novices and skilled

adventurers will all find this an appropriate game. With detailed, full-screen

graphics, it is the best-looking of the Telarium titles. Some clues are hidden in

the pictures, a few scenes are animated, and there's a pair of action games

that must be won in order to complete Amazon.
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Tower of Doom

mom

7"he intensity of Amazon is missing in the most unusual Telanum title, Shadowkeep,
I which will be available for the Commodore 64 later this summer. This is a hybrid pro-

| gram that combines a graphic adventure with a role-playing game. After creating up to
j 20 characters whose capabilities depend on the number of points you assign them for

traits such as strength, power and intelligence, you send them into the dark tower

| called Shadowkeep in search of an evil warlock.
When confronted with snake-like Stoor Worms or any of the towdr's other deadly

I creatures, you individually direct the actions oi your band of explorers in combat. Some

wield swords, others cast spells. Unlike typical role-playing games like Ultima, which

show combat scenes from an aerial view, Shadowkeep portrays them with a frontal

I view of the enemy and animated graphics.
Another difference is that Ultima-sty\e games depend on one-key commands in the

combat scenes. Shadowkeep does utilize these but also packs a full-

sentence parser and challenges you to solve puzzles while exploring the

monster-ridden tower. Though the animated graphics give it a unique

cinematic quality, you have to spend far too much time filling out menus

in the combat phases.

,■_ Hit ■• ■ .■- 'ill
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The Parser and SAL

Designed and written by different people and companies, the final version of each
game (except Shadowkeep) was programmed with SAL. Spinnaker's adventure-specif

ic language and development system. The parser accepts complex sentences such as,

"Give medicine to Paco," and lets you enter several commands simultaneously by sep

arating them with a comma or "then." But if it doesn't understand your command, it

responds by saying "Please try rephrasing that." This means you'll have to figure out

where the problem lies.

The parser does its job well, but how effectively do the games achieve Spinnaker's

goal of making you believe you're "part of the story?" The concept of replacing logical

problems with character-based situations is sound, but it often isn't applied enough to

make a dramatic difference. Fahrenheit 451 and Dragonworld do deliver the feel of

genuine interactive literature, of being involved with people in a compelling story rath

er than solving a series of logical problems. If Telarium's future games develop and ex

pand upon the potential demonstrated by these two, perhaps the notion of "playing a

good book" won't always sound so incongruous.

Shay Addams is editor of the monthly newsletter for adventure gamers, Questbuster, and Co-author (with Dan Gut-

man} ofThe Greatest Games: The 93 Best Computer Games of All Time. Q

Telarium

Spinnaker Software

One Kendall Square

Cambridge, MA 02139
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Ripper!
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Avalon Hill

Microcomputer Games

4517 Harford Road

Baltimore, MD 21214

Medium: Disk

REVIEWED UY GORDON OWKNS

In the year 1888, the Whitechapel
area of London, England, was terror

ized by a series of five brutal murders,

all of which took place between Au

gust 31st and November 9th. The

murderer was never apprehended de

spite the efforts ol Scotland Yard, citi

zen patrols and bloodhounds. As sud

denly as they began, and for no

apparent reason, the killings stopped.

Scotland Yard, for some unknown

reason, found it necessary to deny the

public access to the file on the case

until the year 1992. As a result, these

crimes have remained infamous

through the years, with experts and

amateurs alike speculating on the

case. The murders have remained in

the limelight mainly for two reasons:

first, despite great effort, the case

was never solved and the murderer

never caught, and second, the mur

derer became extremely well known

because of the terrifying name he

signed to letters sent to the police

Today, few people are familiar with

thii Whitechapel murders, but every

one has heard of that depraved mon

ster Jack the Ripper. Now thanks to

Avalon Hill Microcomputer Games,

you and your Commodore 64 can con

front and put an end to the dark and

evil works of Jack the Ripper in the

mystery adventure game Ripper!

Rippeil is set in the year 1900, 12

years after the original crimes took

place. Once again the Ripper begins

his reign of terror. Since you are the

one who brought the Ripper's plans to

an end the first time, Scotland Yard

has assigned you to the case. To help

you, some of the most famous celebri

ties of the late Victorian era have

gathered at Hampstead Manor. You

must be cautious though, for Scotland

Yard has learned that by his insane

ingenuity, the Ripper has intercepted

one of the invitations and stalks
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Scotland Yard has

assignedyou to solve

the case. You must be

cautious, though, for

the Ripper may be

right there in

HampsteadManor.

Hampstead Manor itself. He may

even be disguised as one of the

guests.

Although Ripper! is not historical,

many of the guests at the manor are

historical characters. With this in

mind, playing Ripper! proves to be a

bit of an education as well.

The game itself comes packaged in

a neat book-sized box which makes

for easy storage when not in use, The

documentation supplied with the

game is in the form of a five-page

foldout pamphlet This pamphlet cov

ers information about loading the

game, basic playing hints and strate

gies, command format, game save

and trouble shooting.

Ripper! is a disk-based text adven

ture game with audio-visual enhance

ments. Typical of most adventure

games is the method used to move

about the manor. To go North, you

enter North or its abbreviation. This

works the same with all of the other

compass points.

The game also comes supplied

with a rapid-move command. This

comes in very handy once you are

familiar with the layout of Hampstead

Manor. For example: if you want to

move North five times, you would

type N five times separating each let

ter with a semicolon. If you run into a

wall or attempt a direction that you

cannot move, the rapid-move com

mand will abort. If you make a mis

take when entering a command, the

INST/DEL key will allow you to back

up and re-enter the command. All in

all, the instructions don't give you a

great deal of information regarding

the commands the game will or will

not accept. My recommendation is

that you experiment.

In playing Ripper!, there is always

the possibility that the Ripper will

find you before you find him and if he

does, you know what that means.

When you first play the game, you

stand a good chance of suffering such

an untimely death, though the odds of

being killed are not as great as the

instructions lead you to believe. An

other nice feature is the ability to save

a game in progress to the disk. How

ever, the save feature can only be

used a maximum of three times for

any given game, so you had better

use your saves wisely. To restore a

saved game, all you have to do is hit

the RESTORE key.

Ripper!, although strictly a text ad

venture game, does contain some ex

cellent audio-visual enhancements.

Throughout the game, the computer

generates music as you play and

when you move or execute a com

mand, you hear a bell tone which lets

you know that your command was

received. Also, when you find a clue

or solve a puzzle, the computer plays

a short trumpet-like tune, which

serves to let you know you are getting

somewhere. The music that is played

throughout the game is used to pro

vide some tension. One example: As

you explore Hampstead Manor you

will encounter a cobra and when the

cobra prepares to strike, the music

increases in both pitch and tempo.

I've found this feature to be quite ef

fective and very well done.

Ripper! also includes some nice vi

sual enhancements. These include an

Old English character set. scroll work

at the top of the screen, and a small

skull preceding some of the state

ments that appear on the screen. One

effect that I find makes the game very

realistic shows up when you use a

candle. When the candle is about to

go out, the screen begins to flicker

and then, when the candle does go

out, the screen blacks out too. This

same effect is used when the lights in

the manor go out. While these fea

tures are not necessary to game play,

I've found they round out the game

quite nicely.

When Ripper! finishes loading, the

game credits appear on a screen with

a black background, in Old English

text, one at time, which is reminis

cent of the method used in old-time

horror movies. The credits are accom-



panied by eerie music that plays

throughout the rest of the game. At

first I found the music to be quite

nice, but after awhile it did tend to

get on my nerves and I was tempted

to turn it off. This is something you

don't want to do. because the music

and sound effects are an important

part of the game and atmosphere.

After the title screen, the computer

asks you if you would like to see the

prologue. If you answer yes, then the

computer will tell you- of events up

until that time. If not, then the com

puter will take you directly into the

game. When the game starts, you are

standing in the entranceway to

Hampstead Manor. Going North from

here leads you farther into the manor

and closer to your goal: to stop the

Ripper. You can go outside to the

street that runs in front of the manor,

but this is of no benefit and plays no

part in the game.

I've found that when you first play

the game, it is best if you use this

time to explore the manor and be

come familiar with the guests that are

staying there, It is these guests that

you depend upon to help bring the

Ripper to bay. Your chances of suc

cess will increase substantially if you

can correctly identify each guest and

discover how their special skill can

help you in solving the mystery, al

though identifying the guests is not a

prerequisite to the successful comple

tion of the game.

When you first begin exploring the

manor, it's necessary to draw a map,

as this will help you find your way

around the manor and becomes in

valuable when using the rapid-move

feature. As you explore the manor, it

may seem at first like you're not get

ting anywhere. But you'll find that as

you continue, things begin to fall into

place

A point worth mentioning: You

don't actually capture or kill the Rip

per. I found this to be somewhat con

fusing, becauso the instructions

speak of the capture of the Ripper.

Avalon Hill has informed me of their

intent to design another game that

will take up where this one leaves off.

Last, but not least, to prevent get

ting hopelessly stuck in the game, my

first recommendation is that you try

playing with a group of friends, be

cause this makes it more likely that

someone will hit upon a solution. Sec

ond, use the sealed envelope with

clue sheets inside, though I suggest

this as a last resort.

Hipper! is rated a six in complexity

on a scale from one to ten, thus mak

ing it ideal for the beginning to inter

mediate adventurer. Despite a minor

problem of slowness, I feel Ripper!

would certainly make a worthy addi

tion to your program library. Q
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word games have been popular computer fare since the

invention of the microprocessor. low these diversions

boast high-quality graphics and mind-testing skill

challenges to make them better—and more fun—than

ever. BY JOYCE WORLEY

Word Challenge
Its publisher bills Word Challenge

(Hayden Software, 600 Suffolk Street,

Lowell, MA 01854/disk) as "the ulti

mate word game." That's not an idle

boast. In this Bogglc-style contest,

players race against time to find

words hidden within a grid of letters.

A letter can be used only once in any

word and all letters in a word must be

sequentially adjacent on the grid.

Word Challenge is best as a two-

player contest, but if you don't have a

human opponent handy, a character

named LEX provides computer-gen

erated competition.

Valid words must contain at least

three letters. Longer words are worth

more than shorter ones. The comput

er maintains a running score for all
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players and checks all entries against

a built-in 90.000-word dictionary.

A wealth of options can tailor Word

Challenge to suit every taste. LEX can

play at 26 skill levels. He finds all pos

sible words at the highest skill set

ting, while the lowest is suitable even

for a child.

The participants can vary the size

of the grid to control the length of the

play session. Novices are advised to

start with a 3x3 set-up and advance

to 4x4 and 5x5 after a few games. It's

even possible to rotate the board dur

ing play to get a new view of the

letters.

A unique feature is the embedded-

word option. This gives players credit

for short words contained within larg

er ones. For example, in the standard

game, a player gets credit for "strain

ers." Yet this word also includes

"train," "rain" and others.

The suffix option gives credit for all

embedded words beginning with the

same three-letter sequence as the

original. Similarly, by choosing the

"all" option, the player gets credit for

all words contained in the original.

This saves a lot of typing,

Every parameter of the game can

be altered, including the time limit,

number of points needed to win and

the scoring system. Five possible

scoring methods give varying points

for different word lengths.

In the standard version, LEX vies

with the gamer to find words in the

grid, while the scorekeeper searches

its memory banks to locate every pos

sible combination. The scorekeeper

compares the players' word lists and

awards points. Any words not includ

ed in the game's dictionary are then

presented for human approval.

M-ss-ng L-nks
Some word games are designed to

be educational, but transcend their

origins in highly entertaining fashion.

M-ss-ng L-nks (Sunburst, 39 Wash-



ington Avenue. Pleasantville, NY

10570/diski is a case in point, Its edu

cational value doesn't keep it from

being fun to play.

The player chooses a passage from

one of nine classics of literature, like

My Side of the Mountain or Wind in

the Willows. The computer prints the

text on screen, with key letters omit

ted, and the player must fill in all the

blanks to win.

The number of blanks depends on

which of the nine difficulty levels the

user selects. At its simplest, the pro

gram omits all vowels from the on

screen words. Other settings instruct

the computer to print only every other

letter, the first letter of each word,

every other word, only the vowels, the

last letter of each word, the first word

of each sentence, or only blanks for

the letters. The final, most difficult

setting is a stumper that requires

great memory and concentration:

There's no text at all1 M-ss-ng L-nks

provides over 500 different puzzles for

solitaire word play. And you might

even learn a little about some excel

lent books. The same publisher is re

portedly readying a whole line of pro

grams in this series dealing with

other subjects.

Wordrace
Wordrace (Tionix, 8295 South Cien-

ega Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90301/disk).

for one to four participants, exercises

vocabulary in a time-clocked sprint to

define words.

As the on-screen timer counts

down from 600, each gamer tries to

choose the right definition from a list

of six possibilities. A right answer

wins the number of points left on the

clock. An incorrect choice costs the

player an equal number of points, so

this is the one test where it pays to

take a little extra thinking time

At the beginner's level,.the words

are suitable for kids age nine to 14.

Intermediate Wordrace is best for fa

mily/social play and regular Wordrace

tests college students and others who

take pride in their large vocabularies.

The disk includes three additional

programs. Challenge Wordrace fea

tures obscure English words that

might stump Mr. Webster himsBlf.

Claim to Fame and Sports Derby are

trivia contests, which test the play

er's ability to recognize famous peo

ple. In both, the screen displays the

name of a famous person with six

possible identifications. As in the

standard version of Wordiace. the ob

ject is to pick the right choice before

the clock reaches zero.

There are 2,500 words in Wordrace

and 1,200 names in Claim to Fame

and Sports Derby, so computerists

won't use up this mind-teaser in an

afternoon.

Webster: The Word Game
CBS Software (One Fawcett Place,

Greenwich, CT 06836) combines ac

tion graphics with word fun in Web

ster: The Word Game. It's primarily

designed for grammar school-age

kids, but older children and parents

can also have a good time.

A word missing key letters starts at

the top of the screen and gradually

descends. Using joystick or keyboard,

the player moves an animated hand

across an alphabet at the bottom of

the display to select the letters which

complete the word.

When the gamer enters a correct

letter, the word moves one notch

back toward the top of the screen to

give some extra playing time. The ob

ject is to complete the word before it

hits bottom. Failure costs the player

one hand. The game ends when five

hands are lost.
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Webster: The Word Game has sev

en skill levels. One or two players se

lect independent difficulty settings,

so adults and children can compete

even if there's a vocabulary gap be

tween them.

"Demon words" pop up randomly

to make play more exciting. These

toughies move down the screen extra

fast, so they call for a good knowledge

of words along with excellent speed.

The top skill setting, the challenge

level, has only demon words, If the

player gets ten of these right, a hid

den code word is revealed on the

screen as a reward for an outstanding

job.

tough challenge even for experienced

gamers.

Wordfinder
Wordfinder (CBS Software, One

Fawcett Place, Greenwich, CT

06836/disk) is another program in

tended for educational use, but its

play value makes it a sure bet. One or

two players agree on a time limit and

then search for words hidden within

one of 24 key-words.

Words must contain at least three

letters. A built-in dictionary checks all

entries and tosses out colloquialisms,

slang, profanity and proper names.

Each player enters a word in turn. If

The primitive word-search routines that amused base
ment hackers in microcomputer's dawn seem patheti

cally simple by current software standards.

Up for Grabs
Up for Grabs (Spinnaker Software,

One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA

02139/disk) is a competition for one to

four players, age eight to adult. An

alphabet cube spins on the screen,

with three letters visible at all times.

These change constantly Players use

the joystick to stop the cube's rota

tion and grab letters to form words. If

two or more players try for the same

letter, the race is won by the fust one

to align a pointer with the letter and

push the action button.

The player then positions the letter

on a playing area. Once placed, it

cant be moved, though it can be dis

carded altogether at the end of each

quarter. The goal is to form words

using these captured letters. The

score depends on the point value of

the letters and where the word is lo

cated on the play held.

Up for Grabs works well with one,

but is even better with a little compe

tition. The letter-grabbing sequence

gets pretty exciting when several

players try for the best ones at the

same time.

Up for Grabs has four skill levels. At

the simplest setting, there are 120 let

ters presented in each game and the

cube rotates very slowly. At the ex

pert level, there are 360 letters and

the cube spins rapidly, making this a
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the program rejects any word, it

flashes a message to inform the of

fender. About two-thirds of the ac

ceptable words earn bonus points for

a player who can pick the correct

definition from four choices

The game ends when no player has

a word left to propose. If desired.

Woidfinder then displays a full list of

embedded words. Gamers who want

to expand their vocabularies can get

definitions of any words with which

they're unfamiliar

Wordfindet is a great vocabulary

builder for kids or adults. More impor

tantly, it's probably the best embed

ded-word game created to date,

whether played competitively by two

or solitaire by one.

Pathwords
Pathwords (CBS Software, One

Fawcett Place, Greenwich, CT

06836/disk) adds a strategic element

to a grid-search. The screen shows

one to four participants a randomly

generated grid of 109 letters and chal

lenges them to construct words by

connecting adjacent letters. The long

est words score the most points.

One- and two-player games end

when both have compiled lists of ten

words. When three or four compete,

the contest terminates when every

one has a list of five words.

Gamers set the time limit for form

ing each word, then use a joystick to

maneuver a cursor over the diamond-

shaped matrix of letters. At the start

of each player's turn, the mandatory

first letter flashes on the grid. Each

letter in a word must be adjacent to

the previous one.

Thinking ahead is crucial, since the

last letter of a player's word remains

on the grid in the same position and

becomes the first letter in that per

son's next turn. It's smart to end a

word with a letter in the heart of the

REVIEWED BY BRUCE JAEGER

Monty Plays

Scrabble
Computer: Commodore 64

Publisher: Epyx

1043 Kiel Court

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Medium: Disk

M don't think I have to begin by de

scribing Scrabble. Everybody knows

how to play Selchow & Righter's fam

ous crossword game. If you don't

know how to play Scrabble, you prob

ably also don't know how to play Mo

nopoly and don't know that a full

house beats a pair. But you probably

really don't care anyway, because

you're only making a brief stopover

here on your way from Alpha Centaun

toTauCetilV.

Until recently. Scrabble has resist

ed computerization, at least on per

sonal computers. Unlike chess, which

can be programmed to play legally

(though not necessarily very intelli

gently) just by following a few simple

rules, a Scrabble-playing program, by

its nature, requires a large vocabu

lary. Before the relatively recent plum

met in memory chip prices, Scrabble

as a computer game just wasn't

practical.

I know, I tried it. Way, way back in

personal computing's ancient histo

ry—about six years ago—I began

working on a Scrabble program with

my 8K Commodore PET and 2040

dual disk drive. I planned, in my inno

cence, to have the game's vocabulary

on disk and make the BASIC program

go through the entire vocabulary each

move. If I had stuck it out and fin

ished a working version, you could

have made your move, then gone out

for a pizza, several beers and a movie



matrix rather than on its edge. That

way, there are more possible candi

dates for the second letter of the next

round's word. It's also a good idea to

end a word with a letter that makes it

easy to start the next word.

When there are several players,

words can be challenged. It's a good

idea, with this version, to keep a

sizeable dictionary at hand to settle

disputes. If the word is unacceptable,

challengers gain points and the player

loses a turn. Incorrect queries lose

points.

Chatterbee
Chatterbee (Tronix, 8295 South

Cienega Blvd., Inglewood, CA

90301/disk) is a spelling tutorial that

is also a reasonably pleasant game.

Much of the enjoyment springs from

the program's excellent speech syn

thesis, which allows it to speak aloud

the words to be spelled.

As the speller types each letter of

the word, Chattetbee pronounces it.

The 2,500 words included are divided

into 25 levels of 100 words each.

There are three lists-—easy, medium

and difficult—for each of the first six

grades of school and one for each up

per gTade level. 'The hardest setting

could beat anyone.

Chatterbee speaks a word aloud,

uses it in a sentence and then says it

again, just as in a typical spelling con

test. A correct spelling produces

hearty congratulations from the vocif

erous computer. If the player can't get

it right in three tries. Chatterbee

spells it and goes on to the next word

Although definitely an educational

Continuedon pg. 122

while the computer chose its word.

That's why I'm so impressed with

Monty Plays Scrabble. The program

mers out at Leisure Genius who de

signed it are to be commended for

Monty's speed and intelligence. It

plays a solid, respectable game of

Scrabble

The directions accompanying

Monty include the complete, official

Scrabble rules (the game is licensed

by Selchow & Righter). There are also

some loading directions and three

pages of instructions for playing

against Monty.

I had some problems loading the

program. While my over-worked and

under-adjusted disk drive has to

share some of the blame, I lay most of

it at the feet of the anti-piracy protec

tion scheme used. The loader pro

gram "MONTY" loads four program

files, "MON1," "MON2," "MONS."

and "MON4." These files, when de

coded, then load the bulk of Monty

from random-access files on the disk.

The loading would often "hang up" at

this stage with the disk drive spin

ning aimlessly until the system was

shut down.

Here's a trick that works for me:

After the disk spins long enough for

you to know you've got a bad load, try

opening and closing the disk drive

door while the drive is spinning. Of

course, this isn't a recommended

practice, but it works. Chances are, of

course, that your program will load

faultlessly every time.

Once Monty is up and running,

you're asked several questions con

cerning the many playing options

Monty offers. The first, and most im

portant, is your computer opponent's

skill level, anywhere from one (least

skillful, but fastest) to four (toughest

opponent, but a game can last two

hours).

The program then asks for players'

names. You may play with up to four

players and any of them may be com

puter players. You can even specify

different skill levels for different com

puter opponents. The remaining

questions, in order, are:

1. Are you using a color television?

Continued next page
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OPTIONS
1 QUIT
2 PASS
3 PREHIUH
4 UALUES
5 TILES
G CHANGE
1 JUGGLE
8 HINT
9 SWAP

foes different words until the one with

the most points is found.

A Scrabble board uses different col

or squares for double letter score, tri

ple word score, etc. Monty will dupli

cate these colors if you're using a

color screen, or use special symbols if

you're playing on a monochrome

monitor. This is a thoughtful addition;

many programmers assume you're

using a color monitor and leave the

numerous black-and-white users try

ing to decipher various shades of

gray.

2. Do you want to watch me think

ing?

You can actually watch Monty try

different words until the one with the

most points is found. While interest

ing at first, I found that it tended to

slow down Monty's thinking too

much. I'm glad they made this an

option.

3. Do you want to see all the racks?

This is most useful if you're playing

with other persons. When you're done

with a turn, it erases the display of

your rack of letters and pauses to let

the next person play, giving the first

player time to leave or avert his eyes.

Only expert, show-them -no-quarter

players would benefit much from see

ing another player's letters.

4. Do you want sound effects?

Gives you a chance to turn off the

sound prompts if you wish.

5. Are you using a Scrabble board?

You and your friends may play
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around an actual Scrabble board and

just tell Monty what tiles have been

drawn and what words have been

played

6. Speed of word placement. (0-9)

You can either watch Monty plunk

his (and your) words down slowly, a

letter at a time, or whiz through them,

7. If you're playing with a Scrabble

board, Monty will ask you to draw

titles to select the first player. If you're

not, Monty will assign the starting

player at random.

Once all the preliminaries are taken

care of. Monty's playing screen

comes up, High-resolution graphics

and customized characters are used

to good effect, making a very readable

Scrabble board and rack of letters Be

sides the board itself, the screen has a

reminder list of available options:

1. QUIT: Lets you quit Monty.

2. PASS: If you cannot make a

word, choosing this option passes the

turn to the next player,

3. PREMIUM: Displays Scrabble's

premium square scores and colors.

4. VALUES: Gives the point value

of each letter,

5. TILES: Shows how many tiles of

each letter are used in the Scrabble

set.

6. CHANGE: Lets you exchange

some or all of the letters in your rack

for new letters. Costs one turn.

7. JUGGLE: Changes the order of

the letters in your rack; this helps you

to see possible words,

8. HINT: Monty will suggest a play

able word for you in case you get

stuck.

9, SWAP; Lets you and your com

puter opponent swap racks. If Monty

is killing you because you've been

drawing some real cheeseburger let

ters, this way you can make him play

them!

Choosing and placing your words is

straightforward. Monty won't let you

place a word if you don't have the

required letters. But, because Mon

ty's built-in vocabulary is limited to

12,000 words, Monty will never chal

lenge any of the words you play,

You're on your honor; if you want to

play "XJZQWH" as a word. Monty

won't stop you.

But if you play fair, Monty can be a

formidable opponent. Not at level one

{that's kid stuff), but at level four. At

first, I was inclined to criticize Mon

ty's speed of playing (from one to six

minutes per move at level four) until I

realized that / was taking at least as

long for my own moves. Monty's de

signers managed to cram that 12,000

word vocabulary into memory all at

once, so the program isn't slowed by

having to get information from the

disk.

And don't think that Monty just

plays words like "cat" and "dog" and

"do," "re," "me." It smashed me

with obscure words like "qua,"

"yeti" and "soling," And while it

hasn't hit me yet with any of the fam

ous Scrabble words like "henequen"

or "cazique," I wouldn't be too sur

prised if it did. Monty is capable of

interlocking its words pretty tightly.

Oh sure. I have a few gripes about

Monty. Sometimes it doesn't seem to

think defensively, leaving me a

chance at a wide-open triple word

score. And occasionally, the "hint"

option has returned a word that I

didn't have the letters to play. When

choosing options, Monty is some

times confused if you don't type ex-

actly what it wants to see, (The best

thing to do here is not type ahead, but

wait for its prompts before pressing

any keys.) And as I mentioned pre

viously, the entire program may be

difficult to load if your equipment is

abused and battered like mine.

What I like best about Monty Plays

Sciabble is that I win half the time

and Monty wins half the time. That,

to me, is the essence of a good com

puter game. Q



Buyers GuideTo LightPens

BY LOUIS R. WALLACE

K o effectively use your computer,
you must communicate with it. The

most common method of communica

tion is, of course, the keyboard. But

the keyboard is not necessarily best

for every purpose. To fill other needs,

additional devices have been devel

oped: joysticks, paddles, touch tab

lets, mice and specialized keyboards.

Perhaps the most fascinating is the

light pen.

Programming with a

Light Pen
The Commodore 64 uses electron

beam scanning, which is how the

picture on your screen is created and

maintained. The electron gun in your

television or monitor projects a beam

of electrons at the screen, starting at

the upper left corner and going in a

straight line to the right corner. Then

it jumps back to the left, drops down

one scan lino and moves in a straight

line to the right again. It does this

over 200 times, one for each scan line

A light pen makes

computer graphics

easy. Here's a

buyer's guide to help

you choose the one

that's best for you.

on your monitor. In this way. it draws

the picture. It then jumps back to the

upper left corner again and starts

over. And you may be surprised to

know that it does all of this 60 times a

second.

When your light pen is close to the

screen, it can detect when the elec

tron beam strikes it and sends infor

mation about the X and Y position of

the pen back to the computer. Mem

ory location 53267 (SDO13) is the reg

ister that will contain the X location

and 53268 (SDQ14) is the Y location.

To read them, have your light pen in

joystick port 1 (front) and peek the

values in those locations when the

pen is close to the screen. For exam

ple, to read them from your own pro

gram you would write something like

this:

1000X = PEEK(53267):

Y = PEEK(53268)

The variables X and Y will now con

tain information about the relative

position of the pen on the screen. In

order to use it precisely, you must

calibrate it by printing something on

the screen at a known location (per

haps a sprite or a high-resolution

point). Pointing the light pen to this

object, you can read the light pen reg

isters. By comparing these values

with the known position of the screen

object, you can calculate the amount

you must add or subtract to your X

and Y variables. This will allow you to

use the light pen in your programs to
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Buyer's GuideTo LightFens
control sprites, make menu selec

tions, or even draw pictures.

It will also work in all graphic

modes, as long as the screen is bright

enough to trigger the pen. In other

words, black screens cannot be read

by the light pen. Depending on your

monitor, some other dark colors may

not work well, either.

Light Pen Packages
Luckily, if you are not interested in

programming, there are quite a few

commercial software packages that

use the light pen's capabilities. Some

of these programs accompany the

light pens when you purchase them

and some are bought separately.

They are all basically graphic pack

ages that can be used for drafting,

painting or drawing and are as pow

erful as mainframe graphics of a few

years ago.

The graphics packages are of two

types In standard high-resolution

mode, you have a resolution of 320 X

200 pixels. However, this resolution

has its cost in color, in that you will

find using color difficult. The most

common package is multicolor, where

you use the 64's multicolor high-reso

lution mode. This has the advantage

of being able to have more colors used

in your drawing. The disadvantage is

that you have a lower resolution in the

X (horizontal) dimension. In multi

color mode, your pixel resolution is

160 X 200 pixels. Multicolor high-res

olution packages are best suited to

painting, illustrations or LOGO

screens, while standard high-resolu

tion is more useful for drafting or de

sign work

Tech Sketch
Tech Sketch. Inc. makes two light

pens for the Commodore 64. The LP-

10 {$39.95) is a sleek high-resolution

pen with a push button on the barrel.

It is just about the size of a medium

pencil and fits very well in either an

adult's or a child's hand. I found it to

be sensitive and easy to handle. Tech

Sketch also makes the LP-15 (S89 95),

which is a slightly larger but much

more sensitive light pen, Both will

work in high-resolution, but the LP-15

is suited best to those who need more

precision.

Included with either pen is a copy

of the Micro Ulustiatoi graphics pro-

Lightpen graphics

packages can be used

for drafting, painting or

drawing and are as

powerful as mainframe

graphics ofa few years

ago.

gram, a high-resolution multicolor

drawing/painting package. The pro

gram begins with a menu of options,

which is very similar to the Koala Pad

touch tablet's graphics package. You

can choose to draw with a variety of

brushes, make geometric shapes, fill

with colors and patterns, store and

recall from disk, and print your pic

ture on a number of different printers.

You may add text to a picture or zoom

in on a section of screen for pixel-level

editing. You can even copy a section

of screen to another position. And

more importantly, you have good con

trol over exactly what you arc draw

ing. The Micro Illustrator is a very

good graphics painting program.

Used with the Tech Sketch light

pens, it creates a powerful package.

Koala
Koala Technologies, maker of the

Koala Pad touch tablet, also has a 64

light pen package. The Koala Light

Pen System ($99.95) includes soft

ware with the light pen. The light pen

is about the same diameter as Tech

Sketch's LP-10. but is more tapered

so ic has a sleeker appearance. It does

not have a regular button, but has a

push-activated tip, which is triggered

when you press the pen against the

screen. The software is called Koala-

Painter and is virtually the same mul

ticolor painting/drawing package that

comes with the Koala touch tablet.

Pictures drawn with one Koala sys

tem are loadable by the other—a defi

nite plus if you already own a Koala

tablet.

The functions available on the

KoalaPainter are also comparable to

Micro Illustrator, except that there is

no provision for printing your picture

from the program itself. You can get

several public domain programs (from

your local users group) that will print

Koala pictures. I did find, however,

that the pen was not quite as stable

as the Tech Sketch LP-15. but was

about equal to the LP-10.

Baudville

Baudvitle has recently released a

new multicolor graphics package

called Blazing Paddles ($34.95). This

program can use several different

methods of drawing, including light

pens, joystick, trackball, touch tablet

and paddles. While it did not include

a light pen, I found that all the pens I

had worked fine. Blazing Paddles con

tains the usual assortment of box, cir

cle, line and brush options, along with

disk storage and a printer dump. You

can fill with both solid colors and pat

terns. It also has an "air-brush" draw

ing option, which gives a spray effect

when drawing. You also have a

choice of several typefaces for text.

Finally, it has a shape option. This is a

series of pre-drawn shapes on file

(cars, faces, hands) to use in your own

design. If you are interested in com

bining the effect of several different

devices m your pictures, Blazing

Paddies may be just for you.

Madison Computer
Madison Computer makes a light

pen for the 64 called McPen ($49.95),

The McPen is a very good light pen,

able to detect accurately its position

on the screen with a minimum of jit

ter. It has its own stand when not in

use and has a sensitivity adjustment

on the base of the stand which allows

you to fine tune it to your monitor or

television.

Included with the pen is a disk with

several programs on it It has Tic-Tac-

Toe, a file-copying utility and a demo

program that shows you how to pro-
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gram a sprite to follow the pen. The

McPen is a quality instrument and

works well with most light pen graph

ic programs.

Blazing Paddles

graphics software can

be used with a lightpen,

joystick, trackball,

touch tablet or paddles.

Abacus
Abacus Software markets Cadpak-

64 ($49.95), a high-resolution drawing

package for serious applications. This

program does not come with a light

pen, but recommends McPen or some

other high-quality pen, It provides all

the standard options such as circles,

boxes, ovals, lines and text. It also

gives a grid to aid in positioning the

pen for precise drawing. You can fill

{solid and pattern), copy from one

area to another, and expand or rotate

an image in memory. You can even

use a special turtle-graphics editor to

create shapes, which can be added to

your drawing. You can also add color

to your picture, but you must keep in

mind the color limitations of the 64rs

standard high-resolution graphics.

Cadpak supports a number of dot

matrix printers and will give you a

choice of two sizes of hard copy. I

found Cadpak a little difficult to get

used to, but once I became familiar

with it, I could draw quite complex

images with very little trouble.

Inkwell Systems
And finally, Inkwell Systems mar

kets Flexidiaw ($149.95) a high-reso

lution graphics system complete with

a high quality light pen. Flexidiaw

may be the best drawing/drafting

system available to the serious 64

light pen user, which makes its high

price a little easier to understand. The

pen is activated by pressing the tip to

the screen and gives as precise a

reading of position as any pen tested.

It is very similar in shape to the Koala

light pen, but is a better quality in

strument. While I was able to use the

Flexidraw light pen with other soft

ware packages, only the Flexidraw

pen will work with its own graphics

package.

I tested version 4.0 of the Flexidiaw

software and it is a true high-resolu

tion graphics system, just as Cadpak

is. Of course, it has the standard line,

box, circle, multiple screens, fill and

zoom functions most of the others

have. But it also has many features

none of the others have. For instance,

it has a crosshair function, which al

lows you to easily draw straight lines,

and has a grid mode which allows you

to draw only at the corners of eight-

by-eight pixel blocks. It has the ability

to add text to the screen, but in addi

tion to the Commodore character set,

there are nine additional character

sets that can be loaded into memory.

You can print normal size or expand

ed size (twice the normal height and

width). It also has a special Flexi

mode which allows for custom char

acter sets that are designed as double

height/double width, not simply ex

panded. This gives you much better

looking characters.

A number of special library screens

are on disk that you can recall and use

in your drawings, There is a set of

electrical engineering symbols, cir

cuit parts, mathematical symbols, ar

chitectural symbols and even a col

lection of music symbols.

Flexidraw may be the

best drawing/drafting

system available for the

serious Commodore 64

light pen user.

If you are planning to add color to

your screen, you can turn on a special

form of grid, which gives a checker

board appearance to the screen. Each

of the blocks corresponds to a color

cell in the computer, and by paying

close attention to detail, you can add

many different colors to the picture.

However, you don't color directly

from Flexidiaw. Instead, you load a

program called Pen Palette which

allows you to paint your''F/exidraiv

picture.

Another very interesting feature is

the ability to split screens, which puts

half of one screen onto another. This

means you can continue a large draw

ing to a second screen and when you

print the picture, the screens line up

perfectly.

Along with the main Flexidiaw pro

gram and Pen Palette, there are a

number of other programs on the

disk, including a Sprite Editor, a

Sprite Animator, and a Terminal

Emulator that will send youi Flexi

diaw picture over your modem to an

other Flexidraw user. While the Flexi

diaw system is expensive, you do get

a lot for your money. I recommend

Flexidiaw to any 64 owner who wants

a serious light pen graphics system.

As you can see, 64 owners have a

large number of light pen packages to

choose from. Once you begin using

them, all other methods of drawing

will feel awkward, and you will cer

tainly wonder why it took you so long

to make the plunge. Q

Light Pen Manufacturers and Graphics

Software Publishers

Tech Sketch Inc.

25 Just Road

Fairfield, NJ 07006

Madison Computer

1825 Monroe Street

Madison, WI 53711

Inkwell Systems

P.O. Box 85152 MB290

7677 Ronson Road

San Diego, CA 92138

Koala Technologies Corp.

Patrick Henry Drive

Santa Clara, CA 95952

Baudville

1001 Medical Park Drive

Grand Rapids, MI 49506

Abacus Software

P.O. Box 7211

Grand Rapids, MI 49510
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At Commodore, we think it's easier for school children to learn

about a computer by using it rather than by waiting to use it.

So, we sell the Commodore 64™ at about half the cost of

comparable computers.

With the money you save on the Commodore 64, you can afford

the things you'll really need: more Commodore 64's.
In fact you can create a powerful but economical "Local

Network" with 8 computers sharing one disc drive.

The Commodore 64 features: 64K memory, 66 key typewriter-

style keyboard, 16 color high resolution graphics, 9 octave music

synthesizer and 3-dimensional sprites.

And the same commitment we make to hardware, we're making

to software. We have highly rated Logo and PILOT programs.

Much of the well recognized MECC™ courseware and the Edufun™

Series from Milliken will soon be available. There are hundreds of other

programs, including a wealth of public domain software for the

Commodore 64. Our newest additions are 30 early learning programs

from Midwest Software. .

So you see, the all purpose Commodore 64 really is in a class

by itself.

For further information on the Commodore 64 and our 250

Educational Resource Centers, contact your nearest Commodore

Education Dealer.

■i

K commodore

COMPUTERS
Commodoro BuBinoas Machmua Inc. P.O. Bo* 5C0M. ConshonocliGn, RA 19<128. Canada—3370 Pharmacy Ausmio. Agincourt. Ont Can M1W2M

Eflulun find MECC are tradomorks ol MilWwn Publishing Cnmnanv and Minnasota Educational Computing Consortium rospflctivslv.
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Label Maker for the

Commodore 64 and

VIC 20

Maker is designed for the unexpanded VIC 20

and Commodore 64 with the V1C1515, 1525 or 1525e

Commodore graphic printers. Although it has not been

tested, it should work on any dot matrix printer that has

double-width characters.

Please note that this program is designed to use sin

gle-column labels (9 cm by 2.5 cm). You should be able

to purchase them at any business supply store and most

computer stores. If you can't find this size, you'll have to

fiddle with the program to make it work for your size.

Keep in mind that these don't have to be only mailing

labels. How about wise sayings, name badges or tags on

presents?

Using the Program

First, put the labels into the printer. The sprocket

units should be moved closet together if needed. The

labels are put into the printer in the same way as normal

paper, but because the labels are thicker than paper you

might have to adjust the print head so that it sits farther

away from the label. To do this, move the level on the

print unit one or two notches counter-clockwise (see

printer's operating manual).

Look down on the print head and you will see a slit in

the center of it. Adjust the sprocket units so that the left

edge of the label is in the center of this slit. The top of

the label should line up with the top of the ribbon.

Now let's make a label. Run the program and it will

remind you of how the printer should be set up. Next,

you are asked if you would like the label to be printed in

uppor/lower case. Press Y if you do. if you press any

other key, the computer defaults to upper case/gra

phics.

At this point, we enter the information we want on

the label, up to a maximum of five lines. The cursor

begins on a quotation mark. If you want to print charac

ters like commas and semicolons, move the cursor to the

right one space before typing the line. The computer

will not accept most punctuation unless the first charac

ter in the line is a quotation mark

If you want double-width characters, the first charac

ter in the line (after the quotation mark) must be an up

arrow. The up arrow is located next to the RESTORE

key. If you don't want anything on a line, press RETURN

without entering anything,

The maximum number of normal print characters per

line is 33. Tho maximum for double-width is 15. If you

exceed the maximum, the cursor will go to the begin

ning of the line when you push RETURN.

When all the lines have been entered, you have the

option of centering the lines vertically on the label. For

example, if the address is three lines long and you

Create address labels or name tags

using your Commodore 1515 or

1525 printer.

entered it on lines one, two and three, when you center

the address vertically, it will move to lines two. three

and four.

The computer will now show the label on the screen.

Lines that have double-width characters will be dis

played in a colored bar. At the bottom of the screen, you

will be asked if it looks correct. If it is not correct, press

any key other than Y.

After you have the label to your liking, you are asked

how many are to be printed and whether the lines

should be left-justified (press T) or centered (press C).

Generally, address labels are left-justified and name tags

are centered.

At this point, the labels are printed. On the screen will

be a colored bar with the label number in it so you can

easily tell if the printing is nearly complete. If at any time

during the printing you need to stop, hold down the

RETURN key. The computer will stop the printing after

it is finished with the present label. Pressing any key

other than Y will cause the computer to continue the

printing. This feature is very handy if you are printing a

large number of labels and they go out of adjustment.

Label Maker assumes that it is one carriage return

from the bottom of one label to the top of the next. If you

need more, add them to line 270. This is a must if you

should decide to print cassette labels. Q

Label Maker

10 DIM LS(5),E%{5):DV=4'CPGB

15 PRINT T CHH$ (9) CHR$(142)CHRS (8) "

[BLUE,CLEAR]ALIGN PRINT HEAD AS

[SPACE3]SHOWN"1EMQO

2U PRINT"[BLACK,DOWN,SPACE2,KVS,

CMUR * ,DOWN, LEFT2,SPAC£2,RV0frTJ

[DOWN,LEFT3,KVS,SPACE 2,HVOFF,

SHFT T.DOWN,LEFT,SHFT T,UP,PURPLE,

5HFT *2] LABEL[SPAC!i5,BLACK,RVS]

SIDE[DOWN,LEFT4]VIEW"'BANS

25 PHINT" [PURPLE] [SHFT -,DO^N,LEFT,
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SHFT J,SHFT *] PRINT HEAD"'UALK

3fl PRINT"[DOWN4,BLACK,SPACE3,SHFT K3, 175

DOWN,LEFT5.HVS,SHFT POUND,CMDK C,

CMDR V,CMDK ■,DOWN,LEFT3,SPACE2] 177

"(BAB L

35 PRINT"[PURPLE,UP3.RIGHT7,SHFT i, 180

DOWN,LEFT,SHFT J,SHFT *] 185

LABEL" ' 13 A OH 190

37 PRINT"[DOWN2,SPACE2,SHFT J,SHFT *]

PRINT H£AD[SPACE2,UP2,BLACK,HVS]

TOP [DOWN, LEFT-}] VIEW" 'BAIS 195

40 PRINT"[DOWN3,RVS,SPACES]

PUSH AN* KEY[SPACES]"

:GOSUB 330'CENG 200

45 REM ■** UPPER/LOWER CASE ***'bVJK

50 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN2]UPPER & LOWER 205

CASE?""BAJH 210

55 GOSUB 330: IF AS="Y"THEN CS=CiiR$(17)

:PRINT CHHS(y)CHRS(14):GOTO 65'KXDR 215

60 C$=CriKS(15):PRINT CHK&(142)'EMYH 220

65 FOK 1=1 TO 5:LS(I)="":E%(1)=0

:NEXT I'GSKO 225

70 REM *** INPUT LABEL ***'BO>!1

75 FOR 1=1 TO 5'DDIK 230

80 PRINT"[CLEAR,BLUE1YOU HAVE A

MAXIMUM OF [RVS]S[KVOFF] 235

ROWS WITH [KVS] 33[RVOFF] " ' BAHP

82 PRINT'CHARACTOKS PER ROW." 240

:PRINT"[DOWN]IF THE 1ST CHARACTER"; 245

■CCTS 250

85 PRINT" IS '["]' THEN THE ROW

[SPACE3]WILL BE DOUBLE WIDTH."'BAUU 255

9H PRINT" [HOME, DOWN9] LINE J" I ' BBDH

95 PHINT" [SPACE2] ";CHR$(34) ;CHRS (34) ;

CHRS(20);ilF E%<I)THEN PRINT"["]"; 26(1

1HXXT 2C5

100 PRINT L$(I):PRINT"[HOME,DOWN9]

"'CGIX 270

105 INPUT L$(I)"BFRB

110 IF LEFTS(LS(I) rl)="["] 275

"THEN E% (I) =1:LS (I) =KIGHT${L$ (I) , 280

LEN(L$(I))-l)'JMIJ

112 IF LEFT5(L5(I),1)="["] 285
"THEN GOTO 120'FMWD

115 E't{I)=0'BGEC 290

120 IF LEN(L$(I))>33~E%(I)*16 THEN 291

80'GSTE 292

125 NEXT I'BriCC 295

130 KEM *** CENTER VERTICALLY ***'BWYE

135 PRINT"(DOWN]CENTERED VERTICALLY?" 300

:GOSUH 330:IF ASO"Y"T!1EN 185'GKNO

140 K='J:FOR 1 = 1 TO 5:If L$ (I) <>" "THEN

I=5:GOTO 150'KSEJ 305

145 K=K+1'CDJG

150 NEXT I'BBCA 307

155 KK=0:FOR 1=1 TO 5:IF

LS(6~I)<> inHEN I=5iGOTO 165'LUEQ 310

160 KK=KK+1'CFJD 315

165 NEXT I'BBCG 320

170 IF K+KKK THEN FOR 1=1 TO KK- K- 2

:FOK J=5 TO 2 STEP-1'OPLO 325

172 IF K+KKK THEN L$ (J) =L$ (J ■ 1) 330

:E%(J)=E%(J-1):NEXT J:LS(1)="" 335

1"[RVOFF,PURPLE]

THIS LABEL

:NEXT I'LriAT

IF K>KK THEN FUR 1=1 TO K-KK-1

:FOR J=l TO 4:Li(J)=LS(J+l)'NAAV

IF K>KK THEN E% (J)=E%(J+l) :NEXT J

:L$(5)="":NEXT 1"IYVT

REM *** CHECK LABEL ***'BUWH

PRINT" [CLEAR, RVS] LABEL CtlECK" ' BANM

PRINT"[DOWN]IF THE LINE IS

REVERSED, THEN IT IS DOUBLE

[SPACE 2]WIDTH LETERS.[DOWN 3]"'BACT

FOR 1=1 TO 5ilF E%(I)THEN PRIMT"
[BLACK,RVS]"I"[PURPLE]"LS(I)

:GOTO 205'HTXS
PRINT"[BLACK,RVS]

"LS(D ' BGPY

NEXT I'BBCB

PRINT"[BLACK,DOWN]

OK?"'BANC

3JSUB 33C:IF A5OUY"THEN 75'FIEH

PRINT"[CLEAR]HOW MANY?":INPUT A$

:N=VAL(AS):IF N<1 THEN 185'HPDI

PRINT"[DOWN3]CENTERED OR[SPACE11]

LEFT JUSTIFIED"" BANM

GOSUB 330IIF AS="L"THEN CH$="L"

:GOTO 250'GNAf

IF A$="C"THEN CHS="C"

:GOTO 265'FJUJ

GOTO 230'dDEi)

REM *** LEFT JUSTIFY ***'BRCJ

K=1:FOR 1=2 TO 5:IF

LEN(L$(I) ) >LEN(LS(K) ) THEN K= I' KXSfl

NEXT I:AS="":FOR 1=1 TO

INT({33-E%{K)*lfi- LEN{LS(K)))/2)

:A$=A$+" ":NEXT I'OKLW

REM *■■ SENT TO PRINTER ***'BTOH

OPEN 1,4:IF CS=CHRS(17)THEN CLOSE

4:OPEN 4,4,7'HRTO

FOR K=l TU N:PRINT"[H0ME,D0WN7,

RVS]LBL"K'EFFI

GET ZSlIP 2S=""THEN 295'EIPM

IF ZS="U"THEN CLOSE 4

:GOTO lSB'FHCI

PRINT"[HOME,DOWN9,RVS]

PUSH ANY KEY"'BACN

GET Z$:IF Z$ = ""THEN 29t;'EIKJ

IF Z$="Q"THEN 280'DFCJ

PRINT"[HOME,DOWN9,SPACE12]"'BAVJ

FOR 1=1 TO 5:PRINTSDV,CS;:X$=""

:IF E%(I)THEN XS=CHRS(14)'JAQV

IF CHS="L"THEN PRINT3DV,

CS+A$+XS+L$(I)+CHK$(15)

:GOTO 310'KANJ

AS="":FOR J=l TO INT((33-E%{I)

*16-LEN(LS(I)))/2)"KBBN

A$=AS+" ":NEXT J:PRINT#DV,

C$+XS+A$+L$(I)+CHRS(15)'JhQP

NEXT I:PRINTSDV,CHK$(15)'DJYB

NEXT K:CLOSE 4'CDSE

PRINT"[DOWN2]DO YOU WANT

:GOSUB 331): IF A$ = "Y"THEN

GOTO 65'BCSE

GET AS:IF A$ = PHEN 330'EIFE

RETURN1bAQF

MORE?"

185'FKKJ

END
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PEEK-A-POKE

for the

Commodore 64

WW ould you like to demonstrate to
your friends a few of the more exotic

peeks and pokes which your Commo

dore 64 can provide? Some may sur

prise you.

The program needs no instructions

prior to using it. Simply type it in,

save it on tape or disk, and then run

it. Eight different uses of PEEK,

POKE, WAIT and TAB will be demon

strated on the screen.

So much for the fun part. For those

interested in programming tech

niques, there are a few more gocdies.

When typing in the program, use

the strangely sequenced line num

bers precisely as given in the listing.

Spaces between characters are not

important, except where specially

marked. They are there only to make

the program easier to read. But be

careful to place all quotation marks,

colons and semicolons correctly. Here

is the reason The program incorpo

rates a self-programming technique.

The computer all by itself will gener

ate and insert additional program

lines and you don't have to do a thing

to make it happen. You can just sit

back, relax and watch the screen

while the computer does the work.

How is that for saving a lot of typing

labor?

Program Operation

The program as shown in the list

ing is only the initial skeleton. After

you have typed in the 130 lines, they

will take up about 4.3K bytes of mem

ory. Be sure to save the program at

this stage.

When you now run it. 90 more lines

will be added by the computer auto

matically. For a period of about 20

seconds, you need only watch the

computer do this additional typing.

Eight different screens will flash by,

all filled with program lines. The Com

modore 64. after all, types somewhat

faster than you or I. Don't touch the

keyboard until the computer has fin

ished this self-programming part and

Interested in useful

peeks andpokes? How

aboutjust relaxing

while the computer

programs itself? It's all

here in a 130-line

BASICprogram.

tells you that it is ready for you.

Now the actual demonstration pro

gram is complete and you will have to

do some work yourself, such as hit

ting the RETURN key once in a while.

After the demonstration program is

over and you have recovered from

your surprise, you might want to take

a look at the complete program. If

possible, list it on a printer.

All newly computer-generated lines

will be identified by a colon following

the line number. These colons serve

no other purpose than to let you find

these lines easily in the listing. In ad

dition, line numbers followed by two

colons will draw your attention to the

utility commands which were demon

strated.

For example, line 400 is a simple

instruction to make all keys repeating

keys, or "autokeys" as they are called

on a typewriter.

Line 500 will stop everything and,

incidentally, simulate a dreaded

crash. Inserting this line in any pro

gram would truly mystify your friends.

Only you will know how to bring the

Commodore 64 alive again.

After the program has been run

once, it will from then on jump over

the self-programming part and pres

ent the demonstration program. Line

25 will do that.

If you wish, you can now delete all

program lines numbered higher than

960. The computer could have done

that easily, too, but I thought that you

might want to see the complete list

ing. Additional information for you

experienced programmers is given in

the two tables and in the next sec

tion.

But remember, all you really need

to do is run the program as given in

the listing to impress your friends

with some of the hidden capabilities

of your Commodore 64.

Program Routines
The following explanations will

make sense only after the program

has been run at least once.

Table 1 outlines the structure of the

demonstration program and shows its

rather conventional use of BASIC. It

could have been condensed and some

GOTO instructions could have been

avoided. But this would have made it

more difficult to type in and under

stand.

Line 72 is a device to empty the

keyboard buffer. (See page 93 of the

Commodore 64 Programmer's Refer

ence Guide.) Such a line is inserted at

several places, especially where the

operator is not supposed to touch the

keyboard while a demonstration com

mand is being executed as, for in

stance, in lines 614 to 640. If the user

presses a key in spite of instructions

to the contrary, such key presses will

be nullified.

The eight demonstrations of PEEK,

POKE, WAIT and TAB commands are

fully explained during the running of

the program. Some may be new to

you and useful in your own program

ming.

For example, line 400 is the com

mand instruction for autokeying.

Once inserted in a program, it will

remain in effect until the computer is

turned off or until line 470, the default

condition, is inserted. Line 410 is the

way of printing this command on the

screen for the demonstration.

However, if the demonstration line

to be printed on the screen contains a

quote mark, then the CHR$(34) code

for a quote must be used. Compare

line 810, which is the command used

in the program, with line 800, which

only illustrates this command on the

screen. When the program is run, the

screen will display:

800 PRINT TAB(250)"THAT'S

ENOUGH, FOLKS."

A few lines down, at TAB position

250, will appear:

THAT'S ENOUGH. FOLKS.

Now look at lines 2570 to 2574. You

will see how line 2572 was used earli

er to self-print the program line 800

and line 2574 to self-print program
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line 810. (Q$ is the CHR$(34) code for

the quote mark.)

Self-Programming
Technique

Table 2 outlines the structure and

flow of the self-programming part.

This is a useful technique, but you

should always ask whether it actually

saves time or effort. The answer will

depend on the specific program and

your programming style.

In a long program that uses many

lines and expressions that are similar

or identical, the savings can be con

siderable. Especially with regard to

the typing in of reams of program

lines or data statements.

The general technique is well

known to professional programmers

and a simple BASIC version for the

Commodore 64 is developed and de

scribed here. Look at lines 2000 to

2090 and disregard for the moment

that some of these lines were them

selves generated earlier by the com

puter.

Line 2000 sets the string Q$ equal

to quote mark—CHRS(34); clears the

screen—CHR$(147); and moves the

Lines

10-22

25

30-60

64

70-90

92-98

100-190

200-290

300-390

400-490

500-590

600-690

700-790

800-890

850

900-920

950-960

Table 1. Structure

Subject

Preface

Jump Instruction

Self-Programming

Instructions

Routing

End of Preface

Introduction

Demo No. 1

Demo No. 2

Demo No. 3

Demo No. 4

Demo No. 5

Demo No. 6

Demo No. 7

Demo No. 8

END

Sub-Section

Sub-Section

of Demonstration Program

Contents

Heading

After the complete program

has been generated.

Goes twice to section 1000.

Goes to sections 2000-2500.

Self-programming completed.

Demo program starts here.

Commodore 64 or VIC 20?

Upper or lower case?

Changing the cursor blink

rate.

Repeating keys.

Stop everything until. . .

Turn screen off and on.

Checkmark and positioning.

TAB setting.

End of demonstration program.

Prints dashes across; waits

until ready to continue:

clears screen.

Program length in bytes.

Table 2. Structure of Self-Programming Part

Lines Purpose

1000-1090 Generates the skeletal structure of sections

2000 to 2500.

1500-1510 Adds to the program the self-printed lines in

section 1000 and in sections 2000 to 2500.

2000-2090 Generates 13 PRINT lines and program line 25.

2100-2190 Generates eight GOSUB 900 lines.

2200-2290 Generates GET JUNK and time delay lines.

2300-2340 Provides the command lines for Demos 1. 2 and 3.

2350-2390 Generates additional program lines for Demos 1. 2,

3 and 4.

2400-2440 Generates additional program lines for Demos 3 and 4.

2450-2490 Provides the command lines for Demos 4, 5 and 6.

2500-2542 Generates PRINT:PRDMT lines.

2550-2560 Provides the command lines for Demo 7.

2570-2590 Provides the command lines for Demo 8.

2600 Returns to line 70 to start the demonstration program.

cursor down twice—CHR$(17).

Lines 2010 to 2040 print 13 program

lines on the screen, namely:

112 : PRINT

122 : PRINT

212 : PRINT

222 : PRINT

and so forth to 812 :PRINT. As men

tioned earlier, the colon is not neces

sary.

Line 2050 prints program line 25 on

the screen, explained in Table 1.

Line 2080 prints the direct instruc

tion GOTO 2100 on the screen. (The

"WAIT:" is there only to keep the

operator from believing that the com

puter has hung up. Forget it for now.)

Line 2090 does not print on the

screen. It instructs the computer to

go to line 1500 after completing the

screen printing.

Lines 1500 and 1510 constitute a

separate section which is used over

and over again. Line 1500 asks for 15

successive RETURN'S (POKE 63X,

13). Line 1510 then instructs the com

puter to put these 15 pokes into the

keyboard buffer with POKE 198,15; to

go HOME—CHRS(19); and when fin

ished to END this process.

This procedure in lines 1500 and

1510 is equivalent to your moving the

cursor by hand up to the first line

printed on the screen and hitting RE

TURN successively 15 times. (With

out hitting READY by accident and

thereby asking the computer to

READY. It will properly refuse with an

"out of data error:") The RETURN ex

ecutions convert the lines printed on

the screen into actual program lines,

inserted at the correct place for each

line number.

But while doing so, the direct com

mand GOTO 2100 is encountered

when the program reaches line 2080,

made effective by the RETURN proce

dure. Instead of ending, the computer

therefore goes to line 2100 where it

finds a new series of self-printing

instructions. And so on.

A simple way to end the self-print

ing part is shown in the last section.

Lines 2580 and 2600 lead back to the

main program.

Clearly, the same technique could

also have been used to automatically

delete all lines not needed any more

for the running of the documentation

program.

Note that in this simple technique
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all variables are deleted by the Com

modore 64. Thus, the Q$ assignment

as a quote has to be repeated each

time, as in lines 2100 and 2200.

Note also that the screen must not

be overfilled and caused to scroll. If

you attempt to use more than 15

instructions in lines 1500 and 1510,

you may get a surprise. Save your

program before you try that!

Illustration

Here is a way to see the technique

in operation. Insert, temporarily, the

following two lines:

2085 STOP

2105 STOP

Now type RUN 2000. The screen

will fill with the lines to be pro

grammed. At the bottom of the

screen will be the information:

BREAK IN 2085

READY.

Now type CONT. The READY nota

tion will appear again on top of the

screen. The computer will do its

thing—that is, go through the key

board buffer entry routine of RE-

TURN's After about three or four sec

onds, the screen should clear and

display:

BREAK IN 2105

READY.

The 13 PRINT lines are now part of

the program, and so is line 25.

As shown in Table 2, this self-pro

gramming routine is first used in sec

tion 1000 according to the instruc

tions in lines 50 and 60. Section 1000

generates several program lines

which are used later repeatedly in

sections 2000 through 2500.

And that's all there is to it. You

originally had to type in 130 lines. The

computer inserted 90 additional lines.

The amount of effort saved may ap

pear to be small, but only because

this specific program is intended to

illustrate the technique and not hide

it.

Nevertheless, you might notice

that the phrase "That's enough,

folks" appeared twice—in lines 800

and 810. Yet it had to be typed in only

once—in line 2570.

And that's really enough, folks. Q

'DGJA

USER-FRIENDLY

NOW THE"'BADN

'BARH

A FEW

PEEK-A-POKE

10 CLR : PRINT CHR$(147)

20 PHINT"HI! I AM YOUR

COMMODORE 64"'BARJ

22 PRINT : GOSUB 950 : PRINT'DFIC

30 PRIN?"BUT FIRST,"'BAVC

32 PRINT"LET ME DO SOME ADDITIONAL

PROGRAMMING."'BAAL

40 PRINT : PRINTnSIT BACK, RELAX,

AND WAIT..."'CBGI

42 FOR T=l TO 3000 : NEXT T'EIVG

50 B=2000 : W=60 : GOTO 100B'DOBF

60 B=2300 : W=64 : GOTO 1000'DOIG

64 GOTO 2000"BEYH

70 PRINT CHKS(1<J7) ' CFBF
74 PKINT"! AM FINISHED.

76 GOSUB 950 : PRINT'CEDK

80 PR1NT"A N D[SPACE4]N O W

92 PRINT" LET'S EXPLORE A FEW

OF THE MORE"'BAQR

94 PRINT TAB(8) "EXOTIC PEEKS AND

POKES!"'CCCQ

98 PRINT"FOR EXAMPLE:" : PRINT'CBUR

140 PRINT'A COMMODORE 64"'BACD

150 PRINT"(P=34 WOULD MEAN A

VIC-20)"'BAJG

240 IF P=21 THEN PRINT"NORMAL 'UPPER

CASE/GRAPHICS' MODE."'EDOM

250 IF P=21 THEN PRINT"{IF YOU WANT
TO SWITCH: POKE 53272, 23)"'EDJN

2gfl IF P=23 THEN PRINT"SO-CALLED

■UPPER CASE/LOWER CASE'

MODE."'EDBP

270 IF P=23 THEN PRINT"{IF YOU WANT

TO SWITCH: POKE 53272, 21)"'EDJP

332 PRINT"TUE NORMAL BLINKING HATE OF

THE CURSOR."'BAGN

334 ::POKE 56325,If) : PRINT'CLLH
340 PRINT"UAVE YOU NOTICED? I JUST

SPEEDED IT UP!" : PRINT"(P IS NOW

10)"'CBKP

350 PRINT"JUST FOR FUN:"'BABG

352

354

370

382

384

416

418

450

452

470

510

520

530

540

570

610

614

680

684

720

730

732

740

PRINT"PRESS THE "CURSOR RIGHT'

KEY"'BAYM

PRINT : US=CHRS(145)'DIAJ

::POKE 56325,53'BKSG

PRINT"(TO CHANGE IT YOURSELF,

POKE 56325,NntBAJQ

PRINT"WHERE N IS ANY NUMBER

BETWEEN 1 AND 255)"'BALT

PRINT"WITH THIS LINE,

I HAVE JUST MADE ALL THE

STANDARD KEYS -";'BBCU

PRINT"'REPEATING KEYS""'BAPL

PRINT"GO AHEAD AND TRY"'BARH

PRINT" - HOLD A KEY DOWN!"

: PRINT'CBPK

::POKE 650,0'BHCH

PRINT : PRINT"WITH THIS LINE,

I HAVE JUST STOPPED"'CBBK

PRINT CHRS(18) TAB(ll)

"EVERYTHING"'DHLH

PRINT"UNTIL THE 'COMMODORE' KEY

IS DEPRESSED!" : PRINT'CBKN

PRINT"TRYl NO OTHER KEY WILL

DO..." : PRINT'CBJL

PRINT "WELL DONE; LET'S GO

ON."'BADM

PRINT : PRINT"THIS LINE TURNS THE

SCREEN OFF:"'CBPK

PRINT"[DON'T TOUCH ANYTHING. JUST

WAIT) [BACK ARROW] [BACK ARROW]
"'BAMP

RUNNING

Dnnr

PRINT"THIS SPEEDS UP THE

OF A PROGRAM."'BANT

PRINT : PRINT"P.S.: I TURNED THE

SCREEN BACK ON WITH:"'CBHX

PRINT"LET ME SHOW YOU A NEW

CHARACTER:"'BAAM

PRINT"GIVE A

10 AND 13)"'BAGN

INPUT-LI ="; LI'BDXI

PRINT"NOW A COLUMN NUMBER

{BETWEEN B AND 39)"'BAUP

LINE NUMBER (BETWEEN
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255."'BAHJ

1 ' CDJ I

TO CONTINUE

ARROW]";

PRINT

742 INPUT'CO ="; CO'BDRJ

760 PRINT"YOU PROBABLY DID NOT KNOW

THAT I CAN"'BAIR

762 PRINT"PROVIDE A CHECKMARK,

AND THAT YOU CANn'BAOT

764 PRINT"PLACE IT ANYWHERE ON THE

SCREEN!"'BAYU

766 PRINT"W AIT.. . "'BAFQ

782 ::PRINT CHRS(142) : PRINT'DIRO

784 PRINT "(UNFORTUNATELY,

ONLY IN LOWER CASE.)"'BAWX

820 PRINT"JUST TO SHOW YOU THAT YOU

CAN USE TAB"'BAKO

830 PRINT"VALUES UP TO

840 PRINT TAB(10) "END'

850 END1BACH

900 PRINT : FOR X=l TO 40:PRINT "-'

:NEXT X'GJFI

910 INPUT"HIT 'RETURN'

[BACK ARROW] [BACK

KS'BDPM

920 PRINT CHR$(147)

: RETURN1EHGI

950 PRINT'CURRENT PROGRAM LENGTH IS

: ";'BBEQ

960 PRINT 3G909-(FRE(1)-(FRE(l)<H)

*G5536) "BYTES" : RETURN'IWDT

1000 Q5=CHRS(34):PRINT CHRS(147)

CHR$(17) CHR5(17)'GUTB

1010 FOR L=B TO B+200 STEP 100'FJDY

1020 PRINT L":Q$=CHK${34)

:PRINT CHK${147) CHH$(17)

CHRS(17)"'BBLG

1040 PRINT L+40":NEXT L"'CDVA

1050 PRINT L+S0":PRINT"QS"GOTO"L+100"

[SPACE6JW A I T[SPACE2]I"'DJIH

1051 REM " 1050 PKINT L+30"

:PRINT"QS"GOTO"L+100"[SPACE6]

W A I T[SPACE2] ! '"BVHO

1060 PRINT L+90":GOTO 15tI0"'CDOD

1070 NEXT L'BBFA

1080 PRINT"GOTO"W"[SPACE1U] h A I T

[SPACE2J!"'BBDG

1081 REM " 1080 PHINT"GOTO"W"[SPACE10

WAI T[SPACE2]!"'BLAN

1090 GOTO 1500'BEDD

1500 ::F0R X=l TO 15:POKE 630+X,13

:NEXT X'GQXF

1510 ::POKE 198,15:PRINT CHRS(19)

:END* EOCE

2010 FOR L=112 TO 812 STEP 100'EKOY

2020 PRINT L" : PRINT1" BiiCX

2022 IF L>600 THEN 2040'DINB

2030 PRINT L+10":PRINT"'CDNA

2050 PRINT 25":GOTO 92:REM PROGRAM

COMPLETED BY COMPUTER"'BCCL

2110 FOR L=90 TO 790 STEP 100'fcJBA

2120 PHINT L":GOSUB y0O"'BBVA

2210 FOR L=560 TO 630 STEP 70'EJCB

2212 IF L=560 THEN 2230'DIUC

2220 PRINT L-10":FOR T=l TO 2000

:NEXT T"'CDCF

2230 PRINT L":GET JJNKS

2232

2234

2250

2260

2320

2330

2332

2334

2335

2350

2360

2362

2370

2410

2420

2430

2450

2452

2454

2456

2458

2460

2462

2464

2466

2468

2510

2520

2 5 30

2542

2550

2552

2554

2556

2558

2560

2570

2572

2574

26 0 0

:IFJUNK$ <>" Q$ QS "THEN" L'BGGH

If L=72 THEN 2280'DHAE

IF L=780 THEN 2260'DICG

FOR L=660 TO 780 STEP 120

: GOTO 2220'FPJH

L= 72 :GOTO 2230'CIPE

PS(1)="PEEK(65532) "

:PS(2)="PEEK(53272)"

:PS(3)="PEEK(56325)"'DREL

FOR L=100 TO 300 STEP 100'EKDE

PRINT L"::P=" PS(L/100)'CJGG

PRINT L+10":PRINT" L+10 QS "P="

PS{L/100) " : PRINT P"'EQDO

PRINT L+30":PRINT" QS "LINE"

L+13 "TELLS ME YOU ARE

USING1" DIKS

FOR L= 120 TO 220 STEP lUU'EKGG

PRINT L":PRINT" QS "THAT GIVES P

=" QS "f"'BFWK

PRINT L+2S0":PRINT:PRINT

:PRINT" QS "BACK TO NORMAL.'" CGAQ

NEXT L'BBFE

FOR L=360 TO 460 STEP 100'EKSD

PRINT L":PRINT CHR${18)" Q$ "BUT

THEN HIT 'HETURN1"'BDSK

PRINT L+2":PRINT TAB(30)

US;:INPUT KS"'CCXK

P1S="POKE 650, 128"

:P2S="WAIT 653,2"'CHFL

PRINT 400"::" PIS'

PRINT 410":PRINT"

PRINT 500"::PRINT'

P2S'BLEN

PRINT 550":" P2S'BGUN

P3S="POKE 53265, PEEK(53265)"

:P4S="AND 239":P5S="OR 16"'DLQQ

PRINT 600":PRINT" 600 QS P3S

P4S1BOKL

PRINT 640"::" P3S P4S'BJWK

PRINT 670"::" P3S PSS'BJBM

PRINT 636":PRINT" 670 QS P3S

P5S'BOHR

FOR L=342 TO 642 STEP 300'EKWE

PRINT L":PRINT:PRINT1" BBBF

IF L=672 THEN 2550'DIEF

FOR L=96 TO 672 STEP 576

: GOTO 2520'FOIL

P1S="POKE 214, LI : PRINT

: POKE 211, CO"'BDWN

P2S="CHRS(186) CHRS(14)"'BDXL

PRINT 700":PR1NT" 700;

: PRINT QS PIS'CNMN

PRINT 702":PRINT" 702 Q$ "PRINT";

: PRINT P2S'CNHR

PRINT 750"::" PIS'BGEO

PRINT 752"::PRINT" P2$'tJGDI

P1S="THAT'S ENOUGH, FOLKS."'BDSM

PKINT 800":PRINT" 800 Q$ "PHINT

TAB(250)" Q$ "CHRS(34J" QS

PIS'BPLS

PRINT 810

P1$'BIIQ

GOTO 70'BCOA

U$ US

BGVH

410 QS PIS'BLTL

1 500 QS

::PRINT TAB{250)" Q$

'ENID
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Marquee for

Commodore 64

or PET

M. his program allows you to type a

message then have it scroll horizon

tally from right to left in a large 5" x

5" character set of your own design. It

can be seen at a distance and it's a

good attention getter for advertising

or leaving a message.

Having a PET, I was never able to

generate a character set before. This

five-by-five format allows me to

"draw" just about anything.

I have taken all characters from

CHRS(32) to CHR$(95) and enlarged

them. I used tho last five keys to de

sign special characters. Using the

small four-square character gives you

the possibility of a 100-pixel format

per character, When any one "pixel"

of a character is printed to the screen

a REV or OFF is printed first. This

allows you to use anything on the

keyboard—shifted, unshifted and re

versed.

For the character designs of the al

phabetical characters, I used only the

first four columns. The last column is

for spacing By using the fifth column

on special characters, you can make

them wider or run them together. On

my set, for instance, the right bracket

on the keyboard prints a train car,

which connects to the next car. Using

this technique, it is possible to design

one long, unique character.

Although my alphabet is rather

standard fate, it is possible to design

This scrolling marquee

can be seen at a distance,

so it's a great attention

getter for advertising or

other messages.

any desired characters, including

script.

Machine language is used for the

scrolling.

Program Operation
On initializing, A$ (the message)

may be DIMentioned to be as big as

your memory can stand. I have put it

arbitrarily at 100 because I believe a

reader's attention span would wane

long before the completion of a mes

sage 3,900 characters long.

After POKEing the machine code,

the program checks to see if the com

puter is a Commodore 64. If it is, the

screen location portion of the ma

chine language is modified and short

ened, screen color is changed and

screen columns one and 40 are in

cluded (in case you are re-running the

program—-more on this later).

Tho remainder of the initializing is

the L$'s. I have demonstrated the

switching procedure at the end of the

program. By changing line 4490 to

"GOTO 4530." L$(321) through

L$(325) are reinitialized with the new

character. This procedure allows

moie than one character set in the

program to be switched in or out with

the change of GOTO's or REM's.

Screen Input

Hitting RETURN brings us to line

280. The loop sets up the screen fot

the later model 647's, positions the

cursor and, if it's a 64, removes col

umns one and 40 for a cleaner presen

tation. Then we enter into five loops.

G loop: Select string of message

—H loop: Select letter of string.

Find thatletter'snewcharacter.

-I loop: Select column of new

character.

SYS, scroll screen one column

to the left.

rJ loop: Select a line of that column

PRINT that "pixel."

'-Next pixel.
SYS could have gone here.

'-Next Column of letter.

1—Next Letter of string.

— Next String of message.

Run message again.

The machine language for scrolling

the screen is nothing glamorous, but

is easily changed for the 64. If you

disassemble it, you will see that for

the PET, after scrolling everything

left, I put blank spaces ($20) in col

umn 40. This cleans up the presenta

tion quite a bit, To see how it is with

out it, run a program, then hit STOP.

POKE 863,96, then GOTO 280, On the

64, just REM out the POKE in line 280.

The characters give the appearance

of "peeling off." This is one of the

reasons for removing column 40 on

the 64.

There may appear to be some re

dundancies in the way the character

strings are made (needless REVOFFs)

but this makes the designs more evi

dent and facilitates any changes. Q
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10

20

30

4U

50

60

70

88

90

100

113

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

30(1

313

320

33Q

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

Marquee

GOTO -510 MARQUEE BY JERRY

STURDIVANT'BCEF

"[SPACE7,CMDR U27]"'AAXS

PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN2,SPACE5]

TYPE MESSAGE UP TO 13 LINES."'BAPI

PRINT"[D0WN]WHEN FINISHED HIT 3

SPACES AND 'RETURN1"' BAWK

PRINT" [DOWN2.SPACE5] [=HAPPY FACE

[SPACE3]]=TRAIN CAR"'BANJ

PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE5,POUND]= B0AT

[SPACE3.BACK ARROW]=ARROWS[SPACE3,

"]=MAN""BAEJ

PRINT"[DOWN,CMDR P]'"BAOE

N=1'BCXF

GET GS:IF G$ = I'HEN 90'EHDI

IF G$=CHRS(20)THEN 200'EJPY

IF GS=CHRS(13)THEN 280'EJAA

IF ASC{GS)<32 OR ASC(G$)>95 OR

L=494 THEN 90'JSMG

IF LEN(AS(N))=38 THEN N=N+1

:PRINT"[LEFT2] "'HNPG

A$(N)=A$(N)+GS:L=L+1'EQUF

PRINT"[HOME,RVS]LINE #"N,Q$'BEDD

FOR D=l TO N'DDDD

PRINT:NEXT'CBJD

PRINT AS(N)+n[CMDR P]"'CFVF

GOTO 9[J'BCQE

IF N=l AND L=0 THEN 30'FGMA

A$(N)=LEFT$(A$(N),LEN(A$(N))-1)

1 EVRD

PRINT"[UP]"A$[N)+"[SPACE2J":L=L-1

:IF L=0 THEN 30'HORG

IF AS(N)=""THEN N=N-1'FISE

IF N=0 THEN 80'DEBC

GOTO 150'BDFC

" [SPACES] PRINT TO SCREEN'"AACG

" [SPACE5.CMDR U17]"'AAHP

PRINT"[CLEAR]"QS:FOR F=l TO 239

:PRINT" ";:NEXT:POKE 53270,

PEEK(53270)AND 247'JDQQ

FOR G=l TO N'DDGH

FOR H=l TO LEN(AS{C})'EJVB

M=(ASC(MID$(A$(G),H,1))-31)*5'FTNF

FOR 1=1 TO 5'DDIB

PRINT"[UP5]";' BBXD

SYS 826'BDLC

FOR J=l TO 5'DDJE

PRINT MID$(LS(M+J),1*2-1,2);"

[LEFT,DOWN]";'FQDK

NEXT J,I,H,G'BriOG

GOTO 290'BDKG

"[SPACE9]INITIALIZE"'AACK

"[SPACES,CWDR U12J"'AAVH

CLR:QS=" [DOWN9] " 'CDYtJ

PRINT"[CLEAR]"QS TAB(15)"[YELLOW]

WAIT !"'CFME

DIM L$(325),A${13)'BONE

GOTO 470'BDKD

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

525

530

540

550

560

570

580

590

600

610

6 20

630

640

650

660

670

680

690

700

710

720

730

740

750

7 60

770

780

790

800

810

820

11 [SPACE9] POKE MACHINE CODE"'AAXI

" [SPACES, CMDR Y19]'"AARS

FOR A=Q26 TO 880

READ B:POKE A,B'

NEXT'BAEH

1 DHMI

CFWI

DATA 162,0,189,145,129,157,144,

129,189,185,129,

DATA 129,189,225

189,9,130,157,8,

157'BMIM

DATA 48,130,232,

157,184'BYCJ

,129,157,224,129,

130,189,49,130,

224,39,208,221,

169,32,141,183,129,141,223,129,

141'BKTN

DATA 7,130,141,47,130,141,87,130,

96'BFYM

GOTO 560'BDKD

"[SPACE9]IF C-64

11 [SPACES,CMDR Y2

CHANGE CODE"'AAKI

1]"'AAYU

IF PEEK(57345)<86 THEN 660'EMKK

FOR C=830 TO 857

POKE C,5-(C>846)

NEXT:POKE 863,96

STEP 3'EICK

'DJEK

'CHRK

POKE 53280,0:POKE 53281,O'CPLE

POKE 53270,PEEK(

GOTO S601BDLD

53270)OR 8'DOQF

"[SPACE9]CHARACTERS"'AAKH

"[SPACES,CMDR Yl

REM (SPACE)'BHAH

L$(6)="{KVOFF] [

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L3(7)="[RVOFF] [

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS(8)="[RV0FF] [

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS<9)="[RVOFFj [

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(10)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF1] [RVOFF]

REM i'BBAC

L$(ll)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS (12)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS (13}="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOt'f]

L$(14)=H[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] (RVOFF]

LSU5)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFf] [RVOFF]

REM (QUOTE)'BHJK

2]"'AAJN

RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BFOL

RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BFPM

RVOFF] [RVOFF)

" 'BFO.N

RVOFF] [RVOFF]

""BFRO

[RVOFF] [RVOFf]

"'BGHG

[RVS] [RVOFF]

"'BGKH

[HVS) [RVOFF]

"'BGLI

[RVS] [HVOFF]

"'BGMJ

(RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BGLL

[RVS] [RVJFF]

"'BGOL

LS(16}="[RVS,CMDR K,HVOFF,CMDR K,

RVS.CMDR K,RVOFF

■iBGTP

,CMDR K,RVOFF]

LS(17)="[RVS,CMDR K,RVOFF,CMDR K,

RVS.CMDR K,RVOFF

"'BGUQ

LS(18)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFFJ [RVOFF]

L$(19)="[RVOFF)

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS(20)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

,CMDR K,RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BGPH

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BGQI

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

' BGU Continued next page
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EOI

[330AH][330AB][330AH]„

DODS.,„[330AH]

[330AH][330AH][330AM],,

[33OAH][33OAH][33OAH'aNfl

'330AH][330AH]„

DX0O,„[330AH]

I330AH][SAH][330AH],,

OflOPi„[330AH]

[330AM][330AH][330AH]„

MXOP,.,[330AH]
[330AH][330AM][330AH].,

rSDflin[330AM]
[330AH][330AM][.-UOAH],,

Q19

HHDfl,,.[330AM]

[330AH][330AH][330AM],,

3S0H,„[330AM]

[330AH][SAH][330AH]„

OdOH,„[

[330AH][SAH][SAM][SAM]„

OODB,„[330AH]

[330AH][SAH][330AH]„

ONDP,„[330AH]

[330AM][330AH][330AH]„

=lZL)$l
[330AM]

=(TL)SI
a,-W3H

3POPi,.

=<CU)S1
[330AH]

=(69)S1
[330AH]

=(39)S1
(330AH]

=(Z.9)S1
[330AM]

=(99)S1

H,'W3H

[330AH]

=(59)S1
[330AH]

=(frDlSl
430AH]

=(eslsi
[330AM]

=(S9)SI

[330AH]

=(T9)S1
MMRR.+WSH

SAD9,„[330AH][330AH

'330AH][330AM][330AH]„

HN3P,,.(330AH'3HQWD'330AM

'SAH'BHdWD'SAH![330AH],,

'AHOWO

=(O9)S1

'anawo

=(65)SI

rWDP,„[330AM'IHQWD'330AM][SAH

'AHdtO'SAH'QMaW0'33CAH],,=(8?)SI
FADO,„

[330AH'3HCllO'JtfOAH'UH0lO'330AH

'3Hai-O'330AH](330AH],,
DHDR,„[330AM]

[330AH][330AM][330AH]„

VT9

=(Z.5)SI
[330AM]

=(95}SI
fl,»W3H

3NDfl,H

[330AM][330AH][33OAH'dNflOdA3H!

'33OAH'ONnOdJ,3HS'SAH].,
3MDP.„[330AH]

[330AM][SAH][330AH].,

H0"3fl,„[330AH]

I330AH][SAH](330AH]„

VdDfl,„[330AH]

[330AH][SAH][330AH],,

910P,,.[330AH][330AM]

'»MdWO'SAH'*MdWD'33CAH],.

=(55)SI

[330AH]

=(t5)Si

[330AH]

=(£5)S1
[330AH]

=(25)Si
[330AM

=(T5)S1
C1I99,(W3H

IMDfli,,[330AH1*HOWD'SAM

'330AM][330AH][330AH]„

3A09,„[330AH]

[SAH][330AM][330AH],,

aflDH,„I330AH]

[SAH][330AM][330AH],,

<UD8n,[330AH]

[SAH](330AH][330AM]„

dNDR>„

'•HCIWD

"(05)Si
[330AH]

=(6E>)SI
[330AH]

=(svJsi

[330AM]

=(it)SI
[330AM

'aunodj,3Hs'33OAH'aNnodmhs
'SAH][330AM]I330AH]„=(9&)SI

MHH8,)U3H

,

0S&I

0/vT

I?tvT

OZfrT

oitx

R0&T

06CT

08€T

QLZX

09£T

0SET

t1[»ET

CECT

02CT

ntct

00£T

B62T

082T

atzx

092T

052T

0t2T

0£2T

BZZT

0T2T

00ST

06TT

0BTT

0Z.TT

H9TI

05TT

OtTT

0ETT

HdDfl|H[330AH][330AH]

[330AH][330AH][330AH]„=(5^)S1

V0D8.,„[330AH][330AH]

[330AM][330AH][330AH].^(frfrlSl

XNDP,..[330AH][330AH]

[330AH][330AH][330AH]„={£{•)Si
HV09,„

[330AM][330AM]UdOAH'dNnOdX3HS

'330AH)[330AM]„=(2t-)Sl
3ND9,,,[330AM][330AM]

[330AH][SAM][330AH],,=(TI>)SI

VOPH,,W3H

DMD9.„

[330AH'AHdWO'330AH'«H0WD'330AH

'IHdWO'33OAH'OHdWD'SAM]„=(0!r)SI

33OH,,,

[330AH'AMdWD'330AH'fIHdWD'330AH]

[330AH'SHdWD'330AH]„=(6e)Sl

av.og,,,

E330AH][330AH*3HdWD'330AM

'DHdWD'SAH'AHdND'SAH].,=(8E)SI

HADP,„[330AH][330AH][330AH

'AHdtO'SAH'DHdWO'SAH]„=(iE)Sl
V3D9,„[330AM][330AH][330AH

'3HdWD'SAH'aHdWD'SAH]„=(9E)S1

J.390,9W3H

XMDOibt330AH'AHdWD'SAH'DHdWD

'SAH][330AM][330AH]„=(5C)Si

SAD9,,,[330AH'3HdWO'SAH'OHOWD

'SAH][330AH'NI3HS'330AM]„=(tE)SI

HHDB,u[330AM][330AH][330AM

'N13HS'330AH][330AM]u=(€E)$1

0MD9,,,[330AM][330AH'NJ,3HS'330AH

'AMOWD'SAH'DHdWD'SAH],.=(2£)SI
dSOSi,,[330AH'N13HS'330AH][330AM

'3HaWD'SAH'dHdWD'SAH]„=(T£)Sl
1399,%W3H

WD09,„

[33OAH'IMawo'SAM'3HdWD'SAa

'dHdlO'SAH'lHdWD'SAH],,=(0E)Sl

1A3H,,,[330AM'MadWD'SAa'iiHdWD

'SAa'UH0W0'330AH][330AH]„=(62)SI
looaiu

[33OAH'IHdWD'330AH'AHdWD'SAH
'0nnwo'SAa'DaawD'sAa]u=(8z)Si

Hnoa,„

[330AM][330AH'HadWD'SAM'MMCIWD

'330AH'"AHdWD'330AM)„=(LZ)Si

TQD9,„

[330Aa'ladWD'330AM'AMQWO'SAa

'DMOW.T'SAa'lHaW0'330AH].,=(92)Si
1090,$W3H

dJ,D9,„[330AH][330AM'MHOWD

'SAa'MHdWD'330AH][330AH]„=(52)SI

WI09,„[330AM]

[SAH][SAM][SAH][SAH]„=(t-2)Si

NH08,„[330AH][330AH'HaQWD

'SAH'MHOWD'330AM][330AB]„=(E2)Si
X33Pi,,[330AU]

[SAH][SAH][SAH][SAH]„=(22)Si
ldD9,,,[330AH][330AM'MHOWD

'SAM'JIHdWD'330AH][330AM]„=(\Z)Si

3099,(1W3H

02TT

0TTT

flOTT

06QI

08OT

Oi.0T

C90T

050T

0f0T

0E0T

020T

0T0T

000T

066

086

0Z.6

096

056

0f6

0E6

0Z6

0T6

006

068

088

0£8

098

058

0t>8

0E8

uomiuoindiuo)
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146S

147 0

1490

150 0

1510

1520

1530

1540

1550

15SU

1570

153 3

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1G60

1670

1680

1690

1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

RVOFF] "'BGPH

RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

"'BGQG

KVOFF] [

1 BGHJ

RVOFF] [

1 BGSK

[RVOFF]

LS(73)="

[HVOFF]

LS(74)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [HVOFF]

LS(75}="[HVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

HEM .'B3NG

LS(76)="[HVOFF]

[HVOFF]

LS( 77)="

[RVOF1

LS(78)="

[RVOFF]

LS(79)="

[RVOFF]

LS(8y)="[HVOFF)

[KVOFF] [HVOFE]

HiliA / 'ririOD

LS{G1)="[KVOFF]

[RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF]

L3(82)= "[KVOFF] [KVdFF]

[rvoff;

RVOFP]

RVOFF]

[HVOFF]

[KVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[HVOFF]

[HVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[HVOFF]

"'BGTD

[RVOFF]

" 'BGUii

[RVOFF]

"'BGVF

[RVOFF]

"'BGWG

[RVS] [

" 'UGO.G

[RVOFFJ

[HVOFF]

; KVOFF]

[HVOFF]

■rvoff

RVOFF

RVOFF]

BGYJ

[KVS,

SHFT POUND,RVUFF,SdFT POUND,

RVOFF] " ' bGU;<

LS(8 3)="[HVOFF] [HVS,SHFT POUND,

RVOFF,SHFT POUND,KVOFF] [RVOFF)

"'BGOL

LS(84)="[RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF,

SHFT POUND,RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BGPM

LS(8 5)="[RVOFF,SHFT POUND,RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF) "'BGHE

REM 0'BBPA

L$(8G}="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BGQE

LS(87)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BGTG

[RVOFF]

"'BGUH

[RVOFF]

11 ' BGVI

[RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF]

LS(88)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF]

LS{89)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF]

LS(90)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] ""BGLI

REM l'BBQG

L5(91)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(92)="

[RVOFF]

L$ (93)="[RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS(94)="

[RVOFF]

L$(95)="

[KVOFF]

REM 2'BBRD

LS(96)="[RVS1 [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BGRH

LS(97)="[RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BGYJ

LS(98)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS) [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BGTJ

LS(99)="[RVS) [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BGBL

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

; rvoff]

; rvoff]

RVOFF]

"'BGUF

[RVS] [RVS]

""BGOL

[RVOFF] [RVS]

"'BGTM

[RVOFF]

"'BGUE

[RVOFF]

"'BGVF

[RVS] [RVSJ

[RVS]

[RVS]

RVS:

[RVS] [RVS]

1780

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

18 50

1860

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

194GJ

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

2080

2090

2100

2110

2120

L$(100)="[RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHBL

REM 3'BBSJ

L$(101)="[RVS] [RVS]

[KVOFF] "'BHCE

LS(102)="[HVOFF]

[KVS] [HVOFF] "

LS(103)="[RVOFF]

[HVS] [RVOFF] "'

L$(104)="[RVOFF]

[RVS] [HVOFF] "

L$<105)="[RVS] [

[RVOFF] '"BHGI

RKM 4'BBTG

LS(106)="[RVS] [

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'

LS(ll)7) =" [RVS] [

[KVS] [RVOFF] "'

LS (108)=" [RVS] [

[RVOFF] "'BHJM

LS(109)="[RVOFF]

[RVS] [KVOt'F] "

LS(11C)="[KVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

REM 5'BBUD

LS(111)="[KVS] [

[RVOFF) '"BHDH

[KVS] [

[HVOFF]

[RVS] [

11 ' BHFJ

[RVOFF]

; HVOFF] "

[RVS] [RVS]

[RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"BHEH

[RVS] [RVS]

8HDH

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

1 BHGJ

HVS] [RVS] [RVS]

RVOFF]

BHJL

RVOFF]

BHKM

RVS]

[RVOFF]

[HVOFF]

[HVS] [KVSJ

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"bHLP

[KVOFF] [KVOFF]

■BilDli

KVS] [RVS] [UVS]

L$ (112) ='

[RVOFF]

LS(113}='

[KVOFF]

L$(114)='

[RVS]

RVOFF]

'"BHFK

KVS] [RVS]

HVOFF]

[RVS]

[RVOFF]

BHHM

LS(115)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS

[RVOFF] "'BUHL

REM 6'BBVJ

LS(116)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHIN

[RVS]

RVOFF]

[RVS]

"'BHKW

RVOFF]

hv;

[RVS] [HVS] [KVS]

RVOFF]

"'BHKQ

RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF]

KVS

[KVOFF]

L$(117)='

[RVOFF] |

L$(118)='

[RVOFF]

LS<119)="[KVS] (HVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHWY

LS(120)="[HVS] [KVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] ""BHDY

REM 7'BBtoW

L$tl21)="[RVS] [RVS] [KVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHEB

L$(122}="[RVOFF]

[KVS] [HVOFF] "

LS(123)="[RVOFF]

[RVS] [HVOFF] "

L$(124)="[RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

LS(125)="[RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

REM 8'BbXD

LS(126)="[RVS] [KVS]

[RVOFF] ""BHJX

LS(127)="[HVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHMA

LS(128)="[RVS] [RVS] [KVS] [HVE]

Conlinued next page

[KVOFF]

BHGE

[HVOFF]

BHHF

[RVOFF]

BHIG

[RVOFF]

BHJH

[RVS]

[RVS]

[HVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVOE'F]

[KVOFF]

[HVS] [RVS]
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E8.Ainr/axnrtoi

IAHP.,„[330AH

[3.10AH][330AH][SAH]„=

HAHB,,,[dJOAH'SHOWC

[SAH][SAH][RAH]„=

](SAH]

(6LT)$1
'330AH]
{Q/T1^n
VOI—I1-JJ

DHHP.,„[d^OAH]RAH]

[330AH][330AH][SAH]„=

3VHH,„[3.10AH
'RAH][SAH][SAH][SAH]„=

Plfl

WdHB.■»[330AH

[330AH][330AH][SAH]„=
10HP,„[330AH

[330AH][330AH][SAH],,=

nun11.[

[SAH][SAH][SAH][SAH]..=
fWHfliii[330AH

[330AH][ddOAH][SAH],.=

HTHP,,,[

[RAH][RAH][SAH][SAH]„=

tLLDSl

'»naws

(9iT)S7
E!,PWHH

][SAH]

(5iT)ST
][RAH]

130AH]

(EZ.T)S1
][SAH]

(2£T)SI
130AH]

(TZ.T1S1
ClHfJP.iVW3H

TAHB,„

IHOWD'J.IOAH'IHOWS'3,10AH

'33OAH'DHaWD'SAH)„=

HaHa>,.

'AHQWD'SAH'3HOWS'SAH

'SAH'MHOWS'd.lOAH]„=

DVHP,„

'))HOWS'SAH'XHOWS'SAH

'330AM'HMQWS'33OAH]„=

HXH9i,i

"AHGWD'SAH'IHOWS'-ldOAH

'330AH'MHaWS'JdOAH]„=

[330AH

'Iyaws

(Oil)?!

[330AH

'inawo

(69T)ST

[.130AH
'•AHawo

(89T)ST
[330AH

'1naws

(Z.9T1S1
*jiH□111

[d.10AH'3HOWD'SAH'IHOWS"

'IHQWD'SAH'nHOWS'SAH].,=(99T)ST
DDPfl.9W3H

MNHq,„[33OAH]

[3.30AH][SAH][330AH]„=

rHHP.,,[.130AH][330AH]

'IUawD'SAH][330AH],,=

HTHP,„[3.30AH
[SAH][SAH][33OAH]„=

HHHfi.„[,130AH]

[■330AM][330AH][3.10AH]„=

3IIIPii.[

[SAH][SAH][SAH][SAH],,=

[330AH][330AH'aKfl0dX3H

'ON'ROdi.lHS'SAH][33OAHJ.,=

NMHH,,,

[3.10AH]

(S9T)SI
[330AH

(^9T)ST
][SAH]

(e9T)Sl
[SAH]

(29T1ST
130AH]

(T9T)S1

l,iW3H

ptJrir?111

3'33OAH

(D9T)SI

[330AH

'CNDOdX3HS'3.1OAH'aNnOdJ.3HS
'RAH][330AH][330AH]„=

WHHH,,,[33OAH'*HOWD'RAH

'330AH]I33OAH][330AH]„=

10HH,b[330AH]Ll.lOAH'*H<

SHaWS'j30AH][330AH],,=

rOHPi„[330AH][.

[3.10AH][3.10AH][330AH]„=

aoni

HdllP,,.[330AH][.

■[330AH]I330AH][lL10AH].,=

DNHH,™[ddOAH'MHQWD

(6ST)ST

'*naws

(8?T)S1

IWO'SAH

(Z.ST)Si
U0AH]

(9^1)Si

1.>WHH

MOAH]

(SST)Sl

'330AH]

&£LZ

OZLZ

anz

0BZ.2

(1692

H892

0t9Z

0992

CS9Z

0t92

0C93

0292

0X92

0092

0652

0852

niS2

0953

0552

0^52

0E52

0353

0T52

£053

(>6\/Z

0it"2

09t3

05^3

0['['2

[SAH][SAH'»HOWS'SAH
3NHS,„[33OAH]t330AH]

[3.10AH][330AH][,330AH

31HP,„[.idOAH'MH

[SAH][SA>1'>!HOWO'SAH

niHP,,.[.1.10AH

[.1.10AH][330AH][,130A>

Tf?H<l.1,[.1.10AH](330AH'

'*H0W0'330AH][330AH

[330AH][330AH]t&i
'SAH'*H0WS'330AH

[330AH][3.10AH][330AH'

]11s(EST)ST
aW3'330AH]

],■-(25T)S1

][.130AH]

],,={T5T)ST
DaPP.=W3M

•HaWD'SAM

],•=(05T)S1

MHHP,„

PAM'*HC1W0

],,=(61>T)SI

riHH,„

aNROdidtiS

'330AH'aNn0d.T,3HS'SAH]„=(BH)Si

[3J0AH][.1,10AM'CINflOd

'GNHOdLIHS'SAH)[330AH

DdHfl■H[.I.IOAH

[330AH][330AH][.130AH

[330AH][330AH][330AH'

'.1.10AH][330AH

C1XHP.,,,[330A

[330AH][SAH][330AH

DWHflni[330AH
[330AH][.130AH][330AM

HIHB,„[330A

[.■7,10AM][PAH][330AH

PSl-lR,„[33OAH

[330AH][330AHJ[330AH

HTHP.,„[330AH

[.1.10AH][3.10AM][330AM

[330AH][33OAH'»

'y.Haws'sah][330AH

30HH,.,[330AH
[,130AM]I.13CAH][330AM

[3.10AHJLl.lOAU'H
'HMCWD'SAH][330AH

OOHfl,„[.130AH

(330AH][,130AM][330AH

ACH31

[SAH][SAH][SAH][SAH

IHHP,,,

J.3HS'330AH

],r(tH)Si
][330AH]

],,=f9frT)Si
VDftfl1>W3H

3MHfl1„

ann0dj.,3hs

]■■=(51T)S1
H][,330AM]

J,.=(l?t'T)$T
][dJOAH]

]..=(CfrT)Sl
V][.3.30AM]

]„=(3tT)$1
][.130AH]

]„-(TfrT)SI
Qppfl,JW3H

][330AH]

]..={0frt)$n
IfSHfli,,

MONO'330AM

]11=(6€T)SI

]ii=(8ET)S1

30HP.,..

HOWS'.33OAH

]„=(iCT)SI
][330AH]

]„=(9ET)S1
MVSS,=W3H

„[J30AH]

],,=(5ET)$1

rfHP,„U.50AH][SAM]

[.130AH][330AH](330AH

DHHP,

[SAH][SAH][RAH][RAH

]..=(t>ET>Sl
„[330AH]

]„=(£ET)SI

DIHH,„[.-I30AM][RAM]

[330AM][3.10AM][SAH

33H9.

[SAH][RAH][SAH][SAM

3Him■

[SAH][SAH][RAM][SAH

]„=(2£T)SI

„[.33OAH]
]■■=(TET)SI
tf*qfl,fjW3H

,[330AH]

],,°{0ET)S1
SOHH,„[330AH][RAM]

[330AH][330AH][SAH

vine.

]11=(63T)S1

.[330AH]

0E?2

azt>z

ZWZ

fKl[-2

C6E3

08E3

BLZZ

09E2

0SE2

[)1'E2

?>ZZ7,

(12E2

0TE3

00E2

0623

0823

0Z.22

H922

0522

OE'33

0E23

0332

0T22

0033

06T3

0ST3

0i.T3

09T2

05T3

cue

0ET2

uoiniaaindiuo]
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2740

2750

2760

2770

2730

2790

2800

2810

2820

283U

2840

2850

2860

2B70

2880

2390

2900

2910

2920

2930

2941)

2950

2960

297U

2980

2993

3000

3010

3020

3030

3040

3050

3360

3070

3080

L$(18B)="[RVS] [RVS] [ RVS]

[RVOFF,SHFT POUND, RVOFF] " "dHUJ

REM C'BBJG

L$(181)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHKK

L$(182)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(1S3)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS(184)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [HVOFF]

L$(185)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] '"BliOF

REM D'tJBKD

L$(186)="[RVB]

CMDR *,RVOFF] "

L$(187)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

LS(188)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

L$(189)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

L$(190)="[RVS]

[RVS] [

[HVOFF]

"'bHMN

[RVOFF]

" 'bHNO

[RVOFF]

"'BHOP

[RVS] [

[KVS] [

1 BHB1

[RVOFF]

1 BHSJ

[RVOFF]

1 BHTK

[RVOFF]

1 tiHUL

[HVS] [

RVS] [RVS]

[HVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

RVS) [RVS]

RVS] [RVS,

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFf]

RVS)

[RVOFF,SHFT POUND,RVOFF] "'BHVM

REM E'BBLJ

LS(191)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] " 'dilLN

L$(192)= "[RVS]

[RVOFF) [RVOFF]

L$(193)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS(194)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(195)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHPI

REM F'BdMG

LS(196)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'dhQK

L${197)="[RVS]

[HVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(198)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(199)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

L$(200)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF)

REM G'BBNM

LS(201)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHDX

L$(202)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF]

LS(203)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

LS(204)="[RVS]

[HVS] [RVOFF] "

LS(205)="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHHC

REM H'BBOA

LS(206)="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

L$(207)= "[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

L$(208)="[RVS]

[RVS] [

[RVOFF]

"'BHNQ

[RVS] [

"'BHMH

[RVOFF]

" ' bilPJ

[KVS] [

[HVS] [

[RVOFF]

" ' BliSN

[RVS] [

"'BHRN

[RVOFF)

"'BHUP

[RVOFF]

"'riHDQ

[RVS] [

[RVOFF]

"'BHFB

[RVOFF]

'BHEB

[RVOFF]

'BHIC

[RVS] [

[RVOFF]

'BHKF

[RVOFF]

'BHLG

RVS] [RVS]

[RVOt'F]

RVS]

[RVOFF]

RVS] [RVS]

HVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF]

RVS]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF]

[RVS]

[RVOFF]

RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

3090

3100

3110

3120

3130

3140

3150

3160

3170

3180

3190

320a

3210

3220

3 23H

3240

3250

3260

3270

3280

3290

3300

3310

332W

3330

3340

3350

3360

3370

3380

3393

[RVOFF] "'BHKG

LS(209)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [HVOFF] "'BHNI

L$(210)="[RVS] [RVOFF) [RVOFF]

[RVS] [HVOFF] "'BHFA

REM I'BBPW

LS (211)="[HVOFF] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHGC

L${212)="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

11 ' BHKF

L$(213}="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [RVOFFJ

"'BHLG

L$(214>="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

11 ' BHMH

L$(215)="[RVOFF] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHKG

REM J'BBQD

L${216)="[HVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] MIBHL1

L${217)="[RVOFF] [RVOFK] [RVS,

CMDR K,RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] "'BHPL

L$(218)="[RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVS,

CMDR K,RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] '"BHQD

LS(219)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [HVd,

CMDR K,RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] "'BHSD

LS(220)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] "'BHHD

REM K'BBRA

LS(221}="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVS,

SHFT POUND,RVOFF,SHFT POUND,

RVOFF] ""BHCG

LS(222)="[RVS) [RVS,SHFT POUND,

RVOFf,SHFT POUND,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

""BHDH

LS[223)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] " "BHJH

LS ( 2 2 4)="[HVS] [RVOFF,CMDH *,RVS,

CMDR *,HVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHIK

LS{225) =" [RVS] [liVOFF] [HVOFF,

CMDR *,HVS,CMDH *,RVOFF] "'BHJL

REM L'BBSG

L$(226)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [HVOFF]

[RVOFF] (RVOFF] ""BHLD

L${227)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHME

L$(228}="[HVS] [HVOFF] [HVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHNF

LS(229)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

IRVOFF] [HVOFF] "'bHOG

L$(230)="[RVS] [RVS] [HVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHFF

REM M1BBTD

LS(231)="[RVS] [RVS,CMDH *,RVS,

SHFT POUND,RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHFI

LS(232)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS] [HVS]

[RVOFF] " 'Biltil

LS(233)="[HVS] [RVOFF,CMDR *,

HVOFF,5HFT POUND,RVS] [KVOFF]""BHJL

L${234)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [HVOFF]

Continued next ptiye
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3400

3410

3420

3431)

344(1

3450

3460

3470

348!)

3490

3500

3510

3520

3530

354!)

3550

3560

3570

3580

359fl

3600

3610

3620

3630

3640

3650

3660

3670

3680

3690

3700

3710

3720

3733

[RVS]

LS(235]

[RVS]

RVOFF] '

="[RVS]

RVOFF] '

REtf N'BBUA

LS(23G)

[RVS]

LS<237)

-"[RVS]

[RVOFF]

="[RV5]

RVS] [RVOFF] "'

L$(23Q)

[RVS]

L${239)

CMDR *,

LS(240)

[RVS] [

="[KVS]

[RVOFF]

="[RVS]

'BHLL

[RVOFF]

■BHMD

[RVOFF]

[HVS,CMDH *,RVOFF]

" 'OHbF

[RVS]

BHXG

[RVOFP,

"'BHDH

[RVOFF]

RVS] [RVOt "'

="[RVS]

RVOFF] "

HEM O'BtWG

L${241)

[RVOFt

L$(242)

[RVS] [

L$(2<!3)

[HVS] [

LS1244)

=B[RVS]

] "'dHHK

="[HVS]

RVOFF] "

«"[RVS]

RVOFF] "

="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

L5{245)

[RVOFt

="[RVS]

) '"BHLF

HEM P'BiiWD

L$(24G)

[RVOFf

L$(247)

[RVS] [

LS<248)

="[RVS]

] " 'bHrtli

=-[RVB]

HVOFF] "

="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHOJ

LS{249)

[RVOFF]

L$(25H)

[RVOFF]

="[RVS]

[RVOFP]

="[RVS]

[RVOFF]

REM g'BBXJ

L$(251) ="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHIE

LS(252)

[RVS] [

L$(253)

="[RVS]

RVOFF] "

="[RVS]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "

L${254)

CMDR N,

LS(255)

="[RVS]

[RVOFF]

"dHIJ

[RVS] E

[RVOFF]

■UHKM

[RVUFF]

'BHLE

[RVOFF]

1 tlHrtF

[RVS] [

RVS,CMDR *,

CMDR *,RVS]

[RVOFF,

BUCJ

[HVOKF]

RVS1 [RVS]

[HVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

RVS] [iiVS]

[RVS] [RVS [RVS.

[RVOFF]

1 BHPJ

[RVS] [

[RVOFF]

"'BHQ.M

[RVOFF]

"'BHIN

[RVOFF!

RVSJ [RVS]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

(RVS] [RVS

[RVOFF]

'6HLG

[HVOFF]

'BHMH

[RVOFF]

RVS] [RVOFF] "'

="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHHI

HEM R'BB¥G

LS(256)

[RVOFF

L$(257)

[RVS] [

LS1258)

="[RVS]

] "'BHNK

="[RVS]

RVOFF] "

="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHPM

L$(259)

CMDR *,

L$(260)

CMDR *,

="[RVS]

[RVS] [

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVS,

BHXI

RVS) [HVS]

[RVS] [R j .:;

[RVOFF]

'BHQM

[RVSJ [

[RVOFF,

RVOFF] [RVOFF]

="[RVS]

RVS,CMDR

REM S'BBAD

LS(261) ="[RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHJH

L$(262>

[RVOFF]

="[RVS]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

[RVOFF]

RVS] [RVS]

CMDR *,RVS,

"'BHQQ

[RVOFF,

*,RVOFF] "'BHII

[RVS] [

[RVOFP]

"'BHLK

RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF]

3740

3750

3760

3770

3780

3791)

3800

3810

3820

3830

3B40

3850

3860

3870

388C

3890

3900

3910

3920

3930

3940

3950

3963

3970

3980

3990

4000

4010

4020

4030

L${263)=H[RVS] [RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHLJ

LS(264)="[RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHNM

L$(265)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHNL

REM T'BBBJ

L$(266)="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHON

LS(267)="[HVOFF] [RVS.CMDH K,

RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF) [RVOFF]

■"BHUR

L$(268)="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

HVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BHVJ

LS{269)="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [HVOFF]

"'BHWK

LS(270)="[RVOFF] [HVS,CMDR K,

HVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BHOL

REM U'BiJCG

LS(271)="[RVS) [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[HVS] [RVOFF] "'BHML

LS(272)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFf] ""BHNM

LS(273)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHON

L$(274)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHPO

LS(275}="[RVS] [RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHOO

REM V'BBDM

L$(276)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] ""dHRI

L$(277)="[RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHSJ

L$(278)="[RVS] [RVS,CMDR *,RVS,

SriFT POUND,RVS] [RVOFF] "'BHQK

LS(279)="[HVOFFrCMDR *,RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF,SHFT POUND,RVOFF] "'BHTM

L$(280)="[HVOFF] [RVOFF,CMDR *,

RVOFF, SiiFT POUMD, RVOFF] [HVOFF]

" 'BHNO

REM iv'BBEJ

L$(281)="[RVS] [RVOFF) [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF) "'BHNO

L$(232)="[RVS] [HVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [RVOFF) "'BHOP

L$(283) =" [ilVS] [RVS,SHFT POUND,

RVS,CMDR *,RVS] [HVOFF] "'dHMQ

LS(2a4)="[HVS] [RVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF) "'BHOQ

LS(285}="[HVOFF,CMDR *,RVOFP,

SHFT POUND,HVOFf,CMDR *,RVOFF,

SHFT POUND, RVOt'F] "• BHLE

HEM X'BBFW

LS{286)="[RVS,CMDR *,RVOFF]

[HVOFF] [RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF]

"'BHRD

LS(287)="[RVOFF,CMDR *,RVS,

CMDH *,RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF,

SHFT POUND,RVOFF] '"BHLG
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4040 L$(288)="[RVOFF] [RVS] [RVSJ

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'UHUE

4050 LS(289)="[HVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF,

BHFT POUND,RVOFF,CMDR *,RVS,

CMDR *,KVOFF] "'BHN1

4069 L$(290)="[HVOFF,SHFT POUND,HVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF,CMDR *,RVOFF]

"'BHOI

4070 REM Y'BBGD

4080 L${291)=" [RVS] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVS] [HVOFF] "'BHOI

4 09 0 LS(292)= "[RVS] [KVOtT] [RVOFF1

[RVS] [RVOFFJ "'BHPJ

4100 LS(293)="(RVOFF,CMUR *,HVS] [RVSJ

[HVOFF,S1IFT POUND, RVOFf] " 'BHPC

4110 L$(294}="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

RVOFF,CMDH K,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BHUE

4120 L$(295)="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K,

RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

H'BHVF

4130 REM Z'BBHA

4140 L$(296)="[KVS] [RVS] [RVS] [KVS]

[RVOFF] "'BHRE

4150 LS(297)="[KVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVS,

SHFT POUND,RVOFF,SHFT POUND,

RVOFF] "'BHNI

4160 LS(298)="[RVOFF] [RVS,SHFT POUND,

RVOFF,SHFT FOUND,RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BHOJ

4170 LS(299)="[RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF,

SHFT POUND,RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

"'BHPK

41BH L$(300)="[RVSJ [HVS] [RVS] [RVS]

[RVOFF] ""BHDI

4190 REM [ HAPPY FACE'BKWJ

4200 LS(301)="[HVS,CMDH D,RVS,CMDR I,

RVS,CMDR I,RVS,CMDR I,RVS,CMDR F]

"'BHDD

4210 LS<302}="[HVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF,

SHFT Q,RVOFF] [RVOFF,SHFT Q,KVS,

CMDR K]"'BHJG

4220 L$(303)="[RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF]

[RVOFF,CMDR E,RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR K]

■'BHGG

4230 LS(304)="[RVOFF,CMDR K,RVS,

CMDR C,RVOFF,CMDR I,RVS,CMDR V,

RVS,CMDR K] '" BHAH

4240 LS{305)="[RVS,CMDR C,RVOFF,

CMDR I,RVOFF,CMDH I,RVOFF,CMDR I,

RVS,CMDR V]"'BHbJ

4 250 REM [ENG. POUND] BOAT'BFRF

4260 LS(306)="[RVOFF] [RVOFF,CMDR P,

RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHBK

4270 LS(307)="[RVOFF] [RVS,SHFT POUND,

RVOFF] [HVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHXK

4280 LS(308)="[RVS,SHFT POUND,RVS]

[HVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHVL

4290 LS(309)="[RVOFF,CMDR 0,RVOFF,

CMDR M,RVOFF] [RVOFF,SHFT X,

RVOFF,CMDR 0]"'BHDP

4300 LS(310)="[RVOFF,CMDR *,HVS] [RVS]

[RV5] [RVOFF,SHFT POUND]"'BHBE

[RVOFF,CMDR C,RVS,

[RVOFF,CMDR C,KVOFF]

4310 REM ] TRAIN CAR'BJND

4 3 20 LS(311)="[RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF,

CMDR M,RVOFF,SHFT 0,RVOFF] "'BHPH

4330 LS(312)="[RVS,CMDR K,RVS,CMDR I,

RVS,CMDR I,RVS,CMDR I,RVOFF,

CMDR K]"'BHRI

4340 LS(313)="[RVS,CMDR K,HVOFF,

SriFT ",RVOFF] [RVOFF,SHFT ",

RVOFF,CMDR K]"'BHDK

4350 LS(314)="[RVS,CMDR F,RVOFF,

CMDR I,RVOFF,CMDR I,HVOFF,CMDR I,

RVS,CMDR D]"'BHHL

4350 LS(315)="[RVOFF,SHFT J,RVOFF,

SHFT K,RVOFF] [RVOFF,SHFT J,

RVOFF,SHFT K]"'BHGN

4370 REM " MAN1BEAH

4380 L$(316}="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR B,RVS,

CMDR D,RVOFF,CMDR F,RVOFF] "'BHHN

4390 L$[317)="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR F,HVS]

[RVOFF,CMDR V,RVOFF) "'BHWN

4400 L$(318)="[HVOFF] [RVOFF,CMDR I,

RVS,CMDR C,RVOFF,CMDR F,HVOFF]

"'BHAG

4410 L$(319)=

CMDR K,RVS]

"'BHWH

4420 LS1320)="[RVOFF] [RVS,CMDR V,RVS,

CMDR K,RVOFF,CMDR f,RVOFF] "'BtiPI

443H REM [BACK ARROW] ARROWS'BHDF

4440 LS(321)="[RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF,

CMDR P,RVOFF,CMDR P,RVOFF,CMDR F,

RVOFF] "'BHBL

4450 L3(322)="[RVOFF,CMDR *,RVOFF,

CMDH Y,RVOFF,CMDR Y,RVOFF,CMDR V,

RVOFF] "'BHYM

4460 LS{323)="[RVOFF] [RVOFF] [RVOFF]

[RVOFF] [RVOFF] "'BHHL

4470 LS(324)="[RVS,SHFT POUND,RVOFF,

CMDR P,RVOFF,CMDR P,RVOFF,CMDR F,

RVOFF] "'BHEO

4430 L$(325)="[RVOFF,CMDR *,HVOFF,

CMDR Y,RVOFF,CMDR Y,HVOFF,CMDR V,

RVOFF] '"BHBO

4490 GOTO 30'BCKJ

4500 "[SPACE5]STANDBY CHARACTERS"'AAWG

4510 "[SPACE4,CMDR U20]"'AASQ

4520 REM [BACK ARROW] MAD FACE'BIGF

4530 LS(321)="[RVS,CMDR D,RVS,CMDR I,

RVS,CMDR I,RVS,CMDR I,RVS,CMDR F]

"■BHFJ

4540 LS(322)="[RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF,

SHFT M,RVOFF] [RVOFF,SHFT N,RVS,

CMDR K]"'BHEM

4550 L$(323)="[RVOFF,CHDR K,RVOFF,

SHFT W,RVOFF] [RVOFF,SHFT W,RVS,

CMDR K] '" BHYN

4560 LS(324)="[RVOFF,CMDR K,RVOFF,

SHFT U,RVOFF,SHFT *,RVOFF,SHFT I,

RVS,CMDR K]"'BHPP

4570 LS(325)="[HVS,CMDR C,RVOFF,

CMDR I,RVOFF,CMDR 1,RVOFF,CMDR 1,

RVS,CMDR V]"'8HDP

4580 GOTO 30'BCKJ EMD
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Text Line

Processor

For the

Commodore 64

and VIC 20

Part 2

MJast issue Steve and his neighbor,

Aaron, created a mini word processor.

This issue they modity it to make it

easier to use. For your reference, the

original program, "Line Writer," ap

pears on page 109

While Aaron was working (play

ing?) on the 64, I thought about the

exercise we had just been through.

What we had created, (and program

ming is a creative, interactive experi

ence between the user, programmer,

and the computer) was the most ba

sic of word processing programs—a

text line processor. A line of data can

be typed, deleted, and typed over and

over again, until the user is satisfied,

then printed when the RETURN key

is hit.

I saved the "Line Writer" program

and after Aaron left, I made a few

changes to make it more useful to me.

The first was to add lowercase char

acters to both the TV screen and the:

printout. Printing a CHR$(14) to the

screen enables (turns on) the second

character set (upper and lower case,

rather Chan upper case with full

graphics). Adding the secondary ad

dress 7 to the OPEN statement

causes tho 1525 printer to also go into

upper/lowercase modo. See lines 3

and 30 In the final Text Line Processor

program (Be sure to hit RUN/STOP to

end the program and get back to the

flashing cursor.)

Run the program and check out the

difference from the previous version.

To get uppercase letters, simply hold

down tho SHIFT key while typing the

letter.

How About a Cursor
The next change was to add a cur

sor A flashing cursor is tricky, so I

added a seldom used graphics sym-

Create a simple word

processor while you

learn basic

programming

techniques.

bol: the checkerboard—CHRS( 166).

The method is to print the cursor,

then when a character is typed for the

GET statement, print that character

over the cursor, and print a new cur

sor. This involves also printing a

CHRS(157), which is a cursor left, so

that everything will be m the right

position. I added line 15 and changed

line 29, as shown in Listing 1, to pro

duce the cursor. (Don't forget the

semicolons—one in each line).

The 1525 printer can print 80 nor

mal characters across an 8V2 inch

page, or 40 characters which are

twice as wide (called enhanced print

ing). We can select this option by

sending the printer a CHRS(14) for en

hanced printing and a CHRS(15) for

normal printing. We can add a little

menu to the beginning of the program

to make the selection. We can also

add some pokes so the Commodore

64 will look like the VIC screen: blue

border, white background and blue

characters. This is all accomplished

by adding lines 4 through 11 and a

change in line 40, as in Listing 2.

{Note: If you do not have a 1525

printer, either replace the CHRS(14)

and CHRS(15) with the appropriate

control codes for your printer or do not

make the changes to line 40 nor type

lines 5 through 11 at all)

The Quote Mode

Whenever a quote mark ("),

CHRS(34), is typed, the VIC 20 and

Commodore 64 go into what is known

as "quote mode." In this mode, any

cursor movements or control charac

ters are displayed as reverse graphics

symbols. This is no different under

program control. If you type one quote

mark (") as part of your text, the dis

play starts acting funny, and when

you hit RETURN, the printout has an

extra character on the end. Try it!

When a quote mark is printed to

the screen or printer, the value of

memory location 212 is changed from

its normal zero to something else.

When a second quote mark is printed,

this location is returned to value zero,

indicating that quote mode is over. If,

after we PRINT a quote mark to either

the screen or printer, we reset loca

tion 212 to zero, we can permanently

keep the computer out of quote mode.

To accomplish this, add line 19 and

change lines 29 and 40. as shown in

the final Text Lino Processor program.

More Enhancements
Since this program can be used on

the VIC 20 as well as on the Commo

dore 64. it would be nice to have a

marker at the screen location show

ing where the end of the printed line

would be. This would be the fortieth

position for the double-width print

out, and the eightieth position for the

single-width printout. We will use the

TAB function to got to these loca

tions, so we must subtract one from

the print position since these posi

tions are numbered zero to 39 or zero

to 79 in the computer. I chose

CHRS(171) for the end-of-text-area

symbol, but you may choose any one

you want. Just remember that it must

be one of the "left-side graphics"

characters—one that is typed by

holding down the Commodore logo

key. To add the end-of-text-area

marker, change lines 8 and 9 and add

line 14 so they look like the lines in

the final Text Line Processor. (Don't

forget the semicolon in two places in

line 14):

(Note: If you get other than 80 char

acters across the page in the normal

printing mode, make the appropriate

adjustments to tho value of M in lines

8 and 9.)

Another nice feature would be to

blank out the cursor and end-of-text-

area marker while the printer is print

ing. Changing line 22 (see the final

program) will take care of that.

(Note: You must leave one blank

space between the quote marks in

both places in this line.)

The color of the prompt "TYPE:"

can be made different from the actual

text by adding some color commands

within the PRINT statement in line 12

(see the final program).
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Notice that we also made the

prompt print with a capital T by using

the shifted T in the statement.

By adding Line 21 we can make a

simple program change so that press

ing the Fl key will gel us back to the

mini-menu, which will allow us to

change print width or end the pro

gram.

We can also permit the CRSR LEFT

key to have the same effect as the

DELETE key-—removing an erroneous

entry The CRSR LEFT however, will

not move the end-of-text-area marker,

as does the DELETE key in some in

stances. I added lines 23, 25, 26 and

28 to cause this to happen.

The final touches included the ad

dition of REM statements to help

identify the program and the elimina

tion of all control characters except

CRSR LEFT and DELETE from having

any effect on the text data. You'll find

these in lines 1. 2 and 24 in the final

program.

Summary of the

Programming Process

And that's all there is to it! The

process we went through is typical of

most programming sessions. The first

step is to come up with a set of goals

for the program, Next, the exact flow

of the program is listed. In our case,

we simply made a six-step chart.

However, in many cases, a block dia

gram must be sketched out in which

each block represents a single step in

the program and all blocks are con

nected with arrows indicating pro

gram flow. Such a diagram is called a

flow chart, and is an important part of

structured programming in any lan

guage.

Next, program lines are written

that accomplish each of the tasks in

the flow chart. Line numbers should

be spaced to allow insertion of other

lines later. Once the main part of the

program is working, enhancements

are usually added. Usually, the en

hancements can take longer to add

than the main part of the program.

That is why computer programmers

are sometimes called "hackers."

They hack away at minute details of a

program until it is, in their opinion,

"perfect." In our case, the program

tripled in length when we added the

enhancements And the enhance

ments took about ten times as long to

work out as did the original program1

The final step in piogramming is

program use. Now you can use your

"Line Writer" to write those long

overdue letters to friends and family.

That's what Aaron and I did

Note: Those using the VIC 20 should delete the

apostrophe and the four letters at the end of each

program line in the various listings.

Line Writer

12 PRINT"TYPE:":B$="": REM B$ STRING

IS CLEARED1DVDH

20 GET AS:IF A$=""THEN 20

: REM GET ONE TYPED CHARACTER"FDLI

22 IF A$=CHHS(13)THEU 33

: REM THE <RETURN> KEY'FXVJ

27 B$=B$+A$: REM ADD AS TO END OP B$

STRING'DCHN

29 PRINT AS;:G0T0 20: HEM GET NEXT

CHARACTER"DXKO

30 OPEN 1,4: REM DATA CHANNEL FOR

PRINTER'CAXH

40 PRINTS 1,BS:PRINT: REM PRINT DATA,

GO TO NEXT LINE'DDFJ

50 CLOSE 1: REM CLOSE DATA

CHANNEL'CSJH

60 GOTO 12: REM GO BACK TO STEP 1"CQKH

Listing 1.

15 PRINT CHRS(166);: REM CURSOR'DNWH

29 PRINT CHR$(157)ASCHR$(166) ;

:GOTO 20'EQYM

Listing 2.

4 POKE 5328U,6:POKE 53281,1

: REM FOR COMMODORE 64 ONLY'DJTM

5 PRINT"[BLUE,CLEAR,DOWN3,SHFT E]NTER

[DOWN]":PRINT" [RVS]1[RVOFF,SPACE 2]

WIDTH PRINTOUT"'CBHO

[RVS]2[RVOFF,SPACE2]

WIDTH PRINTOUT"

[RVS]3[RVOFF,SPACE2]

SINGLE

PRINT"

DOUBLE

:PRINT

END"'CBBO

7 GET N$:IF NS=""THEN 7'EGlU

8 IF VAL(N$)=1 THEN N=lb:GOTO 12'GLPM

9 IF VAL(NS)=2 THEN N=14:GOTO 12'GLPN

10 IF VAL(N$)=3 THEN PRINT"[CLEAR]

"CHR$(142):END'HLCE

11 GOTO 5'B6OX

40 PRINTS1,CHRS(N)B$CHR${15)

jPRINT'EMSF

Text Line Processor

2 REM BY STEPHEN S. LEVEN,

AUGUST 1983'BCWI

3 PRINT CHR$(14): REM UPPER/LOWER

CASE SET'DXRJ

4 POKE 53280,6:POKE 53281,1

: REM FOR COMMODORE 6 4 ONLY'DJTM

5 PRINT"[SLUE,CLEAR,DOWN3,SHFT E]NTER

[DOWN]":PRINT" [RVS]1[RVOFF,SPACE2]

SINGLE WIDTH PRINTOUT" ' CtiHO

6 PRINT" [RVS]2[RVOFF,SPACE2]

DOUBLE WIDTH PRINTOUT"

:PRINT" [RVS]3[RVOFF,SPACE2]

END""CBBO

7 GET NS:IF NS=""THEN 7'EGRI

8 IF VAL(N$)=1 THEN N=15:M=79

:GOTO 12'HPJN

9 IF VAL(N$)=2 THEN N=14:M=39

:GOTO 12'HPFO

10 IF VAL(N$)-3 THEN PRINT"[CLEAR]

"CHHS(142):END'HLCE

11 GOTO 5'BBOX

12 PRINT"[GREEN,SHFT T]YPE:[BLUE]"

:B$ = CDPD

14 PRINT TAB(M)CHR$(171);

:FOH J=l TO M+1:PRINT CHRS(157);

:NEXT' KVIL Continued next pw
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Computers For

The Blind

Talking computers give blind and visually

impaired people access to electronic infor

mation. The question is how and how

much?

The answers can be found in "The Second

Beginner's Guide to Personal Computers for

the Blind and Visually impaired" published

by the National Braille Press. This compre

hensive book contains a Buyer's Guide to

talking microcomputers and large print dis

play processors. More importantly it in

cludes reviews, written by blind users, of

software that works with speech.

Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc.,

88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115

(617) 266-6160

NBP Ji a nonprofit bunHe printing and publishing house.

C0I11PUTER TUTOR
15 PRINT CHR$(166);: REM CURSOR'DNWH

19 IF A$=CHR$(34)THEN POKE 212,U'FLEL

20 GET AS:IF AS = ""THEN 21)

: REM GET ONE TYPED CHARACTER'FDLI

21 IF AS=CHR$(133)THEN 5'EITD

22 IF AS=CHR$(13)THEN PRINT

CHRSU57)1' ";TAB{M)" "CHR${145);

:GOTO 30'JXKK

23 IF AS=CHR$(20)OR A$=CHR${157)THEM

A$=CHR$(157):GOTO 25'KXCM

24 IF ASC{A5)<32 OR(ASC(AS)>127 AND

ASC(AS)<160)THEN 2U'KYAN

25 IF B$=""AND AS=CHR$(157)THEN

20'GLNJ

26 IF A$=CHR$(157)THEN B$=LEFTS(B$,

LEN(BS)-1):GOTO 28'JWRO

27 B$=B$+AS: REM ADD AS TO END OF BS

STRING1DCHN

28 IF A$=CHU$(157}THEN PRINT

CHRS(157)" '^'GNQM

29 PRINT CHRSU57) ASCHRS (166) ;

: GOTO 19'EQHM

30 OPEN 1,4,7: REM DATA CHANNEL FOR

PRINTER'CCVH

40 PRINTill ,CHRS(N)BS; :PRINTU

:POKE 212,0:PRINT[|1,CHR$ (15) ;

:PRINT'HAXJ

50 CLOSE 1: REM CLOSE DATA CHANNEL'CSJH

60 GOTO 12: REM GO BACK TO STEP 1 ' CO.HH

END

PAINLESS COMPUTING
Subscribe and Relax

Syntax errors got you clown? Need a curefor

the computer language-harrier blues? A

subscription to Commodore's official

magazines will ease the pain with plenty of

software reviews, programs to type and save,

programming tips and behind-the-scenes

industry news.

Get the inside story on Commodore

computers with a subscription to both

Commodore Microcomputers and

Commodore Power/Play. Send in the

enclosed subscription card today.
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List Processing in

LOGO, Part 2

li'-i us continue the exploration of list processing in

LOGO that began in the last issue of Power/Play. The

previous issue's column introduced the basic concepts

and terminology of lists and illustrated them with sever

al examples including a "Buzz Word" sentence gener

ator and a LOGO version of the game Mastermind. Now,

we will turn to more serious LOGO applications by

developing a diverse collection of powerful list-process

ing utilities including:

• Finding, deleting, inserting or replacing list ele

ments

• Counting occurrences of specific elements

• Outputting sublists

• Performing set theory manipulations

• Sorting or scrambling the order of the elements

• Merging previously ordered lists

Part 3, in the next Power/Play, will conclude our dis

cussion of lists by developing an "intelligent" data base

with simple-to-use query capabilities.

BASIC List Operations
In Part 1, a LOGO list was defined as a collection of

elements enclosed in square brackets. Each element

can be a number, a word or another list. Here are several

examples of how lists are used in LOGO: MAKE "DATE

[JULY 4 1985| or REPEAT A [FORWARD 50 RIGHT 90) or

MAKE "SET.OF.D1GITS [0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9]. A very

important special case is a null or empty list which does

not have any elements and is shown as [ ]. Part 1 also

explained how to dissect or to combine lists and how to

use LOGO'S recursion capabilities to perform simple

operations on lists such as calculating the total or aver

age of a list of numbers,

The basic use of recursion in list operations can be

seen best by considering an example such as the proce

dure in Listing 1, which will replace all occurrences of

OLD with NEW in LIST.

Listing 1.

TO REPLACE.UORD ;OLD :NEW :L1ST

IF iLIST = U THEN OUTPUT I]

TEST :OLD = FIRST iLIST

IFTRUE OUTPUT FPUT :NEW

REPLACE.WORD lOLD :NEW ( BUTFIRST :LIST )

IFFALSE OUTPUT FPUT FIRST iLIST

REPLACE.WORD :OLD iNEW ( BUTFIRST :LIST )

END

The first statement in that listing is the name of the

procedure with its inputs. The second line of the proce

dure tests if the current value of LIST is empty and. if it

is, outputs an empty list. This logic is called a stopping

condition because it causes the recursive calls to the

procedure to stop as soon as the condition is TRUE.

Most LOGO list-processing procedures will have a stop

ping condition similar to (and in many cases identical

to) line two.

The third statement tests if the current first element

of LIST is OLD, the element we wish to replace. If it is,

line four outputs NEW followed by a recursive all to

REPLACE.WORD with a new value for LIST—the old

LIST without its first element. Lino five is similar to line

four except it does not output the NEW element because

the condition in line three was not satisfied—instead it

outputs the current first element followed by the same

recursive call. The sixth and last line indicates the END

of the procedure.

Let's walk through a typical LOGO call to such a

procedure to see how recursion produces the desired

effect. For example, if we had a statement to PRINT

REPLACE.WORD "XX "TWO [ONE XX], the computer

would print ONE TWO. When LOGO fust encounters

the call to REPLACE.WORD, it looks for the three enti

ties following the procedure name and substitutes them

for OLD, NEW and LIST respectively. Specifically, OLD

becomes XX; NEW becomes TWO and LIST is initially

set to [ONE XX],

Once inside the procedure, line two tests for the

stopping condition—which is not met. Line three tests

if the first element of |ONE XX), i.e., ONE, is equal to

OLD (which is XX) Since it is not, line four is skipped

and line five outputs the first element of LIST (or ONE)

followed by the output of REPLACE.WORD :XX TWO

|XX] This call to a procedure from within the same

procedure is what is meant by the term recursion.

The second time through the procedure, line three is

now TRUE since the first element of [XX| is XX. Line

four then outputs TWO to replace XX followed by the

output of REPLACE.WORD :XX :TW0 [ ) for another

recursive call.

The third (and last) time through the procedure, the

stopping condition in line two is TRUE, since the input

list is now empty, and the procedure produces its final

output, [ ]. The output for the original PRINT state

ment call to the procedure is the "total" of all of the

recursive call, i.e., ONE then TWO then [ ] — or ONE

TWO — which is the final value printed.

The logic and format for the above procedure is very

similar to a procedure to delete all occurrences of a

WORD in a LIST as shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2.
TO DELETE.WORD :LJORD :LIST

IF ;L1ST = [] THEN OUTPUT []

TEST ;U0RD = FIRST iLIST

IFTRUE OUTPUT DELETE.U0R0 :U0RD

< BUTFIRST :L1ST )

IFFALSE OUTPUT FPUT FIRST iLIST

DELETE.WORD iWORD ( BUTFIRST iLIST )

END

This procedure was first presented in Part 1. To un

derstand these routines fully, you should compare each

corresponding statement of the two procedures until

you can explain the reasons for the similarities and the

differences.

List Position Operations

The procedures in Listings 1 and 2 operate on a

specific word and either delete or replace all occur

rences of that word within the list. Often we are not

concerned with a word, but rather want to operate on an
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element in a specific position within the list. This is

easy if we want to manipulate the first or last element,

but to handle any other position we have to develop

special procedures.

For example, the routine in Listing 3 will replace the

element in POSITION within LIST with WORD. Notice

that the third line in that listing executes a recursive call

to the procedure each time, both counting POSITION

down by one and truncating the first element of LIST

until the current first element of LIST is the original

poismon we wish to replace. At that point, the condition

in line two is TRUE and the procedure's final output is

WORD followed by Che rest of UST.

Listing 3.

TD REPLACE.POS ;WORD :POSITI0N :L1ST

IF :P0SITION = 1 THEN OUTPUT FPUT iUORD

BUTFIRST iLIST

OUTPUT FPUT FIRST :LIST REPLACE.POS

iWORD < rPOSITION - 1 > < BUTFIRST :LIST )

END

An almost identical structure can be used to delete an

element as shown in Listing 4. Similarly, we can write a

routine to insert WORD at POSITION within LIST, as

shown in Listing 5. A procedure related to the preceding

three is one to find the position within LIST of a specific

WORD. This procedure is shown in Listing 6.

Listing 4.

TO DELETE.POS ^POSITION :LIST

IF iPOSITION = 1 THEN OUTPUT BUTFIRST :LIST

OUTPUT FPUT FIRST :LIST DELETE.POS

C :POSITION - 1 ) C BUTFIRST :LIST >

END

Listing 5.

TO INSERT.AT.POS :UORD iPOSITION :LIST

IF iPOSITION = 1 THEN OUTPUT FPUT iUORD iLIST

OUTPUT FPUT FIRST :LIST INSERT.AT.POS

iWORD < :POSITI0N - i ) < BUTFIRST iLIST >

END

Listing 6.

TO FIND.POS iUORD :LIST

IF :LIST = [] THEN OUTPUT B

[F NOT MEMBER? iUORD iLIST THEN OUTPUT 6

IF iWORD = FIRST iLIST THEN OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 1 • FIND.POS :UORD C BUTFIRST :LIST )
END

Notice that lines two and three in Listing 6 take care

of the special cases when the list is empty or the WORD

is not in the list and output a zero accordingly. Line four

tests the first element and outputs a one if it is the

WORD we are seeking. Line five adds one to the output

and produces a recursive call after truncating the cur

rent first element of the list. If there is more than one

occurrence of WORD in LIST, the procedure will output

only the position of the first. To discover if there is more

than one occurrence of WORD, we can use the proce

dure in Listing 7 to count them.

Listing 7.

TO OCCURRENCES :UIORD ;L1ST

IF NOT MEMBER? :LJORD :LIST THEN OUTPUT 0

IF :WORO » FIRST iLIST THEN OUTPUT 1 *

OCCURRENCES :UIORD ( BUTFIRST :LIST )

OUTPUT OCCURRENCES iUORD ( BUTFIRST :LIST )

END

All the procedures presented so far are self-contained,

But LOGO has the ability to combine procedures in very

powerful ways. As an example, let's build a routine to

scramble the order of a list. Such a routine could be used

to shuffle a deck of cards, make an anagram out of a

spelling word, or for similar applications that require a

randomized list. First, we need to define an intermedi

ate procedure to output a list after deleting the first

occurrence of a specific word. This will be different from

DELETE.WORD, which deletes all occurrences. To cre

ate our omitting procedure, we use the DELETE.POS

and FIND.POS routines as shown in Listing 8.

Listing 8.

TO BUTWGRD iUORD :LIST

OUTPUT DELETE.POS < FIND.POS :UORD iLIST) iLIST

END

Remember that LOGO performs its operations work

ing from the "insido" to the "outside" so FIND.POS is

performed first. It finds the position of the first occur

rence, which is then used by DELETE.POS as one of its

inputs. After DELETE.POS returns its output, it is used

again for the output of BUTWORD. This structure of

"nesting" one routine's output as input to another rou

tine is one of the primary expressions of the real power

of LOGO.

Now we are ready to write the scrambling procedure,

Look at Listing 9, where SELECT.RANDOM outputs a

randomly selected element of LIST, as discussed in Part

1 in the last issue of Power/Play. Also see Listing 10.

Listing 9.
TO SCRAMBLE iLIST

LOCAL "PICK

IF iLIST = [] THEN OUTPUT []

MAKE 'PICK SELECT.RANDOM iLIST

OUTPUT FPUT iPICK SCRAMBLE

< BUTUORD iPICK iLIST )

END

Listing 10.

TO SELECT.RANDOM iLIST

OUTPUT ITEM C 1 * RANDOM < COUNT iLIST ) >

iLIST

END

Sublist Operations
A very useful collection of list operations is those

needed to output various subsets of a list. These rou

tines are similar to the RIGHTS, LEFTS and MIDS func

tions in BASIC that allow the programmer to manipulate

substrings of string variables, For example, in LOGO it

is often appropriate to delete the first POSITION ele

ments but output the remainder of the LIST. A proce

dure to accomplish this is shown in Listing 11.

Listing 11.

TO DELETE.TO.PDS {POSITION iLIST

IF iPOSITION = 8 THEN OUTPUT :LIST

OUTPUT DELETE.TO.POS C iPOSITION - 1 )

BUTFIRST iLIST

END

The related operation to output all of the elements

from POSITION to the end of the UST is easily defined

using a call to the routine in Listing 11. This call is

shown m Listing 12. Both of these procedures output

the last part of the list. To output the elements in the
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front of the list, we would use the two procedures shown

in Listing 13.

Listing 12.

TO OUTPUT.FROM.POS [POSITION iLIST

OUTPUT DELETE.TO.POS ( iPOSITION - 1 )

:LIST

END

Listing 13.

TO DELETE.FROM.POS iPOSITION iLIST

TEST ( < COUNT iLIST > - iPOSITION + 1 ) - 6

IFTRUE OUTPUT :LIST

IFFALSE OUTPUT DELETE.FROM.POS :POS1TION

( BUTF1RST :LIST >

END

TO OUTPUT.TO.POS iPOSITION iLIST

OUTPUT DELETE.FROM.POS ( iPOSITION * 1 )

:LIST

END

Finally, as shown in Listing 14. we can put two of

these procedures together to output the middle of the

LIST from the START element to the FINISH element.

Listing 14.

TO OUTPUT.MIDDLE I START :FINISH iLIST

OUTPUT DELETE.TO.POS ( :START - I )

DELETE.FROM.POS ( iFINISH * 1 ) iLIST

END

Set Operations in LOGO
Set theory has become part of what is called the "new

math." It has numerous applications including the

study of logic and calculation of probabilities of winning

in games of chance. As "new math," sets are often

introduced to children in elementary school, This can

present quite a challenge to parents {who may still be

struggling with the "old" math) when they are asked to

help with homework. LOGO can help in this struggle,

because LOGO'S list-processing capabilities make man-

Listing 15.

TO UNION ISET1 :SET2

IF :SET1 - [] THEN OUTPUT :SET2

TEST MEMBER? ( FIRST :SET1 > :SET2

IFTRUE OUTPUT UNION < BUTFIRST iSETl )

:SET2

IFFALSE OUTPUT FPUT FIRST iSETl

UNION ( BUTFIRST iSETl > tSET2

END

TO INTERSECTION iSETl iSET2

IF :SETI ■ [] THEN OUTPUT []

TEST MEMBER? ( FIRST iSETl > :SET2

IFTRUE OUTPUT FPUT FIRST :SET1

INTERSECTION '. SUTFIRST iSETl ) :SET2

IFFALSE OUTPUT INTERSECTION

( BUTFIRST :SET! ) :SET2

END

TO DIFFERENCE iSETl iSET2

iCOMMENT -- OUTPUTS A-B

IF :SET1 = [J THEN OUTPUT 11

TEST MEMBER? < FIRST :SET1 ) [SET2

IFTRUE OUTPUT DIFFERENCE

( BUTFIRST :SET1 ) :SET2

IFFALSE OUTPUT FPUT FIRST :SET1

DIFFERENCE ( BUTFIRST ;SET1 ) iSET2

END

ipulating sets easy.

In set theory, there are three primary operations:

union, intersection and difference of sets. All other set

operations can be built from various combinations of

these three.

A few definitions and examples are in order. The

union of two sets is the set of elements which are

contained in the first set, in the second set, and m both

sets. For example, if set A consists of [Dave Jeff Jodie]

and set B is | Jeff Ann|, then the union of A and B would

be the set consisting of (Dave Jeff Jodie Ann]. The

intersection of two sets is the set of elements that are in

both sets, in this case [Jeff]. The difference of two sets is

the set of elements which are in the first set but are not

m the second set. For example, the difference of A and B

(written as A-B) is [Dave Jodie].

Because sets are similar to lists, LOGO is an excellent

language for dealing with sets. First define the basic set

operations of union, intersection and difference as

shown in Listing 15.

In set theory, it is often necessary to test sets for

various conditions. For example, we may wish to see if

two sets are equal—that is, if they have all of the same

elements, even if the elements are arranged in different

orders. Or we may need to know whether a set is a

subset of another set, A set is a subset of another set if

all of its elements are also in the other set. For example,

[Dave Jodiej would be a subset of [Ann Jodie Dave| but

[Jeff Dave) would not be a subset.

Finally, we often wish to know if two sets are disjoint,

i.e., they have no elements in common other than the

null or empty set. The procedures in Listing 16 will test

whether these set conditions are met and output a

TRUE or FALSE accordingly.

Listing 16.

TO SUBSET? :SET1 :SET2

iCOMMENT — TESTS SET1 AS SUBSET OF SET2

IF iSETl ■ [] THEN OUTPUT "TRUE

TEST MEMBER? ( FIRST iSETl ) :SET2

IFTRUE OUTPUT SUBSET? < BUTFIRST :SET 1 )

ISET2

1FFALSE OUTPUT "FALSE

END

TO EQUAL? :SET1 :SET2

OUTPUT ALLOF < SUBSET? :SET1 :SET2 )

< SUBSET? :SET2 iSETl )

END

TO DISJOINT? tSETl :SET2

OUTPUT INTERSECTION :SET1 :SET2 = []

END

As an example of how these set operations might be

used in LOGO, let's consider a typical set theory exer

cise. We have a class of students. We know the follow

ing facts about the class:

(1) The girls are Ann, Jodie. Wendy, Diane. Cybi! and

Betty.

(2) The BASIC programmers are Larry, Ann. Mike.

Diane and Jodie.

(3) The LOGO programmers are Mike, Ann, Fred,

George and Sean.

(4) Only three students in the class [Cybil, Wendy

and Quinn] do not know either BASIC or LOGO
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You want to use set theory to determine the answers

to the following questions:

(1) How many students are there in the class and

what are their names?

(2) What are the boys' names?

(3) Which students are multilingual?

(4) Which boys know BASIC?

Conveniently, all of the names begin with different

first letters, so we can shorten our LOGO program by

just using the first letter for each student. Listing 17

shows how to set up the procedures.

Listing 17.

MAKE 'GIRLS [A J Ul D C B]

MAKE "BASIC [L A M D J]

MAKE "LOGO CM A F G S]

MAKE "NONE [C W 0]

MAKE "STUDENTS UNION iGIRLS iBASIC

MAKE "STUDENTS UNION :STUDENTS I LOGO

MAKE "STUDENTS UNION iSTUDENTS :NONE

MAKE "NUMBER COUNT [STUDENTS

MAKE "SOYS DIFFERENCE :STUDENTS lGlRLS

MAKE "MULTILINGUAL INTERSECTION iBASIC :LOGO

MAKE "BASIC.BOYS.1 DIFFERENCE iBASIC iGIRLS

MAKE "BASIC.BOYS.2 INTERSECTION jBOVS iBASIC

MAKE "SAME? EQUAL? iBASIC.BOYS.i :BAS1C.BOYS.2

Notice in Listing 17 that there are two ways to deter

mine the boys who know BASIC and the fact that they

yield the same results is tested in the last line with a call

to the EQUAL? routine. Although this exercise is fairly

trivial, the same kind of LOGO operations can also be

used with very large and complex sets to perform ma

nipulations that would be difficult to do in one's head or

even with paper and pencil.

Sorting and Merging Lists
The first procedure we need to develop to sort or

merge two lists is a routine that will enable us to com

pare two elements and decide whether one is smaller

than the other {if they are numbers) or if one comes

before the other alphabetically (if they are words or

letters). Also since we want our ultimate sort procedure

to work with a mixture of words and numbers, our

element comparison routine needs to be able to com

pare a number and a word and decide which one is

"smaller."

Fortunately, LOGO has a built-in ASCII function that

enables us to do this. ASCII takes a single character as

input and returns as an output its ASCII value where the

ASCII value of a digit is less than the ASCII value of a

letter. The procedure in Listing 18 uses the ASCII func-

Listing 18.

TO PRECEDE? iEl IE2

TEST ALLOF < NUMBER? :E1 ) ( NUMBER? iE2 )

IFTRUE IF iEl < iE2 THEN OUTPUT 'TRUE

ELSE OUTPUT "FALSE

IF :E1 = " THEN OUTPUT "TRUE

IF :E2 = " THEN OUTPUT "FALSE

IF ASCII '. FIRST iEl > < ASCII < FIRST iE2 )

THEN OUTPUT "TRUE

IF ASCII < FIRST :E1 > > ASCII < FIRST sE2 )

THEN OUTPUT "FALSE

OUTPUT PRECEDE? BUTFIRST iEl BUTFIRST ;E2

END

tion to output a TRUE or FALSE depending upon wheth

er element one (El) is smaller numerically oi whether it

comes before element two {E2) alphabetically.

Once defined, the procedure in Listing 18 can be used

to output the larger or smaller of two elements as shown

in Listing 19. These two procedures can then be used to

output the largest or smallest element of a LIST by

recursively looking at each element and comparing it to

the largest or smallest element found so far. This process

is shown in Listing 20.

Listing 19.

TO SMALLER iEl iE2

TEST PRECEDE? iEl :E2

IFTRUE THEN OUTPUT :El

IFFALSE THEN OUTPUT iE2

END

TO LARGER :E1 lE2

TEST PRECEDE? [El i£2

IFTRUE THEN OUTPUT ;E2

IFFALSE THEN OUTPUT iEl

END

Listing 20.

TO SMALLEST iLIST

IF C COUNT iLlST ) = 1 THEN OUTPUT

FIRST :L1ST

OUTPUT SMALLER < FIRST :LIST ) SMALLEST

BUTFIRST iLIST

END

TO LARGEST :LIST

IF < COUNT iLIST ) = 1 THEN OUTPUT

FIRST iLIST

OUTPUT LARGER < FIRST ;LIST > LARGEST

BUTFIRST iLIST

END

Remember that the evaluations all depend upon PRE

CEDE? which considers numbers to be "smaller" than

words. As a result, if you PRINT SMALLEST [ONE 2

THREE 4], you will get "2" and if you printed the

LARGEST value of the same list, you would get

"THREE."

Now that we have a procedure to identify the extreme

values of a list, we need corresponding procedures to

output the list without those extreme values. Using the

BUTWORD procedure described earlier, we can con

struct two new procedures that output everything in the

list except a copy of the largest element or everything

except a copy of the smallest element, as shown in

Listing 21.

Listing 21.

TO BUTSMALLEST iLIST

OUTPUT BUTUORD ( SMALLEST

END

:LIST :LIST

LARGEST :LIST > iLIST

TO BUTLARGEST iLIST

OUTPUT BUTUORD C

END

Our sort procedures can then be written by combin

ing these last four procedures in one procedure, Listing

22. Using these procedures, it is possible to sort lists

that contain both numbers and words. For example,

PRINT SORT.UP [THREE 4 2 ONE) will print (2 4 ONE

THREE].
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Listing 22.

TO SORT.UP iLIST

[COMMENT — SORTS IN ASCENDING ORDER

IF )L1ST = [] THEN OUTPUT []

OUTPUT FPUT SMALLEST :LIST SORT.UP

BLHSMALLEST :LIST

END

TO SORT.DOWN iLIST

jCOMMENT ~ SORTS IN DESCENDING ORDER

IF iLIST - U THEN OUTPUT []

OUTPUT FPUT LARGEST :L1ST SORT.DOWN

BUTLARGEST :L1ST

END

These sort routines work very well for small lists, but

for larger lists they are too slow to be practical. For

example, to sort a list with 30 elements will take two to

three minutes on the Commodore 64, depending upon

the mix of numbers to words within the list. Numbers

sort faster than words, generally.

To ease this speed problem, let's develop some proce

dures to merge elements into lists that have already

been sorted. In this way, we have to sort our basic list

only once. Every element we then wish to add can

simply be inserted or merged into this sorted list in the

proper order—resulting in a great deal of time savings

for large lists. The procedure in Listing 23, for instance,

will merge a single ELEMENT into a previously sorted

LIST.

Listing 23.

TO MERGE.ELEMENT jELEMENT iLIST

;C0MMENT — LIST IN ASCENDING ORDER

IF :LIST = [1 THEN OUTPUT FPUT iELEMENT

■.LIST

TEST PRECEDE? :ELEMENT FIRST :LIST

IFTRUE OUTPUT FPUT iELEMENT :L1ST

IFFALSE OUTPUT FPUT < FIRST iLIST )

MERGE.ELEMENT tELEMENT BUTFIRST :LIST

END

The merging process can be made even easier with

the procedure in Listing 24, which will merge a random

ly ordered list (LIST1) of elements into a list (LIST2) that

has already been sorted into ascending order

Listing 24.

TO MERGE.LIST iLlSTl 1L1ST2

iCOMMENT -- LISTS IN ASCENDING ORDER

LOCAL "NEUI

MAKE "NEW MERGE.ELEMENT < FIRST :L1ST1 )

:LIST2

IF ( COUNT :LIST1 ) = I THEN OUTPUT iNEW

OUTPUT MERGE.LIST C BUTFIRST :L1ST ) :NEW

END

MERGE.LIST in Listing 24 is relatively speedy—by

LOGO standards. For example, merging five unsorted

elements into a sorted list of 25 elements takes about ten

seconds—compared to sorting the entire combined 30-

element list, which would take several minutes. Q
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WIN $5000
by playing the exciting game of

MAD SCIENTIST 64
MAD SCIENTIST 64 It ■ disk baMd aducillonal gam* lor th«
Comr-iiocioiii 641m. Actually a game within a gama-You (dvanc* by

solving "gim« dual". Along th* way, you rtctlv* "solution cluti"
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back guarantee.
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by us no later lhan Nov 15,1SG5. Winners will be announced on Dec 20,

1MB.

Only U.S. entrants are eligible for the cash prizes, 4 In the U.S.. the

caih prize ll void where prohibited by law.

To receive your MAO SCIENTIST 54 game disk, manual, blank

scoreiheet, and registration send {24*95 plus 52.00 shipping 8,

handling lo:

SMADA BnteRPR.ZES. ■NC.

P.O. BOX 1382

BELLEVUE, NE. 68005
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COMPUTER
WAREHOUSE

MONITORS

Commodore 1702 5209.95
Gorilla (green) S 79.00
Gorilla lambed S 89.00

PRINTERS
Commodore 1526/802 S2D9.00

Commodore B03 S169.00
Panasonic 1090 S239.00

Gemini 10X $249.00

Radix 10 S499.D0
ELITE5CD(Daisy Wheel)

Direct conned for
Commodore S299.00

AXIOM AT 550 S259.00

SlarSGK) S269.00

StarSDIO $399.00

StarSRIO S499.00
Odala 82.83.8d.92.93 CALL
Okimale 10 Color

Printer S199.00
Panasonic 1091 S299.0O

DISKDRIVES

Commodore 1541 S179.00
Indus GT S299.00

MSO Single Drive S299.00

MSD Dual Drive S 4 99.00

MODEMS
Weslndge Automodem S69.95

MPPI064 S79.95

Total Telecommunicat i on S69.95

Modem 300 by

Commodore 589.95

PRINTER INTERFACES
CardcoB S39.95

CardcoG+ S69.95
TVMAC Connection S79.95
TURBO GT S69.95

AXIOM Inlerface S79.95

SOFTWARE
Fliijhl Simulator II $36.95
Super Base 64 SS9.95
Paper Clip (w/spoll) S79.95

Mulliplan tiy Mierosolt S59.95

Word Pro 3 Pius S39.95

Koala Touch Tablel $69.95

Wnle Now (CardCO) S39.95
Maslertronic Disk Game

(C64) S 7.99
Power Supply lor C64 S29.95
Daliiselles $29.95

DISKETTES'

Compulor Warehouse

Eiepham ss/sd

Elephant ss/dd

ManeiiMDi

MaiellMDZD

SKC SsisO
SKC ss/Od
Prices per Box of 10

ACCESSORIES
We carry a full lino Ot covers.

ribbons, storage cases, surge
suppressors and cables

S14.95

S13.95

S16.95

S1B.95

S24.95

S13.95

S16.95

We carry a full y of Commod an.' Hard warp .int) SoUware

(in FL) 305-274-3680; 1-800-372-0214

7222 S.W. 117th Avenue, Miami, FL 33183
Add 3% lor shipping ana handling clwraos (S3 minimum) Ad prices railed 3% cash
discount Crudit card orders should aad3"v PncosfturjiocTtochnnge wilhoul nolicP

Circle Reader Service No. 21 Circle Reader Service No. 9
J'mVKRI'LAY 115



U5ER CROUPS
Commodore user groups nationwide and around the world provide invaluable assistance to Commodore compuierists. IE you are looking for

people who share youi computing interests, or if you need help getting started rath your computer, contact the group near you

Tins list is compiled from groups who responded to a survey conducted by Pete Baczor. Commodore's user group coordinator. If you would iike
your {jroup to appear here. or li you need infoimntion about Commodore's user group support, contact Pete at Commodore Business Machines.
1200 Wilson Drive, West Chester, PA 193BO

ALABAMA

tSirniinpihum

]1IM:UJ:u!i'ii!i Cujn muddle

Computer Club
IJmjy Jonea

■MMb Avumw V Lol 7-B—35208

205-923-9260

Wirntjrflaa Mlaci-Ccimputei

Socioly

William H iijown

im Key Bind Htl —36330

20&-347'7£64

" ■

Commodore Glut, oi Mobtle

Tom Wya1,:

3868-H Rue Mason-36609

zos-MS-nTa

Pjn.'suri

Camrnudoitr Club—SouUi

WiEUnin J Fireman

P O Do* 324—3B126

315 (1L-V0CM

SODttibOXG

livofjibDrn C-fi4 Use[9' Group

Richiiicl Radon

ill. 5 Box £55--35766

ZO6-EM-1B30

ALASKA

Cuiyfliy [;ammDdQre

UmivOtoup

BlOConlieklWaySW—T2W5K1

403-2B1-2772

Anch«aa«

Alaska &4 Commodore

Computni Club

Doua Gannon

rvrr ito-iin

Kmcliikun

Htnt City Uwis Oioup

Jim Uunnr.

BQ7-32&-OW5

Siika

Sltkn Commodore Useis Group

Dennis Lantern

P O Box 2201—99835

907-747-34111

AHIZONA

Chnniii.il

Aiuonn VIC ft MUscis

Thomas Udobod
9MW MsiboinCu—85224

602963-61«

CjlDba

Paul H Machda

Rt 1. Bux 34—SKOl

1 li " -i '

dull

Lfif.ILn A Bcibftlts

P.O. Ho« 34905—B5O67

6(]2-2GS-120<]

SleilD V15U

Thuniidr Mountain CorjiTnodsre

U»!l Op

Jell Tyler

P □ Bo> 1736-H5W6

1 i ::

ComputsChtb
Miko LaPaglLn

3371 S Mormon Di —B6730

602-721-7824

ARKANSAS

Conwuy

Comrr.odoiiVI'KT Usms (711*

Gnnttva BnwJln

Davis Siieel- -72032

503-329-M1S

Ru'ispllJilIe

BussollviUe Coramofloio

Usmg Group

Bnb RmzcjI

401 s Arli[jgron Uf —72001

&01-9lj7-ti16fl

CALlFortNrA

Ai^Uoma

CdcIUB Comm j Mlcolor

P O Don 1277—91701

Arcadia

#1 ■ Uj_t^j_ h J

bir.jp McDoiiBitl

rU hux lltii— '-flood

B1B'9O4-OCO7

AUIJL1|[|

Cor.iL]juiei Club

1121DMlifl Lamp Dj — &b6tJ3

916-B23-7D95

Baldwin P.irk

Ca] I'aly Comirnxlore Lfgnrg

Or an p

U.ivnl DiMUl

14B17\5 Rr]rn>[],i EiL'/rt —31706

DfUIlowp.T

Ctub&4

Robed Johnson

K9M Bavou Ave —90708

Cha^swHth

San Ferna.idu VoUey

Commoilorv Useis Group

Tons Lynch

21209 NuBhvilln—01311

E318-709^736

Xifisno 64 Usnie

C'lfJ P^lWrtKll

091 W 9ih #203-9361?

203-297-7093

C'oncoid

Diablo VaJJey Cajntnodor*

User:; Giciup

PO Bo* Z71*fr-EW52C

r .■ i ' ■

C Toch Uswrs of Ocnno*.* Countv

POBox M97—92626

CupertiiiQ

PUG oi Sikron VflJloy

Uan-m Vander Kool

Z235* Rancho Venium—M0H

Donvfflfl

Di.rivjllw Uterii Group

Kant F] Dii^i5

1B6 FiMl St. SuitB 10&-EM52C

*115 H20-1223

Holl/woud

HoUywood ComintuJorH

733 N njdoowood lilvrt --WW3S

Z13-463 S972

LivDirnocu

PALS

Ja Jolinson

S86EouUiK-9-1iM

416-449-1084

Los Osos

San Luis Otj[» Commodore

Camp a

GaiyBisseil

1766 9"il SUt«:—934CC

605-628-3371

Nevada City

CB4 Usois Croup

tjiujy Fuudenci

11G14 Hed Dug Road—95959

316-£65-6532

Cmi

&1/20 Cluh

Greg Bums

215N Fullon S[ —93023

B05 M6-M17

Oimaid

CIVIC 61

Kjilhnn Okutn

120 W Magnolia Ave —93030

8O5-9E5-S150

Pasadena

PC ACC

Biian KLd'j

1135Coionol Avb—91107

213351-8198

Sun Cnilos

Pi-riLiL^ul,-. Commodoji?

Uac[9 Oioup

Timoihy Avffry

b43 Old County Pel —94070

415'605-2<597

San Francisco

PET on the AIR

Bolo Lowe

t^5 Cisstluine Dr —W132

415-GB1-7S20

Sim YoLdco

South Bay Coinmodofn 64

Usflit Gequp

Jose M {lallcga

PO Box 3193—92073

619-420-5887

Santa Maria

Ctn"iL 'n~ -- -- "z~~r^'.^ici*'

Usei Gzoup

GiUjflitF Vela

4237 Ptamena C[ —B345S

BOS 037-4174

iijiniji Mo[uca

Ecunmodoia 6*1 Weal

Don Campboll

PO Doi 106—9MM-0406

Sdnta Rosa

Santa Rosa Cornm&Joie 64

Useis Gioup

333 E noblos Avb —95407-7920

707684 7009

Stockton

S'.Gcktan Commodour

Vvik Grcup

Rtta McCann

2929 Calanva Dr.—95204

iW94858S0

COLORADO^a 1_H LJ k/lLTkLJ KgT

Aspen

Rr>cky Mountain Comtnodoie

Ctub

PO Dox 377—8161-2

303-923-M37

Donvar

Coloiado Commodon? Carnpulcif

Club

Poyce Milchril

9400EJn,Ct #607^—302^1

303-427-1309

Giii nil Junctmn

Western Ulape Commodoitf

lJkip Group

Ralph D'AndiM

PO Bo« 4142—81502

303-7-128990

CONNECTICUT

Colchester

Compu^i Users Group

Lu RalabW5ki

Halis KiSi Hoad—0B41S

203-267-33)1

Diinbury

FaiJlieid Couniy Comnifxicra

Usor Gp.

Komnith 11 Ifuuea

P.O Box2]2~C6B10

203-797 C07G

But KniTiDid

Hnnlord Cqii/iiv Commodors
UfvOp

H Cue tins

PO Box B553-O00ie

Enfifltd

NoiUiom CT Commoctora C!ub

Mihs Levesfjue

3 Marbty Si —06Cfc2

203'745-e2M

Hampion

Commorkxe East Campuier

U«f> Group

Ernent JuJion

lf!iH!! Biuuluw Rd —Ofi247

Myntic

CfrtUaofnOioupoIKowLonLlcin

A ESV!9

£7 Fiahiown Ln —06365

Smmroitl Cummortnii!

{fcwu Gcuup

isUiri Cinin^l

PON 1337-0fi902

203-325 H1391

CaniEnDdofo U»i Gcoup of

SttttfORl

Pan Knn-Eluns

PO Bo* 1213-0&497

203-33G-1981

Wtii Havcin

U ai Ntw Haven Mjciocompu'ji

dub

M McConeo^V
U uf New Mavon. 3W1 Offlnuo

Avo -06516

DELAWARE

Dmnioncl Suite Ijsuis Group

Mlchuri ButttiT

PO Bon B32— !9<M3

302-2B4 -V195

Nowot k

Group

Dob Tflytef

210 Dui»Di-19711

FLORIDA

Avon Pa: k

CHIPS Uwis G;oup

Gee aid Klimczak

P O Box 30fi3—33H2b

813-152-23M

Badmtflft
MuniiSQM Com nine Ihhj

UsHianiuii})

Uob Ufonuon

916 E 35lIiAvo D[—33509

U13-747-17B5

Biflndan

Pr^rKlon L\iij?\ Qtoup

Paul A DnugltfliTV

lOfi Anolewaxl Di —33h\\

CLodiwatcE Cotr.tr.cdcto Club

Gmy D Odul']

1&32 Urnon Su»*i—33516

H13-M2 0770

Cocoa

El'3hift-oh

MiKa Schnolw

P O Bo* &4S—32922 0543

EaionPaik

VIG/M HftaiUond U^»j G:cud—

HandolL Ljpfiatu

PO Box 912—338^0

ai3-Rfifi-l692

Gainsville

GatnaviLe Commadoto

Users Group

M Dipw Huilpy

F.O BoxM716—326W

904 462-312a

'flcksenvjlin

UKF Commodare CanipuLai

ClLtb

JayS Huebner

Urjveissiy cl Noiih Flmida—

52216

9O4-&46-Z7Z9

Lull

VJC/&J HcaiUand Uswb—Tompa

Tom Keou{jh

HSOG Mornm^ DJ —33W0

8l3'977'20JG

MacDil]. AFH

South Tampa Camrr.oJcirip ft1!

Users Group

Ronald S Clomcnl

736FSecond Dr—33621

613-840-0632

Miami

Mud 206-1

Jim Luttcn'iri

12911 SW 49th St—33175

305 226 1 IBS

Ncnti Miami Beach

Commodore EducaUii^ Usw

Group—North

Poben Figueioa

1KO0 HE 2nd Avo —33jfi2

3C6-9*1'55^

Ocata

Tn-County Commo<lnni

Users Gioup

Don Vnndefvnniei

PO DoxllSl—32671

Q(W -629-1220

Ctfiitial Floudn CommodorQ

Ufipfs Group

Thuima.1 Lawson

PO Box 7326— 32B54

305-86S-0390

PaL-n HbJbcr

EuncoaatG43

Cutiis J MiJJnt

2419 US 19 North—335G3

813-765 1036

Panama Cily

Bay Commodoie "J r-f rs Gcoup

Doug SchipaiE

PG Sox 31B7—32401

9M-7B5-Z314

ElBaaaoota

Commodoie AdvanUigt

Dsannd Owens

P.O Btffl 16490-32623

904 4SG-G5M

Pnn&acoia

Cjomiriill■ j:i ■ [j'.i i'. ■ :i •■ i]i i r

Debbie Johnston

P O Box 3533—32SQ6

904-15G-5B04

PlaniflUon

Subucbaii (j-1 Us4i? Group

Ken PaniLdgo

1360 SW 82nd Ter Apt #625—

33324

30S-474 6923

SanibeL

Sanibel Ccmmodare VIC

PhLL BeLang-f:

1119 PenvrtnUe Box 73—33957

B13-472 3471

Eda^mc:

Fl W-ili-.n H".1rh rr1rriru..l.:ri»
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User Group

Jim Mc-jre

PO Bo* 3—32549

904-651-3737

Tamarac

Hfoward Commodore

Users Gioup

Lewis Hotn

PO Bon 25794—33320

Bl 3-726 4300

Tavaios

Tiiangle Educational Unit

Group
John Zciq'.nt

PO.Bcr 326—32778

904-343-4499

ZoptayihlB

Ea&i Pacco Commodore

Umis Gioup

PJ BiydPn

1B36 Sandy Rood—34248

B13W7GQ89

GEORGIA

Albany

Albany CBM Amatucr

David L Via

PO Box 5461—31706

912-436-5596

AtJantn

VIC-LI ma

Elntl Dob Hi v

P,0 Bok 4G70G2—3234fi

Hiunewitk

Coldun IsIbb CnmmodOJO Usera

RictieitIL Young

135 Sherwood Ferns: Cu —

31520

College Paik

Commodore Foimoi

Gregory Yauncj

2804 Camp Crwk Fkwy —30337

404-767 2487

Morrow

CCC54UG

□avid Padotl

P O Box &42—3OZ60

404 96a 4154

Oakwccd

NE Georgia Commodoie

Users Gioup

Ranndy Shulei

Route#2. Bon 326—30566

404-534-1142

Rfrttdtii

Clayton County C64Ukeb Gioup

Joyce Jay

527 Wanelyn Way—30274

4G4-47B-7906

Stcwe Mountain

Atlanta C64 Users Oroup

Ronald Liso&Ju

1767 Big VoJJ&y Lane—30083

404-931-4253

IDAHO

Cceur d'Alono Computor Club

506 Lunceford Ln —83814

208-765- 3B03

GrangotfiUn

OrajiBGViUo HS Compute* Club

010 S. □ Sttuot—83630

20fi-9H3-436&

Idaho Fallo

Eagln Rock Commalorn

Computer Club

Jeaniu E^uton

PO Boji 3B84—83403-3B34

200-529-4733

ILLINOIS

Heumticu Uflrta Group

Chip Downey

1303 Nettle #2—filOOa

Bkrrninyton

Bkxunmglon -litu null

Commodaraug

Cait Burrcss

PO Box 1050—61702 1053

309 B28 3783

Canton

Canton Area Commodotu

Uint'lS <"iHHJ!>

Roburl S SmoJich

Spoon Rivet College. RR #1—

61520

309-647-2710

Champaign

Champaign Urbana Commodore

Users Gioup

Stavo Gut

2006 Ciracont Dr —fi1S2l

217-362 3681

Elgin

Fox Valley Commodore

Users Gioup

Heib Gross

833 ProBpeci-60120

312-695-1316

KnOii Commodore CLub

Randy Fox

196 Otivo Et —61401

309 343 5334

Haivey

Souih SuburbJin V20 U«ia Oub

Nidt Foite

16409 Emerald-60426

312-331-4851

Kankakea

EuibAkM Hockars

Bill Brouillet

HP #2. Box 22S-H—60501

813^371083

Unooinwood

C-G4 UsdiB Group, Jnc

David W. TsmVin

PO Box 464G4—60646

312-503-4629

ManmDuth

Western Illinois Commodore

Uaerg Group

Robert Gokel

906 W 6lh Ave -61462

3O3-734-S509

P«Htt

Commodofe Uwca ot Pecfia

JflflMirtm

16O0W Devaieux—61614

309-692-0230

Rockford

HocWoid Area Commodcie

Computer Club

Kalhe Keyet

2KT7 Pelham Rd —61107

815-963-6773

ScoltAFB

Scott Compute; Usaia" Gioup

Gilbcit D Hi-j :. i

P O Box 397—62225

618-746-2732

Spjingiield

Springlield PET Users Gioup

Biil EaidSey

3116Concwd—6270-;

217 7530500

INDIANA

ColumtniH

Columbus Coriirnodaitf Club

11210 W GflOigetownRd —

472Q1

312-342-6805

fr,flinnjipo[)!i

VfC Indy CLub

Fred lmhausen

Bok 11&43.4HHE Mtchlaan

SI—46201

N MJinctujoter

Mnnctuatnr Commodotn

Users Otoup

Richaid M Bullowa

6060 E 9thSt—16902

Teua Haute

Wesiein Indiana Ccmmcdore

Users Gioup

Dennis C Graham

912 E Brown Ave —17803

812234-5099

W Lilayclti'

Commodocff Owners o( LaJayatta

Root IndelLCQto

20 Patnck Lane—47906

317-743-3410

IOWA

Dfts Moines

CommDdcio Computor Users q]

Iowa

CuitisL ShiHfli

PO Box 3140—60316

51^232-1333

Hattford

Capita! Complex Commode re

Computer CLub

Dcren Hutat

PO Box 58—50t18

615-909 0563

Waterloo

Watei loo Aim Commodore Ctub

Rick Vo^tflf

945 Lowel—50702

319-232-1062

KANSAS

Hulctunson

Salt City Ccmmodoie Club

PO Box 2644—67504

31&662-2392

Viola

Commodoie Users Group

o[ Wichita, Inc

Walt Lounsbery

Ri. #1.Box 115—67149

316-54S-74EQ

KENTUCKY

Bardstown

Commodore Bardstown Uecia

Gioup

Fatitck Kirtley

P O. Box 165—40004

502-348-6360

Bowling Green

Bowling Green CommodoHr

Users Gioup

Doug Skinner

PO Box 20214—12102

502-641-0483

Glasgow

Glasgow Commodore

Users Group

Steve England

PO Boy 154—42141

502-678-3609

Henrfecscn

Commodore Connection

James Kemp

1010 S.Qm—42420

502-327-8153

LOUISIANA

U ■

Sixty-Foui Urn Ussra" Gtoup

Ixliiit^'fi S Hol^mon

4317 Siodnon S-. —70001

KM- 831-79=0

Ntw Orleans

Ccnaol Dal£ lnstituta

KeotH Ccmilneyll

6603 Plaza Df —70127

604-246-160]

Shievepatt

Ajk-La-Ta> Commodom H Club

Bill Walker

5516 Falilan Airo —7110B

318-636-3611

Sulphui

Eoi:ihwfi£[ LA Ueeis' Group

Fied White

89 Ann—70663

318-625-5143

Swain

Ouachlto Commcdijte Ctub

Beckie Walker

PO Bo» 17S—71281

318-343-6O-M

MAINE

YUO (Bni.iawck)

Peiec O'Bnpn

20 Columbia Ave.—04011

207-72E--1580

Computer Soaely ol Penohscol

Ail Pole

101 ClOfiby Lab. UMD—04469

Panland

Souiliern Maine 20/64

Ed Moore

10 Walkei Sneel—04092

207-S71-01U

EcartorQiigh

V UG (Scarborough)

USER
Georgs Caswpll

16 Wcstwood—04071

207 883-3362

Wnetbrook

Your Commadcr« Umth Gioup

Mrk« Ptiklm

PO Box 611—04092

207-8M4679

MARYLAND

AbnlHD

COMPUCATS

Betty Scheuler

680W BslAuAvt—2100!

301-272 0472

Boltlrnoin

Bnlurnoro Arpa Commodors

Uel*3 Group

Michanl M Broumbvcg

«06V[>gl Ave—2iaOG

301-325-2166

Wosangfioufie BW1 Commodo

User Gtoup

Lee D Bsrron

PO. Br.K 1693—21203

WotxlJnwn Commodora Club

Mlkp Lanj

1712 AilMdeon Bd.—21234

301-71)0-4f!41

FnllsUin

Haclord County Commodore

Ue<?[9 Oroup

Kim Uayd

PO Bnx 209—21047

301-879-35B3

Fredfliick

Frederick Funcllonmn

Stephen M JacotMon

108 Key Pkwy —21701

301-663-1471

IbQftrovn

Kagerstown Ustaa Otoup

Joaepri F Rutkcwski

23 Coventry Ln—21740

301-797-9728

Leonoidtown

PAX^OMJ64

D«vuiJ Hamblm

240 JeltMon St —20660

301-475-94*3

PoiomAC

Weslejn Monlgomerv C64

Umih Oroup

Jot go Montalvnn

11209 Tach House Ci —20954

301-983-8199

Fockville

RockvUleVlC/64 Usorn Oroilp

Tom Pounda

p o. Bo* aeo&-2oa&3

301-231-7823

Monlgoniojy Courrly

Cocnmodors 3oc.

CROUPS
4^562-1027

EM 20/64 Users Group

John Chaplain

36 Buckman £: —01EQ1

617-WS-3490

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor

Commodore Usei Group—

U of Mich

John J Gonna

SchooJofPub HeaHh—

U of Mich—4B109

Bay City

Bay City Users Group

Jim Gulfin

1013 N Johnson St —4B70G

S17-093-11O6

dm

Mid-Michigan Commodore C'ub

a VirgJ Gtaham

—4SS17

517-386-34^)

EasK Detioil

Michigan Commodore 64 Usor

Gcoup, Inc

Chuck Cioellon

P O. Box 539—1G021

313-773-630a

Madison Helghta

Slipped Dislir [no

J Moskow

31044 John R—1807*

313-583-9S03

Midland

Corr,modoie Computer Cluh

Jack Wfliloy

4106 West Man Rd —48460

517-836-51M

Richmond

COMP

BnanPnngle

7514 Puity Gun Rd —4BO62

313-329-2625

Sauthfield

Commodore Computer

Enthusiasm

Eleven Lop&atz

20050 WmchMier^l8076

313-354-7224

DAB Computer Cfub

Dennis Burlington

P 0 Box 542^9098

616-463-5457

■ ^ j a l ^ r- r ^ ■ A

HlnnESOTA

LLCUe FaLls

Kemtland Arsa Computer Co-op

Sam Will

2401 ftivorwood Di —56345

Hedwood Falls

Morylo B Pounds interlace

PO Boi 6444—209O6 Brai Schiibng

301-946-1664 243 E 2nd St —K283

SuiUand EO7-637-8381

EdiBcnCommodoioUflflifl Gioup MISSISSIPPI

Wllimm H Him

4314 Oxford Dr—207*16

MASSACHUSETTS

Btdfeid

Raytli^on Comrncdore Us*r^

Otoup

John Rudy

Bayttwon Co —GRAB—O1773C

617-361-0402

FukJLmu
Foxboro Aedo Commodore

Uflw Group

Sumui'l Krught

154 Oiwn Si —O2O3S

Gl 7-643-4231

Rutland

The PoJytiedraJ Wnaid

Rob Hodgon Jr.

422 Coanuyside Er —01543

Pionm Volley VIC/&1 C!ub

Mjuvin S Ynle

BjIoxi

QuJE Coaat Commodorn Club

MorSfW Karvey

4GWW BwchBlvd—39S31

601-74-4084

Hfliticsbufg

Commodoie Computer Club

LenJ Mathias

Dept ol PoEi Sci —U c[ Miss —

39406-0076

MISSOURI

Cape Guardeaij

HoofUand Users Gtoup

Mitrtin KnxmsoTi

129 E Lonmer #7—64701

314-334-&462

Golden

MOARK Coicmodcre Useis

Group

Marshall B Turner

P O Boji 504—6S656

417-271-3^3

POWER!1WY 117



USER GHOUPS
Jophn

Joplin Commodore Computer

Uwis

R D Connnly

422 S FTor:da A™ —64301

417-624-52W

KarLiaa City

Commodore Usnrs Group

Salvador Cerda

PO Box 36492—&4111

816-252-7623

Ltfwny

Northland Amateur Radio

Association

Al-in Bayer

Bll Lindenwood Lone—64063

B16 734-4312

MitryvtElfi

Commodore PAC

Prjutciii Lucido

64468

9lt-b62-4493

Warrencburg

Bu™ocMi™kaitip
r O. Bun 853-6-1033

niO7-17Z4OG

MONTANA

Westum Montana Commodora

User Gtoup

Carl White

BOO Kensington Avo —5960!

40672ft-SI 24

NEBRASKA

AUlOfito Conunodorrt Compucor

Club

M Sella

16» Boise—*93O!

3Qa .762-6228

Owing

FToitfl Vallay Corrsmodcie

Usih:3 Group

Jjrn Parks

1720'0 Si -ffiJWI

30M3M2I1

UncGlti

Cctr.ninff Pdwve Unlimited

Hoftcrt Hawofd

416 N 27—£3503

402-175.9081

Omahj

Greater Onnha C64 [fjiers Gfoup

Ken Jiielg

2932 LudWmd Dr —CB123

40&692-3JM

NEVADA

LagVnu

Us VBflai Al(!p PET U5OI3

GiouiJ

6130 E Ctelesion DM.--89122

702 -163-3SM

l-in Vu'j.iii

SOO CummQdDte Ucers Iraup

Loo Sell! am

-lOll VV Ctiatltritau Elvrt—

09102

702-6-18 MM

NEW HAMPSHIRE

C-W USERS

PO Bos .1022-03867

Monadr:ock Cammwlore M

P-iul Ruls IQ

RFC # I Houto 10—OM70

CC3-362-6722

NBW JKRSEY

Cormrodqro Us«s Croup

AT&T COinmiLnjw.ionaFta 202

6 298—07921

S01-M6-6132

Belle Mead

ACGNJFETWl&CBM Users

Gjoup

Joseph M. Fyika

30 Rjv«view T« —08502

201-359-3662

Chony Hll!

Soulh Jersey CommadoiB

Fred Hennen

PO BOI42QE—06O34

609-227-7905

Fl»h<Jld

FT.C.U.

Jalin BinaWl

150 SuiTlinc Ave —0772S

201-« 1-4237

Momn PlillELS

Monin Area Cojntriottoro

Robert J SoQiing

51FBrncliilRd—07950

201-207-5231

Mor [19 Plains

H Ampiltjin Commodore

ToncheiG Users Group

BlFairioliriBd—07950

S01-267S231

Mount Holly

RCA Curiirr.udoio Users Group

William Hawo

609-234-76^

Ocean View

Cape-Atlantic Commodore

D J Chndwick

1M0 Okl Slagu Coach Rd —

0BZ30

809-39fl-6111

mroto

PeteNlssely

16 W adgewood Ave—07432

201-445-6335

Union Ci:v

Eludson County CommotfeMe

Uaer Orouti

DaveWBSlph«len

308 Polioado Avo —07087

201 864 7299

WiUJ Township

Jctsoy Ehora Carnni«lote

Users Gioup

Hob McKinJey

1905 MonmouUi Blva —0772B

201-S42.2113

Wayno

Club 64

G ClpoUirttl

Humburil Tplto —O7470

201-595 M63

Commodore &4 Beginneis Club

6B0 Loigll T« —076765

NEW YORE

A]"O New Votk

Computer Club

200111 TAMMC. Ban 114—OM62

06332-6347

Hu'.hpjgo

Commodore Computer Cluh

1111 Stewart Ave—11714

51S-475 5289

Bronx

Commodore Microchips

Anthony Sanchoi

340 K MwlVJu Pkwy —10458

Flii' 't.'.-,'\;

Eltocklyn Commodcrp Uaers

Qboup

Malcolm Jay Gcsecnan

1735E 13th St Apt.#7^—

1IZZB

Fo!-i SMUbl

Long Island VIC Socioly

20 Spyglass Lane—11733

516-751 7B44

GreavNeck

Great Neck Commcdore

■Jseis Gioup

Adam Korn

30GC&K Ave —11021

&16-4B2-54G0

Great Nock

UVE

A Fnedman

17 PicadiUy Roafl-13023

51&-4B2-39S2

HaELEcadsFor:

Finger Lakts Area Komputer

Experti

Terry Lynno Narby

?* W Lake Rd —M&40

607-B6B-3674

Joberg

tomrriodQcu freaks

iViktr WefiL

9111 Railroad St—1M71

516-336-4858

Ml Vamon

Fclklite Terminal Club

Ted Coialfls

Bok 2222-C—10SG1

C-li4 LTsors Group ol Ocmitfu

County

Stephen GessH

Box 23a RD #1—1095S

914-355-347S

New Platz

Computer Metropolis

Enc Dean

PO Box 39—17] Main SI —

T2bGl

NswYorti

fjflw York Ccmniodoi y

Users Gfoup

Ben Tunkelang

360 Riverside Dr 70—1002b

New Ycik Cny V2O/C&4

Users Group

Ralph Lees

303 Wawrly Ptaco—1OD11

Newark

Finger Lak« CQmmodQ.*e

Uso:5 Gioup

Todd Andiuwa

229 W Union St—14513

315-331-3266

Cswego

Osvego Ccmmodore

Users Gioup

JohnR Boionkay

2G3 Pa;k HaJ—SUNY—131Z6

315-313 6069

Rochester

Ccmmodoio Usars Group oi

Rocnesler

PO 1)0x26514—14626

Adirondack C64 Uebis Oroup

PaulW Klompaa

203 WoDdbwil Avej —12866

Commudoie Computer Club

o! Hyucusn

PO Box 2232—13220

Tnllmnn

Computer Club of RocklBnd

Pt-ter Bellin

PO Box 233—1O9B2

914-357-6941

Tonawanda

64 SouU-iiowns U&e:s Gjoup

EO4 SomervUJe—14150

71&-B37-5643

CommodOiD Buflolo '•.>•:-. Group

Pavid Newton

199 Dale Di —14150

716-695 1026

Tribes HiQ

Mohawk VaCey Commodore

Useis Gioup

V/ifliam A Nowak

3S13 SUnson Ave . PO Box

343—12177

519-829-7576

KOHTH CAROLINA

Chnrlotto

Chflrlotio Cfi4 Ueeie Qtoup

H 5 Hanks

3717 Flowered Rd —29210

704-552-1094

fls'/ciozk

Down Ease CarnmotlOEQ

Usaib Group

Jim WontunflUrti

302 BoUlown Rd —2SU2

914 447-4601

TiVon

Tryon Commodoxo 64 Dub

Room Mjchaot

PO Box 1016—28782

704 959-6340

NORTH DAKOTA

CommodDra Qub ol North

Dnko'-n

Jam« G Allon

10067 Rono Ur —Sa&01

701-222^377

OHIO

CPU. ConnBciion

Hurkn Fiflnk

P O. lion 42032—44142

Cincinnati
ComniodocEi Umib ol Rlun Chip

T«d Suilotfl

f)16 Itadchur St —4n2Ofi

613 961-6592

Maple Haight£

SE Cleveland Commodajo

Cmzjub UEcri Group

Car] Skflla

18073 Hailan Di —44137

2165B1-M09

Marian

Miuioti Ohio Ccmmodofi'

775 WoUinget Rd --133O2

61^726-2630

Unun

NE Ohio Commodore

\Jsnts Oioup

Roas Black

PO Box 718-^4062

216-942-4132

Milfatd

Clercom-W

DavH Skarjr^a

5771 OtUOtVatLOn Cl —4515Q

513031-5684

New Philadelphia

Commodoro 64 Usnrs Gioup

Ml Eklucid

702 Park Avo NW—W663

216364-fil58

TtUodo

CommodoEii Compum

Club of Toludo

Jim Cychl»n

P O lion 8909—41623

'llO 475-91G0

Dayton Aroa Commodoro

U&erif Oioiip>

679 Mueimv ElJll Dt —^53B5

B13 372 4077

OKLAHOMA

Muskogec Computer Soc.

CommodQie Users Gcoup

Steve Fold

202 S 12th Sueet-74401

405-683- 5Z90

Oklahoma Ci" y

Oei!iie4M Oklahoma

I'LcIi.iri] P Hill

1401 N HockwoO—73127

40S-7B7-1644

OHZGOH

Albany

Albany Corvallis C64

Uwra Gioup

AlRaamua

2l3SCruc*ooSt SE—97321

Portland

NE Portland Commodore

Uier Group

Gary A Thompascn

8759 N Calvert Ave —97217

503-285-4791

Pustin nd

PGE Commodoff Useie Group

ftchard TurnocV

121 SW Salmon St —97005

503 641 "1197

CenUal Oregon C&4 Users Group

Ma^ui McCleary

499 N Harwood Ave—97754

5O3-M7-7O62

Shdidan

VarnhdC County Commcdore

Uaecs Group

Dan Unschetd

Routt 2. Box 246—97378

BO3 643-2o25

PENHSVLVANIA

Alloona

Altoona & Mariinsburg

Commodoto Users Gioup

Ralph OsmoLiiiski Jr

RD. r*4 Box 25B—16601

HI 4-945-0691

AllCOEIIt

B.A S.I C

Dimiui N. Danloa

1433 r3th Avo—16603

Apollo

Heokeis EEite CliJ)

Joe Mcoio

305 Route 356—^5613

GE Com64

K(Jwfl[(i DiividiiOJi

507 Weslwind Di —19312

216 296-3329

HutOoB

Worldwide Gomrr-odoie

Users Group

Davo Walter

P O Bon 337—19422

21&-948-6542

Clorks Summi:

Scmntan Commodofe

Usors Gioup

Mruk A Davis

PO Hnr?!! TflilT

717-686 5443

Chftan Heights

CHUG

Kevin J Daly
n it D-i. 1TPL KVllO
r\J D0^ tJ j—ITWID

215-622-6550

Wwjimorsland Computer

Usiijj) Club

Gary Manns

3021 Ran Venus Dr —15G01

412-fl36'2224

Mnrrisviila

Lower Bucks Users Group

Don Mayor

215-295-3591

Mount ilolly Springs

Eight SqiiQE^c]

Andy SkoJion

P.O Bon 76—17065

717-486-3274

A-K 64 Users Group

Alion Gluiji5h

1762 Fairmount Si —1506a

412-335 9070

Philad*-Eplua

Hc-infl En-ijj Personal

Computer Qub

Aiinn McNichol

PO Bon 16858 P32 31—19142

Pitletjuroh

Bates Ccntmoiro Users Group

Bill Campbell

59ZAibarUne-15236

Pttlsbufgh CcEitmodore Group

Joel A Casat

20i&GBfiickDr—15235

118 JITNK/JUI-Y'HS



412-37! -281)2

VUGOP

DdVLlL RrtT'AlU

1931 KocWiid«(.—15212

112-322 -4662

Stiana

Central PA Urn Oragp

fa Canmodotn

Jonph W CuHrnon

Boi 102—17767

Warn Climiiw

Main Lino Commode*a

UwrB Group

EmilJ VolchockJr

1046 Geueia] All™ Ln —19362

215-388-1581

WpEt Mi Id in

Smith hitsbuiah

Cornmodoiu Group

CtimloeW Qiumoin

2407 I'nnrjnylvaniii Avo —1G122

112 404002

RHODE ISLAND

HarrlsvlUe

BurriJMUe Commodore

UssiE Club

Dhyi<J R Mjuntault

28 Ciinny h'.nrm KU -02860

4O1-WS-'OT7

Usorn (Itolii*

Noburl R E'flyrie

South Foiry Rd —02(82

■101 Mb 2158

Pawtucket

BJ.C.E

MicIukJ Skoldon

19B Moiiu Avo —02860

401-728-8602

SOUTH CAROLINA

Coycfl/W Columbia

L'oinniixljn' (Juitii uli-r Cluh

o[ Columbia

Buslei Whlto

PO Boi 2775-2D171

803-772-030*

Myrtle Bcacli

Commotion* Updott

BriKi Hnriiirm

230 Tarpon Boy-29b77

Mcirth ChUlHlOD

ClutilMREon (Tniii|»uiu Society

Jack A fr'uu Ji

P.tJ Box 628-1-2fM0O

803-747-031(1

Rook HiU

Pock HjU Commodora

Ueei Olfjup

S[iL.U7jk Bobbin

665 ScWeybark Cu —21? 30

803-366-7918

-^'Nii.itif'iir'i

SPAHCUQ

JammE) Panley

385 s Sruino Si —28302

803 582E897

TENNESSEE

BuUM

Memphis Commodore

P O Bo> 3809&—3B1MM9&

901 -358- &823

CDmniodDED CDcngluloi Club

Many Qann
P O Boa m—37330

615-613.6962

naxvjlln

ET64UBCIS Group

Hick McCtlll

POfa WB—37001

u«pfo Group
Kilwntrl Bllchiitl

7406 Oxmool Rrt —37931

615 S.ta-3773

TEXAS

AusCtJl

Commodore Compute! Club

of AjaUn

Pay Hcimass

PO Box49138—78/65

Coipus Chiis^

Corpus Chnflti CommodorPB

Jim O'pear

PO Box6541—78411

512 BS2- 7665

DoUu

64 Usur« Grilup. Ino

SumGoidin

PO Box 801828

13604 Midway Rd—T53SO

211-239-7665

Hiusl

Mid Cmas Commodois club

Djano Dows

413 Chlliolm "neJ-76053

(I17-4BS-4717

Irvinfl

living Comnntdots LTseta Gmup

mil M^iEtLall

P.O. BIB 165034—75016

214-256-1402

Longview

Longview UseiB Group

DofoLJiy Melzlfll

PO Box 9284—7b6O8

214769 0699

Lulibock

Lubbock CommodoTe

Users Oioup

Robert Maesenga!o

3817 64lh Drive—79413

806-797-3953

Mexta

BiSIone L'seis Club

PO Bon 386—76567

617- 562 6906

fiaiufl Kenned/

2411 Ulue

61S-B42-9419

Ct ofisi&ifti Commodore

Users Group

Jofiy Guy

417 lrma Dr —77901

612-675-0342

Waco

ComputaB

Bui! A HayH

Boulo4Box214—%!S?ab

817-795-8152

UTAH

Ogrlen

Waaalcli Comrncioie

Uaeia Group

Mika Murpiiy

PO Box 4028—S4402

SO I-394-4952

VEHMOHT

S Bulllngion

ChomptaLn Vnilloy Comntodom

tints Gioup

ilxevo Ltppcn

6MayrauSl—06401

802-658 -4160

VIRGINIA

Alexandria

Alexandria Useis Group

Jclbfly K KandrickBD]

12O6W«upovsB]vd—22307

■^3-768-4571

FranconJn Cornmodoiv

Ueera Gioup

Mark Sowaoh

6921 DoveaDl—22310

703-971-602!

Arlington

ArliEiylon VI0t;ms (20/64)

Clifton Gladlay

4501 Alilligtotl Blvd —22204

703-li24-023G

CiyflUL City Commodore G1 Clui)

SuEuiynskL

Joflfiison Davis Hwy

Sib 1200—22202

DaloClty

Dale City Commodore

Users Group

JackB Itoyle

P O. Bos 2004—221930058

7D3-!i90-182S

Fairfax

PENTAF

Ron Thomas

9012 Colony Hd—22030

Fraisklin

CommodoiB Users

Bruce PowdD

1M1N Hiflh Si -23851

804-662-6823

Haidy

Roanokn Cocnptit^i SoaMy

LdTry Vh :• '.:■.::

Bt l,Bo< 40-24101

703-890-2044

Hun

Centrai Virginia UsorE Group
Dak) Mcoio

B0UW3.B01 461—21663

USER GROUPS

Cfi1 Unnro Group n( MnLn/in

John Mih-INt

7«6 Kldnimln Si —221D2

703-358-2030

Hoanokfl

KACt Commodoifl

Usiera Group

Larry Rackow

■1726 Horseman Di —2401a

703-382-8960

WASHINGTON

Allintfon

AjUngton Commixlom

UsorG Group

JiineM King

18204 67th Avo NE—98223

206 653-3882

Cfmtialia

CBM Users Gioup

Rick Beabei

803 Euclid—98U1

2O6-736-4OBS

MFCS

Jim Lnchtit'l'!

Quartos 2821 A—98433

206-961-H44

MvyffriUa
Hunch JA' Bytpn

Joey Miller

4916 121st Place NE-98172

20e-fiKI-b67b

Oak Harbor

Wludlmy hitnitfl fjommoiloto

CompuEHr CLuh

Bob Haidy

PO Box 1471 #203—98277

206-675- 30S3

PuyaUup

p^ra Users Qroup

RodSraiU

9105 168th St E-9W73

206-8180O37

Pjchland

Til City Commodora

Computur Club

JackGnrvin

192fiPmoSl—993U

5(B 943-1734

Saotrjfl

COMP.UTEB

An Wnbotk

5303 Smlshnto Avo NVI—B8107

206-181-3037

NNW CommodoEA liwtt Group

Hiclii.nl BnS

2S66Do«unN #203—98109

2OC-284-iH17

University 64 UJ^oifi Crrouu

Allen M. Grown

Pathology EM-30

Unlu ol WaslHtltfion—9B195

Tacoma

Worl(3 Wittii Uwr'i Cltnup

B. Smith

PO. Bon 9B6I12—!>»49B

E06-536-0334

WISCONSIN

Caledonia

CLUB B4

Jack While

PO 130*72—63108

414-836-4615

tou Claim

En Li Clniio Aim CBM 64

Users Group

JohnF SaskyJi

Ble 5 Boa 179A—54703

716-871-6972

Green Bay

Comm Bay W

Rjchard K Luxlon

PO Dai 1162-64305

414-336-3956

Madison

Maihsnn Area Commuilore

Users Group

Nripoiian Smith

lB5nBcW#11—53713

608-2S2-B76O

Menomonio

Mfnomoiue Atya Commodorit

Uhoib Op

Mlko Wlllirnrl'i

5101211. St —M72b

715-2-1D-6991

MGwaukee

MACE

John Postman

B332W ManilDba St—53219

411-645-R451

Hacioe

CUSS.H

Tim TrJimmel

3614 Sovetlgn Dl —53106

4115S401&6

WYOMING

Cheyenna

Cheyenne Assn o!

Comp Enthusiasts

WuTuun Holdm

505 Williams S: #260—82007

307.778-7074

Landnj

ZYMEC UMrs Group

TimStiuna

RU163, Box 367

Kargus

CWDHS Users Croup

Jetty Rogetson

ISbBetydeSl Erai-NIM 1V7

HntniJtcn

TRACK 81

Wjyn" Chapman

491 Kenilwcuth Avo H —

H1H 4T6

307-332-7655

CANADA

Belleville

Rad"li Computer Club

ben Biash

PO fl

KOK 3B0

0722fl37!ll

Kitnberley

Kooleoay Computpr Club

Tom Lang

34G Archibald Si —VIA 1M9

S04-127-2SZ7

Montmnl

C64 Un»Tn (l[(iup of Montr nal

Boburl AdlMi

SnowrlonPO Pox 732—

H3X 3X0

514-'/29-3t)4f>

St CalheimoG

Niaq.ira CrirnrTI'Xioa'

Useis Gioup

Ifln Kerry

44 Quwnnton St Unit 12—

L2B2V9

416 C88-6629

Etorlpy Creek

Eflstdaln CommodoEH

Users Group

R W ITarasfln

275 Lincotn Rd.—LBE 1Z4

416-578-2136

Toroalo

Toronto PET Us«s Group

Chin B»bb»(i

1912A Avunuu Bd 5UI1* 1—

M6M4A1

116- 782- 9262

Vji:!C!iavil]«

CP. 8B4

MicIlf.b] Lugameic

—O6P8V1

319-357-2553

MEXICO

Me«lco City D F

Cliihilnrro+TecCM

Al.iin HfiiiiiJil

Vicecitn Snare/ 25

User Group Support

Program
Commodore is creating a program to support Commodore

User Groups.

TTie tw) major components—an electronic bulletin

board on CompuServe and a newleOEr are now available.

The electronic bulletin board is a dedicated section

of the Commodore Information Netucrk of CompuServe

accessible only by "Approved" User Croups. It will be

used for direct communication as wll as Commodore

announcements.

The newsletter, INPUT/OUTI'UT. will include

announcements, user group programs, calender of events,

letters, questions, product specifications, programs, and

surveys. It will be a newsletter TOK user groups BY user

groups supported by Commodore without advertisements.

For future issues of the newsletter Commodore ij

accepting announcements of user group activities, articles

of interest letters to the editor, and general questions.

Please forward all correspondence with the name iif your

user finiup to:

Commodore Business Machines
1200 Wilson Drive
West Chester. PA 19:S80

Attn: Jim Gracdy
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GLITCH FIX

December/January 1984-85 (Issue 12)
"Enhance Your BASIC Game with an Interrupt"

Author Mark Jordan suggests making the following

changes to the program to enhance its operation:

In line 550 change the first number following the word

DATA from 37 to 41. In line 550, change the fifth number

after DATA from 5 to 9.

February/March 1985 (Issue 13)
"Birthday Card"

Corrections should be made to the following lines:

50 PRINT"(CLEAR,DOWN2,SPACE8}

TOUCH ANY KEY, SWEETIE1" BAMJ

145 PRINT,"[L. BLUE,LEFT2,CMDR +2,

SPACE4,CMDR +2,SPACESJ",,;'BEUK

150 PRINT, , "{L1IFT2} {CHDR +2,SPACE2,

CKDR +2,SPACE4,CMDR +3,SPACE4,

CMDR +,SPACE3,CMDR +}'"BCDJ

155 PRINT,"{LEFT2,SPACE2,CMDR +4.SPACE4,
CMDR +,SPACE3,CMDR +,SPACE3,

CMDR +,SPACE3,CMDR + , RIGMT9 } "; 'BCNP

160 PRINT,"{LEi?T2,SPACE3,CMDR +2,SPACES,

CMDR +,SPACE3,CHDR +,SPACE3,

CMDR +,SPACC3,CM1)K +}"'BBLJ

165 PHIMT,"{LEFT2,SPACE3,CKDR +2,SPACE5,
CMDR +,SPACE3,CMDR +,SPACE3,

CMDR +,SPACE3,CMDR +,RIGHT9}";'BCYP

170 PRINT,"{LEFT2,SPACE3,CHDR +2,SPACE6,

CMDR +3,SPACE5,CMDR +3j"'BBXK

330 PRINT,,"{RED,DOWN13,SPACE5}LOVE,",,,

"{SPACE5}MARK": REM YOUR NAME

IIERE'CSKK

345 FOR T=l TO 23:PRINT"{RVS,SPACE3,

SHFT S,SPACE2}",,,"!RIGHT5,SPACE 2,

SHFT S,SPACE2}";:NEXT'FKOO

"In-Between"

Correct line 310 to read as follows:

310 PRINT"[HOME,DOWN11}":FOR Z = l TO 9

:PRINT"{RVE,GREEN,RIGHT 4,SPACE12)"
NEXT'GGNF

April/May (Issue 14)
"Bit Banner"

These four lines need to be changed:

80 PRJNT"[SPACE10,CMDR +3,SPACE2,

CMDK +5J " ' BAFL

110 PRINT"[BPACE9,CrtDR +5,SPACE2,

CMDH ■+4,SPACt;'5] SYMbOL1" BABG

140 PRINT" [SPACE6,CMUR @,SPACt:2,

CMDH +,SPACE3,CMDK +] [CMDH +5,

yPACt!2,CMDR e,BACK ARROW]

HEIGHT (11 MAX)"'BAAL

170 PRINT"MARGIN[SHFT Kj [CMDR M2,

SPACE3,CMDR M2,BACK ARROW]

SPACING"'bAFK

"Lunar Lander"

Change the following lines:

6 PRINT"[WHITE,CLEAR,DOWW10,SPACE10]

REAL TIME LUNAR LANDER"'BAAN

4 70 PRINT"[D0WN2,RIGHTS,SPACE3.RVS]

THROTTLE LOCKED UP"'BAYM

471 PRINT"[HIGHT10,SPACE3,RVS]

RETROS FIRING*''BAVL

472 PRINT"[HIGUT10,SPACE3,RVS]

BEGIN LAND1NG[KVOFF]"'BACN

482 PRINT" [DOW.>J2,RIGHT9,SPACE5rRVS]

WAY TOO HARD[RVOFt]"

:POKfc] 2042,253'CJAQ

490 PRINT"[D0WN2,RIGHT8,SPACE2,RVS]
NOT SO fiOT, BUT[HVOt't ] " 'BALN

491 PRINT" [D0WN2,HIGUr8,HPACti4,RVb]

YOU MADE IT[UVOt'F] "'BASN

"Build Your Own Computer Control System"

We omitted the address of Genesis Computer Com

pany, one of the companies mentioned as a good re

source. You can contact Genesis at:

Ben Franklin Technology Center

Lehigh University

Bethlehem. PA 18015

215-861-0850

"List Processing in LOGO"

We are embarassed to admit that we left out the whole

last part of David's "Mastermind" program. Please add

these lines to the end of the listing that appeared:

(long LOGO listing)

TO GET.GUESS

.OCOLL

CUREOB 8 23 BLANKS Continued next page

DON'T LEAVE US

IU after your next move

Make sure you send in your change of address so
Commodore Power/Play will arrive at your new home

when you do. Jusl fill out the form and attach your

label, then send it to our subscription office.

adclrcs apl. #

city state

ATTACH LABEL HERE AND MAIL TO:

Commodore Power/Play

Subscription Department

Box 651

Holmes, PA 19043

zip
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GLITCH FIX
CUPSOP B 23 PRINT1 (ENTER GUESS:] MAKE "GUESS MAHE.LIST

FIRST REQUEST

IF HOT < COUNT lOUESS 1 ■ INCODE THEN ERPOR 1

HAKE "TRl 1 • iTRl

MAKE "0 1QUESS

MAKE "C ICOOE

MAKE "BLACK MATCHES IB IC

EulMlllATE .MATCHES illCODE

ruhE -UHITE COUNT INTERSECT ION :C :Q

CURSOR B iTRY PfrllJT iTRf
CUPSOP 2 iTBl ( PRINT 111 iGUESS El MATCHES] :BL«CK

[LETTERS! ILJHITE >

IF :SL-iCK - iNCODE THEII ERPOH 9

IF .TRY ■ 22 THEN ERROR 2

GET. GUESS

END

TO SELECT.RANDOM ILlST

COMMENT (OUTPUTS ■■ RANDOM ELEMENT OF ILIST1

OUTPL" 1TEII ■ 1 • RANDOM I COUNT ILIST ' 1 ILIST

END

TO MATCHES ILIiTI iL1ST2
CCH-IEI4T [OUTPUTS NWBEP OF TIMES 0ORRESPONDII .0 ELEMENTS

OF IL1STI nND ILIST2 ARE IDENTICAL]

IF iLISTI - [] THEN OUTPUT 0

IF 1LI5T? - [] THEN OUTPUT 0

TEST FIRST 1LJST1 » FIRST |[_1ST2

IFTRUE OUTPUT 1 t MATCHES ' BUTFIRST iLISTIr < {IUTFIPST

•LIET2 )

IFFmL = E OUTPUT MATCHES ' BUTFIRST ;!_:ST!> ' Bl'TFIGST

E!i?

TO ELIMII4-TE.IV-TCHES 1"

IF |H ■ 1 THEU JTOP

TEST ITEM IM lOUESS - ITEM IM iCODE

1FTPUE HAVE "0 DELETE.POS iM i& HAKE -C C'ElETE.POS

jM iC

ELIM]'|_-E.HATCHES in - 1

END

TO INTEOSECTIWJ iLISTl tLlSTi

COMMB-T [OUTPUTS THE INTERSECTION OF :LI5-T1 ^JZ. :_:=T2]

ENO

TO

ENf

TO

IF iLISTl - (] THEM OUTPUT (]

TEST MEI1BEB' t FIPST iLISTl ' :LIST2

IF7PUE OUTPUT FPUT FIRST ILISTl INTERSECTION ■ BUTFiRST

■LIST! ■ ILISTi

IFF^.L5E OUTPUT INTERSECT! ON ( BUTFIRST I'.ISTI > 1LIST2

'ELETE.POS iP05!T10N .LIST

C0r»l€'lT [OUTPUTS Lli' >-FTEP DELETING M0P0 III :Pi/5ITl»l]

(F ^POSITION ■ 1 THB-I OUTPUT BUTFIPST ;L1ST

OUTPUT FPpjt FIRST iLlST DELETE.PCS 1 :POSITiON - 1 .

■ BUTFIRST ILIST >

?hr-: - in

CURSOR 0 J3 BL-NI'S CUBSOP 9 13
IF ill - 1 i PRINT [rOUR 0UES3 SHOULD 6E1 i'lCOOE

ECHmR-CTERS1) • WAIT 286 GET.GUE5S

IF IN ■ 2 ( PRINT [THE CODE U"S|] iCODE ' mGf~1IJ'

PRIUTI SENTENCE [10U GOT IT ». THE] 1TP.Y PPINT I-TH Tfil11]

END

TO

£TI[

TO

en:

TO

END

TO

END

M"

-.GhIIT'

CURSOP 0 24 PRINT1 [TRV AG-ltl *] MAKE 'KEY FiBST.LETTER

IF iH 6V - "i THEN BAMS

CLE"FTE'*T

PRINT (TH«li-? FOR THE CW1E1]

TOPL.EUEL

BLANKS

PEPE-tT 4S (PR1NTI CHAP. 32]

JAIT IN

IF ill - 9 THEN STOP

UIAIT IN - 1

COWENT ,L dD

If you have questions

If you need answers

the COMMODORE
HELP SERVICE LINE

Is NowIn Operation
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PYSCO SOFTNARE

for -the Commodore 54™

% 9.95 each ! on disk.

BLACKJACK oa.lno ,lol Mchl,.
= t>rl• . With nice card graphics I

RTN PI IMMV
*—i a i i t^-"-Ji Mil tar (- jaBa ■ Mat on ynuv

ultt ngnlmi the computer. '..-' .:.;■ 1)1

CROSSWORD CJII1, aM.. Forup

NOTE-MINDER ull, „,„,„, WM
print & o.l.nOir (toi 177B-282B. miom

'or miry antl r«col [ o* tiolt* 1ar any day
tof an ant it* nar I rtlara oiock finlura
ollou. itllingi lor 3 Iliti a Soy, 3BS

Sny. B j-mrl HsIes bb>- be ailiM«D lool

MINI-BASE II m. «,„.«„,
pfosra*. Crtalt your nun data futi and

tfat o *nt t>* BCTevfi* . Scrun dnign I*

'Uxibl* | f\\ lout «M ry s i+v\*\a o' rfnta
T«oafdi in fi|«. ^rmtrng vUh fitLd
nUolion um1 tulinj nLLouiil, feJviuiotd

priniar import proonv uTth ML* chaining
<wnlLabU loan I A lupar valm N

P.O. BOX 301

Br istol , CT 06010

FREE — AUTO-LOADER

program with order!

rowurFart I!* IB a tratfinBrk

o* znvaxm ei^ctkonics lid.

Circle Reader Service No. 20

FREE
10 DISKETTES

OR

20 C-20 CASSETTES
A subscription to the 'Cassette of the

Month' gels you a tape or disk full of 10
quality Commodore 64 programs deliv

ered to you by first class mail every month.

The documentation included will help you
run greal utilities like 'Word Processor;

and 'Budget Analyzer,' or enjoy great

q.imcE like 'Frogjump' and Caterpillar
Cave1 FOR AS LITTLE AS 50 CENTS
EACH!

* Limited otter * Subscribe for a year

□n cassette and receive 20 Free C-20 cas
settes or subscribe tor a year on disk and

receive 10 Free 5V* single sided double

density diskettes! ppipcc_

TAPE DISK

1YR|12ISSLES| 60" 75°°

6MOI6ISSJES) 35°' 45°"

Single Copies 7°° r°

* We've been in business tor

overlives years! acquiring

* Ouef 4000 satisfied color

cwiputer owners

* Commodore M required

MiW Bus atM t%

CXsrseas ADD SI D to subscnpfl.on

3rd tl 00 to singla issues

PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME'

UDSubscrtptionSorlwse

PO BOX2J6-C
HOLLAND. Ml 4W23

(616) 396-7577

Circle Reader Service No. 25

BERSERKER
Continued from pg. 36

as "value," a number which provides

a rough estimate of how long it takes

to complete the craft in question. In

general, the human commander

builds armed or unarmed merchant

vessels to establish new bases and

cruiseis or battleships for attack and

defense.

Sooner or later, the gamer must test

the quality of the preparations in the

fires of combat. Fighting occurs

whenever a Berserker mvades a plan

et controlled by a human player, two

human-directed forces land on a plan

et simultaneously or a human fleet

reaches a Berserker-dominated world.

A player allocates energy points,

equal to a ship's power drive, prior to

every round of combat. The points are

divided among four variables: speed,

beams, shields and tubes. Speed is

crucial in combat against another

ship, because the faster vessel scores

a hit 75% of the time, but the slower

ship has only a 50% success chance.

Beams are primarily used against

bases, while tubes are the main

weapon against rival vessels. Shields

denote the number of hit points of

damage which a ship can withstand

during a single round of combat. In

coming fire which gets through the

shields causes reductions in the

ship's basic parameters, hindering fu

ture operations until a friendly base

repairs it.

Since only three ships can receive

an attack order in a combat turn, the

player must deliberate the impor

tance of any single fight to the overall

situation. Unplanned fighting can

leave the defenders scattered thinly

throughout a whole star sector, easy

prey for the mechanoid marauders.

In planet combat, an operational

base shoots missiles at any would-be

invaders. A base has an unlimited

stockpile of missiles, but the facility's

point-value controls the number

which can be launched in a given

turn.

Berserker Raids won't satisfy those

who want the crash and zap of futur

istic warfare. It's just not that kind of

game. This program rewards meticu

lous, well-coordinated planning, not

military genius. The resulting contest

seems a lot less lively than most other

computer science fiction titles, but

may appeal to those who especially

enjoy economic and political games. H

word cnmES
Continued from pg. 87

program, it's moderately amusing

and does make the weekly spelling

lesson more tolerable.

Cave of the Word Wizard
Cave of the Word Wizard

(Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook Road,

Deerfield, IL 60015/disk) casts its

spelling lessons in the form of an ac

tion-adventure game. The gamer

uses a joystick to guide an on-screen

character, either Mark or Becky,

through a mysterious cave filled with

pitfalls, scorpions, serpents and other

dangers. Equipped only with a flash

light and a limited supply of Band-

aids to heal wounds, the garnet must

traverse eight levels of tunnels, hop

ping over obstacles along the way. to

locate four magic crystals.

To make a bad situation worse, the

batteries in the flashlight are nearly

dead. The only way to replenish them

is to correctly spell words presented

by the Wizard, a Gandalfian image

with white hair, beard and flowing

robe. The Wizard appears randomly

and challenges Mark or Becky to spell

the word he speaks. A correct re

sponse recharges the flash batteries.

In case of an error, the wizard dis

plays the right spelling on the screen.

The gamer descends to lower levels

through holes in the floor and returns

to the upper levels by ladders. Return

ing to the surface with the four crys

tals wins the game.

Cave of the Word Wizard is for the

young, or at least the young-at-heart.

The four skill levels start with simple

(cat-dog-baby) words and few inter

ruptions from cave creatures and ad

vance to very difficult ones (unani

mous-pterodactyl-photosynthesis)

and a high incidence of random dan

gers. So the game is playable by com-

putensts from six to adult.

Word games have come full circle

in the computer world. The primitive

word-search routines that amused

basement hackers in microcom

puter's dawn seem pathetically sim

ple by current software standards. To

day's programs wed the stimulation

of manipulating the language to the

audio-visual fireworks possible with

computers. And as technology pro

gresses, word games will also mutate.

Indeed, the future looks bright with

possibilities for those who love to play

with words. Q
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HOW TO EWER PROGRHmS in Power/Play

The programs which appear in this
magazine have been run, tested and

checked for bugs and errors. After a

program is tested, it is printed on a

letter quality printer with some

formatting changes. This listing is

then photographed directly and

printed in the magazine. Using this

method ensures the most error-free

program listings possible.

Whenever you see a word inside

brackets, such as [DOWN], the word

represents a keystroke or series of

keystrokes on the keyboard. The word

(DOWN] would be entered by press

ing the cursor-down key. If multiple

keystrokes are required, the number

will directly follow the word. For ex

ample. [D0WN4] would mean to piess

the cursor-down key four times. If

there are multiple words within one

set of brackets, enter the keystrokes

directly after one another. For exam

ple, |DOWN,RIGHT2j would mean to

press the cursor-down key once and

then the cursor-right key twice.

En addition to these graphic sym

bols, the keyboard graphics are all

represented by a word and a letter.

The word is either SHFT or CMD and

represents the SHIFT key or the Com

modore key. The letter is one of the

letters on the keyboard. The combina

tion [SHFT E] would be entered by

holding down the SHIFT key and

pressing the E. A number following

the letter tells you how many times to

type the letter. For example, (SHFT

A4.CMD B3j would mean to hold the

SHIFT key and press the A four times,

then hold down the Commodore key

and press the B three times.

The following chart tells you the

keys to press for any word or words

inside of brackets. Refer to this chart

whenever you aren't sure what keys

to press. The little graphic next to the

keystrokes shows you what you will

see on the screen.

SYNTAX ERROR
This is by far the most common

error encountered while entering a

program. Usually (sorry folks) this

means that you have typed some

thing incorrectly on the line the syn

tax error refers to. If you get the

message "?Syntax Error Break In Line

270", type LIST 270 and press RE

TURN. This will list line 270 to the

screen. Look for any non-obvious mis

takes like a zero in place of an 0 or

vice-versa. Check for semicolons and

colons reversed and extra or missing

parenthesis. All of these things will

cause a syntax error.

There is only one time a syntax er

ror will tell you the 'wrong' line to look

at. If the line the syntax error refers to

has a function call (i.e., FN A(3)), the

syntax error may be in the line that

defines the function, rather than the

line named in the error message. Look

for a line near the beginning of the

program (usually) that has DEF FN

A(X) in it with an equation following

it. Look for a typo in the equation part

of this definition.

ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR
This is another common error mes

sage. This can also be caused by a

typing error, but it is a little harder to

find. Once again, list the line number

that the error message refers to.

There is probably a poke statement

on this line. If there is, then the error

is referring to what is trying to be

poked. A number must be in the

range of zero to 255 to be poke-able.

For example, the statement POKE

1024,260 would produce an illegal

quantity error because 260 is greater

than 255.

Most often, the value being poked

is a variable (A,X...). This error is tell

ing you that this variable is out of

range. If the variable is being read

from data statements, then the prob

lem is somewhere in the data state

ments. Check the data statements

for missing commas or other typos

If the variable is not coming from

data statements, then the problem

will be a little harder to find. Check

each line that contains the variable

for typing mistakes.

OUT OF DATA ERROR

This error message is always re

lated to the data statements in a pro

gram. If this error occurs, it means

that the program has run out of data

items before it was supposed to. It is

usually caused by a problem or typo

in the data statements. Check first to

see if you have left out a whole line of

data. Next, check for missing com

mas between numbers. Reading data

from a page of a magazine can be a

strain on the brain, so use a ruler or a

piece of paper or anything else to help

you keep track of where you are as

you enter the data.

OTHER PROBLEMS
It is important to remember that

the 64 and the PET/CBM computers

will only accept a line up to 80 charac

ters long. The VIC 20 will accept a

line up to 88 characters long. Some

times you will find a line in a program

that runs over this number of charac

ters. This is not a mistake in the list

ing. Sometimes programmers get so

carried away crunching programs

that they use abbreviated commands

to get more than 80 (or 88) characters

on one line. You can enter these lines

by abbreviating the commands when

CHART OF SPECIAL CHARACTER COMMANDS

■-UNSHIFTED CLR/HOME j| "!PURPLEr = CONTROL 5

|CLEAfl]- = SHIFTED CLR/HOME El "[GREENl" -CONTROL 6 H

"ID0WNI"-CURSOR DOWN

Q "[UP|"~ CURSOR UP

-IRIGHTI"-CURSOR RIGHT

H -'ILEFTI11-CURSOR LEFT

H ■[blue;]i1^control7

R ■ lYELLQWj"■CONTROL 8

0 ";ORANGEr = COMMODORE 1

B il!ROWN|"-COMMODORE 2

Q'IRVS]11 "CONTROL 9 0 "IL. RED]- -COMMODORE 3

M11|GRAYiri=COMMODORE4

^ 11|GRAV2|" = COMMODORE5

[1 '■[WHITE|" = CONTHOL2 I] "IL GREEN]11 = COMM0DORE 6

[I'H. BI.W = C0MM0D0RE7
R "iGRAYai"-COMMODORES

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS WILL BE REPRESENTED AS EITHER THE LETTERS

SHFT (SHIFT) AND A KEY ("|SHFT Q,SHFT J.SHFT D.SHFT S]") OR THE

LETTERS CMDR (COMMODORE] AND A KEY ("[CMDR Q.CMDR

G.COMDR Y.CMDR H]"). IF A SYMBOL IS REPEATED, THE NUMBER OF

REPITITIONS WILL BE DIRECTLY AFTER THE KEY AND BEFORE THE

COMMA nSPACE3,SHFT SI,CMDR M2|").

B 'IRVOFFI1 -COMTHOLQ

"|HL&CKr>»CONTROL 1

"[WHITEf1- CONTROL 2

"(RED|"-CONTROL3

]"|FS["-FB

'|F6]""FB

|j'|F7|"=.F7

j£] "IPOUMD|"» ENGLISH
FOUND

y 11[SHFT ' I11 =PI SYMBOL

r+n "IT-UP ARROW
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you enter the line. The abbreviations

for BASIC commands are on pages

133-134 of the VIC 20 user guide and

130-131 of the Commodore 64 user's

guide.

If you type a line that is longer than

80 (or 88) characters, the computer

will act as if everything is ok, until

you press RETURN. Then, a syntax

error will be displayed.

THE PROGRAM WONT RUN!!

This is the hardest of problems to

resolve; no error message is dis

played, but the program just doesn't

run. This can be caused by many

small mistakes typing a program in.

First check that the program was

written for the computer you are

using. Check to see if you have left

out any lines of the program. Check

each line of the program for typos or

missing parts. Finally, press the

RUN/STOP key while the program is

'running'. Write down the line the

program broke at and try to follow the

program backwards from this point,

looking for problems.

IF ALL ELSE PAILS

You've come to the end of your

rope. You can't get the program to

run and you can't find any errors in

your typing. What do you do? As al

ways, we suggest that you try a local

user group for help In a group of even

just a dozen members, someone is

bound to have typed in the same pro

gram

If you do get a working copy, be

sure to compare it to your own ver

sion so that you can learn from your

errors and increase you understand

ing of programming.

If you live in the country, don't

have a local user group, or you simply

can't get any help, write to us. If you

do write to us, include the following

information about the program you

are having problems with:

The name of the program

The issue of the magazine it was in

The computer you are using

Any error messages and the line

numbers

Anything displayed on the screen

A printout of your listing (if

possible)

Send your guestions to:

Powei/Play Magazine

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

ATTN: Program Problem

How to Use the Magazine Entry Program

The Magazine Entry Program on

page 125 is a machine language pro

gram that will assist you in entering

the programs in this magazine cor

rectly. It is for use with the Commo

dore 64 only and was written by Mark

Robin using the IEA Editor/Assem

bler. Once the program is in place, it

works its magic without you having

to do anything else. The program will

not let you enter a line if there is a

typing mistake on it, and better yet, it

identifies the kind of error for you.

Getting Started

Type in the Magazine Entry Pro

gram carefully and save it as you go

along Gust in case). Once the whole

program is typed in, save it again on

tape or disk. Now RUN the program.

The word POKING will appear on the

top of the screen with a number. The

number will increment from 49152 up

to 49541, and just lets you know that

the program is running. If everything

is ok, the program will finish running

and tell you to type NEW. If there is a

problem with the data statements,

the program will tell you where to find

the problem.

Once the program has run, it is in

memory ready to go. To activate the

program, type SYS49152 and press

RETURN When the READY prompt is

displayed, type TEST and press RE

TURN. You are now ready to enter the

programs from the magazine.

Typing the Programs

All the program listings in this

magazine that are for the 64 have an

apostrophe followed by four letters at

the end of the line (i.e., 'ACDF). The

apostrophe and letters should be en

tered along with the rest of the line.

This is a checksum that the Magazine

Entry Program uses.

Enter the line and the letters at the

end and then press RETURN, just as

you normally would.

If the line is entered correctly, a bell

is sounded and the line is entered into

the computer's memory (without the

characters at the end).

If a mistake was made while enter

ing the line, a noise is sounded and

an error message is displayed. Read

the error message, then press any key

to erase the message and correct the

line

IMPORTANT

If the Magazine Entry Program sees

a mistake on a line, it does not enter

that line into memory. This makes it

impossible to enter a line incorrectly.

Error Messages and What

They Mean

There are six error messages that

the Magazine Entry Program uses.

Here they are, along with what they

mean and how to fix them.

NO CHECKSUM: This means that

you forgot to enter the apostrophe

and the four letters at the end of the

line. Move the cursor to the end of the

line you just typed and enter the

checksum.

QUOTE: This means that you for

got (or added) a quote mark some

where in the line. Check the line in

the magazine and correct the quote.

PARENTHESIS: This means that

you forgot (or added) a parenthesis

somewhere in the line. Check the line

in the magazine again and correct the

parenthesis.

KEYWORD: This means that you

have either forgotten a command or

spelled one of the BASIC keywords

(GOTO, PRINT..) incorrectly. Check

the line in the magazine again and

check your spelling.

# OF CHARACTERS: This means

that you have either entered extra

characters or missed some charac

ters. Check the line in the magazine

again. This error message will also

occur if you misspell a BASIC com

mand, but create another keyword in

doing so. For example, if you misspell

PRINT as PRONT, the 64 sees the

letter P and R, the BASIC keyword ON

and then the letter T. Because it sees

the keyword ON, it thinks you've got

too many characters, instead of a sim

ple misspelling. Check spelling of

BASIC commands if you can't find

anything else wrong.

UNIDENTIFIED: This means that

you have either made a simple spell

ing error, you typed the wrong line

number, or you typed the checksum

incorrectly. Spelling errors could be

the wrong number of spaces inside

quotes, a variable spelled wrong, or a

word misspelled. Check the line in

the magazine again and correct the

mistake. Q
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Magazine Entry Program

1 PRINT "

5 P=49152

[CLEAR]POKING-";

:REM SC0C0

10 READ AS:TF AS="END"THEN 80

20 L=ASC(MIDS(AS,2,1))

30 H=ASC(MIDS(AS,1,1))

40 L= L-4 8

5fl H=H-48

60 PRINT"

70 B =

:IF L>9 THEN L=L-7

:IF H>9 THEN H=H-7

[HOME,RIGHT12] "P;

H*16+L:P0KE P,B:T=T+B:P=P+1

:GOTO

80 IF TO

DATA -

90 PRINT"

1000

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1016

1017

1018

1019

1020

1021

1022

1023

1024

1025

1026

1027

1028

1029

1030

1031

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

1043

1044

1045

1046

1047

1048

1049

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

10

103233 THEN PRINT"MISTAKE IN

-> CHECK DATA STATEMENTS":END

DONE":END

4C,23,CO,00,00,00,00,03

00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0D

00,58,C1,5E,C1,66,C1,76

C1,83,C1,8F,C1,EA,EA,EA

4C,8 3,C0,A2,0 5,BD,1D,C0

95,73,CA,10,F8,60,A0,02

B9,00,0 2,D9,3C,C1,D0,OB

88,10,F5,A9,01,8D,10,CR

4C,1F,C1,6C,A0,03,B9,OO

02,D9,38,C1,D0,E0,88,10

F5,A9,00,8D,10,C0,4C,1F

C1,60,A0,0 3,B9,00,0 2,D9

34,C1,DO,E0,88,10,F5,AC

05,B9,A2,E3,99,73,00,88

10,F7,A9,00,8D,18,D4,4C

1F,C1,E6,7A,D0,0 2,E6,7B

4C,79,00,A5,9D,F0,F3,A5

7A,C9,FF,D0,ED,A5,7B,C9

01,D0,E7,20,5A,C0,AD,00

02,20,A3,C0,90,DC,A0,00

4C,EA,Cl,C9,3O,30,O6,C9

3A,10,02,38,60,18,60,C8

B1,7A,C9,20,D0,03,C8,D0

F7,B1,7A,60,18,C8,B1,7A

F0,35,C9,22,F0,F5,5D,05

C0,8D,05,C0,AD,06,C0,G9

00,8D,O6,C0,4C,BD,C0,18

6D,07,C0,8D,07,C0,90,fi3

EE,08,C0,EE,0B,C0,60,18

6D,0A,C0,8D,0A,C0,90,03

EE,09,C0,EE,0C,C0,60,0A

A8,B9,11,C0,85,FB,B9,12

C0,85,FC,A0,E,3,A9,12,20

D2,FF,B1,FB,P0,36,2O,D2

FF,C8,D0,F6F20,5 4,C3,2fl

7E,C3,20,E4,FF,F3,FB,A0

1B,B9,3F,C1,20,D2,FF,88

1O,F7,68,68,A9,00,8D,0O

02,4C,74,A4,4B,49,4C,4C

54,45,53,54,41,44,44,91

91,00,20,20,20,20,20,23

20,20,20,20,20,23,20,20

20,20,20,20,20,20,91,0D

51,55,4F,54,45,0 0,4B,45

59,57,4F,52,44,00,23,20

4F,46,20,43,48,41,52,41

43,54,45,52,53,00,55,4E

■59,44,45,4E,54,49,45,49

45,44,00,4E,4F,20,43,48

45,43,4B,53,55,4D,00,50

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

105G

1057

1058

1059

106fl

1 (161

106 2

1063

106 4

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1!)74

1075

1076

1077

1073

1079

1080

1081

1C!82

1083

1034

1085

1086

1087

1088

1089

1090

1091

109 2

1093

109 4

1095

1096

1097

1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1104

1105

1106

llf)7

1103

1109

1113

1111

1112

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

41, 52, 45, -IE, 54, 43, 45, 53

49,53,fl0,C8,Bl,7A,D0,FB

S4,FD,CO,09,1O,03,4C,C7

Cl,08,08,83,88,88,B1,7A

C9,27,DC,13,A9,00,91,7A

C3,A2,Ofl,Bl,7A,9D,3C,03

C3,E8,E0,0 4,D0,K5,Gt!,4C

F2,C2,AS,:i0,B9,0O,fl2,99
4C,33,F0,F2,C8,Dfi,F5,A0

00,B9,4O,03,FO,E8,99,O;;

02,C8,Dfl,F5,20,D7,Cl,4C

56,C2,A0,0B,A9,OO,99,03

C0,3D,3C,03,88,10,F7,A9

80,85,O2,2O,1B,C3,A0,O0

20,9B,C1,2O,CA,C1,2O,31

C2,£6,7A,Ef),7B,2Q,7C,A5
A0,O0,23,AF,C0,FO,CD,24

O2,FO,06,2O,D7,CO,')C,12

C2,C9,22,DO,O6,2O,BC,C0

4C,12,C2,20,E7,CO,4C,12

C2,AO,00,B9,00,(!2,20,A3

C0,C8,90,0A,18,6D,09,Cfl

3D,09,C0,4C,33,C2,88,A2

O0,39,00,O2,9D,£IQ,C2,F0

04,E8,C8,D3,F4,60,18,AD

0B,C0,69,41,8D,0B,CO,38

AD,(1C,CO,E9,19,9 0,06,81)

0C,C0,4C,63,C2,AD,OC,C0

69,41,8D,0C,C0,AD,!.5,CO

6D,37,C0,48,AD,fl5,Cfi,6D

08,C0,8D,0E,C0,68,6D,L1A

CO,8D,0D;C0,AD,0E,C0,6D

O9,C0,8D,0E,C0,38,E9,19

90,06,8D,0E,CC!,4C,9r.,C2

AD,0E,C0,69,41,8D,flE,Cn

AD,00,C0,E9,19,90,06,80

0D,C[5,4C,AB,C2,AD,0D,CH

69,41,8D,(ID,CO,A3,31,AD

0B,CO,CD,3C,0 3,DO,20,C8

AD,0C,C0,CD,3D,()3,D!5, 17

C8,AD,fJD,C0FCD,3E,n3,DH

0E,AD,OE,C0,CD,3F,03FDO

n6,20,64,C3F4C,7A,Cfl,AD

10,Ctl,DO,llF98,48,63,4C

F7,CO,AD,lO,CO,F0,f'-l,60

A9,0 4,4C,F7,CO,A4,FD,A9

27,91,7A,A2,O0,C8,BD,0B

C0,91,7A,C8,E8,EO,04,DO

F5,A9,C.0,91,7A,2O,64,C3

4C,7A,CO,AO,OC,B9,()H,0 2

F0,ll,C9,28,Dn,n3,EE,l!3

Cfl,C9,29,D0,O3,EE,O4,C0

C8 D0 EA AD T3 CT CD fl4

CD,D0,O1,50,A9,05,4C,F7

CC!,A9,20,BD,0O,D4FBD,01

D4,A9,O9,3D,0 5,D4,A9,0F

3D 18 04 f-O ?(1 41 C3 A9

31,20,77,C3,A9,80,20,77

C3,4C,71,C3,20,41,C3,A9

ll,20,77FC3,A9,i:>,2»,77

C3,A9,00,SD,04,D4,6»,3D

04 D4 A2 7T AO 00 8B DO

FD,CA,D0,FA,60,END
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HOT ROLES
Continued from pg. 77

tience is not only a virtue; it's a ne

cessity.

For those dauntless squires who

can't seem to get enough, the same

kind of challenge, with a little more

depth (literally and figuratively), can

be found in Electronic Arts' The

Standing Stones.

Structurally, these games are al

most identical, This time you are

searching for Merlin's Grail, lifted by

the sticky fingers of Kormath, a mis

guided mage. The screen displays,

battle sequences, motion commands

and player strategies are all similar.

But as you roam the catacombs, some

refreshing enhancements are un

veiled.

A most welcome addition Is your

sidekick, Lancelot. Although you con

trol only a single explorer in this

game, you are certainly not alone. On

the uppermost levels of the 15-floor

pit, whenever you inevitably back

yourself into a corner and your enemy

is about to deliver the death blow, all

is not lost. For out of the mist, with a

razor-sharp sword in hand and a

gleam in his eye, comes the ever reli

able (fanfare please) Sir Lancelot. This

knight of uncommon valor will aid you

immeasurably during the opening

rounds, cutting down your opponents

when your lack of experience leaves

you most susceptible.

This game also houses the weaker

attackers close to the surface, so you

have time to build experience without

succumbing prematurely. Granted,

the deeper into the earth's crust you

travel, the stiffer the competition, but

this contest seems more interested in

drawing you in than killing you off.

This fact is further evidenced by

the goodies the designers have left

littered in the maze, items which give

valued assistance while keeping the

element of surprise consistent

throughout. There are magic artifacts

like potions, scrolls, books, rings, ar

mor and illuminated arrows, which

will lead you to the dungeon's exit so

you can restore your character. Then

there's the oasis, where an adventur

er can try his luck and win some gold

at the casino games or infamous

roach races. There are also locked

chests filled with hidden treasure—or

traps And, of course, there is the

Grail, the holiest of goblets, which

must be retrieved and returned to

daylight to complete your task.

Menacing minds might also want

to try the Dungeon Master option this

disk contains, allowing the true mad

man to rearrange the labyrinth's mag

ic and monsters. Aside from being a

method of slowly driving your unin

formed fellow searchers insane, it's

also a device for taking control of a

maze that has been previously con

quered and presenting some new ob

stacles for epicures of punishment.

This is a never ending challenge.

Now, if you would be so kind as to

excuse me, I'm going to try and

pierce that dragon's heart with this

toothpick. Why would I try such a

foolhardy act, running headlong into

the jaws of danger? Well, I'm really

not as brave, or stupid, as I seem.

Because in adventure gaming, death

isn't always as it seems

In the Infocom contests, for exam

ple, you can "save" any progress

you've made to a supplementary disk

and return to that point if you meet up

with bad fortune. And in the maze

contests, when you reach the end of

your rope, you can either revitalize by

entering a secret code {Maze Master)

or resurrect your surrogate by sacri

ficing some gold and experience {The

Standing Stones).

So throw caution to the wind, loos

en your grip on reality, and don't be

afraid to attempt the outrageous.

There are worlds of adventure beg

ging to be explored, flesh-feasting

creatures ready to be had, and count

less riches waiting to be claimed.

Strap on your chain mail, pack up

your spell book and swing your rune-

mace overhead. Go forth and may the

higher gods shower you with bless

ings. 0

Enchanter

Sorcerer

Infocom

55 Wheeler Street

Cambridge, MA 02138

Maze Master

HesWare

150 N. Hill Drive

Brisbane. CA 94005

The Standing Stones

Electronic Arts

2755 Campus Drive

San Mateo, CA 94403



POWER PLAY'S

UPPET 1NSTITU

m OF
lECHNOLOGY

FROM THE BACK

Muppet

Institute of

Technology

he first in a series of educational

programs to be marketed under the Muppet

Institute of Technology banner has been

introduced by Simon & Schuster's Electronic

Publishing Group (1230 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY 10020). The two

programs for the Commodore 64, Kennit'a

Electronic Storymafeer and The Great

Gonzo in. Wordrider, are full of the

personality of the Muppets and provide

learning in a fun and creative environment.

The educational philosophy behind "MIT"

(Muppet Institute of Technology) is simply

to follow children's natural approach to

learning—playful, light-hearted and fun. In

order to achieve this, Simon 6f Schuster

teamed the efforts of Henson Associates,

creators of the Muppets; Christopher Cerf;

and Joyce Hakansson Associates, one of the

foremost educational software design groups.

The Hopjrt Institute of Technology helps children develop their reading writing, vocabulary and

Ki.ory-bidHU.lv; skills.

Trolls and Tribulations

Wo1 oeful is the troll who doesn't act quickly in Trolls and TrilmlatioiiB, the new strategy action game now available from Creative Software

(960 Hamlin Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94089) for the Commodore 64.

In Trolls and Tribulations, the player must lead trolls through treacherous underground caverns to recover treasures that have been

hidden there for centuries. The obstacles are many: lurking hi the mazes are troll-crunching cretins, hungry buzzards, ghastly skulls and

sinister spiders, all intent on keeping the treasures within the walls of their wicked world.

Your success depends on your skill in combatting the cretins and the wisdom with which you choose your path. The game begins with six

trolls and each time a troll is lost, the next troll picks up the expedition from the beginning of the maze in process.

Points are collected by destroying cretins, recovering hidden treasures and opening doors. There's help along the way with trampolines to

help the trollsjump to high ledges and the ability to reload the troll's gun when it runs out ofbullets. But there are also obstructions, such as

doors that won't open unless youVe picked up the keys which are hidden in the maze.

The game retails for S24.95.

Micro Diary for the Commodore 64

JXLicro Diary is a telephone-dialing directory tool for the Commodore computers released by Expertel Inc. (9669 Distribution Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92121). The software stores up to 2,000 names, phone numbers, addresses and any other important information. Phone

numbers are accessed by entering partial names—not codes—and the program finds all names with those letters. A single keystroke lets you

dial the phone number, including long distance access codes.

Micro Diary acts as an appointment notebook, keeping track ofyour notes and a daily calendar, plus a tickler file to call your attention to

important matters. The program also performs searches and offers a flexible routine for printing your directory, notes, calendar and

mailing labels.

Micro Diary can be used with most auto-dial modems or with the companion telephone Interface unit, Micro Unit, which retails for $50.

The FCC-approved Micro Diary costs S65.
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Sky Travel Challenge: Answers

Destroy Before Reading

1 Polar beat in Alert, Canada. 82°N -63°W, visible

3000 B.C. to 3000 A.D.. N

Clue is obvious.

2. Empire State Building, New York. 40°43'N

-74°01'W, May 1937 to May 2937, SSW

Clue is "empirically stated" + "billing" + "top."

3. CN Tower in Toronto. 43°42'N -79°18'W. January

1970 to January 2070, SW

Clue is "see an" = "CN"; "two on tour = Toronto

backwards, "highest" + "without . . . support" =

CN Tower is tallest unsupported structure.

4. Gateway Arch in St. Louis, 38°38'N -903ll'W, July

1948 to July 2948, NNE

Clue is Gateway Arch looks exactly like half of a

MacDonalds sign, so ... "hungry", "half-wit," and

"hamburgers" give it away.

5. Mount Fuji in Tokyo. 35D42'N 139C48'E, 4713 B.C. to

9999 A.D., NE

Clue is "Canadian Police" = "mountie" + "fugi

tive" = MOUNTie FUGItive. right?

6. St. Basil Cathedra] in Moscow. 55°48'N 37°42'E, 1555

A.D. to 2001 A.D..NW

Clue is "mosque" + "How" = Moscow.

7 Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, 37D48'N

- 122D24'W, 1937 to 2937. WNW

Clue is "don't cross" + "until" + "come to it" =

don't cross the bridge until you come to it. + "sus-

penseful" = suspension bridge.

8. Penguin in Sir James Ross, Antarctica, -68°S

-56'W, 3000 B.C. to 3000 A.D., S

Clue is "Betsy" as in Betsy Ross, "Jim" as in James,

and "pen" + "go in" = penguin.

9. Pyramid at Giza, Egypt, 29°45'N 31°18'E, 2613 B.C.

to 7000 A.D., N

Clue is "200 steps ..." Marks off a square like the

base of the pyramid and "peer amid."

10. Eiffel Tower in Paris, 48°53'N 2°18'E, 1889 to 2889,

SSE

Clue is "plastered" = plaster of Paris, and "I fell" =

Eiffel

11. Big Ben in London, 51°30'N 0°12'E, 1859 to 2859.

SSW

Clue is "gentle" as in Gentle Ben + "big" = Big

Ben; "watch out" means clock.

[Author's name withheld for protection from angry

readers.!
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CARDCOs new DIGI-CAM'" Ls a video

digitizer Iliat lets you traiuJorm jiisl abotll

anything you ran shoot with a video camera

iithi .1 black-and-white digital image. And,

wiili your Commodore 64". you can make

pictures ol thai image.

DIGI-CAM'"(oitiiMoinpli'le wilh <i !>l.ti I.

ami-while video r.imera, .i dijjili/er, ami

xifiw.irc. It's ihi* most coRiadiensive pnckeijj

at the miM i oni[Hiiliu- price around. And it's

a CARDCO quality product.

FOCUS...SHOOT... STORE...

AND PRINT!

DIGI-CAM™ Is lifcrediWy

easy in use. Simply focus

Ihe video c.imera on your

subject, view the shot on

your Commodore. 64"

monitor, store the shot on

CARDCO's DIGI-CAM11'

software ,..ondprintout.

You can enhance or

change tin. on-screen

imase— or combine it with (rat— because

a wrsion ol CARDCOs P.iinl Now/Graph

Now software Ls huilt in ... at no extra tost!

MakeT-shirts for your friends", Clirislmas

ranis and birth aniiotmcLTncnLs ... ih.i|b,

ily i.d.'s... aw il lor

business or pure

plc-asurc. PIik, you

can transfer still

ini, iv^-s Via mi nli ■! 11

to oilier

Commodore' «>m-

pulere... and share

your shots! (Soon lo

be compatible wilfi Apple

and IBM.)

CAMERA, DIGITIZER,

SOFTWARE...THE

WHOLE PICTURE

FOR $250'

DIGI-CAM '"from

CAROCO. For just S25O

... shouliln I you be in pictures?

CARDCO's DIGI-CAM111 Ls available at line

t onipule.r stores <rvcrywherc. I or ni(»rc Infor-

iii.il ion Donlad your

local CARDCO

dealer.

cardco, inc.
"Tin? world's lai^ist mamiladurcr

ol Commodore.' accessories."

300 S. To|H:ka, Widiila, Kansas 67202

' .Su^si'sti'il itl.ill — prices may v.iry.

'i|n i l.iI lir.il-li.uislir ribbon required.

FOR $250:..YOUOUGHTA
BE IN PICTURES!
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE FANTASY KIND

QUESTROn? A role-playing game so spell-binding. It suspends reality and conjures up

an enchanted world whose only hope against the forces of evil Is you.

GEMSTONE WARRIOR!" A lightning-fast action strategy game that wilt leave you breathless

with excitement as It takes you through the tabyrinths of the netherworld on a noble quest

Open them up and step through the gateway to your fantasies come true.

At your local computer/software or game store today.

QUrSTROTT is available on 48K diskette for AFPLEVII

with Applesoft ROM. Apple II+, lie, and lie ($49.95).

On 40K diskette Tor ATARI1 home computers {$49.95).

On 64K diskette for COMMODORE G\~ ($39.95),

GEMSTOfiE WAKKIOK~ is available on 48K diskette

for APPLE"-II with Applesoft ROM, Apple II+. lie.

and lie ($34.99).

Also on 64K dlsheltc lot COMMODORE 64~ ($34.95).

©1985 by STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC. All rights reserved.

If lln-ri- are no convenient stores near you, VISA 6t M/C holders

can order direct by calling 800-227-1617. ext. 333 (toll free). In

California, BOO-772-3545, exL 335. Please specify computer format
.mil add $2.00 for shipping and handling.

To order by mail, send your check to: STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS JF1C,

883 Slierlin Koad, rJIdg. A-200, Mountain View, CA 94045. (California

residents, add 7% sales tax.) All our ijamcs cany a "14-day satisfaction

or your money back" guarantee.

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF ALL OUR GAMES.
Al'FL.r. ATARI and COMMODOKT. I-A M IMilrnurM r>l Apfllr Computer, Int. AUvl. Inc. and Connn«1mc NrttumlLi. IJd, miirillvely.
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